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Introduction 
This chapter introduces grammatical gender as a phenomenon that doesn't normally draw too much 
attention to itself, but that nevertheless comes with some very interesting psychohnguistic puzzles. 
In order to get a grip on these puzzles, I first lay out a general blueprint of the language user as he 
or she engages in speaking, listening, reading, and writing I then use it to introduce the two 
questions addressed in this thesis (1) do native speakers of Dutch make use of grammatical gender 
during word recognition, and (2) do they retrieve grammatical gender during speech production in 
a way that suggests dedicated machinery for repeated retrieval' The chapter ends with a brief 
overview of the rest of the thesis 
A modest phenomenon 
To many people, grammatical gender, or 'word gender', is the thing that got in their 
way when they were trying to learn a language that was not their own. Do Spanish 
say 'el camión' or 'la camión'? In Dutch, is it 'de aanrecht' or 'het aanrecht'? 'Un' 
or 'une pipe' in French? And why do Germans say 'der Löffel', 'die Gabel', and 'das 
Messer'? To the non-native speaker, grammatical gender is a highly, indeed often 
unpleasantly salient and attention-demanding phenomenon, emerging in virtually 
every sentence one might want to construct or decode. 
This salience is exceptional, though. In fact, grammatical gender usually is a 
rather quiet, unobtrusive phenomenon. Linguists are of course professionally aware 
of its existence. As one of the fundamental grammatical categories that determine 
word form in a large proportion of languages, gender is on a par with for example 
case, number, tense, or person (Crystal, 1987). It is one of the more obvious 
dimensions along which languages of the world may differ, and has as such acquired 
its own 350 page volume in the Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics series (Corbett, 
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1991). Nevertheless, gender is only a minor issue in modern linguistic research. It 
often serves as a domain in which to address or illustrate some other issue (e.g. 
Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1986). By itself, gender may be a typical undergraduate's 
first research project, but it is definitely not one of the hot topics. 
The same holds for psycholinguistics. Although there are many studies 
involving grammatical gender, only few of them have it as their main concern. Many 
psycholinguists, particularly if they are operating in a gender language area, use 
gender as a research tool to address some other issue, such as the time-course of 
spoken word recognition (Radeau, Mousty & Bertelson, 1989), the autonomy of 
written word recognition (Gurjanov, Lukatela, Lukatela, Savie &£ Turvey, 1985), the 
interpretation of anaphoric pronouns (Garnham, Oakhill, Ehrlich & Carreiras, 1995), 
the nature of lexical access in speech production (Berg, 1992), the locus of word 
frequency effects therein (Jescheniak &C Levelt, 1994), or the nature of agrammatic 
aphasia (Jarema &C Friedend, 1994). In research on language acquisition gender 
actually features quite often (e.g. Karmiloff-Smith, 1979; Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980; 
Böhme, 1983; Mills, 1986; MacWhinney, Leinbach, Taraban & McDonald, 1989; 
Pérez-Pereira, 1991; Zonneveld, 1992; Brooks, Braine, Catalano, Brody & Sudhalter, 
1993). Again, though, much of the interest seems to be instrumental: in many 
languages, the semantic and formal properties of gender make it an ideal tool to 
examine the relative importance of semantic and formal factors in acquisition. 
So, both in linguistics and psycholinguistics, gender often operates rather 
quietly, doing its work without drawing too much attention to itself. This is exactly 
how gender operates in the mind of the native speaker. In everyday language use, 
grammatical gender is unobtrusive to the point that native speakers may not even be 
aware that their language has a gender system. As a native speaker of Dutch, I 
certainly knew that German and French had grammatical gender, but I cannot 
remember ever having been aware of the fact that my own language had it (i.e., until 
I became a psycholinguist). Yet, grammatical gender pervades the Dutch language to 
the same extent as German or French. Anticipating a more detailed account of the 
Dutch gender system in Chapter 2, virtually every Dutch noun is either a 'de-word' 
or a 'het-word' (some are both), as determined by the appropriate definite article: 'de 
ster' but 'het huis' ('the star', 'the house'). The gender of a noun is marked on 
related determiners, as in 'de ster' but 'het huis', on adjectives, as in 'rode ster' but 
'rood huis' ('red star', 'red house'), and on pronouns, as in 'de ster die...' but 'het 
huis dat...' ('the star that...', 'the house that...'). Dutch speakers continually produce 
these forms, and it seems they usually get them right, too.1 As listeners, they are 
'As for as I know there are no gender error statistics for Dutch colloquial speech. A 
generalization from German statistics, which reveal an overall morphosyntactic error rate of less than 
1 per 100 clauses (Heeschen, 1993), does suggest that gender errors will be very infrequent. Also, 
the gender errors frequently made by non-native speakers ('de huis) appear to be very salient to 
Dutch listeners. On the assumption that such gender errors will also be salient when produced by 
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continually presented with the gender-marked forms produced by other people, forms 
that in many cases make a very clear perceptual contrast (as 'die' versus 'dat'). 
Nevertheless, if native speakers are aware of gender at all, it is most likely not 
grammatical, but natural gender. Whereas the former is a linguistic property of 
words, the latter is a biological property of animate referents of words. The natural 
gender of a boy, for instance, is male, and that of a girl is female. These are just facts 
of biology. It is true that the grammatical gender of words for such animate referents 
often corresponds to the natural gender of the referents themselves, as in French 'le 
garçon' and 'la fille', or Italian 'il bambino' and 'la bambina'. Also, this correlation 
is not thought to be accidental (Corbett, 1991). Nevertheless, both across and within 
languages, the correlation between grammatical and natural gender is far from 
perfect. In Dutch, for example, you can have a grammatically neuter word for a 
female referent (e.g. 'het wicht', 'the wench'). Furthermore, across languages, the very 
same referent can be denoted by words of different grammatical gender. The word 
for house, for example, is of masculine grammatical gender in Russian, but feminine 
in French, and neuter in Tamil (Corbett, 1991). Moreover, whereas for example 
many Indo-European languages have only two or three grammatical genders, Bantu 
languages typically have between ten and twenty (Corbett, 1991). It will be obvious 
that the correlation between grammatical and natural gender must break down in 
such languages. Taken together, these examples show that grammatical gender has 
a life of its own. The psychology of this grammatical phenomenon is what this thesis 
will be about.2 
For native speakers of Dutch, the phenomenon is usually so unobtrusive that 
most of them would probably be surprised to find out there ts a psychology of it. For 
psycholinguists, though, this 'low profile' is exactly where the puzzle begins. Why is 
it that, even though Dutch speakers just want to convey ideas like anybody else, the 
corresponding utterances automatically come out with gender being marked all over 
the place? How do speakers know the ~ apparently arbitrary ~ gender of tens of 
thousands of nouns? How have they learned this, and how do they use this 
knowledge to mark the noun's gender on other parts of the utterance, doing so at 
a speech production rate of 2-3 words per second (Levelt, 1989)? And why do they 
do it? Is it of use to the listener (or the reader)? 
Of course, all this is not just about speakers of Dutch. Such questions can be 
asked about native speakers of any gender language (although some of the answers 
may differ from language to language). In fact, the above issues also relate to native 
native speakers, the informal observation that native speech hardly ever offends the ear (in this way) 
again suggests that such errors are infrequent. 
2In this thesis I will often abbreviate 'grammatical gender' to 'gender'. Alternative terms in 
the literature are 'syntactic gender', 'morphological gender', 'lexical gender', 'word gender', or 
sometimes even 'noun class' Whenever I want to refer to natural gender, I will do so explicitly. 
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speakers of languages that do not have grammatical gender. If a native speaker of 
Chinese, a non-gender language, had been born and raised in France instead, he or 
she would have had no problem with French gender whatsoever. Thus, contrary to 
what some French teachers may think, it is not 'French blood' that enables their 
fellow countrymen to master the distinction between 'le' and 'la' (Hebb, Lambert & 
Tucker, 1972). The capabilities involved are somehow part of the general design of 
the human species. 
A blueprint of the language user 
At its most general level, this thesis will be about the processing and representation 
of grammatical gender in language comprehension and production. How do native 
adult speakers of Dutch process grammatical gender while they are speaking, 
listening, reading, or writing, and what are the representations upon which they 
draw? Clearly, many different questions can be asked about this. In my research, I 
will only address two of them directly. Maybe the best way to introduce the 
questions of this thesis, and to show how they relate to each other, is to position 
both of them within an overall architecture of language processing. 
Figure 1.1, taken from Levelt (1993), provides a suitable framework. This 
"blueprint of the language user" summarizes the major processes involved in speaking 
(left side) and speech comprehension (right side). Although it was meant to cover 
spoken language processing only, the diagram is general enough to introduce gender-
related issues of written language processing as well. Its verbal elaboration below will 
largely follow Levelt (1993), but will occasionally also draw upon other recent 
overviews (Balota, 1994; Bock, 1995; Bock & Levelt, 1994; Lively, Pisoni & 
Goldinger, 1994; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995). I should mention here that many 
details of this blueprint are still under intense debate. For current purposes, however, 
these issues do not really matter much. I will examine some of them in later chapters, 
but for their general discussion refer the reader to the above-mentioned papers (and 
references therein). 
Speaking 
The process of speaking usually starts because the speaker wishes to communicate 
something. In order to do so verbally, he or she will need to generate a message, 
i.e., decide upon an overall mode for the utterance (e.g. statement or question), select 
the exact information to be conveyed, and order it for communication through an 
essentially serial channel. While creating a message, the speaker will also have to take 
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Figure 1.1 A blueprint of speech production (left) and comprehension (right) Reprinted with 
permission from Levelt (1993) 
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into account such things as what the addressee can be assumed to know or be 
particularly interested in. In addition, the speaker may need to specify details that he 
or she does not particularly want to convey, but that happen to be grammaticized in 
the language at hand (like the natural gender of the referents of English third person 
singular pronouns 'he' and 'she', whose grammaticalization is responsible for the use 
of the wordy expression "he or she"). 
To become (part of) a spoken utterance, the resulting message will have to be 
formulated, i.e., given a linguistic form that is allowed by the language at hand. In 
grammatical encoding, the (developing) message is mapped onto a surface structure, 
a hierarchically organized syntactic phrase structure that will ultimately control the 
order in which words are produced. Only some aspects of a word are relevant here, 
in particular, its syntactic properties, and the way these map onto the semantics of 
the word. This part of a word's representation in the mental lexicon is usually called 
the 'lemma' (Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, 1989). Lemmas are not specified 
for the (abstract) phonological form of a word; the latter is considered to be 
represented as a separate entity, often called the 'lexeme' of a word.3 
Whereas grammatical encoding selects and orders words in terms of their 
syntactic and related semantic properties (lemmas), phonological encoding retrieves 
the corresponding phonological representations (lexemes), and combines them in the 
order specified by the surface structure to create a program for the motor system. In 
order to express particular aspects of the message and the surface structure at hand, 
this articulatory plan also encodes higher-level prosodie information, such as an 
intonation contour for the whole utterance. As soon as enough of the plan is ready, 
the speaker can begin to articulate, i.e., to convert it into overt speech. 
Speakers can monitor this assembly line at the level of their own overt speech, 
at the level of their 'internal speech' (the phenomenologically accessible 'sound' of 
an articulatory plan), and at the level of their own message planning. Apart from 
message planning, however, the subprocesses themselves require little if any attention. 
Also, and for a large part because of this automaticity, the speaker can do many of 
the above things at the same time, in a special way that has been called 'incremental 
processing' (Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987). The formulator, for instance, can start 
working on part of the message while some other part of it is still being generated, 
and while some earlier pan of it is already being articulated. Given that thinking and 
planning takes time, the fact that we can think and plan ahead while we speak is one 
of the main reasons that spoken language is relatively continuous. 
'In the context of theories about the mental lexicon, the terms 'lemma' and 'lexeme' refer 
to hypothesized psychological entities. In the context of linguistics and lexicography, however, these 
terms have a rather different meaning (of which Chapter 2 will provide an example). 
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Speech comprehension 
Speech comprehension ('listening') begins where speaking left off. with an overt 
acoustic signal From this signal, the listener must try to recover what the speaker 
intended to convey. Most theories of speech processing assume that the recovery 
begins with acoustic-phonetic processing, which transduces the incoming waveform 
into some kind of phonetic representation, a pattern of acoustic-phonetic features 
that can serve to make contact with the mental lexicon 
The main task of the subsequent phonological decoding process is to take 
this phonetic representation of the speech signal and use it to access word-forms 
stored in the mental lexicon For various reasons, this is no trivial task the phonetic 
representation unfolds and rapidly fades away over time, the phonetic realization of 
a particular word varies enormously from one utterance to the next, and, in contrast 
to what subjective experience suggests, the individual words are not reliably separated 
by convenient stretches of silence (Lively et a l , 1994) In addition, apart from its 
lexical task, the phonological decoding process must also recover higher-level prosodie 
information from the phonetic input representation (e g intonational contours), 
because that information carries important cues to syntactic structure and 
communicative aspects of the message (e g whether it's a question) 
The lexical task of phonological decoding, lexical access, is usually considered 
together with lexical selection, because the two are at the heart of (spoken) word 
recognition During lexical access, initial contact of the phonetic input representation 
with word-forms stored in the mental lexicon leads the system to propose ('activate') 
a set of plausible candidates Such a set is usually called a 'cohort' (after 
Marslen-Wilson &C Welsh, 1978) As more information comes in, the cohort is 
pruned until a single best-matching word can be selected for further processing 
(lexical selection) Although lexical access and selection are generally believed to be 
primarily input-driven processes, theorists do differ in the extent to which they allow 
other (e g. semantic or syntactic) information to participate in the activation and 
pruning of the cohort 
As words are recognized, their syntactic and semantic specifications in the 
mental lexicon become available to the grammatical decoding process. The aim of 
this process is to convert the lexical-prosodic representation of the input into a 
'derived message', a semantic interpretation of the unfolding utterance that is 
consistent with its syntactic structure. The syntactic and the semantic part of this 
analysis are both closely time-locked to the incoming sentence material, and can be 
said to "develop hand in hand" (Levelt, 1993, ρ 9, see especially Tanenhaus ЙС 
Trueswell, 1995) Nevertheless, the fact that syntactic processing can proceed even 
if the contents makes no sense ('colourless green ideas sleep furiously') shows that it 
has a considerable degree of autonomy 
The semantic analysis carried out during grammatical decoding is a fairly 
shallow one, and will usually not deliver the ultimate interpretation To arrive at the 
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latter, the derived message will have to be merged with an essentially non-linguistic 
representation of the unfolding discourse. This is the domain of discourse 
processing. Amongst other things, it involves the identification of referents, and — 
finally — the recovery of the speaker's original intention. Whereas these results of 
discourse processing are what the listener is usually interested in, he or she can also 
attend to other aspects of the incoming speech, such as the speaker's dialect, or the 
grammatical errors being made. This means that the earlier comprehension processes 
do not only deliver a derived message, but also make at least some of their 
intermediate results available for monitoring. In Figure 1.1, 'parsed speech' is a joint 
representation of the derived message and such intermediate results.4 
Extension of the blueprint 
There are a few things that need to be said about this overall sketch of the language 
user before I can turn to gender. First of all, the layout of Figure 1.1 suggests that 
word recognition draws upon the same set of lexemes as word-form encoding, and 
that grammatical decoding draws upon the same set of lemmas as grammatical 
encoding. Although the terms 'lexeme' and 'lemma' have originated in speech 
production research, and are not commonly used in the comprehension literature, 
their extension to the latter domain is certainly defensible. Word recognition will by 
definition make use of a word's form specification, i.e., its 'lexeme'. And grammatical 
decoding will make use of the word's corresponding syntactic and semantic 
properties, i.e., its 'lemma'. However, because the two processes have radically 
different goals, the lexeme that serves production need not be the lexeme that serves 
comprehension. In fact, they may not even be of the same type, i.e., represent the 
same kinds of information. Although perhaps somewhat less likely, the same may 
hold for a lemma. In general, whether the very same lexicon is involved in speech 
production and comprehension or not is still an open question (Levelt, 1993; Bock, 
1995; Cutler, 1995). 
Second, although the blueprint of Figure 1.1 summarizes the major processes 
involved in speech production and comprehension, it also captures much of the 
processing organization involved in written language production and comprehension. 
Just like the speaker, a writer will start out with something to convey, map this onto 
one or more messages suitable for verbalization, and create the appropriate surface 
4Whereas Levelt (1993) has grouped phonological decoding, lexical selection, and 
grammatical decoding into a single parsing process, the term 'parsing' is also frequently used to 
denote grammatical decoding only, and sometimes even just the syntactic aspects of this process 
(Garrett, 1990, Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995). In addition, researchers frequently use 'sentence 
processing' rather than parsing, either for the activity of grammatical encoding only, or for the joint 
activity of phonological decoding, lexical selection, and grammatical decoding. 
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structures to express them. It is really only after grammatical encoding that the 
processes diverge, because the writer must turn surface structures into orthographic 
rather than phonetic plans, plans that are to control the manual motor system for 
writing or typing. And, just like the listener, the reader will map series of recognized 
words onto a syntactically constrained semantic representation, and merge the result 
into a model of the "discourse". Again, the obvious difference is in the periphery. 
Faced with print rather than speech, the reader will have to map the visual signal 
onto some low-level orthographic feature representation which, after further 
orthographic decoding (and perhaps phonological recoding), can be used to access 
the lexicon (Balota, 1994). All in all, the switch to written language doesn't really 
change the processing architecture in the upper half of Figure 1.1, roughly the area 
above the dashed line running through the mental lexicon.5 The peripheral processes 
below this line obviously do change in written language processing. After an 
appropriate revision of labels, though, the blueprint will to a large extent capture 
their macro-level organization. 
The research questions 
The two questions addressed in this thesis relate to very different parts of the 
blueprint. Whereas the first one is about the use of gender in comprehension, the 
second is about the way gender is retrieved from the lexicon during production. I 
introduce each of them together with a little background below, but I will discuss 
most of the specific theoretical and empirical background in later chapters. 
Gender priming in word recognition 
Native speakers of a gender language are frequently obliged to produce gender-
marked utterances. This, however, does not necessarily mean that those at the 
receiving end, benefit from it in any way. If the Dutch had just a single definite 
article, say, 'det', rather than 'de' for de-words and 'het' for het-words, national 
communication would not really be hampered. Any language with relatively fixed 
word order can do pretty well without gender inflections (Crystal, 1987), and there 
are lots of genderless languages to illustrate the point (Corbett, 1991). If millions of 
following Heeschen (1993), I assume that many obvious differences between spoken and 
written language are not the result of deep differences in the processing architecture used to generate 
or comprehend language in either modality, but instead reflect a number of factors that covary with 
modality (e.g time constraints, interactional setting, conversational style, topic, formality, see also 
Seidenberg, 1995). 
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listeners (and readers) get by without gender, couldn't it be that the others also just 
ignore it? 
Several observations make clear that this cannot be true. First of all, the very 
fact that native speakers of a gender language systematically produce gender implies 
that they must be able to process it during comprehension, if only to acquire the 
correct gender system for later production. Gender simply has to 'get in' somehow.6 
Second, native speakers of a gender language can perceive a gender error even if they 
weren't consciously monitoring the input for such errors. Again, this reveals that 
gender is processed during regular comprehension. Above all, however, it is shown 
by the fact that grammatical gender 'automatically' constrains the interpretation of 
a sentence, as in examples (1) and (2) below (taken from Wijnen & Deutsch, 1987). 
(1) Het programma voor deze computer, dat heel duur was, werkte niet. 
(2) Het programma voor deze computer, die heel duur was, werkte niet. 
(both: The program for this computer, which had been very expensive, didn't work.) 
In terms of the syntactic phrase structure, relative clauses that follow an N,-Prep-N2 
complex can in principle be attached to either Nj or N2 (see Cuetos, Mitchell & 
Corley, in press, or Frazier & Clifton, in press, for evidence on how such attachment 
ambiguities are processed). In the Dutch example at hand, however, the potential 
ambiguity is resolved by grammatical gender, because the gender-marked relative 
pronoun 'dat' only agrees with the hét-word 'programma', whereas the gender-
marked relative pronoun 'die' only agrees with the de-word 'computer'. 
The above example shows that grammatical gender is used where one would 
expect it to be used: in grammatical decoding. It is less obvious, though, whether 
gender is also used in word recognition, i.e., lexical access and selection. It might be. 
Grammatical gender is a property of individual nouns. In Dutch, a noun is usually 
either a de-word or a het-word. This means that if you already know the gender of 
the word you are about to recognize, then, even though many words remain viable 
candidates for recognition, lots of other words need no longer be considered. In a 
6It would be difficult to argue that speakers acquire the grammatical gender system of their 
language by tnal-and-error production only First of all, it is well known that parents do not often 
explicitly correct the syntactic errors made by their child (Bowerman, 1988) Moreover, even if they 
relatively often do so in the case of a gender error, which is not entirely implausible, the child must 
at some point in time be able to extract gender information from these parental corrections Without 
this capability, the child cannot even learn how many genders the input language has in the first 
place Although one could argue that there are special acquisition processes involved here, it is rather 
unlikely that they would bypass the regular comprehension trajectory completely Besides, adults also 
seem to have no trouble picking up the gender of words they had not encountered before In all, 
gender will most likely get in' via the regular (although possibly augmented) input channel 
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language whose nouns are typically preceded by gender-marked constituents, such as 
prenominai definite articles, the word recognition system could in principle make use 
of such prior information. 
Whether it does so in the visual modality is the first question of my thesis. 
In Dutch, will a written het-word like 'huis' be recognized faster when preceded by 
the definite article 'het' — which informs the system that a het-word is likely to 
follow — than when preceded by the definite article 'de'? Using various languages 
other than Dutch, a number of studies (e.g. Gurjanov et al., 1985; Schmidt, 1986; 
Carello, Lukatela &c Turvey, 1988; Grosjean, Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon & 
Besson, 1994; Colé & Segui, 1994) have shown that prior gender cues can indeed 
have a small effect on the performance in laboratory tasks such as word naming and 
lexical decision, tasks that are usually taken to reflect the workings of the word 
recognition system. In Serbo-Croatian, for instance, people are faster at deciding that 
a feminine word like 'tabla' is a word when it follows a feminine possessive pronoun 
like 'moja' than when it follows the masculine form 'moj' (Gurjanov et al., 1985). 
However, because there are large differences in the gender systems of different 
languages, as well as in the way these systems are embedded in their carrier language, 
the extent to which such results generalize to other languages is still unclear (see also 
Grosjean et al., 1994). Moreover, there have been doubts about whether the effects 
observed truly reflect the word recognition process making good use of gender. 
These issues will be taken up in Chapter 3, where I report on three gender 
priming experiments with visual lexical decision and word naming. As will be 
explained there, the results of such gender priming experiments need not just tell us 
about another use of grammatical gender in comprehension. They may also bear on 
a more general issue of language processing architecture: is the word recognition 
system an informationally encapsulated 'module' (J. Fodor, 1983) that can only work 
with the immediate word-form input, or can it also make use of other information 
if that helps to solve the recognition problem at hand? 
Gender recency effects in speech production 
There might have been initial doubts about the use of gender in language 
comprehension, but there cannot be any doubt about its use in production. Native 
speakers of a gender language simply create gender-marked utterances all the time. 
Because it is the task of grammatical encoding to map the speaker's (or writer's) 
conceptual message onto a syntactic representation, the processing of grammatical 
gender finds a natural place here. But how is it done? How does the speaker retrieve 
the gender of those nouns that have been selected to express part of the message? 
And how is a noun's gender projected onto the syntactic structure under 
construction, such that other words, like articles and adjectives, will reflect it? 
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Research in speech production is only just beginning to address such 
questions. The projection of gender onto the syntax is usually approached as a special 
case of a more general phenomenon called 'agreement' (see Chapter 2), and 
psycholinguistic research on the production of agreement is currently gaining 
momentum (e.g. Berg, 1987; Lapointe & Dell, 1989; Bock & Miller, 1991; Bock 
& Cutting, 1992; Bock & Eberhard; 1993; Vigliocco, Butterworth & Semenza, 
1995). The retrieval of grammatical gender, however, is still a mystery. Studies of 
lemma retrieval do exist (e.g. Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, Schriefers, Vorberg, 
Meyer, Pechmann & Havinga, 1991; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991; Roelofs, 1992), but 
they focus on the lemma as a waystation to the form of a word (lexeme), rather than 
as a representation that provides access to a word's grammatical gender. There is 
some indication that speakers are slower to retrieve a word's grammatical gender 
when they are simultaneously distracted by another word that has a different gender 
(Schriefers, 1993), but nobody knows what the underlying dynamics of gender 
retrieval really are. For example, once the speaker has decided upon a particular 
word's lemma, does the grammatical gender information become available 
immediately, regardless of how familiar the speaker is with the selected word's 
gender? Or does it take time to 'get the gender out' for further processing, perhaps 
as a function of how often the speaker has retrieved it before? 
On the basis of their research into the locus of word frequency effects in 
speech production, Jescheniak and Levelt (1994; Jescheniak, 1994) have recently 
suggested that the speed with which a native speaker of Dutch can retrieve the 
grammatical gender of a noun critically depends on how long it has been since the 
last time the same noun's gender was retrieved. That is, the more recent the last 
access to a word's gender has been, the easier it will be to retrieve it again. This 
"gender recency effect" could perhaps be accounted for by some general hypothesis 
about human memory, such as that memory strength increases with use, and decays 
over time. As will be explained later, this is indeed the type of mechanism that 
Jescheniak and Levelt proposed to be at work. Interestingly, though, they also 
suggested that the reason why gender retrieval worked like this could perhaps be 
found in the specific demands of speech production, rather than in more general 
demands of memory performance. 
The second question of my thesis, to be addressed in Chapter 4, is whether 
this hypothesis about the nature of gender retrieval is correct. I will report on five 
experiments that pursued the gender recency effect observed by Jescheniak and 
Levelt. The aim of rwo initial experiments was simply to replicate the effect with a 
similar experimental paradigm, but three subsequent experiments aimed at the effect 
in a very different way. As will become clear in Chapter 4, what is at stake here is 
not just the dynamics of gender retrieval, but also the nature of the representations 
being retrieved. In the end, the suggestions made by Jescheniak and Levelt may also 
bear on the issue of whether the human species has evolved dedicated machinery for 
language. Although this issue is often discussed in terms of a syntactic rule interpreter 
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(e.g. Bickerton, 1984; Pinker & Bloom, 1990; Lieberman, 1992), a gender recency 
effect suggesting dedicated machinery for syntax-related memory retrieval would 
obviously be relevant. 
Scope of the thesis 
By locating the two questions of this thesis within a blueprint of the language user, 
I hope to have provided some perspective on the research reported in subsequent 
chapters. It will be clear from the above that the general approach of my research is 
that of psycholinguistic experimentation. Furthermore, all experiments reported have 
been carried out with normal adult language users. I will not be directly concerned 
with the acquisition of grammatical gender, nor with the way gender processing can 
go wrong in aphasia. Facts about acquisition and aphasia can certainly be relevant to 
our understanding of the processing and representation of grammatical gender in 
normal adults. In the context of this thesis, the acquisition of the Dutch gender 
system would be of particular interest, because my "normal adult gender user" is, 
after all, the result of this acquisition process. The few possibly relevant facts that I 
am aware of will be discussed whenever appropriate. 
In the rest of this thesis, I will try to find out whether native speakers of Dutch 
make use of grammatical gender during written word recognition (Chapter 3), and 
whether they retrieve grammatical gender during speech production in a way that 
suggests dedicated machinery for repeated retrieval (Chapter 4). As much of the 
relevant psycholinguistic background differs for each of these issues, I will introduce 
most of it in the corresponding chapters. Much of the linguistic background, 
however, is relevant to both. What are grammatical gender systems anyway, and how 
do they behave, both synchronically and diachronically? What does the Dutch 
grammatical gender system look like? To what extent can a word's grammatical 
gender be derived from other properties of the word, and does this have any 
necessary implications for the way grammatical gender might be represented in the 
mind of the language user? All this will be extensively discussed in Chapter 2. 
2 
The linguistics of gender 
This chapter explores grammatical gender as a linguistic phenomenon First, I define gender in terms 
of agreement, and look at the parts of speech that can take gender agreement Because it relates to 
assumptions underlying much psycholmguistic gender research, I also examine the reasons why 
gender systems are thought to emerge, change, and disappear Then, I describe the gender system 
of Dutch The frequent confusion about the number of genders in Dutch will be resolved by 
looking at the history of the system, and the role of pronominal reference therein In addition, I 
report on three lexical-statistical analyses of the distribution of genders in the language After having 
dealt with Dutch, I look at whether the genders of Dutch and other languages are more or less 
randomly assigned, or whether there is some system to it In contrast to what many people think, 
regularities do indeed exist Native speakers could in principle exploit such regularities to compute 
rather than memorize gender, at least in pan Although this should be taken into account as a 
possibility, I will also argue that it is by no means a necessary implication 
Grammatical gender 
Throughout the preceding chapter, I have been relying on the reader's intuitions 
about (or professional knowledge of) grammatical gender. It is now time to be a little 
more specific about gender as a linguistic entity, and about the terminology that goes 
with it. Below, I will largely follow the comprehensive analysis of gender systems 
provided by Corbett (1991; see Corbett, 1994 for a summary). Much of the material 
will be exemplified only later, when I describe the Dutch gender system. For 
examples drawn from dozens of other languages, I refer to Corbett's original 
description. 
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Genders as agreement classes 
Corbett begins his overview with a working definition of grammatical gender, which 
immediately sets it apart from natural gender: 
To understand what linguists mean by 'gender', a good starting point is Hockett's definition: 
'Genders are classes of nouns reflected in the behavior of associated words' (1958: 231). A 
language may have two or more such classes of genders. The classification frequently 
corresponds to a real-world distinction of sex, at least in part, but often too it does not 
('gender' derives etymologically from Latin genus, via Old French gendre, and originally meant 
'kind' or 'sort'). The word 'gender' is not used for just a group of nouns but also for the 
whole category; thus we may say that a particular language has, say, three genders, masculine, 
feminine and neuter, and that the language has the category of gender (Corbett, 1991, p. 1) 
The fact that grammatical gender is a property of individual nouns, and not of the 
referents of those nouns, is expressed by the alternative terms 'lexical gender' and 
'word gender'. The property shows up in the behavior of syntactically associated 
words. In German, for example, we can tell that the word 'Mädchen' falls in the set 
of neuter nouns because it takes the singular nominative definite article 'das'. In 
French, we can tell the gender of a word like 'pipe' from the fact that it goes with 
'une' and 'grande', as in 'une grande pipe'. This behavior of associated words is 
usually called 'agreement', or 'concord': 
The term agreement commonly refers to some systematic covanance between a semantic or 
formal property of one element and a formal property of another For example, adjectives may 
take some formal indication of the number and gender of the noun they modify. (Steele, 
1978, p. 610; quoted in Corbett, 1991, ρ 105) 
It is not just that the grammatical gender of words like 'Mädchen' and 'pipe' shows 
up in agreement. Rather, as extensively argued by Corbett, agreement is also the 
determining criterion for grammatical gender: 
While nouns may be classified in various ways, only one type of classification counts as a 
gender system; it is one which is reflected beyond the nouns themselves in modification 
required of 'associated words'. (...) Saying that a language has three genders implies that there 
are three classes of nouns which can be distinguished syntactically by the agreements they 
take. (Corbett, 1991, p. 4) 
The above examples all refer to languages with two or three genders, such as French 
or German. Traditionally, and because of the frequent (but partial) correlation with 
natural gender, the genders of Indo-European languages are usually referred to as 
masculine, feminine, and neuter. By defining gender in terms of agreement classes, 
however, it becomes clear that these are just convenient labels that could in principle 
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be replaced by 'class 1, 2 and 3' Indeed, if a language has many more genders, as 
the Bantu languages mentioned before, this is how genders are often labelled 
Agreement targets 
In the linguistic analysis of gender systems, the agreement patterns exhibited by 
associated words are used to infer the gender of a particular noun, as well as the total 
number of genders in the language. A noun like 'Mädchen' is said to be of neuter 
gender because of the particular 'agreement markers' found on associated words 
Thus, in terms of the analysis, agreement patterns lead to noun gender In terms of 
the generation of a surface structure, however, causality goes the other way the 
gender of a noun is said to 'control' the form of particular 'agreement targets' A 
familiar agreement target for gender is the definite article ('das Mädchen', 'la pipe', 
'de ster'), but this is just one of many possibilities Across more than 200 gender 
languages, Corbett (1991) has in fact observed a surprising variety of targets for 
gender agreement Although usually not in a single language, a noun's gender can 
control the form of various attributive modifiers ~ adjectives, demonstratives, definite 
and indefinite articles, numerals, and possessives — as well as the form of verbs, 
predicative adjectives, relative pronouns, personal pronouns, adverbs, adpositions, and 
perhaps even complementizers In terms of phrase structure location, targets for 
gender agreement need not be within the noun phrase headed by the 'controller 
noun', but can also be outside of it (NP-internal or -external agreement, cf 
Lehmann, 1982) 
Gender is a syntactic phenomenon because the agreement targets through 
which it shows up can only be defined in terms of their syntactic category (adjective, 
verb, etc ) and their syntactic relationship to the controller noun It is however also 
a morphological phenomenon, because gender agreement is marked by inflectional 
devices Whereas Indo-European languages usually mark gender on the agreement 
target by means of a suffix (e g French 'un petit chalet', une petite maison'), 
languages in other families may instead use prefixes, or a mixture of both Although 
gender is typically marked by pre- or suffixes, it can also be realized by means of 
infixes, or by means of suppletion (as in the French articles 'le and 'la', or the 
German nominative articles 'der , 'die', and 'das ) ' The total set of morphosyntactic 
forms used to mark a particular gender in some language is often called the 
'I interpret an alternation such as le /'la as a true instance of (partial) suppletion, ι e the 
use of two or more distinct stems for forming the inflections of a single lexical item (Trask, 1993, 
ρ 270, see also Spencer, 1991, ρ 128) Depending on one s theoretical framework, such alternations 
can also be said to involve two (or in the German case, three) separate lexical items 
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'paradigm' of that gender.2 Because the morphosyntactic realization of gender 
frequently interacts with that of other linguistic categories such as number, case, 
person, or tense, a complete specification of the gender paradigms will often involve 
one or more of those categories as well (cf. German). 
In some languages, the gender of a noun does not just show up in the 
morphology of its agreement targets, but also in the form of the noun itself. Such 
languages are said to have an 'overt' gender system. A particularly clear example of 
this comes from Swahili, a Bantu language: in 'ki-kapu ki-kubwa ki-moja ki-lianguka' 
('7-basket 7-large 7-one 7-fell', 'one large basket fell'), the gender-marking prefix 'ki', 
which indicates that 'basket' belongs to gender class 7, also turns up on 'basket' itself 
(Weimers, 1973; quoted in Corbett, 1991, p. 117). In languages that have a 'covert' 
gender system, gender is — by definition — marked on the agreement targets, but it 
does not show up on the noun itself. A language can also be somewhere in between 
having a fully overt or covert gender system, with for example only a subset of the 
nouns being marked for their gender (e.g. Italian). 
Distribution and diachrony of gender systems 
Almost all of the gender examples given so far have been taken from Indo-European 
languages. Many languages in this family have gender. Some, like German, Icelandic, 
Serbo-Croat, and Russian, have three genders, traditionally labelled masculine, 
feminine, and neuter. Other Indo-European languages, such as Dutch, French, and 
Italian, have reduced the number to two in various ways. The Indo-European family 
may dominate linguistic analysis and its traditional gender systems terminology, but 
it is certainly not the only family with gender languages. Grammatical gender is also 
found in languages of, for example, the Caucasian, the Afro-Asiatic, the Niger-
Kordofanian, the Dravidian, the Indo-Pacific, the Australian Aboriginal, and the 
Algonquian family. On the other hand, there is no gender in the Uralic family, 
several of the major families of Asia, and most of the languages in America. 
For many decades, linguists have asked themselves why, and how, gender 
systems have come into existence, why and how these systems change over time, and 
why, in the end, some languages lose their gender system again. Although the story 
is far from complete (see Corbett, 1991, pp. 310-318), it seems that gender systems 
arise from the use of nouns with classificatory possibilities, such as 'woman', 'man', 
and 'animal'. Such nouns may initially be used as classifiers, free forms that (often 
obligatorily) accompany some other noun in order to classify the latter's referent in 
terms of some important conceptual dimension. Consistent and repeated use of 
T h e term 'paradigm' can also be used to refer to the entire system of gender-marking forms, 
rather than just the subsystem for a single gender (Carstairs-McCarthy, 1994). 
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classifier forms (e.g. for 'woman') may gradually cause such forms to become attached 
to other parts of speech in the vicinity, such as adnominal adjectives. As a result of 
this, they will gradually be reanalyzed as morphologically marking some formal 
property of the noun whose referent was originally being classified (e.g. that it is a 
noun of'feminine' gender). A variation on this theme involves the anaphoric use of 
classifiers, which may gradually lead to gender-marked demonstrative pronouns. The 
latter may in turn give rise to gender-marked articles and personal pronouns. And 
topicalized personal pronouns can in turn give rise to gender marking on verbs. 
Once a gender system is in place, it is of course not immutable. For various 
reasons, a language is always on the move (De Saussure, 1916/1967; Crystal, 1987; 
McMahon, 1994), and there is no reason why its gender system would be an 
exception. As a language develops, its gender system can expand in terms of getting 
an extra gender, and the morphosyntactic markers upon which the system depends 
might be renewed or reorganized. A language can lose a gender, most often because 
the markers upon which it depends wear off for independent reasons, such as a 
gradual change in the language's sound system. The distribution of nouns across the 
genders in a language can change as well. A particular class may expand by taking in 
newly coined words, words borrowed from another language, or simply words that 
used to be in a 'rival' class. It may shrink because it loses words to another class, or 
because some of its words fall into disuse. Such changes of class size may seem fairly 
innocent, but they can conspire with other factors, notably the above-mentioned loss 
of gender markers (attrition), to result in the complete loss of a gender class. And if 
a language can lose a single gender, it can in the end lose its entire gender system. 
Although the rise and decline of grammatical gender systems can thus be 
explained as a special concatenation of'linguistic accidents', their journey does seem 
to follow a more general road that languages travel again and again. Beginning with 
the speakers' desire to be creative, yet limited by what the language has to offer, 
"forms which originally help build a coherent discourse become part of the syntax; 
grammaticalization then embeds them into the morphology, and subsequent 
phonological attrition fuses them into morphophonemic markers, then finally deletes 
them altogether." (McMahon, 1994, p. 168; after Givón, 1971; 1979; see also Bybee, 
1994). It is not entirely clear why language has this general tendency, but the fact 
that gender systems seem to "go with the flow" does suggest that their development 
is at least partly controlled by more general factors. 
Why does gender exist? 
Why do languages have grammatical gender at all? Although comprehensive in many 
other respects, Corbett (1991) is remarkably silent here. In view of the complexity 
of the issue and the scope of this thesis, I would rather stay away from it as well. 
Psycholinguistic research on the processing of gender in comprehension, however, is 
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frequently taken to have implications for the raison d'être of gender (e.g. Grosjean 
Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon & Besson, 1994; Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez & 
Pizzamiglio, 1994), and to interpret such claims it is important to examine the 
assumptions behind them. A "large and frequently murky literature" (Greenberg, 
1978) has been produced to explain the origin of gender (see I. Fodor, 1959, for a 
survey). For current purposes, however, it is enough to examine the available types 
of explanations, and the way they relate to potential functions of grammatical gender. 
So, why does gender exist? Perhaps a constrained series of linguistic accidents, 
as for instance summarized by Corbett (1991, pp. 310-318), is all there is to it. 
Apparently, languages have a general tendency to take consistently used content and 
turn it into form. The reason why gender has travelled along this road, and has done 
so in several unrelated language families, might simply be that (1) people often want 
to talk about the fundamental categories in their world, such as male-female or 
animate-inanimate, but (2) they are constrained by their language to do this with 
certain forms only (e.g. the word for woman), and perhaps at certain structural 
positions only, so that (3) the resulting expressions become commonplace enough to 
potentially enter the morphosyntax of the language. Whether it does so or not will 
then depend on other accidents of linguistic history, accidents that will also 
determine the further development of a gender system once it has emerged. This 
kind of historical explanation would seem to be in line with modern views on 
language change (e.g. Aitchison, 1987; McMahon, 1994). 
Unfortunately, though, it is not a particularly rewarding account. As historical 
linguists themselves admit, a post-hoc reconstruction of a series of linguistic accidents 
doesn't quite live up to the ideal of explanation as "stricdy causal, universally valid 
covering laws which predict both that something will happen and how" (McMahon, 
1994, p. 45). For many, it doesn't even meet the lower standard of providing "relief 
from puzzlement about some phenomenon" (Bach, 1974; quoted in Greenberg, 
1979). After all, lots of things could have come out of historical accidents. Instead, 
we only find a limited range of devices in the languages of the world, such as case, 
tense and, of course, gender. 
Researchers have tried to explain this limited repertoire in two fundamentally 
different ways. In one approach, sometimes called linguistic nativism, it has been 
related to the biological make-up of the human species (e.g. Bickerton, 1984; Pinker 
& Bloom, 1990; Pinker, 1994). In terms of such a biological explanation, devices 
such as case and tense are part of our innate 'language instinct', which is why they 
show up in many unrelated languages. To my knowledge, however, this story has 
never actually been proposed for gender, at least not explicitly.' In order to explain 
'Because grammatical gender is typically absent from creole languages (Romaine, 1988), it 
has not made it to the 'Language Bioprogram' hypothesized by Bickerton (1984). However, two 
other leading nativists, Pinker and Bloom, do refer to gender as they list a large number of 
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the existence of gender in terms of an innate language instinct, one would have to 
show that it could have evolved in a Darwinian biological sense. Ultimately, then, 
one would have to argue that the presence of a grammatical gender device would 
contribute to the average reproductive success of individuals (Dawkins, 1986). 
Although such an argument may seem rather — perhaps even very — far-fetched, it 
has in fact been made for a whole range of syntactic devices (Pinker & Bloom, 1990; 
Pinker, 1994). If we wanted to apply it to gender, we would have to imagine that 
gender is such a useful device in verbal communication that it would have helped our 
ancestors in their struggle for survival and reproduction. That is, we would have to 
come up with some plausible communicative functions. 
The other way to explain the existence of a limited range of linguistic devices, 
including gender, also rests on whether we can come up with communicative 
functions. Whereas theorists in the nativist tradition try to relate such functions to 
linguistic forms via the process of biological evolution, however, the theorists that 
subscribe to linguistic functionalism look for a more direct relationship. According 
to Bates and MacWhinney (1989), for example, it is not a language-specific 
biological instinct that makes languages all over the world converge on a similar 
repertoire, but the fact that there is simply a limited set of 'solutions' to the human 
communication problem: 
Human cognition and emotion provide the basic meanings and communicative intentions that 
any natural language must encode, togethet with a universal set of processing constraints that 
sharply delimit the way that meanings and intentions can be mapped onto a real-time stream 
of gestures and/or sounds. (Bates &£ MacWhinney, 1989, ρ 6) 
Researchers who subscribe to linguistic functionalism have actually tried to explain 
the existence of grammatical gender within that framework. To Bates and 
MacWhinney (1989), gender is a good example of a grammatical device that has 
(culturally) evolved to support the communicative process itself, rather than to express 
some communicative content. The particular function they have in mind here is 
referent tracking: "gender markers may be crucial in helping the listener to keep track 
of referents across a complex passage of discourse" (pp. 18-19). More recently, Bates 
'substantive language universals' that would reflect the human language instinct (Pinker &L Bloom, 
1990, pp 713-714). Unfortunately, though, it is not clear whether they take gender itself to be one 
of the devices made available by this instinct, or whether they merely see it as one of the semantic 
distinctions that will naturally be encoded by other innate devices, notably pronouns and other 
anaphoric elements In his recent book on the human language instinct, Pinker mentions a 16-level 
Bantu grammatical gender system to show that nonindustriahzed people can have very sophisticated 
linguistic forms (Pinker 1994, ρ 27-28). This was meant to illustrate that the complexity of linguistic 
forms does not correlate with the level of cultural sophistication, but instead reflects a biological 
instinct shared by all cultures As such, Pinker could be taken to suggest that gender is one of the 
devices made available by this instinct. 
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et al. (1994) suggested that gender cues may also facilitate the recognition of words, 
a function that would help to explain "why so many of the world's languages persist 
in the use of a costly linguistic device that serves no obvious communicative 
function" (p. 3). 
In contrast to the historical explanation that I discussed before ("linguistic 
accidentalism"), both alternative types of explanation, linguistic nativism and 
linguistic functionalism, relate the existence of gender to its hypothesized 
communicative functions. What functions have been proposed in the literature? As 
already mentioned, researchers have often pointed out that grammatical gender can 
disambiguate anaphoric or deictic referential constructions, and can as such help to 
keep track of the referents in a discourse (e.g. Zubin &C Kopeke, 1981; Kopeke & 
Zubin, 1984; Mills, 1986; Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Corbett, 1991). Somewhat 
less often, it has been suggested that gender can also help to process other types of 
constructions, such as nested noun phrases or compound nouns (e.g. Kopeke & 
Zubin, 1984; Mills, 1986; Wijnen &C Deutsch, 1987). A related suggestion is that, 
by merely showing which words go together, gender increases the syntagmatic 
cohesion of a sentence, which may in turn facilitate its processing (Desrochers, 
1986). Recently, psycholinguists have begun to focus on the potential contribution 
of gender to the word recognition process (e.g. Grosjean et al., 1994; Colé & Segui, 
1994; Bates et al., 1994). Without committing themselves to a particular processing 
locus, others have suggested that gender might help to set up 'expectations' about 
what the speaker is going to say next (Kopeke & Zubin, 1984; Mills, 1986). In 
addition to all these rather prosaic functions, Corbett (1991) has pointed out that 
gender is sometimes used to mark status, to show respect or a lack of it, and to 
display affection. A final function, one that seems to have been overlooked so far, is 
related to the fact that the very redundancy of gender systems actually provides the 
listener or reader with a means for error detection (see Miller, 1991, pp. 24-25, for 
this interpretation of redundancy in language). In principle, the gender on a 
determiner doesn't tell us anything that we could not find out from the noun: the 
correctly gender-marked NP 'het volk', 'the people', is not more informative than the 
ficticious non-marked 'det volk'. However, whereas it is very difficult to assess 
whether something has gone wrong in the transmission of a numeric string like '45 
5085915 6297 05541... ' , a Dutch native speaker can easily see that something has 
gone wrong with a linguistic string perceived as 'de Engelse volk heeft...' (when this 
particular agreement violation prompted me to reanalyze the input string, the actual 
word turned out to be the de-word 'Vogué, a well-known fashion journal). 
It is not unlikely that researchers will come up with other possible functions 
of grammatical gender. Some of the above proposals, such as the capacity of gender 
to disambiguate syntactic constructions, are obviously correct (although perhaps not 
for every gender language); if the final interpretation of a sentence hinges on 
grammatical gender, the latter simply must have an impact in sentence processing 
somewhere. Other proposals, such as that gender might help in word recognition, 
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remain to be verified (see Chapter 3). For a correct interpretation of such research, 
however, it is important to keep in mind that an established function of gender, 
interesting as it may be, need not have anything to do with the reasons why a gender 
system has emerged or persists in the language at hand. If grammatical gender turned 
out to facilitate the recognition of words, for example, it might be that this is simply 
a side effect of the way the lexical nature of gender interacts with general operating 
principles of the word recognition process; the gender system itself may have arisen, 
and may persist, for completely different reasons. Maybe it is there because of some 
other function (exerting its influence along nativist or functionalist lines). Or, to 
return to the beginning of this section, maybe it is just there because of a series of 
linguistic accidents, controlled by general principles of language change. We cannot 
exclude the possibility that, once they have sprung into existence, gender systems are 
simply tolerated because they do no harm (see also Carstairs-McCarthy, 1994). 
One important aspect of grammatical gender systems has not yet been addressed. 
Many people who have given more than a moment's thought to such systems are 
convinced that, although agreement is systematically related to the gender of a noun, 
this gender itself is often arbitrary, i.e., not systematically related to other properties 
of the noun or its referent. Why is the German word for spoon masculine, for fork 
feminine, and for knife neuter? And why is the word for house masculine in Russian, 
feminine in French, and neuter in Tamil? Both within and across languages, the 
assignment of nouns to genders does indeed appear to be a largely random affair. 
However, Corbett (1991) and a number of other linguists have recently argued for 
just the opposite. If they are correct in their claim that the gender of a noun can very 
often be derived from other properties of the noun or its referent, this has some 
interesting implications for the way gender may be processed by the language user. 
I will turn to this important issue in the last section of this chapter. First, however, 
I want to have a look at the grammatical gender system of Dutch. 
The Dutch grammatical gender system 
Those with metalinguistic knowledge of Dutch may have been surprised to see the 
language described as having two genders, associated with de-words and het-words 
respectively. Didn't Dutch have three genders? Take any Dutch dictionary, and the 
nouns therein will be marked with m., v., and o., Dutch abbreviations of 'mannelijk' 
(masculine), 'vrouwelijk' (feminine), and 'onzijdig' (neuter). Following a large 
number of — mainly Dutch — publications on this matter, I will argue below that, 
the masculine-feminine gender distinction is an artificial partitioning, still being 
enforced by dictionaries and normative grammars, but no longer alive in the 
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spontaneous use of northern Standard Dutch, the Standard Dutch as spoken in most 
of the Netherlands.4 
Genders 
The nouns of colloquial northern Standard Dutch are distributed across two 
grammatical genders (van Haeringen, 1954; Geerts, 1968; Dekeyser, 1980; Geerts, 
Haeseryn, de Rooij & van den Toorn, 1984; Donaldson, 1987; Geerts, 1988; van 
Beurden & Nijen-Twilhaar, 1990; Verhoeven, 1990; Kooij, 1992, van den Toorn, 
1992; van der Wal, 1992). Nouns that take the singular definite article 'het', such 
as 'het huis', are called het-words, and can be referred to as having the 'het-gender' 
or the 'neuter' gender. Nouns that take the singular definite article 'de', such as 'de 
ster', are called de-words, and can be referred to as being of the 'de-gender', 
'common' gender or 'non-neuter' gender.5 
From the perspective of psycholinguistic research, one of the most important 
things to know about these two gender classes is their relative size. How many Dutch 
nouns are de-words, and how many are het-words? Before the advent of 
computerized lexical databases, it was very hard to get a reliable estimate (see 
Czochralski, 1983, for an example of the use of very anecdotal evidence). An early 
estimate by Tuinman (1967; quoted in Geerts, 1975) was that roughly 75% of 
Dutch nouns were de-words, and only 25% were het-words. A similar ratio has been 
reported by Deutsch and Wijnen (1985). And, using the computerized Woordenlijst 
van de Nederlandse Taal of 1954 as his source, Frieke (1988) observed that no less 
than 81 % of 2943 monosyllabic nouns were de-words, against only 19% het-words. 
Going by these estimates, it seems that Dutch has more de-words than het-
words, possibly even three to four times as many. However, now that we have a large 
computerized lexical database of Dutch, the CELEX Dutch lexicon V3.1, with 
130,788 word entries based on a running text corpus of some 42 million words (the 
INL corpus; Burnage, 1990), we can be much more precise. To that effect, I have 
carried out a number of lexical-statistical analyses. Because they are fairly detailed, 
4n the remainder, northern Standard Dutch will usually be abbreviated to 'Dutch'. I will 
not be concerned with the variety of Standard Dutch spoken in Belgium and the most southern 
areas of the Netherlands (southern Standard Dutch), nor with dialects spoken in either country, 
brom the perspective of gender systems, these are important restrictions (eg Dekeyset, 1980). The 
gtammar of northern Standard Dutch has been made very accessible by Donaldson (1987). For a 
comprehensive grammar of Standard Dutch, I refer to Geerts, Haseryn, de Rooij & van den Toorn 
(1984, 1300 pages, and in Dutch) A more gentle 20-page English introduction to Standard Dutch 
has been provided by Kooij (1987; see also Kooij 1992). 
5These somewhat awkward gender terms for de-words derive from the fact that, as will be 
seen below, this class is a merger of the histoncal masculine and feminine genders. 
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and would as such disrupt my sketch of the Dutch gender system, I will describe 
them in a later section. They will confirm that Dutch has more de-words than het-
words, but will also show that the overall ratio varies from 3:1 to 2:1, depending on 
how you count your words. 
The vast majority of Dutch nouns is either a de-word or a het-word. A small 
number of so-called 'double-gender nouns', however, take both de-word and het-
word agreements. Thus, it is possible to say 'de brok' or 'het brok' (both 'the lump'), 
'de schort' or 'het schort' ('the apron'), 'de aanrecht' or 'het aanrecht' ('the sink'), 
and 'de matras' or 'het matras' ('the mattress'). Often, one of the two genders is 
preferred (Geerts et al., 1984). The essence of such double-gender nouns, however, 
is that the alternative gender is always allowed as well, and that it does not change 
the semantics. Many double-gender nouns may in fact be in the process of changing 
from one gender to the other (de Rooij, 1977). 
Double-gender nouns should not be confused with what I will call 'different-
gender homonyms'. Take the word-form 'jacht', for example. Although it allows for 
both genders, the semantics reveal that there are simply two different nouns involved: 
'de jacht' means 'the hunting', whereas 'het jacht' means 'the yacht'. Thus, 'jacht' is 
not a double-gender noun, but a different-gender homonym, with two nouns that 
happen to share the same word-form but not the same gender. 
Agreement targets 
One of the targets for Dutch gender agreement has already been used in several 
examples above: the definite article. As shown in Table 2.1, there are a number of 
other agreement targets. In their attributive use, the proximal and distal 
demonstrative pronouns, the possessive pronoun, the interrogative pronoun, and 
a number of indefinite pronouns all show gender agreement. Of the independently 
used pronouns, only the relative pronoun is reliably marked for gender (although 
the use of 'die' is perhaps no longer exclusively limited to de-word antecedents, 
especially if the antecedent is relatively distant and/or has a human referent; cf. 
Verhoeven, 1990). In indefinite noun phrases, many attributive adjectives also inflect 
for gender. The indefinite adjective inflection, if present, always marks common 
gender with an '-e' suffix, and neuter gender with a zero suffix.6 Taken together, the 
T h e rules for adjective inflection are actually rather complex. Apart from indefinite NPs 
that have no article at all ('klein huis') or that begin with an indefinite article ('een klein huis), the 
NPs that begin with 'geen', 'veel', 'weinig', 'wat', 'zo'n', 'zulk', 'ieder', 'enig', 'menig', 'welk', 'wat 
voor', 'genoeg', or 'allerlei' may also have a gender-inflected adjective (Fontein & Pescher - ter Meer, 
1985). Whether, in all such NPs, an adjective actually does mark gender will also depend on a 
number of other factors that are beyond the scope of this thesis (but see Donaldson, 1987, pp. 72-
75, Geerts et al., 1984, pp. 322-331). In a definite noun phrase, however, the adjective never marks 
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definite article 
demonstrative 
pronouns 
possessive 
pronoun 
Interrogative 
pronoun 
indefinite 
pronouns 
relative 
pronoun 
adjectives in 
indefinite NPs 
but 
de-words 
common gender 
de ster 
deze ster 
die ster 
onze ster 
welke ster? 
elke ster 
iedere ster 
menige ster 
de ster die 
(een) kleine ster 
(een) rode ster 
de rode ster 
het-words 
neuter gender 
het huis 
dit huis 
dat huis 
ons huis 
welk huis? 
elk huis 
ieder huis 
menig huis 
het huis dat 
het huis wat 
(een) klein huis 
(een) rood huis 
het rode huis 
English equivalent 
the star/house 
this star/house 
that star/house 
our star/house 
which star/house? 
each star/house 
every star/house 
many a star/house 
the star/house that 
(a) small star/house 
(a) red star/house 
the red star/house 
Table 2.1 Agreement targets in the Dutch gender system 
forms of the de-word paradigm are sometimes referred to as [+e] forms, and those 
of the het-word paradigm as [-e] forms (e.g. Fletcher, 1987).7 
gender, as in 'de kleine ster' and 'het kleine huis', or 'die kleine ster' and 'dat kleine huis' 
71 he gender system of present-day northern Standard Dutch uses only a subset of the 
possible agreement targets observed by Corbett (1991) The particular selection made by Dutch is 
perhaps best appreciated if we try to imagine agreement targets that have not been used Thus, like 
several other gender languages, Dutch might have had indefinite article agreement, e g 'cene ster', 
'een huis' ('an X'), numeral agreement, eg 'Viere sterren', 'vier huizen' ('four Xs'), verb agreement, 
e g "de ster Staate daar', 'het huis staat hier' ('the X stands here'), predicative adjective agreement, 
e g ''de ster is kleine', 'het huis is klein' ('the X is small'), subject-object agreement on a personal 
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The gender contrasts in Table 2.1 are made for singular nouns only. In the 
plural, gender is never marked. The inflectional paradigm for plural de-words and 
het-words is actually identical to that for singular de-words. As a result, there is 
considerable syncretism within the system. The definite article 'de', for example, can 
be the determiner of a singular de-word, of a plural de-word, and of a plural her­
word. For a good understanding of how the gender system is embedded in the 
Dutch language, it is also important to know that several forms in the gender 
paradigm also realize some completely different part of speech. The most important 
ones are 'het', also the form of an expletive pronoun ('het regent', 'it rains') and of 
a personal pronoun ('Ik zag het zonet nog', 'I saw it just now'), and 'dat', which is 
also the main Dutch complementizer ('Ik weet dat zij weg is', 'I know (that) she is 
gone'). 
Diachrony and the pronominal system 
Like English and German, Standard Dutch belongs to the West Germanic branch 
of the Indo-European language family. Proto-Indo-European, the reconstructed 
parent language of this family, is believed to have been spoken before 3000 ВС 
(Crystal, 1987), and also held to be the source of the masculine-feminine-neuter 
distinction found in many of its offspring (Corbe«, 1991). Modern German has 
clearly preserved a version of this three-gender system. O n the other hand, whereas 
Old English also had a three-gender system, Modern English has practically ~ if not 
completely — lost it (Dekeyser, 1980). 
With respect to its gender system, and its inflectional morphology in general, 
the Dutch language is often described as developing from a state that resembles 
Modern German to one that resembles Modern English (Van Haeringen, 1954; 
Dekeyser, 1980; Kooij, 1987; Geerts, 1988; Vandeputte, Vincent & Hermans, 
1991). Indeed, the gender system of Middle Dutch (1100-1500) still looked very 
much like the Modern German one, having three genders crossed with four cases, 
and gender being marked on a wide variety of agreement targets (including indefinite 
articles; see Burridge, 1993, Appendix 1). Even at this time, however, the system was 
already showing signs of collapse. Geerts (1988) suggests that the transition towards 
a two-gender system may in fact have started at the end of the period of Old Dutch, 
when full vowels in word-final syllables were reducing to schwas, and the adnominal 
inflectional system thereby began to lose its markers. 
pronoun, e.g. "ikke zie een ster', 'ik zie een huis' ('I see an X'), preposition agreement, e.g. "achtere 
de ster', 'achter het huis' ('behind the X'), and complementizer agreement, e.g. "datte de ster weg 
is', 'dat het huis weg is' ('that the X is gone'). 
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It is generally thought that northern Standard Dutch is now at the end of this 
transition, and that the masculine and feminine gender classes have merged into a 
single 'common' or 'non-neuter' gender (Simons, 1920; Verdenius, 1946; van 
Haeringen, 1954; Geerts, 1968; Dekeyser, 1980; Nienhuys, 1983; Fontein & Pescher 
- ter Meer, 1985; Crystal, 1987; Donaldson, 1987; Geerts, 1988; van Beurden & 
Nijen-Twilhaar; 1990; Verhoeven, 1990; Kooij, 1992; van den Toorn, 1992; van der 
Wal, 1992). Admittedly, as with many issues of language change and language 
variation, it is very difficult to establish whether the three genders have disappeared 
from the colloquial speech of all speakers of northern Standard Dutch, and also 
where exactly northern Standard Dutch begins and southern Standard Dutch ends. 
We can safely assume, however, that most of the native speakers of Standard Dutch 
in the Netherlands have only de-word and het-word agreement in their spontaneous 
speech. And, although it is often said that the masculine-feminine distinction is alive 
and well in southern Standard Dutch (e.g. W N T , 1954; Donaldson, 1987), a 
number of linguists have in fact argued that the distinction has begun to collapse 
there as well (Geerts, 1968; Dekeyser, 1980; Geerts, 1988; Verhoeven, 1990). 
Readers with some metalinguistic knowledge of Dutch may wonder why I 
have until now almost completely ignored the language's pronominal reference 
system. Isn't the masculine-feminine distinction still being expressed in third person 
singular pronouns, such as the personal pronoun forms 'hij' ('he'), zij ('she'), and 
'het' ('it'), or the possessive pronoun forms 'zijn' ('his') and 'haar' ('her')? Why else 
would dictionaries specify the gender of every noun as m., v., or o., i.e. as masculine, 
feminine, or neuter? And why else would native speakers of Dutch, as they write, 
bother to use such dictionaries to see whether a word is masculine or feminine? 
The simple truth is that they bother because they have been told to bother, 
by prescriptive grammarians, and even by the Dutch government! Ever since the 17th 
century, Dutch grammarians have tried to counteract the gradual collapse of the 
masculine-feminine distinction (Geerts, 1988; see also van der Wal, 1992, or de 
Vries, Willemyns & Burger, 1994). With the inflectional morphology of classical 
languages as the ideal, the evolution towards a simple two-gender system was seen 
as degradation and decay, and believed to result from the fact that certain northern 
Dutch language users didn't know better or didn't care enough. In order to stop this 
undesirable development, grammarians frequently reminded the people of the 
'correct' gender system by distributing lists of Dutch words together with their 
(masculine, feminine, or neuter) gender. At first, these were relatively small-scale 
private initiatives. In 1700, for example, David Hoogstraten published Aenmerkingen 
over de gesUchten der zelfstandige naemwoorden, which was simply a compilation of 
the nouns and their genders as used by the two prominent Dutch writers Hooft and 
Vondel (de Vries, Willemyns & Burger, 1994). Over time, however, the concern for 
language standardization increased, and it became an issue for the national 
government. Amongst other things, the fact that southern Dutch did not (yet) evolve 
towards a two-gender system was felt to threaten the unity of the Dutch language. 
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In the 19th century, therefore, grammatical gender was included in an official 
spelling revision, and as such laid down in the Woordenlijst der NederUndsche Тааі 
(de Vries fie te Winkel, 1866). A revised version, the Woordenlijst van de Nederlandse 
Taal, more commonly known as het Groene Boekje, first appeared in 1954, and was 
reprinted without modifications in 1984 (WNT, 1954). Apart from a now very long 
list of words with their genders, it also contained the rules for 'correct' pronominal 
reference. Although it allowed for some variability in the use of 'masculine' and 
'feminine' anaphoric pronouns, people were by and large supposed to follow the 
W N T of 1954. In fact, it was backed up by a Belgian and a Dutch spelling law.8 
Of course, genders that have been lost from the mental lexicon of native 
speakers will simply not come back by decree. And the related system of pronominal 
reference, no longer part of native speaker competence, is not easily reinstalled either. 
In the light of modern ideas about language change (e.g. McMahon, 1994; Pinker, 
1994), one would indeed not expect prescriptive laws to be very effective. This 
particular instance of language planning, however, turned out to have a rather nasty 
side effect. Although native speakers of Dutch were, by and large, no longer able to 
use three genders in their spontaneous speech, many of them could be persuaded to 
at least make the effort in their writing (which was considered to be more important 
anyway). This has led to the unfortunate situation that, whereas it has vanished from 
spontaneous speech, the historical three-gender system has been artificially preserved 
in written northern Standard Dutch (Simons, 1920; Verdenius, 1946; van 
Haeringen, 1954; Geerts, 1968; 1988, Verhoeven, 1990; van Sterkenburg, 1991; van 
der Wal, 1992). As far as gender is concerned, the written variety of Dutch has even 
been described as a 'foreign' language (e.g. van Haeringen, 1954).9 
Although it is clear that native speakers of northern Standard Dutch are not 
following the W N T rules in their spontaneous use of third person pronouns like 'hij', 
'The spirit of this language planning exercise is probably illustrated best by the way its goal 
was stated in 1954 (and 1984'): "A list of words is not there to put good stylists and linguistic artists 
under restraint, but rather to supply the 'common' people, as the Report-1936 put it, with a norm 
By 'common people' we mean tradesmen and small civil servants, whose independent sense of style 
and language we shouldn't trust too much. We are also thinking of the difficult task of 
schoolmasters. (...) Young children in general and dialect-speaking children in particular cannot be 
assumed to have the linguistic feeling and the firm command of language needed to find their way 
in the precarious 'pronominal problems' of Dutch without guidance or prescription. All rhese simple 
folks need rules " (translated from WNT, 1954; 1984, p. xxn) In the revised version of the WNT, 
the Herziene Woordenlijst van de Nederlandse Taal (HWNT, 1990), this passage has disappeared. 
'Whereas it still propagates the historical three-gender system, the most recenr revision of 
the WNT (HWNT, 1990, ρ 40) appears to have given up on the spoken variety of Dutch It now 
explicitly aims at written Dutch, and acknowledges that things may be different in the spoken 
language In the spirit of the 90s, though, it also explicitly allows people to disobey the rules, even 
in their writing. Hopefully, the next edition will give up on the three-gender system altogether. 
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'zij', and 'het', it is not entirely clear what it is they do instead. Van Haeringen 
(1954) has argued that pronominal reference is controlled by two orthogonal factors: 
the grammatical gender of the words involved (common or neuter), and the natural 
gender of the referents (male, female, or none at all). Whereas natural gender would 
be the dominant controller of personal and possesive pronoun forms, grammatical 
gender would be the dominant controller of relative and, to a lesser extent, 
independently used demonstrative pronouns (and in full control of adnominal forms, 
of course). In the framework of Government and Binding theory, however, 
Verhoeven (1990) has recently made a more radical proposal: with the possible 
exception of the relative pronoun, none of the independently used pronouns would 
be under control of the grammatical gender system (not even the two-gender system). 
Pronominal reference would instead be determined by semantic factors, not only 
including the natural sex of the referent (e.g., 'Het meisje heeft haar beleid 
veranderd', 'The girl has changed her policy'), but for example also whether it is a 
collective entity or not (e.g., 'Het kabinet heeft haar beleid veranderd', 'The cabinet 
has changed its policy'). Further linguistic and psycholinguistic research is obviously 
needed to evaluate these proposals. But, whereas the precise influence of the two-
gender system in pronominal reference is now subject to debate, linguists do agree 
that there is no three-gtnatt system at work anywhere in present-day spontaneously 
spoken northern Standard Dutch. 
Before leaving the topic of pronominal reference, I would like to point out 
that, even though the choice of a Dutch personal or possessive 3rd person singular 
pronoun is, for a human referent, controlled by natural rather than grammatical 
gender, this natural gender does have grammatical implications (van Haeringen, 
1954). Just like English, Dutch has grammaticized a natural gender distinction in 
some of its pronouns, such that a native speaker who wishes to use such a pronoun 
must specify the natural gender of its human referent ~ even if he or she (!) would 
rather leave it unspecified. At this point, confusion may easily arise, because 
'grammaticized natural gender' does sound very much like 'grammatical gender'. 
Under a slightly different construal of the term, 'grammatical gender' could indeed 
be taken to cover such obligatory pronominal distinctions. In this thesis, however, 
it is defined as a matter of agreement with a formal property of nouns, and not with 
a biological property of referents. The fact that the latter property may also have 
become grammaticized in some parts of the language, as in the Dutch 'hij'/'zij'/'het' 
distinctions, does not by itself make such distinctions part of a grammatical gender 
system. They may be, but they need not be: the criterion is whether these pronouns 
agree with the gender of a (possibly implicit) antecedent noun, or whether they go 
their own way (see also Trask, 1993; p. 115). 
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Relative distribution of the two genders 
With the masculine-feminine distinction out of the way, I can safely resort to 
counting de-words and het-words. Early estimates discussed before suggested that 
Dutch has at least three times as many de-words as het-words. But, in spite of their 
convergence, they leave much to be desired. The word samples upon which they 
were based are all rather small, and, in the case of Frieke's (1988) analysis, limited 
to monosyllabic words.10 More importantly, these estimates all involve type counts. 
That is, they estimate the number of de- and het-words that would be listed in a 
complete dictionary of Dutch (which of course will never exist). Although this is 
almost certainly a relevant feature of the 'gender environment' of a native speaker of 
Dutch, there are other, equally relevant ways to count de- and het-words. For 
example, how often does a native speaker encounter individual tokens of de- and het-
words in spoken or written discourse? That is, given any one noun in a piece of 
running text, what is the probability that it will be a de-word rather than a het-word? 
By itself, the probability of encountering a de-word rather than a het-word in the 
dictionary does not say anything about the probability of encountering a de-word in 
running text, because the latter also depends on how often every de- and het-word 
is actually being used in the language. 
The CELEX computerized lexical database of Dutch (version 3.1, Burnage, 
1990) allows us to improve upon earlier estimates, both in terms of sample size and 
in terms of doing an additional token analysis. With its 130,788 word entries based 
on a 42 million word corpus of sampled texts, the lexicon itself can in fact hardly be 
called a sample. Of course, as a snapshot of written Dutch in the 1980s, it will 
inevitably miss out on many newly created or borrowed words, and on words that 
are limited to spoken language use. Still, for a reliable estimate of the relative 
proportion of de- and het-words in the language, it appears to be more than 
sufficient. Moreover, because every word entry in the database has been annotated 
with a corpus-based token frequency, it allows for both a 'dictionary-based' type 
count and a (written) 'text-based' token count. We can therefore look at both aspects 
of the gender environment of native speakers of Dutch. 
In fact, CELEX offers much more than just 'dictionary entries' and their 
token frequencies. In Dutch, a noun such as 'huis' can have four inflectional variants: 
the singular 'huis', the plural 'huizen', the singular diminutive 'huisje', and the plural 
diminutive 'huisjes'.11 In the CELEX Dutch morphosyntactic word lexicon, all four 
variants are explicitly represented, and each of these types has its own token 
'°To be fair, I should mention here that it was not Frieke's goal to estimate the relative 
distribution of de- and het-words. 
"Although the diminutive is treated as an inflectional variant in CELEX, there is a linguistic 
argument for it to be a derivation, i.e., a different word. I will return to this below. 
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frequency. In the CELEX lemma lexicon, there is just the word entry 'huis', and the 
token frequency of this lemma type is simply the sum of the token frequencies of 
each of its morphosyntactic word types. In the first two analyses below, I will make 
use of the CELEX lemma lexicon. In the third, however, I will exploit the extra 
information encoded in the CELEX morphosyntactic word lexicon. 
Lemma types 
In order to verify the earlier estimates of the relative distribution of de- and het-
words, all of which most likely involved dictionary entries, I will begin with a lemma 
type count in the CELEX Dutch lemma lexicon. The results of this analysis are 
displayed in Table 2.2. After excluding the rather arbitrary set of proper nouns in 
this database, I counted 92,628 common noun entries.12 Of this set, 72% were 
unambiguously classified as de-words, and 27% as het-words, a de-het ratio of almost 
3:1. Thus, although the lemma type distribution is slightly less skewed, the earlier 
estimates were close: approximately every fourth noun in the 'almost complete 
dictionary' of Dutch is a het-word, and the other three are de-words. 
CELEX also allows us to look at the distribution within the subsets of 
monomorphemic and morphologically complex nouns. Dutch derivational 
morphology appears to have a large influence on the gender of a complex noun. In 
nominal compounds, for example, the gender of the rightmost part determines the 
gender of the compound: in 'de veldsport', 'the outdoor sport', it is the de-word 
'sport' that determines the resulting gender, whereas in 'het sportveld', 'the sports 
area', it is the het-word 'veld' (Trommelen δί Zonneveld, 1986). For nouns formed 
by suffixation, it has likewise been argued that the resulting gender is usually 
determined by the rightmost suffix (Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1986). This argument 
is supported by many suffix-based gender regularities, such as that words formed with 
the suffix '-heid' (e.g. 'vrijheid', 'freedom') are all de-words. Taken together, 
compounding and suffixation could cause the de-het ratio of morphologically 
complex words to substantially diverge from that of monomorphemic words. 
The set of common noun lemmas contains 72,592 (78%) morphologically 
complex nouns, and the ratio there is again almost 3:1. Within the much smaller 
subset of 6,349 monomorphemic words (7%), however, the de-het ratio is almost 
4:1. The latter ratio confirms the monomorphemic estimate mentioned before 
(Frieke, 1988). In addition to morphologically simple and complex words, CELEX 
distinguishes three other morphological subcategories: lexicalized flections, 
morphologically irrelevant words, and morphologically unanalyzed words (Burnage, 
1990, p. 3.56-3.59). Lexicalized flections are inflectional variants that have taken on 
"Within the CELEX database, alternative spellings and alternative morphological parses of 
a word are actually listed as separate lemmas. From the perspective of a de-het count, these 
alternatives are unwarranted duplications. They have therefore been excluded from all below analyses. 
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de het rest total de-het ratio 
39 monomorphemic 
complex 
other 
4,982 
78 5% 
52,506 
72 3% 
9,120 
66 6% 
1,290 
20 3% 
19,372 
26 7% 
4,155 
30 4% 
77 
1 2% 
714 
0 9% 
412 
3 0% 
6,349 
(6 9%) 
72,592 
(78 4%) 
13,687 
(14 8%) 
2 7 
22 
total 66,608 24,817 1,203 92,628 2 7 
71 9% 26 8% 1 3% 
Table 2.2 The distribution of gender over all common noun types in the CELEX lemma lexicon 
Shown are the number of de-word types {de), net-word types (rief), and unclassifiable noun types 
(rest), each also as a percentage of the total number of types {total), as well as the number of de-
word types divided by the number of het-word types (de-het ratio), within the monomorphemic noun 
stratum, the morphologically complex noun stratum, the remaining noun stratum, and the total noun 
stock (bracketed percentages express the relative size of a stratum within the total noun stock) Any 
apparent inaccuracies in marginal percentages are the result of rounding 
their own meaning, such as 'avondje' (literally 'small evening', but usually a 'social 
evening'). Morphologically irrelevant words have a stem that does not allow for 
morphological analysis, e.g. because it involves a proper noun ('leninisme', 
'leninism'). Morphologically unanalyzed words defy satisfactory analysis for a variety 
of other reasons, e.g. because of a classical affix ('genus', 'gender'). To avoid 
unnecessary detail in my lexical statistics, I have collapsed all this into a single 'other' 
category. 
Lemma tokens 
The above lemma type count has confirmed earlier estimates: about every fourth 
noun in the Dutch lemma lexicon, a dictionary with almost 100,000 nouns, turned 
out to be a het-word. However, as already mentioned, this doesn't imply that every 
fourth noun in running text is going to be a het-word. To establish this, we need to 
count all the de- and het-word tokens in a representative sample of Dutch text. 
Fortunately, most of the work has already been done. In the CELEX lemma lexicon, 
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every lemma has been annotated with its frequency of occurrence (across all 
inflectional variants) in the INL corpus, a sample of 42,380,000 words of running 
text taken from 835 different written sources (Burnage, 1990). Thus, the only thing 
left to do is add up the frequency counts of all de-word lemmas, and compare the 
result to the summed frequency counts of the het-words. 
cte het rest total de-het ratio 
monomorphemic 
complex 
other 
total 
2,464 k 
70 3% 
1,710 k 
77 2% 
896 k 
51 9% 
5,070 к 
68 0% 
1,037 k 
29 6% 
500 k 
22 6% 
813 k 
47 1% 
2,350 к 
31 5% 
6 k 
0 2% 
6 k 
0 3% 
19k 
1 1% 
31 к 
0 4% 
3,507 к 
(47 1%) 
2,216 k 
(29 7%) 
1,727 k 
(23 2%) 
7,450 к 
2 4 
3 4 
1 1 
2 2 
Table 2.3 The distribution of gender over all common noun tokens in the INL fexf corpus Shown 
are the number of de-word tokens (de), het-word tokens (hef), and unclassifiable noun tokens (rest), 
each also as a percentage of the total number of tokens (total), as well as the number of de-word 
tokens divided by the number of het-word tokens {de-het ratio), within the monomorphemic noun 
stratum, the morphologically complex noun stratum, the remaining noun stratum, and the total noun 
stock (bracketed percentages express the relative size of a stratum within the total noun stock) All 
absolute token counts are in thousands (k = 1,000), and have been computed from the CELEX 
lemma frequency counts Any apparent inaccuracies in marginal percentages are the result of 
rounding 
The results of this token count, for which I used the same set of 92,628 
common nouns as before, are displayed in Table 2.3. Of the 7,450,089 noun tokens 
involved (18% of the total INL corpus), 6 8 % were de-word tokens, against 32% het-
word tokens. This is a de-het ratio of slightly more than 2:1. That is, of every noun 
encountered in running text, about every third turned out to be a het-word. Clearly, 
het-words have a higher average token frequency, which reduces the asymmetry seen 
in the earlier dictionary counts. 
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Singular noun tokens with diminutive correction 
In the above analyses, I have explored two undoubtedly relevant aspects of the 
written 'gender environment' of Dutch native speakers: how many of the words 
encountered in a dictionary, and how many of the words encountered in running 
text will be of common and neuter gender? In terms of psycholinguistic implications, 
the 3:1 dictionary count could be taken to estimate the proportion of de- and het-
words in the average native speaker's mental lexicon (although, depending on the way 
morphologically complex words are represented, one might want to argue that the 
4:1 monomorphemic words ratio is the more appropriate estimate). The 2:1 running 
text count, on the other hand, may well be an environmental asymmetry that native 
speakers unconsciously pick up on, and that might lead to biases in their processing 
of gender (in real life or in gender-related laboratory tasks). 
We cannot simply assume, however, that the above running text count is a 
good indication of the relative salience of the two genders in Dutch language use. 
The main reason is that, although a particular word token may be marked as a de-
word or a het-word in the dictionary, its gender need not be obvious from the 
surrounding corpus text. For example, the above lemma token counts also include 
the plural occurrences of a noun. In plural contexts, gender is never marked. In 
terms of the (implicit) salience of the two genders of Dutch, it is therefore perhaps 
better to look at singular noun tokens only. These are the ones that are likely to be 
marked for gender in the surrounding text. 
Related to the above, there is something else that I have ignored so far. In the 
CELEX database, a diminutive like 'huisje', 'small house', is taken as an inflectional 
variant of the lemma 'huis'. This means that all the occurrences of 'huisje', e.g in the 
phrase 'het kleine huisje', conttibute to the token frequency of 'huis'. In this case, 
the diminutive takes neuter agreement, just like the noun lemma it belongs to. In 
Dutch, however, all diminutives formed with the suffix '-je' and its allomorphs '-kje', 
'-pje', '-tje' and '-etje' take neuter agreement. Thus, the diminutive 'sterretje', 'small 
star', takes neuter agreement even though 'stcr' itself is of common gender. And 
because CELEX treats 'sterretje' as an inflectional variant of 'ster', noun phrases such 
as 'het kleine sterretje' — which have neuter gender markers — contribute to the token 
frequency of the common word 'ster'. That is, the de-word token counts reported in 
Table 2.3 contain an unknown number of occurrences that actually take het-word 
agreement in the corpus. As such, it may give a distorted picture of the relative 
salience of the two genders. 
For these two reasons, I wanted to examine singular tokens only, and I 
wanted to make sure that singular diminutive occurrences do not inflate the de-word 
token counts. But what to do with the latter? Whereas CELEX takes the diminutive 
suffix to be an inflectional suffix, it can also be viewed as a derivational one (Geerts 
et al., 1984; Fromkin, Rodman and Neijt, 1986). Under a derivational 
interpretation, 'huisje' and 'sterretje' are both autonomous words. And they are het-
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words, regardless of the gender of their derivational root. Actually, the fact that the 
diminutive suffix can change the gender of a root word is probably the best argument 
for a derivational interpretation of this suffix (cf. Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1986). 
This means that diminutized de-words can justifiedly be counted as het-words. 
The CELEX Dutch morphosyntactic word lexicon, which contains 399,816 
morphosyntactic words, the 'inflectional variants' of 130,778 lemmas in the lemma 
lexicon (Burnage, 1990), allowed for an analysis of singular nouns that would 
interpret the diminutive in this way. After again excluding the set of proper nouns 
in this database, I counted 164,297 common nouns, which correspond to 7,450,089 
tokens in the INL corpus.13 Within this set, there were 94,604 (58%) singular types, 
which corresponded to 5,741,040 (77%) singular corpus tokens. Of these 94,604 
singular common noun types, only 4,211 (5%) turned out to be in the diminutive, 
against 90,393 (95%) non-diminutized types. And of the corresponding 5,741,040 
singular common noun tokens, only 89,383 (2%) were in the diminutive, against 
5,651,657 (98%) tokens that were not in the diminutive. 
Table 2.4 shows the distribution of gender over 5,741,040 singular common 
noun tokens, with all diminutive tokens of de-words counted as het-word tokens. As 
can be seen, 6 7 % of these tokens were unambiguously classified as de-word tokens, 
and 3 3 % as het-word tokens, a de-het ratio of 2:1. This result, as well as its 
decomposition into three morphological classes, is actually very similar to the overall 
token count result reported in Table 2.3. The earlier overall result suggested that, of 
every noun encountered in running text, about every third turned out to be a het-
word. Now we can see that the same holds forevery $іщиЫт noun encountered in 
running text, even if we take diminutive de-word occurrences as het-words. 
Taken together, the above analyses of the relative distribution of de- and het-
words have shown that the earlier overall 3:1 dictionary estimates were correct, but 
also that the distribution of de- and het-word occurrences in running text is 
significantly less skewed. The running text estimate is roughly 2:1 in a global lemma 
token analysis, and exactly 2:1 in a singular noun token analysis that corrects for 
diminutive occurrences. Of course, the interpretation of this last result in terms of 
(implicit) gender salience rests on the assumption that singular occurrences of de- and 
het-words will on average be equally often marked for gender (e.g. by a definite 
article). This assumption cannot be checked with CELEX, but instead requires a full 
corpus analysis, which must remain beyond the scope of this thesis. In fact, the 
validity of a 'salience interpretation', or a 'storage interpretation', can in the end only 
be assessed against what we know about the gender-related processes in 
comprehension and production. As we begin to study these processes, though, we 
13Because this analysis starts out with the morphosyntactic variants of the common noun 
lemmas analyzed before, it should be no surprise that the total number of associated tokens is also 
the same as before. In the lexicon at hand, these 7,450,089 tokens have just been distributed over 
164,297 morphosyntactic word types, instead of over the corresponding 92,628 lemma rypes. 
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de het rest total de-het ratio 
monomorphemic 
complex 
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total 
1,828 k 
69.7% 
1,327 к 
76 8% 
692 k 
49 9% 
3,848 k 
67 0% 
795 k 
30 3% 
401 к 
23 2% 
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50 0% 
1,890 k 
32 9% 
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0 0% 
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0.1% 
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2,625 к 
(45 7%) 
1,728 k 
(30 1%) 
1,388 k 
(24 2%) 
5,741 к 
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Table 2.4 The distribution of gender over all singular common noun tokens in the INL text corpus, 
with de-word diminutives counted as independent het-word tokens Shown are the number of de-
word tokens (de), het-word tokens (het), and unclassifiable noun tokens (resf), each also as a 
percentage of the total number of tokens (total), as well as the number of de-word tokens divided 
by the number of het-word tokens (de-het ratio), within the monomorphemic noun stratum, the 
morphologically complex noun stratum, the remaining noun stratum, and the total noun stock 
(bracketed percentages express the relative size of a stratum within the total noun stock) All 
absolute token counts are in thousands (k = 1,000), and have been computed from the CELEX 
morphosyntactic word frequency counts Any apparent inaccuracies in marginal percentages are 
the result of rounding 
have to know something about the distribution of genders in the language 
environment of native speakers of Dutch. 1 4 
"With respect to this language environment, CELEX also allows us to look at some other 
aspects of how the gender system is embedded in the language. As mentioned before, several forms 
that realize particular morphemes in one or both of the two gender paradigms, notably 'het' and 
'dat', also realize some completely different part of speech. But how often do they do this? In the 
42 million word INL corpus, 'het' (and its reduced form "t') features 1,235,868 times, of which 
867,947 (70%) are neuter singular definite article tokens, and 367,921 (30%) are expletive or 
personal pronoun tokens. The word-form 'dat' features 622,465 times, of which 263,104 (42%) are 
relative and demonstrative pronoun tokens, and 359,361 (58%) are complementizers. Thus, whereas 
'het' is predominantly used as the neuter singular definite article, 'dat' will be used as a neuter 
pronoun in a minority of cases only (with an upper bound of 42%, since an unknown proportion 
of the demonstratives will be used independently, i.e., will not be reliably marked for gender). 
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Gender assignment 
It is now time to examine a fundamental aspect of gender systems left untouched in 
my earliet description: how does a language with a gender system distribute its nouns 
over the available genders? Is this gender assignment a totally random affair, or is 
there some systematicity to it? I will first approach the issue at a purely descriptive 
linguistic level, i.e., as a question about regularity in language. The main reason for 
digging into this matter, however, is that it has important psycholinguistic 
implications. If the gender of a word is a totally random affair, then language users 
will simply have to memorize it in some way, along with the gender of tens of 
thousands of other words. To the extent that there is systematicity, though, language 
users may be able to exploit it. After having described the linguistic side of the issue, 
both in general and for Dutch, I will therefore take a closer look at the logical 
implications for gender storage in the native speaker's mental lexicon. 
Does gender assignment make any sense? 
To the majority of linguists and psycholinguists, gender is an essentially random 
categorization, perhaps even the best example of arbitrariness in language structure 
(Zubin, 1992; Corbett, 1994). A frequendy quoted passage from Bloomfield (1933) 
illustrates this idea: 
The gender categories of most Indo-European languages ... do no agree with anything in the 
practical world. . . There seems to be no practical criterion by which the gender of a noun 
in German, French, or Latin could be determined. (Bloomfield, 1933, quoted in Zubin 8c 
Kopeke, 1981, ρ 439) 
As another illustration, here is Maratsos (1979) characterizing the German gender 
system: 
The classification is arbitrary. No underlying rationale can be guessed at. The presence of such 
systems in a human cognitive system constitutes by itself excellent testimony to the occasional 
nonsensibleness of the species. Not only was this system devised by humans but generation 
after generation of children peacefully relearns it. (Maratsos, 1979; quoted in Zubin & 
Kopeke, 1981, ρ 439) 
Elsewhere, grammatical gender has been described as "an arbitrarily fixed 
characteristic of individual nouns" (Allerton, 1990, p. 94), and as usually operating 
along "seemingly arbitrary, even erratic lines". (Dekeyser, 1980; p. 97). So, although 
linguists have in the past often tried to interpret grammatical gender as a 
metaphorical extension of natural gender, it appears that they have now quite 
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thoroughly embraced the idea that the two are just not systematically related, at least 
not across the entire stock of nouns in a language (Zubin, 1992). 
But does this really mean that gender classifications are unsystematic? Several 
linguists have recently claimed that, although not as simple as once hoped for, gender 
classifications in fact have a large degree of systematicity. With respect to the 
allegedly nonsensible German gender system, for instance, Zubin and Kopeke (1981; 
see also Kopeke &C Zubin, 1984; Zubin & Kopeke, 1986) have documented a 
number of phonological, morphological, and semantic assignment regularities, such 
as: "the more consonants a monosyllabic noun has in either initial or final position, 
the more likely it is to be masculine" (p. 440), "nouns forming plural with '-( )n' are 
feminine" (p. 443), and "nouns having extremely broad reference to objects having 
relevance to human needs are neuter" (p. 444). 
Whereas Zubin and Kopeke were just concerned with German, Corbett 
(1991) studied the "assignment system" of dozens of gender languages around the 
world. On the basis of this survey, he arrived at the conclusion that gender 
assignment is essentially systematic, no matter what language you're looking at: 
Nouns may be assigned to genders according to semantic factors or accotding to a 
combination of semantic and formal (morphological and phonological) factors While in some 
languages the rules are straightforward, in others they appear much less so. Nevertheless, in 
those languages which have been studied in depth, the gender of at least 85 per cent of the 
nouns can be predicted from information required independently in the lexicon (Corbett, 
1991, p. 68) 
Gender assignment is essentially systematic in all languages (Corbett, 1994, ρ 1350) 
Corbett argues quite extensively that, although gender can always be derived from 
other properties of the noun at hand, languages differ in the kinds of properties they 
use. In a language such as Dyirbal, for example, gender is predominantly related to 
the semantics of the referent: words for male humans and non-human animates 
tend to have gender I, those for female humans, water, fire and fighting tend to have 
gender II, those for non-flesh food tend to have gender III, and the rest tends to 
have gender IV. In French, however, it is the phonology of the noun that matters 
most (cf. Tucker, Lambert & Rigault, 1977), whereas in Russian, gender assignment 
is to a large extent related to the morphology of the noun. And, as shown by Zubin 
and Kopeke, German appears to have a mixed assignment system, with gender being 
related to semantic, morphological, and phonological properties of nouns.1 5 
'
5Whereas Corbett (1991) believes that systematicity rules supreme, Zubin and Kopeke 
(1981) actually entertained an interesting intermediate view Faced with examples such as 'der 
Löffel', 'die Gabel', and 'das Messer' (spoon, fork, and knife), or 'der Hals', 'die Nase', and 'das 
Auge' (throat, nose, and eye), they pointed out that a language may strike a balance between 
motivated and arbitrary gender assignment because its native speakers have to deal with competing 
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What about Dutch? 
In general, then, whereas most linguists and psycholinguists view gender assignment 
as a largely random affair, an apparently well-informed minority takes it to be largely 
systematic. When it comes to Dutch, we find a similar distribution of views. Even 
though nobody denies the existence of some morphological and semantic regularity 
(e.g. all diminutives are het-words, most words for humans are de-words), the 
prevailing opinion is that Dutch gender is an essentially random affair (e.g. Geerts 
et al., 1984; Deutsch δί Wijnen, 1985; Fontein & Pescher - ter Meer, 1985; 
Donaldson, 1987; de Houwer, 1987; Wijnen & Deutsch, 1987; Jescheniak, 1994). 
The two major reference grammars do in fact list an unexpected number of semantic, 
morphological and phonological regularities (Geerts et al., 1984, pp. 41-49; 
Donaldson, 1987, pp. 27-33), but they both emphasize the heuristic nature of the 
rules, pointing out that 'many' (Donaldson) or even 'most' (Geerts et al.) of the 
Dutch nouns remain beyond their scope. 
Several linguists have tried to dig a little deeper, though. Some have made a 
case for substantial morphological conditioning of Dutch gender, and have confined 
chaos to the set of non-derived words (Trommelen &C Zonneveld, 1986; van Beurden 
& Nijen - Twilhaar, 1992; Zonneveld, 1992). It has also been suggested that Dutch 
may instead be in the process of reorganizing its entire grammatical gender 
assignment around semantic principles (Fletcher, 1987). To my knowledge, however, 
only Frieke (1988) has looked for widespread systematicity in Dutch gender 
assignment. In an attempt to predict the gender of monosyllabic Dutch nouns, Frieke 
extracted 11 semantic and 3 morphological regularities from the literature (e.g. Geerts 
et al., 1984), and added 7 phonological regularities that emerged from a statistical 
analysis of 2943 monosyllabic nouns in the W N T (1954). Frieke's 'assignment 
system' included semantic 'rules' such as "nouns for very general things are more 
likely to be het-words", morphological rules such as "nouns that are nominalizations 
of other syntactic categories are more likely to be het-words", and phonological rules 
like "nouns with an initial consonant cluster containing an unvoiced plosive are more 
likely to be de-words". With 21 assignment rules in all, Frieke was able to correctly 
predict the gender of some 80% of the 763 monosyllabic nouns in a small test 
lexicon. After having adjusted his final estimate to "somewhere between 60 and 70 
percent", Frieke therefore concluded that Dutch gender assignment is not arbitrary 
performance factors. Whereas limitations of memory and recall would push a gender system towards 
motivated assignment, the (anaphoric or deictic) referent tracking function of gender would push 
the system towards a specific form of arbitrariness. "The effectiveness of gender in this 
communicative function is increased if there is a maximal differentiation of gender among nouns 
referring to items that are likely to co-occur in the same perceptual field, or in the same text. This 
is precisely the caie with nouns referring to parts of the face and head, and those referring to kitchen 
implements." (p. 447). 
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at all, and that grammars such as Geerts et al. (1984) and Donaldson (1987) simply 
underestimate the power of the regularities they mention. 
Although Frieke's result is interesting, it should be qualified in a number of 
ways. First of all, the assignment system is for monosyllabic nouns only, and the rules 
have been tested on less than a 1000 of these nouns. It remains to be seen, therefore, 
how well Frieke's assignment system would work when, for example, tested on the 
approximately 100,000 common nouns listed in the CELEX lemma lexicon."5 
Secondly, even if the assignment rules correctly predicted the gender of some 60 to 
70 (or perhaps even 80) percent of the entire Dutch noun stock, one should bear in 
mind that, given a 3:1 lemma type distribution, a Dutch native speaker would be 
able to achieve the same degree of success by simply predicting that every word is a 
de-word. Viewed from this perspective, the reported coverage of 21 rules is somewhat 
disappointing. 
Above all, though, we should ask about the meaning of a systematicity result 
such as Frieke's. For one thing, given an unlimited number of semantic, 
morphological, and phonological features (and their combinations) to play with, it 
would seem that one could always come up with a bunch of regularities. Unless we 
can restrict the set of possible predictors and their combinations in some principled 
way, there is no end to the gender assignment patterns we might find. Criteria of 
parsimony and elegance may help here, but they do not seem to be enough. Given 
that they make equally successful predictions, is a 100-rule assignment system better 
than a 200-rule one? Somehow, the most natural criterion for evaluating such 
systems is that of psychological reality. For example, one should ask whether the 
regularities are such that native speakers may plausibly (perhaps unconsciously) 
discover them. But the most important question should be this: do native speakers 
actually exploit the regularities captured in a particular assignment system? 
Psycholinguistic implications 
For those who see nothing but chaos in the assignment of gender, the above question 
simply does not arise. And, with nothing to be exploited, the psycholinguistic 
implication is clear — native speakers must store and retrieve gender word by word: 
A person who has not studied German can form no idea of what a perplexing language it is. 
... Every noun has a gender, and there is no sense or system in the distribution; so the gender 
of each must be learned separately and by heart. There is no other way. To do this, one has 
"As Frieke pointed out, however, the gender of monosyllabic words may well be the most 
difficult one to predict. In the multisyllabic part of the Dutch lexicon, an assignment system could 
exploit many affix- and compound-related morphological regularities, as well as perhaps some stress-
related ones. 
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to have a memory like a memorandum book. (Mark Twain, 1879, The awful German 
language, quoted in Mills, 1986, p. 12) 
If Dutch gender is essentially arbitrary, native speakers of the language must have 
something like a Woordenlijst van de Nederhndse Taal in their heads, with every word 
somehow marked for its gender (just common or neuter, of course). 
For those who see extensive regularities in gender assignment, however, it is 
only natural to ask about exploitation. Indeed, if there are such regularities, they 
might be used by native speakers to compute the gender of words, and perhaps 
relieve those speakers from the necessity to learn every word's gender by heart. Rather 
than having a mental Woordenlijst van de Nederhndse Taal, native speakers of Dutch 
would then have something like Frieke's assignment rules in their head, using it to 
derive the gender of a noun from its other properties. 
Corbett as well as Zubin and Kopeke have indeed wondered whether the 
regularity they see is actually being exploited by native speakers. Interestingly, 
though, they seem to have considerable difficulty imagining that it would not be. 
After some 60 pages on gender assignment systematicity around the world, for 
example, Corbett writes: 
We must ask what is the evidence for the psychological reality of the gender assignment 
systems discussed. The major evidence is, of course, the data already presented. Given the 
massive regularities established, and the ease with which native speakers use gender, the most 
plausible explanation is that speakers assign nouns to genders without difficulty simply by 
taking advantage of these regularities. ... Assignment rules are indeed part of the native 
speaker's competence, and not just regularities observed by linguists. (Corbett, 1991, p. 70) 
Throughout the remainder of his text, Corbett makes it very clear that the 'taking 
advantage of these regularities' would be a routine thing. It is something that native 
speakers would do as they speak, whenever they need the gender of a noun, and 
regardless of how often they have used that noun before. And, because they would 
be able to do this, native speakers wouldn't bother to store gender word by word: 
The gender of the noun is normally predictable, on the basis of information which the 
speaker must in any case store in the lexicon. ... In this way we do not need to claim that 
gender languages are radically different from non-gender languages; they do not require an 
extra feature in the entry of each noun. (Corbett, 1991, p. 66) 
Thus, the linguistic observation of extensive regularity in gender assignment is 
claimed to have two psycholinguistic implications: (1) native speakers use this 
regularity to derive the gender for familiar words, as they speak, and (2) they 
therefore will not explicitly store gender in their mental lexicon. These are very 
strong, counter-intuitive, and interesting claims. If they are correct, we now know 
how gender is represented. But are they? What is the evidence for them? 
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Although Corbett takes the very existence of regularity to be the main evidence 
for on-line use by native speakers, he and others have several additional arguments 
1 Words borrowed from other languages acquire a gender, which shows that there is 
a mechanism for assigning and not just remembering gender (Corbett, 1991, ρ 7) 
2 When presented with invented words, speakers give them a gender and they do so 
with a high degree of consistency (Corbett, 1991, ρ 7, see also Zubin &C Kopeke, 
1981) 
3 Native speakets typically make few or no mistakes in the use of gender, if the gender 
of a noun were remembered individually, we would expect more etrors (Corbett, 
1991, ρ 7) 
On line recall of gender in speaking would be greatly hampered by intrusive errors, 
as it is in the speech of non natives, if gender assignment were completely arbitrary 
(Zubin & Kopeke, 1981, ρ 447) 
4 To have completely atbittary gender assignment for the tens of thousands of nouns 
in the average educated speaker's lexicon would present an insurmountable task to 
the language learner (Zubin & Kopeke, 1981, ρ 447) 
To what extent do these four arguments support the claim that native speakers 
compute the gender of familiar words, as they speak' First of all, I think that number 
1 and 2 are simply not relevant to the issue This is because, even if these two 
statements were correct, they are both about what I would call 'first-time' gender 
assignment To the native speech community, lexical borrowings are new words To 
the child or adult in a psycholinguistic experiment, invented words are also new 
words The processes that guide the assignment of gender to new words need not 
have anything in common with the things that go on if a native speaker needs the 
gender of a word that he or she has used before It is entirely possible that speakers 
exploit assignment regularity when they have to work out the gender for a new word, 
but at the same time simply retrieve the gender of the words they know already 
If anything, arguments 3 and 4 suggest a misunderstanding about what people 
can and cannot do As for argument 3, neither Corbett nor Zubin and Kopeke give 
us any reasons why we would expect storage to lead to many more errors than 
computation And it is not at all obvious why we should One would not want to 
argue, for example, that the low incidence of word-form errors is evidence that 
speakers compute the form of a word from its meaning If people can store the 
essentially arbitrary form of tens of thousands of words, why wouldn't they be able 
to store gender as well' Actually, given the weak reliability of most assignment rules 
proposed in the literature, and the fact that several conflicting rules may apply to a 
single word, one would rather expect computation to yield the highest error rate 
Argument 4 can be refuted in much the same way Without giving any 
further information, Zubin and Kopeke claim that arbitrary gender simply cannot 
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be learned. Clearly, though, the fact that children can acquire the arbitrary form of 
tens of thousands of words suggests otherwise. And, although systematicity in gender 
assignment will undoubtedly help the acquisition process, there is no a priori reason 
to expect that gender could not be learned without it. After all, there is systematicity 
in agreement (cf. Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980; Carstairs-McCarthy, 1994). 
What about 'argument 0', the claim that the regularity itself suggests that 
native speakers compute the gender of every noun on-line, as they speak? And that, 
given they can do this, gender will no longer be stored? I would argue that regularity 
by itself doesn't suggest any of this. First of all, for each of the regularities that have 
been proposed, it is an empirical issue whether native speakers pick up on it. 
Secondly, even if they have, native speakers may not be able to use it fast enough to 
be of service as they speak. And thirdly, even if they would be able to do so, native 
speakers might store and retrieve the gender of known words just the same. In fact, 
they may not be able to avoid being redundant in their representation of such 
language facts. Memory doesn't seem to be a particularly expensive resource in the 
human system, and there is no reason why a single piece of knowledge cannot be 
represented in several different ways. Dutch native speakers are undoubtedly able to 
derive the gender of 'meisje', 'girl', from the fact that it is a diminutive, but still they 
may have stored it too.17 
A brief summary may be in order. Linguists such as Corbett, Zubin and 
Kopeke have not only argued that there is a lot of systematicity in the way languages 
assign their nouns to genders, but also that native speakers exploit this regularity. 
Specifically, native speakers would (1) compute the gender of familiar nouns on-line, 
as they speak, and they would (2) thereby avoid word-by-word memorization. In the 
above, I think I have shown that the arguments currently given to support these two 
hypotheses are flawed. Whatever the extent of regularities in how a language 
distributes its genders, we simply do not know yet whether native speakers make any 
use of it when they need the gender of words they have used before, nor whether this 
would keep them from explicitly storing the gender of those words in their mental 
lexicon.18 
17The fact that a language user can represent linguistic knowledge redundantly may well 
surprise linguists such as Corbett, because they have been trained to represent linguistic knowledge 
as non-redundantly as possible. But, whereas linguists build theories of the mental lexicon, and are 
as such expected to be parsimoneous, a native speaker just builds a mental lexicon. Even if "the 
gender of the noun is normally predictable, on the basis of information which the speaker must in 
any case store in the lexicon (Corbett, 1991, p. 66; my emphasis), this speaker may not care and 
store the noun's gender just as well (see Lively et al., 1994, or Sandra, 1994, for a similar point). 
"One might even argue that storage is, at some stage, a prerequisite for computation. 
Listeners in search for regularities cannot know in advance what features they should pay attention 
to. This makes it difficult to imagine a learning mechanism that would be able to induce rules 
without first storing a large set of exemplars. Of course, it is possible to imagine that the exemplars 
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Still, even though the current arguments are wrong, the hypotheses may to 
some extent be right. If there is no regularity, gender must simply be stored word by 
word. But if there is, it might be used. Maybe not always, maybe not for all words, 
maybe in parallel to simple retrieval, but maybe. In this context, I think it is 
important to realize that the use of morphological regularities could have a special 
theoretical status that sets it apart from the use of semantics and phonology. Earlier, 
I mentioned that all Dutch diminutives take neuter gender agreement, e.g. 'het 
sterretje', 'het huisje', and that all noun-noun compounds take the agreements of the 
second noun, e.g. 'de veldslag', 'het slagveld'. In both cases, we could say that the 
gender of the result is simply 'inherited' from its rightmost constituent morpheme, 
i.e. its 'morphological head' (cf. Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1986; Scalise, 1994). If 
native speakers 'assemble' a morphologically complex word out of its constituent 
morphemes (see Feldman, 1995, for relevant theories), then the mechanism that 
causes gender to be inherited from the head may well also derive other features, such 
as word class, from the head. If that were the case, then it would be misleading to 
refer to this mechanism as being part of a 'gender assignment system'. The question 
would then be how people determine the input for such morphological inheritance, 
i.e. how they know the gender of the monomorphemic noun 'veld' in 'slagveld', or 
the gender of the diminutive suffix '-je' in 'huisje'. 
I think this explains why claims about morphological assignment (e.g. "native 
speakers of Dutch compute the gender of diminutives") seem a lot easier to accept 
than claims about semantic or phonological assignment (e.g. "native speakers of 
Dutch use the fact that flowers tend to be named with de-words"), at least when we 
are talking about speakers assigning gender to familiar words, as they speak. I 
wouldn't be too surprised if native speakers of Dutch would indeed turn out to 
compute the gender of a diminutive or a noun-noun compound on-line. But I would 
be very surprised if they would also turn out to routinely compute the gender of, say, 
a monomorphemic noun like 'veld'. Still, we cannot simply ignore the latter 
possibility. In view of the work by linguists such as Frieke (1988), Zubin and 
Kopeke (1981), and, above all, Corbett (1991), it would seem a bit rash to just 
continue to assume that monomorphemic gender is arbitrary, and therefore stored. 
It is up to empirical research, such as of the kind reported in Chapter 4, to decide 
the issue. 
This concludes my linguistic exploration of grammatical gender. The remainder of 
this thesis is about the actual processing and representation of gender. I will begin 
by asking whether native speakers of Dutch use it as they try to recognize words. 
'decay' once the assignment rules take over their job. Still, memorization will not have been avoided. 
3 
Gender priming in word recognition 
Three experiments were conducted to see whether a prior grammatical gender cue can affect the 
recognition of a written Dutch noun Experiment 1 revealed an overall priming effect in lexical 
decision response times subjects were 13 ms faster to decide that a target was a word if it followed 
a valid gender prime, the appropriate gender-marked definite article 'de' or 'het' ('de - ster', 'het -
huis') than if it followed an invalid gender prime, the inappropriate definite article 'het' or 'de' ('"het 
- ster', '*de - huis') But experiment 2 showed that there was no such advantage in a naming task, 
even though other evidence indicated that the naming responses did depend on access to the 
comprehension lexicon This suggested that the effect in lexical decision was not a robust lexically 
mediated gender priming effect, but somehow dependent on the nature of that task To establish 
facilitation and inhibition effects independently, both experiments had also included a neutral prime 
that conveyed no gender information at all, the unmarked indefinite article 'een' ('een ster', 'een 
huis') Surprisingly, however, subjects were faster to respond to targets that followed this intendedly 
neutral gender prime than to targets that followed a valid gender prime, both in lexical decision and 
in naming To see whether this reflected an unexpected inhibitory priming effect of only weakly 
constraining gender information or a strategic response to the presence of invalid definite article 
primes, experiment 3 used lexical decision with valid and neutral gender primes only In this 
experiment, the responses after a neutral and a valid gender prime were equally fast, which supported 
a strategic interpretation of the earlier response time difference Taken together, the results indicate 
that a grammatical gender cue does not by itself prime the recognition of written Dutch words 
General introduction 
Around the world, language users take the trouble to annotate their spoken and 
written messages with grammatical gender. Native speakers of, say, Russian, Swahili, 
or Italian can in fact hardly say anything without marking it for the gender of some 
nearby noun. Native speakers of Dutch, the language used in the studies of this 
thesis, can perhaps say a little more without it, but they too annotate many a 
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message with gender. To convey something like 'the star' or 'the house', for example, 
they are obliged to use 'de ster' but 'het huis'. It is not that they wish to inform the 
interlocutor about the gender of 'ster' or 'huis' ~ if the latter is a native speaker of 
Dutch, he or she will know this anyway. Instead, they mark gender because it is 
what they have learned to do ~ 'ster' is a de-word, 'huis' is a het-word, and this 
should simply be marked whenever appropriate. 
Given that the recipients of such gender-marked messages also know the 
gender of 'ster' and 'huis', though, it is only natural to wonder what it is that they 
do with these apparendy redundant annotations. Is there anything to be gained from 
processing grammatical gender information? In principle, there need not be. The 
presence of genderless languages shows that people get by without it very well. And 
although the emergence of grammatical gender has often been explained in terms of 
some communicative function (e.g. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989), it is possible that 
gender systems have emerged from a constrained series of language-internal accidents, 
and that they are simply tolerated because they do no harm (see Chapter 2). That 
is, the fact that grammatical gender is a feature of many languages does not 
necessarily imply that it must be of use in comprehension. 
Listeners or readers may nevertheless have good reasons to pay attention to 
gender. It has been pointed out, for instance, that gender can help to keep track of 
the referents in a discourse by disambiguating anaphoric or deictic referential 
constructions, and that, by showing which words go together, it can also help to 
process various other constructions (see Chapter 2). In terms of the blueprint of the 
language user (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.1), such sentence-level implications of 
grammatical gender would presumably be exploited in the process of grammatical 
decoding, i.e. the construction of a sentence-level representation of the incoming 
string of words. But the language user may also benefit from implications at the 
lexical level. Grammatical gender is a property of individual nouns. This means that, 
if you know the gender of an upcoming word, you have partial information about 
the identity of that word. Maybe not a lot, but some. Whether this information 
helps a native speaker of Dutch to accomplish the task of word recognition is the 
question addressed in this chapter. Is a het-word like 'huis' recognized faster if it is 
preceded by the appropriate definite article 'het' than if it is preceded by the 
inappropriate definite article 'de'? Can the word recognition process be "primed" by 
a prior grammatical gender cue? 
The answer to this question is not just of interest to students of gender. It 
also bears on the long-standing issue of whether word recognition is an autonomous, 
'informationally encapsulated' process, architecturally constrained to work with the 
immediate local input only (e.g. Forster, 1979; Swinney, 1979; Tanenhaus, Leiman 
&c Seidenberg, 1979; Fodor, 1983; Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders &c Langer, 1984; 
Simpson, 1984; West &£ Stanovich, 1986; Taft, 1991; Cutler, 1995), or whether it 
is a more opportunistic, interactive process that can also make use of information 
from the broader linguistic and extralinguistic context (e.g. Morton, 1969; Marslen-
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Wilson & Welsh, 1978; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Seidenberg & McClelland, 
1989; Kawamoto, 1993; Simpson, 1994; Seidenberg, 1995). 
In line with the latter view, it has recently been suggested that prior 
grammatical gender information can indeed affect the word recognition process, at 
least for native speakers of French (Grosjean, Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon & 
Besson, 1994) and Italian (Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez & Pizzamiglio, 1994). But, 
as will be described below, these suggestions stand out against a background of earlier 
research that appears to suggest the opposite. Some researchers would even argue 
that, like any other form of syntactic priming, gender priming simply cannot work, 
on a priori grounds. And, at first sight, there seem to be good reasons for adopting 
this position. Before we turn to the empirical issue, it is perhaps best, therefore, to 
first have a closer look at why the very idea of gender priming in word recognition 
often meets with considerable a priori skepticism, and at whether the arguments are 
indeed compelling enough to eliminate the need for further empirical investigation. 
Can gender prime word recognition? 
Architectural modularity 
One factor that may have led psycholinguists to doubt the possibility of syntactic 
priming in general is that, during most of the 80's, the field was dominated by the 
idea that lexical processing is simply autonomous (Forster, 1979; Swinney, 1979; 
West & Stanovich, 1982; Fodor, 1983; Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders & Langer, 1984; 
Simpson, 1984; West & Stanovich, 1986; see Tanenhaus, 1988, for a historical 
survey). Although theories varied on the extent to which they allowed for local 
semantic and associative context effects, the word recognition system was generally 
held to be 'architecturally protected' from higher levels of language interpretation, 
such as the developing syntactic representation of the input. By inclusion, it was also 
deemed to be insensitive to grammatical gender information. 
Insufficient constraint 
With respect to syntax, it has also been argued that the kind of information conveyed 
by a grammatical cue, whether gender, case, person, word class, or whatever, is not 
specific enough to constrain the word recognition process in any useful way even if 
the architecture would allow for it, simply because the set of remaining candidates 
would still be very large (Tanenhaus, Dell & Carlson, 1987; Tanenhaus & Lucas, 
1987; Tyler &C Wessels, 1983; West & Stanovich, 1986). As for Dutch, what good 
could it possibly do to know that the next word will be a het-word if there are tens 
of thousands of such words left to be considered (see Chapter 2)? 
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No spreading activation for syntax 
A third, related reason that psycholinguists may have been skeptical about syntactic 
priming — and hence gender priming — in word recognition is that the empirical 
phenomenon of priming, i.e. a benefit of some preceding stimulus on the processing 
of a subsequent one, is often strongly associated with the explanatory mechanism of 
automatic spreading activation in a memory network. Activation-spreading networks 
have been used to model the storage and retrieval of all kinds of linguistic and non-
linguistic information, but they are frequently considered to be inappropriate for the 
representation of syntactic information (e.g. Seidenberg et al., 1984; Deutsch ßc 
Bentin, 1994). The idea that activation might spread to all words of a particular 
grammatical class has even been referred to as an "absurdity" (Seidenberg et al., 
1984, p. 316). And if the mechanism is not expected to be relevant to the domain 
of syntactic relationships, then why expect the associated effects? 
Insufficient word-to-word regularity 
A fourth source of skepticism is that, in a language such as Dutch, there seem to be 
a lot of situations where a simple predictive mechanism of a "the-next-word-will-
have-gender-X" kind — the most obvious functional domain of gender priming in 
word recognition ~ would go astray. Consider the following examples: 
(1) 'de ster' 
' the C 0 M Í 
'the star' 
*
П е
СОМ St a rCOM 
(2) 'het door de zeer zware bom getroffen huis' 
'theNEU by theC 0 M very heavy bombC O M struck houseNEl 
'the house that was struck by the very heavy bomb' 
(3) 'het sterretje' 
'theNEU starCOM-DIMNEU' 
'the little star' 
(4) 'de lichten' 
'the ( C O M ) lightNEL.PLU' 
'the lights' 
(5) 'het regent' 
'it(NEU) rains' 
'it is raining' 
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Example (1) represents the optimal situation for simple word-to-word gender priming 
in Dutch; the definite article 'de' would lead the word recognition system to expect 
a de-word (a word of 'common' gender) immediately after, and this would be 
correct. But Dutch is not that simple. In (2), for example, a word recognition system 
led to expect a het-word (a word of 'neuter' gender) would be in for a big surprise, 
i.e. a preposition, followed by, amongst others, another definite article, and a ¿Re-
word. The expectation of an immediately following het-word is formally met in (3), 
because all diminutives are neuter in Dutch. But the root of this derivation is a Í¿P-
word, and to the extent that the recognition of the diminutive is based on that of 
its root (see Feldman, 1995, for relevant theories), the latter would perhaps suffer 
from the expectation. And things can be worse. In (2) and (3), the definite article 
did at least correctly predict a het-word in the end. But the word-forms that realize 
the gender-marked singular definite articles in Dutch also realize other 
morphosyntactic words (see Chapter 2, Table 2.1). In (4), for example, 'de' is the 
plural definite article, appropriate for both de- and het-words; the expectation that 
the word-form token 'de' is followed by a de-word would therefore be wrong quite 
often. And, as illustrated in (5), 'het' is not just the definite article for het-words, but 
an expletive pronoun as well; to expect a het-word after 'het' would therefore also 
often be wrong. Given that (2), (3), (4) and (5) are not at all uncommon examples 
of Dutch, how could gender priming ever work?' 
The four arguments just discussed are certainly seductive. But they are all based on 
assumptions that can be called into question, and they may as such obscure a clear 
view on the empirical issue. As for architectural modularity, the pendulum of science 
appears to be swinging back again. In the lexical ambiguity research area, for 
instance, the initial consensus on an autonomous lexical processor is gradually being 
replaced by the belief that contextual constraint can interact with lexical processing, 
in a way that depends, amongst other things, on the strength of the constraint at 
hand (Simpson, 1994; Seidenberg, 1995; Tanenhaus, 1995). If it is too weak, or if 
the word recognition system has enough information by itself, one will see a pattern 
of results that is compatible with autonomy, even though the architecture does allow 
for interactivity (see also Tanenhaus, Dell & Carlson, 1987). 
Whether prior information about a noun's grammatical gender is sufficiently 
constraining to be of use in the recognition of that noun is, in my view, an empirical 
issue. It would indeed be a bad idea to guess the identity of a Dutch noun on the 
basis of knowing it's a het-word only — there are tens of thousands of such words. 
But word recognition is no guessing game. Both in spoken and written word 
recognition, information from the word itself is accumulating over time. At some 
'See Frazier (1987) for such arguments against the plausibility of syntactic priming in 
general. 
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point in time during this process, information about grammatical gender may in fact 
be very helpful, perhaps even decisive (e.g. because it rules out important lexical 
competitors). The degree to which gender constrains the set of candidate words may 
also be increased if other constraints from the syntactic, semantic, and/or pragmatic 
context have already narrowed down the search for a plausible candidate. 
As for the third argument, there simply is no necessary relationship between 
priming as an empirical phenomenon and the explanatory mechanism of automatic 
spreading activation in some lexical network. Effects of prior gender information on 
the recognition of a subsequent noun should be taken as they come, and need not 
require a spreading activation account. It has recently been suggested, for example, 
that word recognition and grammatical decoding, although conceptually distinct, are 
part of a single constraint-satisfaction process that addresses lexical and syntactic 
constraints simultaneously, while taking any correlations between them into account 
(MacDonald, Perlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995; 
Seidenberg, 1995). This approach seems to allow for the possibility that the 
recognition of a het-word such as 'huis' would be delayed when presented in a phrase 
like 'de huis' because a complete solution, i.e. a resolution of the constraints at all 
levels of analysis, is barred. The underlying mechanism for the processing of 
correlated constraints at several levels may be based on spreading activation, but it 
need not be. 
Finally, what about the argument of insufficient word-to-word regularity? Of 
the four discussed, I think this is the most seductive reason to believe that gender 
priming can never work, at least not in Dutch. But it can be tackled in two very 
different ways. First of all, it is true that the word that immediately follows the 
Dutch word-forms 'de' and 'het' need certainly not be the target noun, i.e. the noun 
whose gender was predicted on the assumption that 'de' or 'het' heads a singular 
two-place definite article noun phrase. Table 3.1 displays the results of a transition 
probability analysis on an -600,000 word sample of written Dutch (Uit den 
Boogaart, 1975).2 It shows how often the word that immediately follows a token of 
the form "de", "het" or "'t" (the reduced form of'het') is a singular common noun', 
and how often it is something else (e.g. a plural noun, an adjective, or a verb). As 
might be expected, "de" is relatively often followed by 'other nouns' (most often a 
plural common noun; in 75% of the 8218 cases, to be exact), "het" is relatively often 
followed by a verb (reflecting its use as an expletive pronoun), and both "de" and 
"het/'t" are relatively often followed by an adjective. Taken together, the word that 
immediately follows a "de" or "het/'t" form token is in 5 1 % of the cases not the 
2The reported analysis used a computerized version of the Ult den Boogaart corpus, 
distributed by the Free University of Amsterdam as the Eindhoven corpus 1989 (expanded version). 
'Common' is used here in the sense of 'common versus proper nouns', and not in the sense 
of 'nouns having common gender'. 
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singular target noun, but something else indeed. O n the other hand, in the 
remaining 4 9 % of the cases, it is the singular target noun. In other words, it looks 
like there is extensive word-to-word regularity after all. 
singular common nouns 
other nouns 
adjectives 
verbs 
other word classes 
following 
"de" 
# 
18551 
821 θ 
6479 
964 
2421 
36633 
% 
51 
22 
18 
3 
7 
100 
following 
"het/t" 
# 
8439 
635 
3052 
3550 
2742 
18418 
% 
46 
3 
17 
19 
15 
100 
bout 
% 
49 
16 
17 
8 
9 
100 
Table 3.1 Number (#) and percentage (%) of words of various classes that immediately follow a 
token of the form "de" or "het" (including its reduced variant "'t") in a 614,140 word sample of written 
Dutch (Uit den Boogaart, 1975), 'other nouns' include plural common nouns, proper nouns, and 
nouns used in various nonstandard (e g self-referential) ways, 'other word classes' include 
pronouns, adverbs, adpositions, conjunctions, and interjections Any apparent inaccuracies in 
marginal percentages are the result of rounding 
Whether this regularity would be enough to "make gender priming work" is 
of course another matter. But there is no way to assess this in a theory-neutral way, 
i.e. without doing so in the context of an explicit model of recognizing words in 
sentences. What the 'success rate' of a gender priming mechanism would be depends, 
for example, on whether it is really confined to local word-to-word predictions, or 
whether it is able to ignore everything before the next noun. Assuming local 
predictions only, it also depends on what is meant by 'success'. If it is defined as 
correctly predicting the identity of the next noun without any other information 
about that noun, the rate of success will obviously be very close to zero. If it is 
defined in terms of the correct activation of all nouns with a particular gender, 
however, the success rate would have an estimated lower bound of 49%. 
Furthermore, if the recognition of a plural noun depends on that of its 
singular base form (e.g. Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; and other theories in Feldman, 
1995), a success rate analysis should also take into account how often the word-form 
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token "de" is followed by plural common nouns with de- and het-word base forms 
respectively. Of the 8218 relevant cases in this analysis, 6179 are plural common 
nouns, which amounts to some 17% of all word tokens immediately following "de". 
The words in the Uit den Boogaart corpus are not marked for grammatical gender, 
but on the basis of an estimated 2:1 de- to het-word token ratio (see Chapter 2, and 
the current ratio of singular common de- and het-words) we can make an informed 
guess that the 17% plurals will consist of some 1 1 % plural de-words and some 6% 
plural het-words. This means that what immediately follows the word-form "de" 
should be a singular or plural de-word about 62% of the time (51% singulars + 11% 
plurals; common nouns only), a plural het-word about 6% of the time (common 
nouns only), a proper or otherwise nonstandard noun some 5% of the time (22% 
'other nouns' - 17% plural common nouns), and no noun at all in the remaining 27-
2 8 % of cases. Given that plural nouns cannot immediately follow "het/'t", a 
consideration of plurals does not change the picture here, and what immediately 
follows "het/'t" will therefore be a singular het-word about 46% of the time 
(common nouns only), a proper or otherwise nonstandard noun some 3 % of the 
time, and no noun at all in the remaining 5 1 % of cases; importantly, it will never 
be a singular or plural de-word (barring errors, of course). 
To pursue this analysis of 'success rate' just a little more, let's see what would 
happen if word-to-word gender priming would only operate by eliminating 
supposedly 'wrong-gender' lexical candidates from consideration. If we would further 
assume that a gender cue has no impact on the recognition of a word that is not a 
noun, i.e. not specified for gender (and if we simplify by momentarily ignoring the 
small number of nouns that are not common nouns in standard use), the above 
estimates then suggest that "de"-based candidate elimination would in fact be correct 
in 91% of the cases (based on 62% de-words versus 6% het-words), and that 
"het/Y'-based candidate elimination would always be correct (based on 46% het-
words versus 0% de-words). 
Note that the purpose of these considerations is not to argue for any particular 
'success rate'. What I wanted to show is that it cannot be established without making 
detailed assumptions about how prior gender information would exactly interact with 
the word recognition system. I should also point out that, for a cost-benefit analysis, 
it is not enough to know the exact ratio of correct and incorrect predictions. To 
evaluate the net yield of gender priming, one must also quantify the exact benefit of 
a correct prediction and the exact cost of an incorrect one. Again, there is no theory-
independent way to do this. All in all, it is not that easy to reject the possibility of 
gender priming on the basis of an a priori "insufficient regularity" argument. 
There is, however, a radically different way to approach this issue. Arguments 
based on a cost-benefit analysis implicitly assume that the system under study is 
optimized with respect to the domain of study. It is this assumption that allows one to 
argue that a demonstrably nonoptimal arrangement, e.g. a gender priming 
'mechanism' with a low expected utility, is not very likely to exist. But gender 
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priming phenomena need not reflect a mechanism dedicated to gender at all Instead, 
they may reflect a more general property of human memory, a system that may well 
be optimized across (or at least tailored to) all domains of operation, but need not 
be optimized within every one of these domains If biological evolution designed the 
architecture of human memory to be sensitive to co-occurence patterns because this 
is a useful feature to have in general, and if gender-related memory processes are 
based on this architecture, then the latter processes will inherit that feature regardless 
of whether it will 'pay off for this particular domain In this perspective, the 
question is not whether "gender priming could work", but rather, whether a memory 
retrieval system based on co-occurence patterns would be able to ignore the fact that 
the tokens 'de' and 'het' are followed by singular de- and het-words 49% of the time 
Does gender prime word recognition? 
All this does not mean, of course, that there must be gender priming in word 
recognition But I think I have shown that there is also no a prion reason to believe 
the opposite, ι e that there cannot be gender priming in word recognition In line 
with this result, a small number of researchers have taken the issue to be an empirical 
one Their findings, which involve a number of languages other than Dutch, will be 
reviewed shortly In view of the sometimes confusing terminology in the priming 
research field, however, I begin with a brief note on the latter 
In the simple word-to-word priming paradigms that have most often been 
used for gender, recognition performance on the second word, the 'target', is studied 
as a function of the information conveyed by the first word, the 'prime' Recognition 
performance is usually assessed by a lexical task, most often lexical decision or word 
naming Following common usage in the semantic priming domain (Neely, 1991), 
an overall gender priming effect is defined as the recognition benefit on a target 
preceded by a potentially helpful gender prime ('het - huis') relative to that on a 
target preceded by a potentially misleading gender prime ('*de - huis') In syntactic 
priming research, the prime that carries potentially helpful information is often called 
the (syntactically) 'congruent prime', and the one carrying possibly misleading 
information the 'incongruent prime'. As will be seen, however, the condition where 
there is no information about gender at all can also be realized by means of a 
syntactically congruent prime For this reason, I follow Jonides and Mack (1984) in 
referring to the prime that carries potentially helpful information as the valid prime, 
and to that carrying the possibly misleading information as the invalid prime To 
establish the nature of the underlying mechanism(s), it is usually desirable to 
partition an overall priming effect into a facilitation effect that reflects the unique 
benefit associated with being guided by valid information, and an inhibition effect 
that reflects the unique cost associated with being mislead by invalid information, 
both relative to a comparable situation where no gender information is available at 
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all (Neely, 1991; Jonides & Mack, 1984). A no-information baseline is usually 
established by means of an (intendedly) neutral prime. 
The earliest gender priming research that I am aware of is that of Gurjanov, 
Lukatela, Lutatela, Savie and Turvey (1985), who studied the recognition of 
masculine and feminine Serbo-Croatian words. A first experiment showed that visual 
lexical decision responses to primed word targets were faster if they followed a valid 
prime in the form of a gender-congruent possessive pronoun (e.g. 'moja tabla', 'myFEM 
tableFEM'; 601 ms) than if they followed an invalid prime (e.g. '*moj tabla', ' m y ^ c 
tableFEM'; 669 ms). A second experiment replicated this overall priming effect (647 
and 702 ms respectively), and showed that it could also be obtained with opaque 
noun targets, i.e. with nouns that did not themselves carry an overt gender marker 
(680 and 713 ms respectively). In line with other syntactic priming literature 
available at the time (e.g. Goodman, McClelland OC Gibbs, 1981; West &c Stanovich, 
1982; Lukatela, Kostic, Feldman & Turvey, 1983; Seidenberg et al., 1984; Wright 
& Garrett, 1984), Gurjanov et al. interpreted these effects as 'post-lexical', i.e. as 
being associated with processes that occur after a word has been recognized. 
Following similar accounts by West and Stanovich (1982) and Seidenberg et al. 
(1984), they suggested that the lexical decision response to word targets paired with 
invalid primes suffered from Stroop-like interference between the task-relevant "yes" 
response from a supposedly autonomous lexical processor and the apparently 
unavoidable "no" response generated by subsequent grammatical processing. As to 
the nature of the latter, Gurjanov et al. did point out that they could not on the 
basis of their data "distinguish those components of grammatical processing that are 
automatic or reflexive ... from those that are merely strategic, that is, those that are 
conscious-attentive and shaped by the conditions of the experiment" (pp. 700-701). 
The overall post-lexical interpretation received support from a very similar 
gender priming study by Carrello, Lukatela and Turvey (1988). Consistent with the 
earlier results, visual lexical decision response times to Serbo-Croatian nouns having 
overt gender were faster after a valid gender prime (821 ms) than after an invalid 
gender prime (865 ms). But there was no significant overall priming effect in the 
response times of a word naming task; subjects were as fast to name targets after valid 
gender primes (489 ms) as those after invalid gender primes (493 ms), even though 
the naming task proved to be sensitive to an associative priming manipulation. On 
the commonly made assumption that the lexical decision task is much more sensitive 
to effects that arise during post-lexical processing than the naming task (Seidenberg 
et al., 1984; de Groot, 1985), this pattern of results suggested that there were no 
gender priming effects in word recognition itself, and that the effects observed with 
the lexical decision task reflected an 'automatic, post-lexical coherence check' instead. 
Schmidt (1986) used the visual lexical decision task to study the effects of 
valid, neutral and invalid gender primes on the recognition of masculine and neuter 
words in German. A first experiment revealed inhibition only; subjects were as fast 
after a valid prime (e.g. 'der - Mann', 629 ms) as after a neutral prime (e.g. 'xxx -
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Mann', 633 ms), but they were significantly slower after an invalid prime (e.g. '*das -
Mann', 658 ms) A second experiment that used only valid and neutral primes, 
however, did yield a small amount of facilitation, subjects were now faster after a 
valid prime than after a neutral prime, for normally presented targets (642 and 659 
ms respectively) and for visually degraded targets (747 and 775 ms respectively) To 
explain these divergent results, Schmidt argued that the occurrence of invalid, ι e 
misleading primes in his first experiment may have induced subjects to avoid 
processing the primes as much as possible, which might in turn have eliminated any 
facilitation A third experiment that again used all three prime types seemed to 
confirm this account Subjects who had been asked to read every prime out loud 
(which ensured their processing) made significantly slower lexical decisions to words 
preceded by an invalid prime (625 ms) than to words preceded by a neutral prime 
(602 ms, both results averaged across two different prime-target onset asynchronies) 
But in addition to this small inhibition effect, there was now significant facilitation 
as well (587 ms after a valid prime) In line with the Serbo-Croatian work discussed 
before, Schmidt concluded that the inhibition observed in experiments 1 and 3 
probably reflected the interfering effects of a post-lexical automatic syntactic 
congruency check He did not however have a good explanation of the facilitation 
effects observed in experiments 2 and 3 Because they seemed to depend on the 
nature of the experimental lists, Schmidt's suggestion was that of an (otherwise 
unspecified) 'strategic effect' 
The most recent study that used visual lexical decision is that of Colé and 
Segui (1994), who compared the response time for French masculine nouns preceded 
by a valid gender prime (e g 'joli chat' or 'mon chat ) to that for the same nouns 
preceded by an invalid gender prime (e g '*jolie chat' or '*ma chat') In a first 
experiment, subjects were faster on validly primed targets (584 ms) than on invalidly 
primed ones (640 ms) A second experiment replicated this overall priming effect 
under slightly different circumstances (a prime-target onset asynchrony of 150 ms, 
instead of the earlier 500 ms), subjects were again faster on validly primed targets 
(603 ms) than on invalidly primed ones (643 ms) These overall priming effects were 
once more interpreted in terms of post-lexical Stroop-hke interference between the 
output of an autonomous lexical processor and the (task-irrelevant) result of an 
automatic syntactic congruency check 
The first study to reach a very different conclusion was one by Grosjean, 
Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon and Besson (1994) Working with spoken stimuli, 
they found that subjects needed 9% less of the word for isolation in a gating task if 
that word followed a valid gender prime (e g 'une jolie - table') than if it followed 
a neutral prime (e g 'jolie - table', the -e inflection is not audible here) Using the 
same materials for auditory lexical decision, they also observed facilitation in a 
response time measure, subjects were faster after a valid gender prime (586 ms from 
word onset) than after a neutral one (629 ms) Although they did not rule out a 
potential post-lexical contribution of automatic syntactic processing, Grosjean et al 
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did interpret their facilitation effects as evidence that prior gender information can 
affect the time it takes to identify a word, a least in French. They further suggested 
that language users optimize the word recognition process by whatever is available 
in the language at hand, and that this might in part explain why languages have 
grammatical gender at all. 
This was also the conclusion of Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez and Pizzamiglio 
(1994). Working with Italian, they observed a variety of gender priming effects in 
tasks that required explicit gender decisions. The results most relevant to their 
argument, however, were obtained in a word repetition task. Subjects were faster to 
repeat a spoken word if it had been preceded by a valid gender prime (e.g. 'brutta -
casa'; 934 ms from word onset) than if it had been preceded by an invalid gender 
prime (e.g. '"brutto - casa'; 978 ms). The average word repetition response time after 
a neutral gender prime (e.g. 'grande - casa'; 953 ms) revealed that this overall 
priming effect did not just consist of inhibition, but also contained a significant 
facilitation effect. It was the latter effect that led Bates et al. to suggest that "gender 
priming involves (at least in part) a rapid, automatic form of prelexical activation that 
contributes to word recognition in Italian" (p. 10). 
What do the results of these experiments, 11 in all, tell us about whether 
grammatical gender can help the word recognition system do its job? For ease of 
comparison, the results are summarized in Table 3.2, together with possibly relevant 
parameters of the experiments, and with the interpretation they gave rise to. As can 
be seen, it is not so easy to make sense of the overall pattern of results, because any 
two experiments differ on at least two possibly relevant dimensions (e.g. language, 
modality, task). Perhaps the most obvious thing to be noted is that 10 of the 11 
experiments did yield results that could be taken to reflect a true gender priming 
effect in word recognition, i.e. an effect on lexical processing. Of course, such a 
favourable proportion may simply reflect psychology's "file drawer problem", the fact 
that positive findings are more often published than negative ones. What is more 
interesting is that, in the face of rather simihr results, the experimenters working in 
the visual modality (Gurjanov et al., Carello et al., Schmidt, Colé & Segui) have all 
suggested that prior gender information does not affect the word recognition process, 
whereas those working with auditory stimuli (Grosjean et al., Bates et al.) have 
suggested that it does. 
Why did the two groups interpret their positive effects so differently? It seems 
to me that the interpretation of those working with visual material has perhaps more 
often been guided by the dominant interpretive frame for syntactic context effects in 
visual lexical decision tasks (e.g. West & Stanovich, 1982; Seidenberg et al., 1984) 
than by the actual data pattern at hand. The only results that in themselves 
supported this account for the gender priming domain were those of Carrello et al. 
(1988), who obtained an overall priming effect in lexical decision but not in naming. 
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priming result experiment parameters 
total fac inh lang mod SOA other Information interpr 
Gurjanov et al. 1985 
exp1 lexical decision 68* 
exp2a lexical decision 55* 
exp2b lexical decision 33* 
Schmidt 1986 
exp1 lexical decision 
exp2a lexical decision 
exp2b lexical decision 
ехрЗа lexical decision 
ехрЗЬ lexical decision 
29* 
36* 
41* 
4 
17* 
28* 
10* 
21* 
25* 
26* 
20* 
SerboC vis var lexdec on primes too 
SerboC vis var idem, transp nouns 
SerboC vis var idem, opaque nouns (ac)PL 
German vis 2-800 exp1-3 xxx baseline 
German vis 400 nondegraded targets 
German vis 400 degraded targets 
German vis 500 pnmes named 
German vis 1000 pnmes named a&cPL 
Carello et al. 1988 
expia lexical decision 44* 
exp1b naming 4 
SerboC vis 
SerboC vis 
600 
600 mixed with nonwords aPL 
Colé & Segui 1994 
exp2 lexical decision 56* 
ехрЗ lexical decision 40* 
French vis 500 mase nouns only 
French vis 150 idem aPL 
Grosjean et al. 1994 
exp1 gating (isol pt ) 
exp2 lexical decision 
Bates et al. 1994 
expía naming 44* 
9%* 
43* 
19* 25* 
French 
French 
Italian 
aud 
aud 
aud 
var 
var 
var 
baseline is shorter 
idem L (aPL) 
transp & opaque Ns L/acPL 
Table 3.2 Overview of available gender priming studies Pnmmg results show the amount of overall 
priming (invalid - valid) facilitation (neutral - valid), and inhibition (invalid - neutral) in target noun 
response time, except for the gating task result, which expresses facilitation as a difference in the 
percentage of the target noun needed for correct identification, * = significant at ρ < 05, Schmidt's 
effects only tested across a/b variants of an experiment Experiments are specified on language, 
stimulus modality (visual or auditory), prime-target stimulus onset asynchrony (var = variable), and 
other information (the Serbo-Croatian nouns of Gurjanov et al have fully overt gender unless they 
are designated as opaque), all experiments mix invalid primes with other primes, unless a facilitation 
effect is displayed only Final interpretation by the authors is coded at their last experiment (aPL = 
post-lexical effect of 'automatic-linguistic' congruency check, cPL = post-lexical effect of 'controlled-
strategic' syntactic congruency check, L = lexical effect of gender information) 
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As for the small 'auditory department', it seems that the strongest results in 
favour of gender priming are those of Bates et al. (1994), who used a well-controlled 
neutral prime to secure a small but significant facilitation effect in word repetition. 
It is difficult — although probably not impossible — to account for facilitation in that 
task in terms of a post-lexical explanation. Grosjean et al. (1994) also observed 
facilitation, in gating as well as auditory lexical decision, but the neutral primes 
realized the no-information baseline in a way that may have introduced a confound 
(see below, and see Grosjean et al., 1994, p. 592, for an attempt to remediate this 
problem in the gating experiment). 
In the face of these findings, it would be premature to conclude that all 
gender priming effects observed in word recognition tasks sofar have their origin in 
the processes that occur after a word has been recognized. O n the other hand, to 
claim that "it is now clear that gender priming is a robust phenomenon, [so that] the 
gates are open to future studies of sentence-level morphological constraints on word 
recognition in richly inflected languages" (Bates et al., 1994, p. 11) may also be a bit 
strong. To understand the nature of gender priming phenomena it seems critical, for 
example, to distinguish facilitory effects of valid gender information from inhibitory 
effects of invalid gender information. But sofar only one study appears to have 
succeeded in operationalizing a good no-information baseline against which 
facilitation and inhibition can be assessed. 
The question of what constitutes a good neutral priming condition for some 
domain has haunted psycholinguists for many years (e.g. de Groot, Thomassen & 
Hudson, 1982; Neely, 1991). With respect to gender priming, the optimal neutral 
condition is one that does not provide any information about gender, but is 
otherwise maximally comparable to the conditions that provide valid and invalid 
gender information respectively (cf. Jonides & Mack, 1984). The ceteris paribus 
requirement is no easy one to meet, though. Gurjanov et al. (1985) initially 
compared target responses preceded by a valid word prime to those preceded by a 
nonwoid prime (e.g. '*meja - tabla'), but they soon acknowledged the obvious 
confounding of having a lexical versus a non-lexical prime. The baseline used by 
Schmidt (1986), a non-linguistic row of crosses (e.g. 'xxx - Mann') obviously 
introduces an even more problematic confound. In two of his experiments, Schmidt 
actually observed a significant and rather suspicious advantage in the responses to 
nonword targets primed by any of the two definite articles over nonword targets 
primed by the intendedly neutral 'xxx', a finding that is compatible with earlier 
reports on the relatively inhibitory nature of this prime type (de Groot et al., 1982). 
And Grosjean et al. (1994) compared target responses with a two-word valid gender 
prime (e.g. 'une joli - table' to responses with a one-word neutral prime (e.g. 'jolie -
table'), which may again have confounded the critical effect. 
Only Bates et al. (1994) have been able to use a neutral baseline that is 
otherwise maximally comparable, as they contrasted the performance after a gender-
marked adjective prime (e.g. 'brutta - casa') to that after a яоя-gender-marked 
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adjective prime (e.g. 'grande - casa'). The main purpose of the experiments reported 
below was to extend the one-study database on facilitory and inhibitory gender 
priming effects by making use of a particular feature of the Dutch gender system.4 
Gender priming in Dutch 
Three experiments explored the possibility of gender priming in Dutch, using both 
visual lexical decision and naming, and using an apparently attractive neutral prime 
provided by the language. As we have seen, Dutch marks gender on its singular 
definite article: 'de ster', 'het huis' ('theçoM star', 'theNEU house'). But it does not mark 
gender on the singular ««definite article: 'een ster', 'een huis' ('a star', 'a house'). The 
experiments to be reported below therefore compared the word recognition 
performance of native speakers of Dutch to singular nouns preceded by (1) a valid 
gender prime in the form of the appropriate definite article 'de' or 'het', as in 'de -
ster' or 'het - huis', by (2) an invalid gender prime in the form of the ¿«appropriate 
definite article 'de' or 'het', as in '*het - ster' or '*de - huis', and by (3) a neutral 
prime in the form of the indefinite article 'een', as in 'een - ster' or 'een - huis'. 
Because it is the appropriate indefinite article for both de- and het-words, the 
neutral prime 'een' conveys no information about the gender of the upcoming noun. 
And on the plausible assumption that the definitiness of a determiner doesn't affect 
the recognition of the following noun, 'een' is otherwise highly comparable to the 
valid and invalid gender primes 'de' and 'het'. Not only does it remain within the 
realms of linguistic processing, but it is of comparable complexity and length, and, 
most important, of the same word class. It would therefore seem to allow for separate 
assessment of the facilitory effect of a valid gender prime and the inhibitory effect 
of an invalid one, thereby directly addressing two independent questions: relative to 
having no gender information at all, can correct gender information guide the word 
recognition process, and can incorrect gender information interfere with this process? 
To explore potential differences in the amount of gender priming for the two 
genders of Dutch, all three experiments used matched sets of de- and het-words. 
Differential priming effects could for example arise from the fact that there are about 
three times as many de-words as het-words in the Dutch noun stock (Chapter 2), 
which implies that information about an upcoming het-word is, in principle, more 
constraining. It has also been suggested that native speakers of Dutch represent the 
two genders in a fundamentally asymmetric way (Deutsch & Wijnen, 1985), perhaps 
as a result of an asymmetric acquisition process (cf. Extra, 1978; van Beurden & 
"Ίη fact, when I designed the experiments in this chapter, the three 1994 studies reported 
in Table 3 2 were not yet available. None of the gender priming studies that were available had a 
satisfactory neutral priming condition 
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Nijen Twilhaar, 1990; Zonneveld, 1992). Another potential source of asymmetric 
priming effects is the fact that the prime tokens 'de' and 'het' are embedded in the 
Dutch language in a rather different way (see Table 3.1 and associated discussion, 
as well as Chapter 2). 
Orthogonal to the gender of the targets, the experiments also manipulated 
their lexical (or semantic) ambiguity, i.e. whether the target had just one meaning, 
or at least two relatively distinct meanings. The original reason for this manipulation 
actually pertained to the goals of two other experiments that used the same item 
materials, and is less relevant in the context at hand. For exploratory purposes, 
ambiguity was maintained as a factor in the current design. 
The effects of valid, neutral and invalid gender primes on the recognition of 
written Dutch words were assessed by means of a lexical decision task in experiment 
1, and by means of a naming task in experiment 2. Naming and lexical decision have 
often been used together in priming research (e.g. Seidenberg et al., 1984; Carello 
et al., 1988; or the studies reviewed by Neely, 1991), largely because they are taken 
to have different strengths and weaknesses. The lexical decision task, for example, 
requires the subject to map the result of lexical processing onto a binary response, 
a phase that has often been argued to be very sensitive to Stroop-like interference 
from other binary results, such as the output of grammatical decoding (e.g. 
Seidenberg et al., 1984; West & Stanovich, 1986). Because the naming task does not 
require such binary response mapping, it will not be as vulnerable to these 
interference effects as lexical decision. But it has its own potential weaknesses. To the 
extent that the orthography of a language is a shallow one, for example, subjects can 
in principle generate their naming response from the word's spelling directly, without 
accessing the comprehension lexicon (e.g. Frederiksen &C Kroll, 1976; de Groot, 
1985; Hudson & Bergman, 1985). To interpret a null result in the naming task, it 
is therefore essential to show that the performance on that task is lexically mediated. 
With respect to gender priming, the joint use of naming and lexical decision 
allowed for the following predictions. A facilitation effect in the naming task would 
not easily be reconciled with a post-lexical account, and would therefore suggest that 
native speakers of Dutch can indeed use prior information on the grammatical 
gender of an upcoming word in their recognition of that word. An inhibition effect 
in lexical decision only, on the other hand, would certainly be compatible with a 
post-lexical account. If the naming task could then be shown to be sensitive to some 
other lexical effect (e.g., of semantic priming, or word frequency), this pattern of 
results would suggest that the recognition of written Dutch words is not affected by 
prior gender information, at least not in the absence of additional constraints from 
the syntactic, semantic and/or pragmatic context. 
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Experiment 1 
In line with most other studies of gender priming (Gurjanov et al., 1985; Schmidt, 
1986; Carello et al., 1988; Colé & Segui, 1994), experiment 1 looked for gender 
priming in Dutch by means of a visual lexical decision task. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool.5 They received Dfl. 8.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The experimental items were 120 written monomorphemic count nouns with a single 
gender, 60 de-words and 60 het-words, sampled from the CELEX lexical database 
of Dutch (Burnage, 1990; see Chapter 2). Of the 60 de-words, 24 were homonyms 
having at least two relatively unrelated meanings, e.g. 'de bank' ('the bench', 'the 
bank'), and the remaining 36 were unambiguous, e.g. 'de bijl' ('the axe'). Likewise, 
24 of the 60 het-words were homonyms, e.g. 'het been' ('the leg', 'the bone'), and 
36 were unambiguous, e.g. 'het plein' ('the square'). All 120 nouns were mono- or 
bisyllabic, between 3 and 7 letters in length, and each occured in the INL corpus of 
written Dutch (Burnage, 1990). Words with a high-frequent alternative word class 
reading (e.g. 'want', 'mitten' as a noun, but much more often the conjunction 'for') 
were avoided, as were words that attracted a verb interpretation with 'het' (e.g. 'de 
5In Chapter 2 I claimed that most native speakers of Standard Dutch in the Netherlands 
have only de- and het-word agreement in their spontaneous speech I would of course like to extend 
this claim to the subjects in my experiments But, given that the research was conducted in 
Nijmegen, a relatively southern Dutch town, how plausible is it to assume that they spoke northern 
Standard Dutch' The use of a geographical criterion is not entirely unproblematic, because Dutch 
linguists frequently use 'north' and 'south' without further specification Older publications (e g van 
Haenngen, 1954, WNT, 1954) sometimes take the "great rivers", or the latitude of the town 
Moerdijk, as a geographical reference, but this doesn't really help much although the three "great 
rivers" are only some 30 km apart at most, Nijmegen happens to be inbetween the most southern 
and the middle one1 Nevertheless, I assume that the young student population from which I drew 
my subjects is now well north of the 'sociohnguistic border', partly because of their age and 
occupation, and partly because, over the last couple of decades, the border will have moved further 
south (cf Geerts, 1988) Informal support for this assumption comes from the fact that, both in 
their spontaneous conversation, and in their responses to an extensive oral interview conducted after 
the experimental session, I never noticed any 'southern' aspects in their use of grammatical gender 
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mot', 'the moth', but the colloquial expression 'het mot', 'it has to be') or a 
compound interpretation with any article (e.g. 'een hoorn', 'a horn', but 'unicorn' 
if read as 'eenhoorn'). 
Words were taken to be unambiguous if their dictionary entry in Van Dale's 
Handwoordenboek Hedendaags Nederlands (van Sterkenburg, 1990) listed a single 
meaning or a single cluster of highly related meanings. Homonyms, in contrast, had 
a dictionary entry with two or more relatively unrelated meanings. Their ambiguity 
was checked in a word association pretest, in which 100 native speakers of Dutch 
wrote down the first word that came to mind for each of 125 candidate homonyms 
presented together with the indefinite article 'een'. All 48 selected homonyms had 
at least 5% responses in the subordinate semantic field. 
The unambiguous de- and het-word item sets were matched on the average 
morphosyntactic word frequency, word-form frequency, and lemma frequency in the 
INL corpus6, on the average length in syllables and segments, and on the average 
bigram frequency, orthographic neighborhood density, and orthographic 
neighborhood frequency.7 The lexically ambiguous de- and het-word item sets were 
matched on the same variables, as well as on the average proportion of association 
responses in the dominant lexical field and in the subordinate lexical field. Because 
of the nature of lexical ambiguity and its correlates, however, it was not possible to 
match the ambiguous de- or het-words to their ««ambiguous counterparts: the 
average homonym had a higher word frequency, was almost a letter shorter, was 
more often monosyllabic, and lived in a more densely populated orthographic 
neighbourhood. Table 3.3 summarizes the properties of the experimental item sets; 
see Table M3.1 in the Appendix for a complete list of items. 
'In this context, the morphosyntactic word frequency of an item like 'huis' is the token 
frequency count for this item as a singular noun (hence the alternative term singuhr noun frequency) 
The lemma frequency, in contrast, sums the frequency counts of all morphosyntactic words in a 
lexical item's inflectional paradigm (e g. singular 'huis' and plural 'huizen', in this case also singular 
diminutive 'huisje' and plural diminutive 'huisjes' — see Chapter 2), and the word-form frequency 
sums the frequency counts of all morphosyntactic words with this particular form (e g singular noun 
'huis' and pres tense 1st person singular verb 'huis'). 
T h e bigram frequency of a word is the average of the log-transformed frequencies of its 
separate Digrams, with the frequency of a single bigram estimated on the basis of the INL text 
corpus (on a million word tokens). A higher bigram frequency indicates that the letter transitions 
within a word are, on average, more frequent ones, which means that the word's orthography will 
on the whole be a more common one The neighborhood density of a word is the total number of 
words in the CELEX Dutch word-form lexicon that are of che same length as che one at hand and 
differ from it by a single lener (Ν metric, Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson & Besner, 1977) A word's 
neighborhood frequency is the sum of che log-cransformed frequencies of those neighboring words in 
the INL text corpus (on a million word tokens) The two latter measures quantify different aspects 
of an item's lexical environment, which has been shown to affect che recognition of words (see Segui 
& Grainger, 1993, or Balota, 1994, for an overview). 
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number of items 
INL sg. noun frequency 
log INL sg. noun frequency 
INL word-form frequency 
INL lemma frequency 
number of syllables 
number of letters 
bigram frequency 
neighborhood density 
neighborhood frequency 
% dominant associations 
% subordinate associations 
unambiguous 
de 
36 
174 
2 02 
17 5 
23 3 
16 
53 
99 
36 
43 
-
. 
ftef 
36 
174 
1 83 
174 
25 1 
16 
52 
98 
36 
48 
-
. 
ambiguous 
de 
24 
37 8 
2 91 
37 8 
615 
12 
44 
100 
101 
137 
75 
18 
het 
24 
449 
3 23 
45 9 
67 5 
12 
44 
102 
93 
132 
73 
17 
Table 3.3 Characteristics of the experimental item sets in expenment 1 Except for the first one, all 
characteristics are averaged over items INL sg noun frequency = morphosyntactic word frequency 
of the singular noun in the INL corpus (on a million tokens), INL word-form frequency = frequency 
of the item's literal word-form in the INL corpus (on a million tokens), INL lemma frequency = 
frequency of the noun's inflectional paradigm in the INL corpus (on a million tokens), bigram 
frequency = average log-transformed frequencies of bigrams in the INL corpus, neighborhood 
density = total number of words that differ in only one letter, neighborhood frequency = sum of the 
log-transformed INL frequencies of those words (on a million tokens), % dominant associations = 
% association responses in the dominant semantic field, % subordinate associations = % 
association responses in the (first) subordinate semantic field See Table M3 1 in the Appendix for 
a complete list of items 
In addition to the 120 experimental nouns with a single gender, the study 
employed an additional set of 15 control nouns, so-called 'different-gender 
homonyms'. As described in Chapter 2, different-gender homonyms alllow for both 
genders of Dutch, with two relatively unrelated meanings corresponding to each, e.g. 
'jacht' ('de jacht', 'the hunting', 'het jacht', 'the yacht'). They were included in the 
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materials because, since they allowed for all articles, they might provide an indication 
of strategic processing biases related to a particular article (of which we will later see 
an example). The different-gender homonyms were matched to the 48 'same-gender' 
or 'single-gender' de- and het-word homonyms on all variables in Table 3.3 (INL sg. 
noun frequency: 50.0; log INL sg. noun frequency: 2.49; INL word-form frequency: 
50.7; INL summed lemma frequency: 64.1; number of syllables: 1.2; number of 
letters: 4.1; bigram frequency: 10.0; neighborhood density: 12.1; neighborhood 
frequency: 21.6; % dominant associations: 70; % subordinate associations: 20). 
Another 55 monomorphemic count nouns, 28 de-words and 27 het-words, 
were used as filler items (for a reason that will be explained shortly). The complete 
set of 190 words was complemented by 190 orthographically and phonotactically 
legal nonwords. They were derived from a different set of 95 de-words and 95 het-
words that had been selected under the same constraints as used for the selection of 
the experimental words. Each of these source words was turned into a legal nonword 
by replacing one or two of its consonants or vowels by another consonant or vowel. 
Words that were 3-5 letters long had one single letter replaced, whereas those that 
were 6-7 letters long had two letters replaced. Nonword status was checked against 
the CELEX Dutch word-form lexicon, and verified by three native speakers. The 
resulting set of nonwords had an average bigram frequency of 10.0, and an average 
length of 4.8 letters and 1.4 syllables. 
An initial pseudorandom trial sequence was created, such that (a) one-third 
of every experimental item set would be presented with 'de', one-third with 'het', and 
one-third with 'een'; (b) each of the filler words would be presented with the 
inappropriate definite article;8 (c) one-third of the different-gender homonyms and 
nonwords would be presented with 'de', one-third with 'het', and one-third with 
'een'; (d) the presentation of every item would be preceded by a fixation dot with 
a pseudorandomly selected display time of 800, 900, 1000, 1100, or 1200 ms, 
uniformly distributed across the 190 word and 190 nonword trials; (d) every one of 
five 76-trial blocks contained an equal number of words and nonwords, as well as 
an equal number of congruent and incongruent article-noun pairs; and (e) every 
series of 38 trials would be separated by a pause, and begin with two non-critical 
(filler or nonword) trials. Other than that, this sequence was random. 
Two more randomizations were derived from the above one such that, across 
the three lists, each of the 120 experimental de- and het-words was paired with a 
valid prime (the appropriate definite article), a neutral prime (the indefinite article), 
'As a result of the preceding constraint, two-thirds of the 120 experimental items and all 
of the 15 different-gender homonyms were paired with a syntactically congruent article (the 
indefinite article 'een' or the appropriate definite article). The balance between congruent and 
incongruent trials could only be restored by pairing the additional 55 filler items with an 
inappropriate definite article As an unavoidable side effect, there were more word trials with a 
definite article than with an indefinite one (145 and 45 respectively) 
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and an invalid prime (the inappropriate definite article), and such that each of the 
15 different-gender homonyms and 190 nonwords was paired with all three articles. 
Three additional randomizations were derived by reversing the order of the five 76-
trial blocks in each of the original randomizations. Six more randomizations were 
created by repeating the entire procedure just described. Each of the resulting 12 
experimental lists was preceded by a 30-trial practice sequence, and specified a 
complete sequence of 410 trials. 
Apparatus 
Subjects were tested individually in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated booth. The prime 
and target stimuli were displayed on an EGA-driven N E C Multisync 3FG computer 
monitor, in white lowercase letters on a black background, and centered on the 
screen. The largest (7-letter) stimulus was about 10 by 45 mm in size, and viewing 
distance was roughly 50 cm. A Hermac 386 computer with Turbo Pascal experiment 
software controlled the presentation of the stimuli and the collection of response time 
data. Subjects had a push-button labelled W O O R D , 'word', under their right hand, 
and a push-button labelled N O N - W O O R D , 'nonword', under their left hand. 
Lexical decision response time and accuracy were recorded by the computer. 
Procedure 
At the beginning of the session, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the 
experimental lists, and given written instructions for the lexical decision task. They 
were told that, on every trial, they would first see an article, and then either a word 
or a nonword. Their task was to look at the article and the item that followed it, and 
to decide whether the latter was a word or not as soon as they saw it. They were also 
informed that an article would not always 'fit' with the (word) item that followed it, 
but that this was irrelevant to their task: all they had to do was to look at both, and 
make a lexical decision on the latter as fast and accurately as possible. 
After a short practice session, every subject responded to 380 primed lexical 
decision targets. Each prime-target trial started with a visual warning signal (*) 
presented on the screen for 800, 900, 1000, 1100, or 1200 ms. Variable durations 
were used to prevent the development of a rhythm-based prime avoidance strategy 
(a not unlikely phenomenon in experiments with a large proportion of invalid 
primes). After a pause of 100 ms, the article prime was displayed for 100 ms. Then 
the screen was cleared for another 100 ms, after which the target was presented and 
a response timer was started. The target remained on the screen for at most 2000 ms, 
after which the screen was cleared for at least another 1500 ms. If the subject 
responded within 2000 ms from target onset, the screen was cleared at once, and 
response time and accuracy were recorded. If no such response was given during this 
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interval, no response time was recorded. In either case, the next trial began at 3500 
ms from target onset. The total duration of a trial was between 4600 and 5000 ms. 
To reduce the response time variance associated with an error on the 
preceding trial, extra filler trials were automatically inserted after an erroneous lexical 
decision response, up to a maximum of two such trials in a row. The test phase was 
interrupted by 9 short pauses, and the entire session lasted approximately 45 minutes. 
Analysis 
In the analyses of variance for this thesis, every effect is tested by subjects (FJ and 
by items (F2), and only considered to be above chance level if ρ < .05 on both tests.9 
In line with the purpose of this study, the main analysis focused on the lexical 
decision responses to the 120 experimental words with a single gender, as a function 
of prime type. To control for article-related strategies, a subsidiary analysis focused 
on the lexical decision responses to the 14 additional different-gender homonyms1 0 
and the 190 nonwords, as a function of the article that preceded it. 
Responses were treated as errors if the incorrect button had been pressed 
(NON-WOORD for a word, W O O R D for a nonword), or if the response was given 
too late, i.e. after 2000 ms from target onset. The statistical analysis collapsed across 
these two error types. Lexical decision response times were discarded (a) if the 
response had been erroneous in the above way, or (b) if the response time deviated 
from the mean of that condition by more than 3 standard deviations. For the main 
analysis on experimental targets, a total of 403 lexical decision response times, 7.0% 
of the data, were treated in this way (5.5% because of an error, and an additional 
1.5% because of outlying response times). For the analysis on control targets, a total 
'As in most other psycholmguistic studies, the item sets in this thesis have been carefully 
constructed, using a mixture of intuition, entrance criteria, and set-wise matching on variables such 
as word frequency, word length, bigram frequency, neighborhood density, etcetera Under these 
conditions, it is not necessarily appropriate to take item-related variance into account by means of 
minF' or other quasi-F statistics. Indeed, if such variance is largely controlled bv means of matching 
procedures anyway, then quasi-F statistics are far too conservative, and the F, statistic is to be 
preferred (Wickens &C Keppel, 1983) Unfortunately, I cannot assume that the item set construction 
procedures in this thesis satisfy the required degree of variance control (which according to Wickens 
and Keppel should involve the use of predictors that account for at least 75% of the variance) On 
the other hand, the item set construction procedures will certainly have controlled for some, ι e a 
non-trivial amount of item-related variance Under these circumstances, where the F, statistic will 
be too liberal and quasi-F statistics will be too conservative, it seems best to strike a balance in the 
form of a combined "F, and F 2" decision rule (even though it may not be stuctly correct in terms 
of the underlying statistical model; see Wickens & Keppel, 1983, or Schnjnemakers, 1994). 
l 0In retrospect, one of the 15 different-gender homonyms, 'spoor', turned out to have been 
erroneously included in this set All data on this item have been excluded from the analyses 
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of 529 lexical decision response times, 5.4% of the data, were treated in this way 
(3.7% because of an error, an additional 1.7% because of outlying response times). 
Results and discussion 
For the main priming results, analyses of variance were carried out on response time 
and percentage error for 120 experimental de- and het-words, as a function of prime 
type (valid, neutral, invalid; within subjects, within items), target gender (de- or het-
word; within subjects, between items), and target ambiguity (unambiguous or 
ambiguous; within subjects, between items). Additional planned comparisons 
contrasted valid and neutral trial performance for the facilitation effect, neutral and 
invalid trial performance for the inhibition effect, and valid and invalid trial 
performance for the total priming effect. Subsidiary analyses of variance were carried 
out on response time and percentage error for the 14 different-gender homonyms 
and 190 nonwords, as a function of article identity ('de', 'het', or 'een'; within 
subjects, within items) and lexicality (word or nonword; within subjects, between 
items). Results for experimental and control targets will be reported separately. Figure 
3.1 displays average reaction times and error rates for both, with the experimental 
target results collapsed across ambiguity (see Table R3.1 in the Appendix for exact 
numeric values). Every mean shown is an average over the mean response time and 
percentage errors of 48 subjects, each responding to 20 words (12 unambiguous plus 
8 ambiguous) in the left panel, and to 4-5 different-gender homonyms and 63-64 
nonwords in the right panel. 
Experimental targets 
The analysis of variance of lexical decision response times to 120 primed de- and het-
words revealed a main effect of prime type (valid: 540 ms; neutral: 531 ms; invalid: 
553 ms; F,(2,94) = 19.01, MSE = 1258, ρ < .001; F2(2,232) = 16.81, MS E = 911, 
ρ < .001), but no interaction of this factor with target gender (F,(2,94) = 1.61, MS E 
= 1005, ρ = .205; F2(2,232) = 1.48, MS E = 911, ρ = .230), target ambiguity 
(F,(2,94) = 0.05, MS E = 1035, ρ = .950; F2(2,232) = 0.29, MS E = 911, ρ = .749), 
or gender and ambiguity considered together (F,(2,94) = 2.14, MS E = 1185, ρ = 
.123; F2(2,232) = 1.69, MS E = 911, ρ = .187). A planned comparison of response 
times after valid and invalid primes revealed a significant overall priming effect 
(F,(l,47) = 15.88, MS E = 1093, ρ < .001; F2(1,116) = 12.26, MSE = 1034, ρ = 
.001); subjects were 13 ms faster if the article prime provided valid gender 
information, as in 'het - huis', than if the article prime provided invalid information, 
as in '*de - huis'. Surprisingly, however, subjects were even faster if the article prime 
provided no information about gender at all. That is, relative to the neutral baseline, 
responses to targets with a valid gender prime were a significant 9 ms slower (F,(l,47) 
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Figure 3.1 Results of experiment 1 The left panel shows lexical decision response times and error 
rates for de- and net-words presented after a valid definite article prime (VAL), an invalid definite 
article prime (INV), or a neutral indefinite article prime (NEU) The right panel shows lexical decision 
response times and error rates for words (different-gender homonyms) and nonwords presented 
after 'de', 'het' or 'een' 
= 6.20, MSE = 1177, ρ = .016; F2(l,l 16) = 4.86, MSE = 736, ρ = .030). Apart from 
this surprising 'facilitation' effect, there was inhibition as well; relative to the neutral 
baseline, the responses to targets with an invalid gender prime were a significant 22 
ms slower (F,(l,47) = 31.30, MSE = 1506, ρ < .001; F2(1,116) = 30.82, MSE = 964, 
ρ < .001). 
As for the remaining effects, there was no statistical difference between the 
response times to de- and het-words (de-words: 543 ms; het-words: 540 ms; F,(l,47) 
= 1.28, MSE = 1472, ρ = .265; F2(l,116) = 0.01, MSE = 9910, ρ = .933), but 
subjects did respond a significant 23 ms faster to ambiguous words (unamb: 553 ms; 
amb: 530 ms; F,(l,47) = 149.62, MSE = 504, ρ < .001; F2(l,116) = 7.26, MSE = 
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9910, ρ = .008). Ambiguity did not interact with gender (F,(l,47) = 13.70, MS E = 
1348, ρ = .001; F2(1,116) = 1.36, MSE = 9910, ρ = .246). 
The analysis of lexical decision errors did not qualify the above results in any 
important way. There was a marginally significant main effect of prime type (valid: 
4.2%; neutral: 5.1%; invalid: 6.0%; F,(2,94) = 3.08, MSE = 54.1, ρ = .051; 
F2(2,232) = 3.27, MSF = 32.2, ρ = .040), and prime type did again not interact with 
target gender (F,(2,94) = 2.07, MSE = 42.4, ρ = .131; F2(2,232) = 1.43, MSE = 32.2, 
ρ = .241), target ambiguity (F,(2,94) = 0.32, MS E = 48.6, ρ = .730; F2(2,232) = 
0.11, MSp = 32.2, ρ = .896), or gender and ambiguity considered together ^ ( 2 , 9 4 ) 
= 2.21, MS E = 56.5, ρ = .115; F2(2,232) = 2.13, MSE = 32.2, ρ = .121). Planned 
comparisons of the specific priming effects revealed significant overall priming 
(F,(l,47) = 5.31, MS E = 62.7, ρ = .026; F2(l,116) = 6.43, MS E = 32.7, ρ = .013), 
but no significant facilitation (F,(l,47) = 1.35, MSE = 58.0, ρ = .250; F2(l,116) = 
1.66, MS F = 28.8, ρ = .200), nor significant inhibition (F^l.47) = 2.12, MS E = 
41.6, ρ = .152; F2(l,116) = 1.64, MS E = 35.1, ρ = .203). It should be noted, 
though, that the 0.9% trend towards facilitation was a 'regular' one, as was the 1.0% 
trend towards inhibition. In other words, there was a tendency to give more 
erroneous 'nonword' responses to invalidly primed words than to neutrally primed 
words, and to give fewer erroneous 'nonword' responses to validly primed words than 
to neutrally primed words. 
The remaining results mirrored their response time counterparts. The error 
rates on de- and het-words did not differ statistically (de-words: 4.6%; het-words: 
5.6%; F,(l,47) = 3.82, MS E = 34.3, ρ = .057; F2(l,116) = 0.32, MSF = 217.4, ρ = 
.573), but ambiguous words attracted fewer erroneous responses (unamb: 7.1%; amb: 
3.1%; F,(l,47) = 58.43, MS E = 39.1, ρ < .001; F2(1,116) = 5.97, MSE = 217.4, ρ 
= .016). The interaction between gender and ambiguity was not significant (F,(l,47) 
= 7.76, MS E = 48.6, ρ = .008; F2(1,116) = 1.24, MSE = 217.4, ρ = .268). 
Control targets 
To explore the possibility of article-related strategies, supplementary analyses were 
carried out on the lexical decision data of 14 different-gender homonyms (which by 
definition agreed with all three articles), and of 190 nonwords (for which agreement 
is undefined). The response time analysis of variance11 revealed a lexical status effect 
only (words: 525 ms; nonwords: 598 ms; F^l.46) = 101.96, MSE = 3588, ρ < .001; 
F2(l,202) = 36.52, MS F = 4271, ρ < .001), an effect that may also be due to the fact 
that the push-button for 'word' responses was always under the subject's right hand. 
Importandy, there was no significant effect of the identity of the article (de: 567 ms; 
"Due to a missing average score in one of the six cells of this design, the data of one subject 
had to be dropped from the analysis 
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het: 560 ms; een: 558 ms; F, (2,92) = 1.18, MSE = 2465, ρ = .313; F2(2,404) = 0.94, 
MSp = 762, ρ = .390), nor an interaction between lexical status and article identity 
(words/de: 538 ms; words/het: 521 ms; words/een: 516 ms; nonwords/de: 596 ms; 
nonwords/het: 599 ms; nonwords/een: 598 ms; F,(2,92) = 1.99, MS E = 1990, ρ = 
.143; F2(2,404) = 1.46, MSE = 762, ρ = .232). 
In the corresponding error analysis, lexical status did not matter (words: 4.0%; 
nonwords: 3.6%; F,(l,47) = 0.14, MSF = 74.3, ρ = .711; F2(l,202) = 0.75, MS E = 
92.0, ρ = .389), nor did article identity (de: 3.8%; het: 3.6%; een: 4.0%; F ^ . 9 4 ) 
= 0.06, MS E = 77.2, ρ = .946; F2(2,404) = 0.75, MS E = 17.9, ρ = .474) or the 
interaction of lexical status and article identity (words/de: 4.0%; words/het: 3.7%; 
words/een: 4.2%; nonwords/de: 3.5%; nonwords/het: 3.5%; nonwords/een: 3.8%; 
F,(2,94) = 0.01, MSE = 85.7, ρ = .991; F2(2,404) = 1.32, MS E = 17.9, ρ = .267). 
This first experiment has generated a rather surprising pattern of results. Under the 
assumptions of a cost-benefit analysis of priming effects, the results of a neutral 
baseline condition should fall in between those of a valid priming condition and 
those of an invalid one, or neady coincide with the results of at least one of them (cf. 
Jonides & Mack, 1984; Neely, 1991). But in this case, the lexical decision responses 
to neutrally primed targets are significantly faster than the responses in the invalid 
and the valid gender priming condition. 
This anomalous result can be approached in two very different ways, which 
depend on whether the neutral baseline is assumed to be valid or not. If the 
indefinite article 'een' is, as was intended, a truly neutral prime, i.e. one that realizes 
the state of having no gender information without introducing any confounds, we 
are forced to accept the result as evidence that valid gender information can actually 
interfere with the process of word recognition. This is perhaps not a very attractive 
solution. It would require us to postulate a word recognition system whose 
performance is optimal in the absence of constraints, somewhat below optimum in 
the presence of a potentially helpful constraint, and somewhat more below optimum 
in the presence of a misleading constraint. To my knowledge, such a warped system 
has never been proposed, neither by those who believe in an autonomous lexical 
processor nor by those that do not. 
The more obvious solution is to accept that, for some reason, the indefinite 
article 'een' has not provided us with a truly neutral baseline against which to assess 
the effects of valid and invalid definite article primes. The results can then be 
partitioned into two relatively independent phenomena, each of which requires 
explanation: (1) Relative baseline shift — why is the average response time in the 
'neutral' priming condition, with the indefinite article 'een', some 10-20 ms below 
the response time range defined by the results of the other two priming conditions, 
with the definite articles 'de' and 'het'? (2) Overall gender priming — what has caused 
the 13 ms difference between the average response times in the valid and the invalid 
gender priming conditions? In what follows, I have listed a number of hypotheses for 
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each phenomenon. Explanations that involve information processing of a type that 
language users do not normally employ and that is shaped by particular conditions 
of the experiment, are referred to as 'strategic', whereas those that involve more 
natural language-related information processing are referred to as 'linguistic'. 
(1) Relative baseline shift. 
(a) One explanation for faster responses after an 'een' prime than after a 'de' or 
'het' prime is that it is the result of a strategic post-lexical gender 
congruency check. Subjects will surely have become aware quite rapidly of 
the presence of gender-incongruent definite article primes; this salient aspect 
of the experiment was in fact already announced by the instructions. It may 
have induced them to check, whenever a target word is preceded by 'de' or 
'het', whether the two words agree on gender or not, even though such 
behaviour is irrelevant to the task at hand. It is not very plausible to assume 
that a complete check of this kind will take just 10-20 ms (the shift to be 
explained), but if the checking is done while the task-relevant response is 
being planned or initiated, the latter can be delayed to whatever small extent. 
The average effect might also be diluted in the case that every subject only 
checks on a random subset of the trials. Note, however, that a strategic post-
lexical gender congruency check account would also lead one to expect a 
comparable 10-20 ms delay in the responses to different-gender homonyms 
after 'de' or 'het'; the results of the subsidiary article analysis do not 
unambiguously support this. 
(b) A related explanation for the baseline shift is that it is the result of a strategic 
response criterion shift. It is not unlikely that subjects also rapidly become 
aware of the fact that gender-incongruent definite article primes somehow 'get 
in the way' during the generation of a positive ("yes, it's a word") lexical 
decision response. Just a few such experiences may have induced subjects to 
raise the amount of evidence they require from the target stimulus before 
giving a word or nonword response, and to do so only if the target is preceded 
by 'de' or 'het' in order to compensate for the potential interference on such 
trials. This micro speed-accuracy trade-off would lead one to expect fewer 
errors on word targets preceded by a valid 'de' or 'het' than on those preceded 
by 'een'; a small trend in this direction can indeed be seen in the overall error 
rates on 120 validly and neutrally primed experimental items (4.2% and 5.1% 
respectively). The subsidiary article analysis actually reveals a similar trend, 
with slightly lower error rates on different-gender homonyms and nonwords 
preceded by 'de' or 'het' than on those preceded by 'een'. Note, however, that 
the corresponding response time results do not show an accompanying 10-20 
ms delay after 'de' or 'het'. 
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(c) A rather speculative but somewhat more interesting explanation is that the 
baseline shift is the result of what I will call a linguistic post-lexical referent 
check. As mentioned before, I had assumed that definiteness would not 
matter in the processing of simple article - noun pairs like 'de - X' and 'een -
X'. But perhaps it does. If the mere presence of a definite article automatically 
initiates an obligatory — and under natural circumstances quite reasonable ~ 
search for a presumably given referent in the discourse model, this may 
generate an error message on 'de' and 'het' trials, a message that may in turn 
interfere with positive lexical decision responses in the same way as has often 
been postulated for a syntactic congruency error message. Note, however, that, 
on the assumption that such interference would also lead to higher error rates, 
one would expect more errors on targets preceded by valid 'de' or 'het' primes 
than on those preceded by 'een' primes; as mentioned before, the result on 
the 120 experimental items tends to the opposite direction. 
(d) A final possibility is that there is a true linguistic definiteness effect in word 
recognition after all. Whereas the preceding account proposed linguistic 
processing associated with definiteness as a potential source of post-lexical 
effects in the lexical decision task, one might also suppose that definiteness 
has direct lexical effects, i.e. that a word is somehow recognized faster when 
presented as the head of an indefinite NP than when presented as the head 
of a definite NP. To my knowledge, such a phenomenon has never been 
reported before. It would also not easily be accounted for in current models 
of word recognition. For these reasons, the initial assumption that definiteness 
would not matter seemed a plausible one. In the face of the current results, 
however, it should perhaps be reconsidered. 
(2) Overall gender priming. 
(a) One of the potential sources of the 13 ms overall priming effect is that it is 
caused by a linguistic post-lexical syntactic congruency check, whose 
'negative' result on trials with invalid gender primes will interfere with the 
'positive' response for a word target in the lexical decision task. As was 
described in the general introduction, this is how many have interpreted 
gender and other syntactic priming effects in lexical decision before (e.g. West 
& Stanovich, 1982; Seidenberg et al., 1984; Schmidt, 1986; Carello et al., 
1988; Colé & Segui, 1994; see Tanenhaus δί Lucas, 1987, for an overview). 
(b) A related possibility is that of a rapid strategic post-lexical gender 
congruency check. The outcome of this strategic check would interact with 
the lexical decision response in the same way as just described for a linguistic 
check. In contrast to the latter, however, the current activity would be under 
strategic control of the subject, and it would be shaped by conditions of the 
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experiment rather than by contingencies in the natural linguistic environment 
(see for example Gurjanov et a l , 1985, for the same distinction) 
(c) The most interesting explanation of the overall 13 ms effect, of course, is that 
of a true linguistic gender priming effect in word recognition, the central 
hypothesis under investigation in this chapter Native speakers of Dutch may 
simply recognize a word faster if they have been well-informed about its 
gender than if they have been misinformed, as the result of rapid automatic 
spreading activation in a memory network (cf Bates et a l , 1994) or some 
other mechanism 
Because I have partitioned the findings of this expenment into two possibly 
independent phenomena, each combination of any of the four hypotheses under (1) 
with any of the three hypotheses under (2) can in fact account for the pattern of 
results in lexical decision response times Although there are differences in the extent 
to which the different baseline shift hypotheses are supported by the error rates and 
by the article-related performance on different-gender homonyms and nonwords, I 
think that this is only 'circumstantial evidence', and not strong enough to decide 
upon a cause for the anomalous neutral priming result The strategic post-lexical 
gender congruency check account can actually explain both phenomena, but, 
although parsimony is a desirable thing to have, this criterion should also not be 
applied too early At this point, only further experiments can help to locate the 
source of the relative baseline shift, as well as that of the overall priming effect 
Experiment 2 
In experiment 2, I used word naming, rather than lexical decision, to study the 
recognition of words preceded by unmarked and gender-marked primes (cf Carello 
et a l , 1988, Bates et a l , 1994). The primes and the target words were those of 
experiment 1, but there were no nonword targets, as they would most likely 
encourage a non-lexical naming strategy (Fredenksen &C Kroll, 1976, Hudson & 
Bergman, 1985) Apart from the use of naming, and of word targets only, the 
experiment was identical to its predecessor 
The predictions for this experiment were the following To begin with the 
overall priming effect if it occurred in naming as well, this would eliminate the two 
hypotheses that had explained the earlier priming effect in terms of Stroop-like 
interference in the binary response phase of a lexical decision, ι e (2a) the linguistic 
post-lexical syntactic congruency check hypothesis and (2b) the strategic post-lexical 
gender congruency check hypotheses However, if the overall priming effect would 
not occur in naming, and if the naming task could at the same time be shown to be 
sensitive to some other lexical effect, we would be able to eliminate the hypotheses 
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that had explained the earlier result in terms of a task-independent, lexically mediated 
effect, i.e. (2c) the hypothesis of a true linguistic gender priming effect in word 
recognition. 
Similar logic can be used for the relative baseline shut: if that effect occurred 
in naming as well, this would rule out the two hypotheses that had explained the 
earlier shift in terms of (an adjustment to) Stroop-like interference in the binary 
response phase of a lexical decision, i.e. (lb) the strategic response criterion shift 
hypothesis and (lc) the linguistic post-lexical referent check hypotheses. If, on the 
other hand, the baseline shift would not occur in naming, and if the naming task 
could be shown to be sensitive to some other supposedly lexical effect, we would be 
able to eliminate the hypotheses that had explained the earlier shift in terms of a 
task-independent, lexically mediated effect, i.e. (Id) the hypothesis of a true linguistic 
definiteness effect in word recognition. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. None of them had participated in experiment 1. They received Dfl. 
8.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The 120 experimental de- and het-words, the 15 different-gender homonyms (14 for 
the analyses), and the 55 filler words were those of experiment 1. Trial 
randomizations were derived from those of experiment 1 by removing all nonword 
trials. Each of the resulting 12 experimental lists was headed by a 30-trial practice 
sequence, and specified a complete sequence of 220 trials. 
Apparatus 
Subjects were tested under the same conditions as in experiment 1, but they now 
responded into a Sennheiser microphone. Speech onset latencies were measured by 
a voice key connected to the computer. Speech errors and problematic voice key 
responses were scored manually by the experimenter, who monitored every speech 
response and associated voice key response pulse simultaneously over headphones. 
Each subject's naming session was also recorded on tape by means of a Sony T C D 
D-3 DAT-walkman, and could be remonitored if there were any doubts about the 
scoring of a particular response. 
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Procedure 
The procedure was virtually identical to that of experiment 1. The only difference 
involved the instructions, the use of extra filler trials, and the length of the session. 
Subjects were told that, on every trial, they would first see an article, and then a 
word. Their task was to look at the article and the word that followed it, and to read 
out the word as soon as they saw it. They were also informed that an article would 
not always 'fit' the word that followed it, but that this was irrelevant to their task: 
all they had to do was to look at both and name the latter as fast and accurately as 
possible. As the accuracy of a naming response could not be recorded automatically, 
no extra filler trials were inserted after erroneous responses. The test phase was 
interrupted by 4 short pauses, and the entire session lasted approximately 25 minutes. 
Analysis 
As in experiment 1, the main analysis focused on the responses to 120 experimental 
words with a single gender, as a function of prime type. The possibility of article-
related strategic responding was explored in an analysis of the naming responses to 
14 gender-ambiguous homonyms, as a function of the article that preceded it. 
A naming response was treated as an error if it started with a hesitation sound 
(/uhm/, /er/), if the noun was not the one expected, if it was mispronounced, 
repaired, or omitted, if it was preceded by the article, or if the response was given 
too late, i.e. after 2000 ms from target onset. The statistical analysis collapsed across 
these error types. Naming response times were discarded (a) if the response had been 
erroneous in the above way or if the voice key had not triggered correctly, or (b) if 
the response time deviated from the mean of that condition by more than 3 standard 
deviations. For the main analysis on experimental targets, a total of 263 naming 
response times, 4.6% of the data, were treated in this way (3.4% because of an error 
or voice key failure, and an additional 1.2% because of outlying response times). For 
the subsidiary analysis on control targets, a total of 21 naming response times, 3 .1% 
of the data, were treated in this way (2.2% because of an error or voice key failure, 
and an additional 0.9% because of outlying response times). 
Results and discussion 
For the priming effects, analyses of variance were carried out on response time and 
percentage error for 120 experimental de- and het-words, as a function of prime type 
(valid, neutral, invalid; within subjects, within items), target gender (de- or het-word; 
within subjects, between items), and target ambiguity (unambiguous or ambiguous; 
within subjects, between items). Additional planned comparisons contrasted valid and 
neutral trial performance for the facilitation effect, neutral and invalid trial 
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performance for the inhibition effect, and valid and invalid trial performance for the 
total priming effect. These analyses were identical to those of experiment 1. 
Subsidiary analyses of variance were carried out on response time and percentage 
error for 14 different-gender homonyms, as a function of article identity ('de', 'het', 
or 'een'; within subjects, within items). Results for experimental and control targets 
will be reported separately. Figure 3.2 displays average reaction times and error rates 
for both, with the experimental target results collapsed across ambiguity (see Table 
R3.1 in the Appendix for exact numeric values). Every mean shown is an average 
over the mean response time and percentage errors of 48 subjects, each responding 
to 20 words (12 unambiguous plus 8 ambiguous) in the left panel, and to 4-5 
different-gender homonyms in the right panel. 
Experimental targets 
The analysis of variance of naming response times to 120 primed de- and het-words 
revealed a main effect of prime type (valid: 480 ms; neutral: 474 ms; invalid: 481 
ms; F,(2,94) = 7.78, MS E = 387, ρ = .001; F2(2,232) = 8.46, MSE = 202, ρ < .001), 
but no interaction of this factor with target gender (F,(2,94) = 0.26, MS E = 358, ρ 
= .774; F2(2,232) = 0.46, MS E = 202, ρ = .634), target ambiguity (F,(2,94) = 1 . 4 1 , 
M S E = 245, ρ = .249; F2(2,232) = 1.52, M S t = 202, ρ = .222), or gender and 
ambiguity considered together (F,(2,94) = 0.23, MS E = 195, ρ = .792; F2(2,232) = 
0.48, MS E = 202, ρ = .620). In contrast to the corresponding lexical decision result, 
however, a planned comparison of response times after valid and invalid primed 
failed to reveal a significant overall priming effect in naming (F,(l,47) = 0.47, MSE 
= 218, ρ = .497; F2(l,116) = 1.00, MSE = 208, ρ = .320); as can be seen in the left 
panel of Figure 3.2, subjects were almost exactly as fast when the article prime 
provided valid gender information, as in 'het - huis', as when the article prime 
provided invalid information, as in '*de - huis'. Again, though, responses in the 
intendedly neutral baseline condition were significantly faster than those in the valid 
priming condition (F,(l,47) = 8.44, MSE = 449, ρ = .006; F2(1,116) = 10.28, M S t 
= 171, ρ = .002), and they were significantly faster than those in the invalid priming 
condition (F,(l,47) = 10.42, MS E = 493, ρ = .002; F2(1,116) = 13.93, M S t = 228, 
ρ < .001). 
The remaining effects were also comparable to those in lexical decision: there 
was no statistical difference between the naming response times to de- and het-words 
(de-words: 479 ms; het-words: 477 ms; F,(l,47) = 1.94, MS E = 212, ρ = .170; 
F 2 ( l , l 16) = 0.03, MS E = 2065, ρ = .859), but subjects did respond a significant 14 
ms faster to ambiguous words (unamb: 485 ms; amb: 471 ms; F,(l,47) = 79.52, 
M S b = 352, ρ < .001; F2(l,116) = 8.15, MS h = 2065, ρ = .005). The interaction 
between gender and ambiguity was not significant (F,(l,47) = 13.44, MSF = 215, ρ 
= .001; F2(l,116) = 0.81, MS E = 2065, ρ = .371). 
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Figure 3.2 Results of experiment 2 The left panel shows naming response times and error rates 
for de- and het-words presented after a valid definite article prime (VAL), an invalid definite article 
prime (INV), or a neutral indefinite article prime (NEU) The right panel shows naming response 
times and error rates for different-gender homonyms presented after 'de', 'het' or 'een' 
The analysis of naming errors did not qualify the above results in any 
important way. The main effect of prime type did not reach significance (valid: 
1.4%; neutral: 1.7%; invalid: 1.3%; F,(2,94) = 0.47, MS F = 16.9, ρ = .629; 
F2(2,232) = 0.57, MS E = 9.7, ρ = .565), nor did it interact with target gender 
(F,(2,94) = 1.13, MS E = 13.0, ρ = .327; F2(2,232) = 1.03, MS E = 9.7, ρ = .359), 
with target ambiguity (F,(2,94) = 0.10, MSE = 9.7, ρ = .906; F2(2,232) = 0.08, MSE 
= 9.7, ρ = .923), or with gender and ambiguity considered together (F,(2,94) = 1.89, 
MSF = 18.3, ρ = .157; F2(2,232) = 1.79, MS E = 9.7, ρ = .169). Planned comparisons 
of the specific priming effects did also not reveal any overall priming (F1(l,47) = 
0.01, MS E = 18.9, ρ = .914; F2(l,116) = 0.00, MS E = 9.4, ρ = .957), nor any 
facilitation (F,(l,47) = 0.53, MSE = 19.2, ρ = .472; F2(1,116) = 0.68, MS E = 11.6, 
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ρ = .413) or inhibition (F,(l,47) = 1.06, MSE = 12.6, ρ = .309; F2(l,116) = 1.07, 
MS E = 8.2, ρ = .302). 
The remaining error results showed that there were no significant effects of 
target gender (de-words: 1.0%; het-words: 2.0%; F,(l,47) = 8.03, MS E = 17.1, ρ = 
.007; F2(l,116) = 2.71, MS E = 32.7, ρ = .102), of target ambiguity (unamb: 2.0%; 
amb: 0.9%; F,(l,47) = 9.45, MSE = 16.6, ρ = .004; F2(1,116) = 2.71, MSE = 32.7, 
ρ = .102), and of their interaction (F,(l,47) = 9.14, MSE = 11.5, ρ = .004; F2(l,116) 
= 1.86, MS E = 32.7, ρ = .175). 
Control targets 
Supplementary analyses were again carried out on the naming data of 14 different-
gender homonyms, which by definition agreed with all three articles. The only effect 
in these analysis, that of article identity, failed to reach significance both in the 
naming response times12 (de: 458 ms; het: 467 ms; een: 473 ms; F,(2,92) = 2.82, 
M S E = 1004, ρ = .065; F2(2,26) = 0.48, MSE = 208, ρ = .622) and in the naming 
error rates (de: 0.0%; het: 0.6%; een: 3.0%; F,(2,94) = 1.49, MS E = 79.1, ρ = .231; 
F2(2,26) = 2.69, MS E = 4.2, ρ = .087). 
The results of this experiment are clear. First of all, there is no overall priming effect 
in naming response times whatsoever. Whereas lexical decision response times were 
a significant 13 ms faster in the valid gender priming condition (e.g. 'het - huis') 
than in the invalid gender priming condition (e.g. '*de - huis'), the corresponding 
naming response times differed by a nonsignificant 1 ms only. Secondly, we again 
observe a relative baseline shift. In the previous experiment, lexical decision responses 
in the neutral priming condition (e.g. 'een - huis') were 10-20 ms faster than those 
in the valid and invalid priming conditions. Now there is a similar effect in the 
naming task. Subjects were a significant 6-7 ms faster to name a target word that 
followed the intendedly neutral indefinite article prime 'een' than those that followed 
either valid or invalid definite article primes 'de' and 'het'. I will examine the 
interpretation of each of these results in more detail below. 
With respect to the first result, the absence of an overall priming effect in the 
naming task, it is important to consider to what extent this could reflect the use of 
a non-lexical naming strategy rather than the absence of a true lexical effect. If 
subjects generate their naming response from the spelling directly, they would 
effectively bypass the word recognition process, and a real gender priming 
modulation of this process would then simply remain invisible. Could it be that there 
is no overall gender priming effect in naming, not because there is no such effect in 
word recognition, but because the naming task does not tap that process? 
12Due to a missing average score in one of the six cells of this design, the data of one subject 
had to be dropped from the analysis. 
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Several observations indicate that this is unlikely. First of all, the orthography 
of Dutch is not as regular as is often suggested, particularly as it comes to stress 
assignment (Kooij, 1987, pp. 144-145; Booij, 1995). This means that many naming 
responses cannot be generated correctly without access to lexically stored information 
(see also Brown, 1990, p. 118, for a similar point). In this respect, it should be noted 
that the materials at hand contained a considerable number of bisyllabic target words 
with either word-initial or word-final stress (see Table M3.1 in the Appendix). A 
second, related point is that the materials also contained a number of otherwise 
irregular target nouns, such as 'detail', 'shirt', or 'toilet'. If subjects engaged in non-
lexical naming, these irregular nouns should all have attracted substantially higher 
error rates than more regular nouns. This was not the case. A third relevant 
observation is that lexical (e.g. associative priming) effects have been obtained in 
several other studies that used the naming task on Dutch material (Schreuder, Flores 
d'Arcais & Glazenborg, 1984; Flores d'Arcais, Schreuder & Glazenborg, 1985; de 
Groot, 1985; Hudson & Bergman, 1985; La Heij, van der Heijden & Schreuder, 
1985), under comparable experimental circumstances, and with more regular stimulus 
materials than those used in the experiments of this chapter. Hudson and Bergman 
(1985) in fact directly addressed the issue of whether naming is lexically mediated 
in Dutch; their results indicated that it is, as long as the words were not mixed with 
nonwords. 
Whereas most of the above observations are based on other studies, there is 
also direct evidence for lexical mediation in the naming data at hand. First of all, log 
INL singular noun frequency emerged as a small but nevertheless significant predictor 
(b = -1.84, beta = -0.40, t = -2.95, ρ = .003) in a by-items stepwise multiple 
regression analysis of average naming response time. Importantly, word frequency 
entered the equation after several potential confounds had had the opportunity to do 
so: word length in letters and in syllables, bigram frequency, neighborhood density, 
neighborhood frequency, main stress location (first or second syllable), and word-
initial phoneme type (fricative, plosive, or other; coded as fricative-other-plosive).13 
The presence of a word frequency effect clearly suggests that naming indeed involved 
access to the mental lexicon (cf. Hudson & Bergman, 1985).H 
Another relevant aspect of the naming data at hand is that, across the 120 
experimental items, mean naming response times correlated .44 with the mean lexical 
decision response times of experiment 1 (both computed over neutrally primed target 
'
3In fact, word length in letters and word-initial phoneme type entered the equation before, 
whereas neighborhood frequency and main stress location entered the equation after word frequency 
did; final multiple R = .16). 
M Note that, although this frequency effect could in principle originate in the lexical 
production part of written word naming (cf. Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994), that by itself would still 
indicate that lexical comprehension has also taken place. 
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responses only; ρ < .001). Partialling out any shared variance due to word frequency, 
word length in letters and syllables, bigram frequency, neighborhood density and 
frequency did not change this result (r = .42; ρ < .001). Of course, this robust 
across-task correlation does not necessarily reflect variance in shared lexical processing. 
But in the case of simple written words of roughly equal visual complexity, it is not 
very likely that prelexical processing of the visual stimulus will have much variance 
to contribute. Also note that shared variance due to prelexical processing of the 
linguistic aspects of the stimulus (e.g. letter combinations, word length in letters) is 
presumably eliminated in the partial correlation. In all, it is plausible to assume that, 
in this case, response times on the two tasks do correlate because of shared lexical 
processing. Again, this suggests lexical involvement in the naming task.15 
Taking all these lines of evidence together, I think it is safe to assume that the 
naming task of this experiment did tap the process of word recognition (see Hudson 
& Bergman, 1985, and Brown, 1990, for further discussion of this issue). On this 
assumption, then, the results suggest that there is no overall gender priming in the 
recognition of written Dutch words, at least not under the conditions tested in the 
two experiments. 
In view of the fact that there was no such effect in lexically mediated naming, 
the 13 ms effect in lexical decision must then be attributed to a causal mechanism 
that is specific to the lexical decision task. The mechanism may well be one of 
Stroop-like interference between the positive lexical decision response and an 
obligatory, linguistic post-lexical syntactic congruency check (hypothesis 2a; cf. 
Seidenberg et al., 1984; Schmidt, 1986; Carello et al., 1988; Colé & Segui, 1994). 
A somewhat less interesting possibility is that of similar interference from a rapid 
strategic post-lexical gender congruency check (hypothesis 2b; cf. Goodman, 
McClelland & Gibbs, 1981; Gurjanov et al., 1985). But since there was no 
corresponding effect in naming, the 13 ms effect in lexical decision is unlikely to be 
15One mighr be tempted to draw in two other aspects of the data at hand. First of all, there 
was a significant efFect of prime type in that responses in the intendedly neutral baseline condition 
were significantly faster than those in the valid priming condition. As argued before, however, the 
baseline shift need not be a lexically mediated efFect And if it is not, it does not bear on the issue. 
Secondly, there was a small but significant lexical ambiguity effect, with slightly faster naming of 
lexically ambiguous than of unambiguous target nouns This finding is consistent with other findings 
reported in the literature (see Balota, 1994), and may again be taken to indicate lexical involvement. 
It should be noted, though, that lexical ambiguity was unavoidably confounded with a number of 
other item variables Ambiguous words were for example also almost a letter shorter, on average, and 
that might in principle result in faster naming responses, even if those responses were generated from 
the spelling directly (ι e wirhout access to the comprehension lexicon) An analysis of variance on 
residual response times after regressing it on all possibly relevant confounds (word frequency, word 
length in letters and syllables, bigram frequency, neighborhood density and frequency) yielded an 
ambiguity efFect that was significant by subjects, but not by items (F,(l,47) - 6 61, MSE = 355, ρ 
- 013, F2(1,116) = 0 63, MSE= 1855, ρ = 428) 
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the result of true linguistic gender priming in word recognition (hypothesis 2c; cf. 
Grosjean et al., 1994; Bates et al., 1994). I will return to these findings, and their 
interpretation, in the general discussion. 
What about the second major result of this experiment, a replication of the 
mysterious relative baseline shift? The fact that it occurred in naming as well suggests 
that the baseline shift does not depend on specific factors associated with the lexical 
decision task, as was supposed in the strategic response criterion shift explanation 
(hypothesis lb) and in the linguistic post-lexical referent check explanation 
(hypothesis lc). But what mechanism could then be responsible for this puzzling but 
apparently robust result? Why are subjects faster to name a word, or to decide that 
it is in fact a word, if it follows the syntactically appropriate indefinite article 'een' 
than if it follows the definite articles 'de' or 'het', even if the latter are also 
syntactically appropriate? Two hypothesized explanations have been eliminated, but 
two others have remained. The presence of syntactically incongruent definite article 
primes may have induced subjects to rapidly carry out a strategic post-lexical gender 
congruency check whenever a word is paired with a definite article, but not when it 
is paired with the indefinite article; to the extent that subjects do such checking as 
they are preparing or initiating their naming or lexical decision responses, it may 
delay actual response execution (hypothesis la). A deeper explanation of the baseline 
shift would be that it is a true linguistic definiteness effect in word recognition 
(hypothesis Id). 
In my discussion of the results of experiment 1, I proposed these two 
hypotheses to account for the fact that the intendedly neutral baseline had apparently 
introduced a confound, and could no longer be assumed to provide truly neutral 
baseline information against which to assess the effects of a valid or invalid gender 
prime. My argument was that is was rather unattractive to maintain the assumption 
of a truly neutral baseline, given that it would force us to accept the conclusion that 
valid gender information interferes with the process of word recognition. But can we 
really be sure that the latter cannot possibly occur? Does the word recognition system 
really have to be 'warped' to make such bad use of a potentially helpful constraint? 
If you supply a traveller with road directions that are correct but nevertheless 
extremely vague, a false sense of knowing where to go may actually interfere with 
adequate road-finding behaviour, and may in the end have a negative result. 
Although I would not want to suggest that word recognition systems can also have 
"a false sense of knowing where to go", the analogy could be valid in other respects: 
in Dutch, knowledge of the gender of an upcoming word leaves thousands of words 
to be considered, a benefit that may be so small that it is perhaps outweighed by the 
very cost of processing the constraint at all, and as such results in a negative net 
effect (see Mimica, Sullivan & Smith, 1994, p. 256 for a very similar suggestion). 
Experiment 3 was designed to test this hypothesis together with the two remaining 
baseline shift explanations. 
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Experiment 3 
Experiments 1 and 2 have yielded a puzzling neutral baseline shift in response times: 
subjects were faster to name a word, or to make a lexical decision to a word, if it 
followed the syntactically appropriate indefinite article 'een' than if it followed the 
equally appropriate gender-marked definite articles 'de' or 'het'. Three hypotheses 
have been proposed to account for this effect: (1) it could be the result of a rapid 
strategic post-lexical gender congruency check, a response of subjects to the presence 
of invalid, i.e. syntactically incongruent gender primes; (2) it might reflect a true 
linguistic definiteness effect in word recognition; or (3) it is perhaps not a 'baseline 
shift' at all, but the reflection of a negative net effect of valid but insufficiently 
constraining gender information. 
To discriminate the first hypothesis from the other two, experiment 3 used 
a lexical decision task with syntactically appropriate primes only. Target words were 
presented with the appropriate definite articles 'de' and 'het' as valid gender primes, 
and with the (always appropriate) indefinite article 'een' as the intendedly neutral 
prime, but, in contrast to the preceding experiments, no word was ever presented 
with an /'«appropriate definite article. If, as hypothesized in (1), the presence of such 
invalid gender primes in the earlier experiments had induced subjects to rapidly 
check every definite article - word trial for gender congruency, then taking these 
offending primes away should also remove the baseline shift. If, on the other hand, 
the responses primed with the indefinite article 'een' would still be faster than those 
primed with the appropriate definite articles 'de' or 'het', it would be time to 
consider further one of the remaining alternatives. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. None of them had participated in experiments 1 or 2. They received 
Dfl. 8.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The 120 experimental de- and het-words, and the 15 different-gender homonyms (14 
for the analyses) were those of experiment 1 and 2. In contrast to the preceding two 
experiments, de- and het-words were to be presented with valid and neutral primes 
only. To maintain statistical power at the level of the earlier experiments, a single 
subject was to see only two-thirds of every experimental item set (half of them with 
valid primes, and half of them with neutral primes). Together with 5 additional filler 
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words selected from the filler material of experiments 1 and 2, a single subject would 
encounter 100 word trials in all (24 unambiguous de-words, 24 unambiguous het-
words, 16 ambiguous de-words, 16 ambiguous het-words, 15 different-gender 
homonyms, and 5 filler words) To obtain an equal number of nonword trials, 100 
nonwords were selected from the materials of experiment 1 They had an average 
bigram frequency of 10 0, and an average length of 4 8 letters and 1 4 syllables 
An initial pseudorandom trial sequence was created, such that (a) one-third 
of every experimental de- and het-word item set would be presented with the 
appropriate definite article 'de' or 'het', and one-third with 'een', (b) one-third of the 
different-gender homonyms would be presented with 'de', one-third with 'het', and 
one-third with 'een', (с) each of the filler words would be presented with the 
appropriate definite article, (d) 25% of the nonwords would be presented with 'de', 
2 5 % with 'het', and 50% with 'een'; (e) the presentation of every item would be 
preceded by a fixation dot with a pseudorandomly selected display time of 800, 900, 
1000, 1100, or 1200 ms, uniformly distributed across the 100 word and 100 
nonword trials, (d) every block of 40 trials contained an equal number of words and 
nonwords, as well as an equal number of congruent and incongruent article-noun 
pairs, and (e) every block would be separated by a pause, and begin with two non-
critical (filler or nonword) trials Other than that, this sequence was random 
Two more randomizations were derived from the above one such that, across 
the three lists, each of the 120 experimental de-and het-words was paired with a valid 
prime (the appropriate definite article), and a neutral prime (the indefinite article), 
and such that each of the 15 different-gender homonyms was paired with all three 
articles Three additional randomizations were derived by reversing the order of the 
five 40-tnal blocks in each of the original randomizations Six more randomizations 
were created by repeating the entire procedure just described Each of the resulting 
12 experimental lists was preceded by a 30-tnal practice sequence, and specified a 
complete sequence of 230 trials 
Apparatus 
Subjects were tested under the same conditions and with the same apparatus as in 
experiment 1 
Procedure 
The procedure was virtually identical to that of experiment 1 The only difference 
involved the instructions subjects were no longer informed that there might be 
articles that would not 'fit' the following noun The test phase was interrupted by 
4 short pauses, and the entire session lasted approximately 25 minutes 
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Analysis 
As in the earlier experiments, the main analysis focused on the responses to 120 
experimental words with a single gender, as a function of prime type. The possibility 
of article-related strategic responding was explored in an analysis of the naming 
responses to 14 gender-ambiguous homonyms and 100 nonwords, as a function of 
the article that preceded it. 
As in experiment 1, responses were treated as errors if the incorrect button 
had been pressed (NON-WOORD for a word, W O O R D for a nonword), or if the 
response was given too late, i.e. after 2000 ms from target onset. The statistical 
analysis collapsed across these two error types. Lexical decision response times were 
discarded (a) if the response had been erroneous in the above way, or (b) if the 
response time deviated from the mean of that condition by more than 3 standard 
deviations. For the main analysis on experimental targets, a total of 231 lexical 
decision response times, 6.0% of the data, were treated in this way (4.5% because 
of an error, and an additional 1.5% because of outlying response times). For the 
subsidiary analysis on control targets, a total of 248 lexical decision response times, 
4.5% of the data, were treated in this way (3.0% because of an error, and an 
additional 1.5% because of outlying response times). 
Results and discussion 
For the priming effects, analyses of variance were carried out on response time and 
percentage error for 120 experimental de- and het-words, as a function of prime type 
(valid or neutral; within subjects, within items), target gender (de- or het-word; 
within subjects, between items), and target ambiguity (unambiguous or ambiguous; 
within subjects, between items). Subsidiary analyses of variance were carried out on 
response time and percentage error for 14 different-gender homonyms and 100 
nonwords, as a function of article identity ('de', 'het', or 'een'; within subjects, within 
items) and lexicality (word or nonword; within subjects, between items). Results for 
experimental and control targets will be reported separately. Figure 3.3 displays 
average reaction times and error rates for both, with the experimental target results 
collapsed across ambiguity (see Table R3.1 in the Appendix for exact numeric 
values). Every mean shown is an average over the mean response time and percentage 
errors of 48 subjects, each responding to 20 words (12 unambiguous plus 8 
ambiguous) in the left panel, and each responding to 4-5 different-gender homonyms 
and 25-50 nonwords in the right panel. 
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Figure 3.3 Results of expenment 3 The left panel shows lexical decision response times and error 
rates for de- and net-words presented after a valid definite article prime (VAL) or a neutral indefinite 
article prime (NEU) The right panel shows lexical decision response times and error rates for words 
(different-gender homonyms) and nonwords presented after 'de', 'het' or 'een' 
Experimental targets 
The analysis of variance of lexical decision response times to 120 primed de- and het-
words did not reveal a main effect of prime type (valid: 554 ms; neutral: 553 ms; 
F,(l,47) = 0.16, MSE = 1126, ρ = .689; F2(l,116) = 0.02, MSfc = 1246, ρ = .886); 
as can be seen in the left panel of Figure 3.3, subjects were almost exactly as fast to 
respond to word targets primed with the indefinite article 'een' than to those primed 
with the appropriate definite articles 'de' or 'het'. Furthermore, there were no 
interactions of prime type with target gender (F,(l,47) = 0.11, MSE = 758, ρ = .742; 
F2(l,116) = 0.55, MSE = 1246, ρ = .459), with target ambiguity (F,(l,47) = 0.91, 
MSE = 1090, ρ = .345; F2(l,116) = 1.41, MSE = 1246, ρ = .237), or with gender 
and ambiguity considered together (F,(l,47) = 2.35, MSE = 1098, ρ = .132; 
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F2(l,116) = 0.51, MSE = 1246, ρ = .475). As for the remaining effects, there was no 
statistical difference between the lexical decision response times to de- and het-words 
(de-words: 547 ms; het-words: 560 ms; F,(l,47) = 14.79, MSE = 1042, ρ < .001; 
F2(l,116) = 2.03, MSE = 6686, ρ = .156), but subjects did respond substantially 
faster to lexically ambiguous words (unamb: 570 ms; amb: 537 ms; F^l.47) = 88.60, 
MSE = 1141, ρ < .001; F2(l,116) = 12.85, MSE = 6686, ρ < .001). The interaction 
between gender and ambiguity was not significant (F,(l,47) = 1.74, MSE = 1070, ρ 
= .194; F2(l,116) = 0.45, MSE = 6686, ρ = .503). 
The results of the error rates analysis of variance mirrored those of the 
response time analysis. There was no prime type main effect (valid: 3.5%; neutral: 
4.5%; F,(l,47) = 2.33, MSE = 42.9, ρ = .134; F2(l,116) = 1.88, MSE = 32.0, ρ = 
.173), nor did prime type interact with target gender (F^l.47) = 3.38, MSE = 40.5, 
ρ = .072; F2(l,116) = 2.57, MSE = 32.0, ρ = .112), with target ambiguity (F,(l,47) 
= 1.04, MSE = 36.5, ρ = .312; F2(l,116) = 0.71, MSE = 32.0, ρ = .400), or with 
gender and ambiguity considered together (F,(l,47) = 0.35, MSE = 22.1, ρ = .560; 
F2(l,116) = 0.14, MSE = 32.0, ρ = .706). Error rates on de- and het-words did not 
differ statistically (de-words: 3.0%; het-words: 5.1%; F,(l,47) = 17.42, MSF = 25.4, 
ρ < .001; F2(l,116) = 1.78, MSE = 149.6, ρ = .185), but subjects made substantially 
fewer errors on ambiguous words (unamb: 6.3%; amb: 1.8%; Fj(l,47) = 83.38, MSE 
= 23.7, ρ < .001; F2(l,116) = 7.92, MSE = 149.6, ρ = .006). Gender and lexical 
ambiguity did not interact (F,(l,47) = 15.57, MSE = 32.0, ρ < .001; F2(l,116) = 
2.00, MSE = 149.6, ρ = .160). 
Control targets 
As in the earlier lexical decision experiment, supplementary analyses were carried out 
on the lexical decision data of 14 different-gender homonyms and 100 nonwords.16 
The response time analysis of variance again revealed a lexical status effect (words: 
560 ms; nonwords: 618 ms; F^l.47) = 81.60, MSE = 2957, ρ < .001), but, as all 
subjects had the 'word' response button under their right hand, this may again well 
be a dominant hand effect. As before, there was no main effect of article identity (de: 
592 ms; het: 587 ms; een: 588 ms; F,(2,94) = 0.26, MSE = 1907, ρ = .772). In 
' 'During the construction of the stimulus materials for this experiments, the nonwords had 
accidentally not been rotated across the three articles, so that a given nonword was presented with 
the same article to all 48 subjects This had no implications for the composition of a particular 
experimental list (a given subject would still see one-thirds of the nonwords with 'de', 'het', and 
'een'), but in terms of the design, article identity was no longer manipulated within items for the 
nonwords As the same factor was manipulated within items for the different-gender homonyms, F2's 
could not be computed for the joint analysis of both types of control targets. Note, however, that 
the most relevant effects (those of article identity for the set of different-gender homonyms) were 
not significant by subjects anyway. 
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contrast to the corresponding result of experiment 1, however, article identity did 
interact with lexical status (words/de 573 ms, words/het 554 ms, words/een 553 
ms, nonwords/de 610 ms, nonwords/het 621 ms, nonwords/een 623 ms, F,(2,94) 
= 3 86, MSF = 2001, ρ = 024) A simple effect analysis of this interaction revealed 
a significant article identity effect in the response time data of the nonwords 
(F,(2,94) = 6 32, MS F = 345, ρ = 003), but not in that of the different-gender 
homonyms (F,(2,94) = 1 70, MSE = 3563, ρ = 189) As can be seen in the right 
panel of Figure 3 3, the reason for this simple effect is that the nonword responses 
after 'de' diverged from those after 'het' and 'een' 
The corresponding analysis of error rates only revealed a lexical status effect 
(words 4 8%, nonwords 2 7%, F,(l,47) = 4 56, MS b = 65 4, ρ = 038) The effect 
of article identity did not reach significance (de 3 6%, het 4 5%, een 3 1%, 
F,(2,94) = 0 60, MS E = 71 9, ρ = 548), nor did the interaction between article 
identity and lexical status (words/de 5 1%, words/het 5 8%, words/een 3 3%, 
nonwords/de 2 2%, nonwords/het 3 1%, nonwords/een 2 9%, F,(2,94) = 0 70, 
MS E = 67 8, ρ = 500) 
The results of this experiment clearly suggest that the baseline shift observed in 
experiments 1 and 2 depended on the presence of syntactically incongruent, ι e 
invalid gender primes If these offending primes are taken away, the lexical decision 
responses in the intendedly neutral priming condition, ι e after the syntactically 
appropriate indefinite article 'een', are as fast as those in the valid gender priming 
condition, ι e after the appropriately gender-marked definite articles 'de' or 'het' 
This finding is compatible with the hypothesis that the earlier baseline shift was the 
result of a strategic post-lexical gender congruency check on definite article - word 
trials, a response of subjects to the presence of inappropriate definite articles If the 
earlier baseline shift had reflected a linguistic definiteness effect in word recognition, 
or a counterintuitive net effect of insufficiently constraining gender information, 
however, it should have been seen in experiment 3 as well 
If the above explanation is correct, we can assume that, in this experiment, 
the baseline provided by the indefinite article 'een' is a truly neutral one O n that 
assumption, then, there is another interesting result relative to a state of having no 
information about grammatical gender at all, prior knowledge about the gender of 
an upcoming word does not help a native speaker of Dutch to recognize that word, 
at least not under the circumstances tested in this expenment This accords well with 
the earlier interpretation of the overall priming effect in the lexical decision task 
(experiment 1) and its absence in the naming task (experiment 2) 
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General discussion 
The central question of the research reported in this chapter was whether a prior 
grammatical gender cue could affect the recognition of a written Dutch noun. The 
results from three experiments suggest that this is not the case, at least not under the 
circumstances tested. Experiment 1 did reveal an overall priming effect in lexical 
decision response times: subjects were 13 ms faster to decide that a target was in fact 
a word if it had been paired with a valid gender prime, the appropriate definite 
article 'de' or 'het' ('de - ster', 'het - huis') than if it had been paired with an invalid 
gender prime, the inappropriate definite article 'het' or 'de' ('*het - ster', '*de - huis'). 
But experiment 2 showed that, if subjects were asked to name the targets rather than 
to make a lexical decision, there was no such advantage, even though other evidence 
indicated that the naming responses did depend on access to the comprehension 
lexicon. This pattern of results suggested that the effect in lexical decision was not 
a robust lexically mediated gender priming effect, but an effect that somehow 
depended on making such meta-linguistic decisions. 
Whereas the overall priming effect in lexical decision did not replicate in a 
naming task, another result did: both in experiment 1 and in experiment 2, subjects 
were faster to respond to a target if it had been paired with the appropriate indefinite 
article 'een', the intendedly neutral gender prime ('een ster', 'een huis'), than if it had 
been paired with the equally appropriate gender-marked definite article 'de' or 'het', 
the valid gender prime ('de - ster', 'het - huis'). This somewhat puzzling effect could 
be taken to indicate the inhibitory result of potentially helpful gender information. 
Instead, however, it was construed as a relative baseline shift. The presence of 
inappropriate definite articles would have induced subjects to rapidly check, on every 
definite article - word trial, whether the definite article agreed with the gender of the 
noun or not, even though this was irrelevant to the (naming or lexical decision) 
response required. Experiment 3 confirmed this hypothesis: in a lexical decision task 
without invalid definite article primes, the response time difference between targets 
primed by the neutral indefinite article 'een' and those primed by the valid definite 
article primes 'de' or 'het' had disappeared. 
The most parsimoneous account for the entire pattern of findings is to assume that 
the strategic post-lexical gender congruency check is not only responsible for the 
relative baseline shift in experiments 1 and 2, but is also the source of the 13 ms 
overall priming effect in experiment 1. The exact mechanism would have to differ 
somewhere, of course, because the relative baseline shift occurred in lexical decision 
and naming, whereas the overall priming effect occurred in lexical decision only. But 
this is not difficult to realize in the account at hand. A rapid check of congruency 
on trials with a definite article would, if carried out by the subject as he or she is 
planning for a lexical decision or a naming response, delay the actual onset of both 
such responses, and would as such result in an overall advantage on trials with the 
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indefinite article in either task.17 But only the lexical decision task, with its binary 
response mapping phase, would be sensitive to the outcome of the congruency check, 
as Stroop-like interference would slow down responses in the invalid gender priming 
condition, but not those in the valid gender priming condition. 
Although this is, in my view, an attractive overall explanation of the results, 
there are a number of catches. As for the overall priming effect, one might wonder 
whether the outcome of a strategic gender congruency check would be delivered fast 
enough to affect lexical decision responses given at some 540 ms. Remember that the 
subject is assumed to do so on trials with a definite article only. This requires a very 
rapid assessment of the nature of the article, in particular because it is presented only 
200 ms before the target itself. A linguistic post-lexical syntactic congruency check 
account, of the kind hypothesized by for example Seidenberg et al., (1984), or West 
and Stanovich (1986), would of course also need to assume very rapid assessment. 
For such unconscious linguistic skills, however, high speed assumptions are a lot 
easier to make. 
As for the relative baseline shift, not all of the available evidence is in favour 
of the preferred interpretation. First of all, if subjects check for gender congruency 
on definite article trials only, then we might expect to see an advantage on indefinite 
article trials, not only with the 120 de- and het-words, but also with the 14 different-
gender homonyms. The relevant lexical decision data of experiment 1 do reveal a 
slight trend in that direction, but a very similar pattern can be seen in experiment 
3 (compare the right panels of Figure 3.1 and 3.3), where strategic gender checking 
would not take place. And the relevant naming data actually display a slight trend 
in the opposite direction (see the right panel of Figure 3.2). It should be noted that 
the reliability of these averages is lower than that of the main results, given that they 
are based on 4-5 instead of 20 trials per subject. Because of their limited precision 
relative to the small response time range of interest (and the associated lack of power 
for statistical testing), I do not think that these results should be taken to falsify the 
preferred account. Nevertheless, it would have been reassuring to find a consistent 
advantage for 'neutrally' primed different-gender homonyms as well. 
More important, perhaps, are the results of an experiment that was almost 
identical to experiment 1, and that was brought to my attention only recently. As in 
experiment 1, Wijnen and Deutsch (1987) had asked native speakers of Dutch to 
make speeded lexical decisions to written words primed by the appropriate definite 
article 'de' or 'het', the indefinite article 'een', the inappropriate definite article 'het' 
or 'de', or the non-linguistic string 'xxx'. Average response times on word trials were 
562 ms in the valid gender priming condition, 561 ms in the linguistic neutral 
17Note that, under this explanation, it is actually not the baseline average that shifts in 
absolute position along the response time axis, but the other, non-baseltne averages. The result, 
nevertheless, is a relative baseline shift 
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priming condition ('een'), 575 ms in the invalid gender ptiming condition, and 595 
ms in the non-linguistic neutral priming condition ('xxx'). Response times in the 
non-linguistic neutral priming condition differed significantly from those in all other 
conditions, but there were no significant facilitation, inhibition, or overall priming 
effects as defined in this chapter. It is reassuring to see that the 13 ms overall 
priming trend is of the exact same size as the corresponding (but significant) effect 
in experiment 1. But in the presence of invalid gender primes, there should have 
been a baseline shift as well. From the concise description given by Wijnen and 
Deutsch, it is difficult to judge what might have been the cause for this divergence 
of results, but perhaps it is related to different proportions of syntactically 
incongruent article - word trials, which amounted to 50% of all word trials in 
experiment 1, against only 25% in the experiment of Wijnen and Deutsch. 
In all, it seems that further research will have to secure the interpretation of the 
results reported in this chapter, in particular those that pertain to the relative baseline 
shift. One way to verify the strategic post-lexical congruency check interpretation of 
the latter, and to see whether this interpretation can simultaneously account for the 
results of experiment 1, experiment 3, and the experiment of Wijnen and Deutsch 
(1987), would be to vary the proportion of incongruent article - noun trials in a 
visual lexical decision task. On the assumption that such research would confirm the 
current results and their interpretation, I think there is a clear methodological 
message for future studies of gender priming (and other forms of syntactic priming): 
the introduction of syntactically illegal prime-target pairs may lead to an unnatural 
mode of behavior which does not only affect the comparison between legally and 
illegally primed responses, but also that between various types of legally primed 
responses. Of course, this is not an entirely original message — it is well-known that 
the introduction of anomalous stimuli into the materials of an experiment may 
interfere with the processing of more regular stimuli. Usually, however, the result is 
'swamping' or 'washing out', i.e. the loss of effects defined ovet various types of more 
regular stimuli (cf. Goodman et al., 1981, or Schmidt, 1986; fot this side-effect of 
introducing 'xxx' or invalid gender primes into the materials). What is unusual about 
the current result is that the introduction of illegal prime-target pairs has created an 
effect within the other materials: the presence of invalid gender primes ('*de - huis') 
apparently induced strategic post-lexical gender congruency checking on targets 
following valid gender primes ('het - huis'), but not on targets following neutral 
gender primes ('een - huis'), causing a response time difference between the two in 
both naming and lexical decision. 
Note that this result, a relative shift of the intendedly neutral baseline, did not 
really interfere with a facilitation-inhibition decomposition of the overall lexically 
mediated priming effect in the research reported here, for the simple reason that 
there was no such overall effect. But if further studies do uncover a lexically mediated 
overall gender priming effect (e.g. in lexical decision and naming), one should be 
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aware of the possibility that the presence of invalid gender primes may indirectly 
cause the intendedly neutral baseline to underestimate the amount of facilitation and 
to overestimate that of inhibition.1 8 
Leaving such methodological issues aside, what about the main question of 
this thesis? Do the results of these three experiments show that there is no gender 
priming in Dutch? I think not. It is notoriously difficult to accept a null hypothesis 
(see Frick, 1995, and its discussion in Chapter 4). In this case, one should at least 
also test for the presence of gender priming effects in spoken word recognition. As we 
have seen, positive findings in this modality have been reported for French (Grosjean 
et al., 1994) and Italian (Bates et at., 1994). It is not yet dear whether this is due 
to the nature of the languages tested or of the modality of stimulus presentation. But 
the process of recognizing a spoken word has to deal with some very specific 
problems, such as a lack of segmentation, a rapid fading of the input, and a word 
that is itself distributed in time (Lively et al., 1994; see also the discussion in Chapter 
1, based on Levelt, 1993), and these difficult circumstances may increase the 
potential utility of prior gender information.19 It is also possible that gender will 
prime the recognition of Dutch words under other kinds of 'difficult circumstances', 
such as when the targets are degraded or very low-frequent. 
Before accepting the null hypothesis for Dutch, one should also explore the 
effect of prior gender information in a context that is already constraining by itself. 
In the current experiments, information about an upcoming word's grammatical 
gender was provided in an otherwise virtually unconstrained context, which left tens 
of thousands of words for further consideration. Although the language 
comprehension architecture may well allow for the use of such prior knowledge in 
word recognition in principle, the force of the constraint at hand may simply be too 
weak to have any impact by itself (cf. Tanenhaus, Dell &C Carlson, 1987; Simpson, 
1994; Tanenhaus, 1995). But what if the set of plausible candidate words is already 
constrained by other information? In the context of a football match commentary, 
for example, there are only few sensible continuations of 'Marco passeert de 
verdediging - en - ja - hij schiet de bal hoog over de ..." ('Marco passes by the 
defence - and - yes - he shoots the ball right over theC 0 M . .. '). With a bit of luck, it 
is the keeper ('de keeper', 'de doelman'). Somewhat less fortunate, it might be the 
IBIf the current account transfers to other languages and to spoken materials, it could be that 
the study of Bates et al (1994) has in fact underestimated the true benefit of a valid gender prime 
in Italian. A replication with valid and neutral gender primes only should then yield a larger 
facilitation effect. 
" In the context of a cohort-like, left-to-right processing model of spoken word recognition, 
one might expect the largest gender priming effects on words whose gender-specific uniqueness 
point, ι e the point at which this word begins to differ from all other words with the same gender, 
lies well before its regular uniqueness point. 
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crossbar as well ('de lat'). But surely it will not be the audience sitting behind the 
goal ('het publiek'). If a prior gender cue interacts with existing constraints to further 
reduce an already limited set of plausible words, it may well affect the process of 
recognizing the upcoming word, even if, in an otherwise unconstrained context, it 
does not. 
In sum, there are plenty of leads for further research on whether grammatical 
gender can prime the word recognition process in Dutch, and if so, under what 
conditions. Such research may also help to understand why we find gender priming 
in some languages (cf. Bates et al,. 1994, for Italian), but not in others (cf. Carello 
et al., 1988, for Serbo-Croatian). As for the methodology of further gender priming 
research, both in Dutch and in other languages, the findings reported here suggest 
that the validity of a neutral baseline can depend on whether an experiment does or 
does not include invalid, i.e. syntactically incongruent gender primes. With respect 
to the phenomenon itself, they clearly show that gender priming is not, as suggested 
by Bates et al., (1994), "a robust phenomenon". 
4 
Gender recency effects in speech production 
Jescheniak and Levelt (1994) have suggested that the speed with which native speakers of a gender-
marking language such as Dutch retrieve the grammatical gender of a noun for speech production 
critically depends on the recency of earlier access to that same noun's gender, as the result of a 
mechanism that is dedicated to facilitate gender-marked anaphoric reference to recently introduced 
discourse entities This hypothesis was tested in five experiments The original results had shown that 
people were faster to select the correct gender-marked definite article for some picture in a two-
choice gender decision task if they had recently named the same picture in a definite article NP than 
if they had recently named it with a bare noun only Experiment 1 suggested that binary gender 
decision was also facilitated by having recently named the pictures with gender-marked adjective 
NPs Experiment 2 failed to replicate these results, however, even though, apart from new materials, 
it had used the same gender decision research paradigm In line with the intended domain of the 
gender recency hypothesis, all further experiments explored the benefits of recent gender access with 
a picture-based speech production task The first of those, experiment 3, did not provide any direct 
evidence for a gender recency effect But several alternative explanations for this null result remained, 
including the possibility of a general floor effect in response times Experiment 4, which ruled out 
these alternatives, also failed to support the hypothesis the production of gender-marked adjective 
noun phrases was not facilitated by recent gender access for the nouns at hand, even though it did 
benefit from a comparable manipulation Using a picture-word interference paradigm, a final 
experiment showed that the picture-based production of gender-marked definite article noun phrases 
was again not facilitated by recent gender access, even though, in this case, it proved to be sensitive 
to the gender of a distractor word presented inside the picture to be named Taken together, the 
results of these experiments suggest that there is no gender recency effect in speech production 
General introduction 
I began the preceding chapter by stating that, around the world, language users take 
the trouble to annotate their spoken and written messages with grammatical gender 
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To say that people 'take the trouble' to produce gender agreement was appropriate 
there, because it was not immediately obvious to what extent the results of this 
activity were actually being used by the listener or the reader. But in another way, 
this description is a deeply misleading one, because for native speakers, the 
production of gender agreement usually is no trouble at all. A native speaker of 
Dutch, for example, doesn't need to think deeply about whether a determiner or 
adjective ought to express the gender of some head noun, and if so, which gender 
that should be. Gender agreement usually just comes for free, which, at an average 
speech rate of 2-3 words per second (Levelt, 1989), is just as well. 
But how is it done? What makes native speakers of Dutch, or any other 
gender language, produce this particular kind of agreement so effortlessly? We can 
begin to address this question by locating the issue in a blueprint of the language 
user (Levelt, 1993; see Figure 1.1, Chapter 1): whatever it is that a speaker does with 
grammatical gender during speaking, it would somehow have to be done as part of 
the grammatical encoding process. On the working assumption that Dutch gender 
is represented abstracdy (e.g. COM or NEU), independent of the specific morphemes 
that realize its paradigm (the specific forms in Table 2.1, Chapter 2), there are two 
things that the grammatical encoding process has to do to produce gender-marked 
utterances: (1) recover the gender of the noun at hand from the mental lexicon, and 
(2) project it onto the syntax, that is, make sure that all the agreement targets in the 
surface structure under construction agree with the controller noun's gender. 
The projection of gender onto the syntax is a special case of the production 
of agreement. Psycholinguistic research on the latter is currently gaining momentum 
(e.g. Berg, 1987; Lapointe & Dell, 1989; Bock & Miller, 1991; Bock & Cutting, 
1992; Bock & Eberhard, 1993; Vigliocco, Butterworth & Semenza, 1995). Although 
most of this research is on number agreement, it is not unlikely that the mechanism 
that projects number onto a developing surface structure will also project gender onto 
the syntax (see De Smedt, 1994, for a hypothesized common mechanism). The 
recovery of gender from the mental lexicon, however, is still a mystery. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, we do not know, for example, to what extent speakers recover the 
gender of a noun by retrieving it from the mental lexicon directly, and to what 
extent they compute it on the basis of other information about that noun. 
Furthermore, we know virtually nothing about the dynamics of the recovery process. 
Does gender become available at once, as soon as the speaker has selected a word to 
express some concept, or does it take a non-trivial amount of time? Can the gender 
of other nouns in the 'lexical neighbourhood' affect the speed and accuracy with 
which a speaker can get to a noun's gender? And, if a speaker has just accessed the 
gender of some noun, will it be easier to do it again? 
Jescheniak and Levelt (1994; see also Jescheniak, 1994) have recently 
published results that seem to provide the answer to a number of these questions. 
Working with Dutch, they were trying to find out why it is that speakers are slower 
to produce a low-frequent word like 'slak', 'snail', than a high-frequent word such 
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as 'ster', 'star'. Although their research methodology was organized around picture 
naming, Jescheniak and Levelt also made use of a picture-based gender assignment 
task. Here, subjects were presented with a series of simple objects, such as a star, a 
house, a snail, etcetera, and were asked to decide upon the grammatical gender of 
every object's name as fast as they could, by pushing one of two response buttons 
labelled DE and НЕТ. As will be explained below, Jescheniak and Levelt interpreted 
the results from this push-button task as evidence for a recency effect in the retrieval 
of grammatical gender during speech production: the time it takes to retrieve a 
noun's gender from the mental lexicon would critically depend on how long it has 
been since the last time the same noun's gender was retrieved. And the more recent 
a speaker has accessed some word's gender, the easier he or she will retrieve it again. 
The experiments to be reported here have all pursued this gender recency 
effect. Because they relate to the studies by Jescheniak and Levelt in a rather detailed 
way, I begin with an exposition of the complex sequence of results that led 
Jescheniak and Levelt to their hypothesis. Then, I describe the underlying mechanism 
that they proposed, as well as the function they suggested for it. Having described 
theit work, I take a closer look at the implications, and show that there is more at 
stake than the authors themselves may have realized. After having established that 
follow-up research is indeed worth doing, I evaluate the hypothesis of Jescheniak and 
Levelt to see where further empirical research should begin. 
Jescheniak and Levelt: The gender recency effect 
In Figure 4.1, I have reprinted those results of Jescheniak and Levelt (1994) that are 
relevant to the gender recency hypothesis. The phenomenon that they were most 
interested in, the word frequency effect in speech production, revealed itself in their 
experiment 1. Here, Jescheniak and Levelt had asked their subjects to name each of 
a series of simple objects as fast as possible. Half of the experimental objects had low-
frequent names, such as 'slak' or 'snavel' ('snail', 'beak'), and the other half had high-
frequent names, such as 'ster' or 'tafel' ('star', 'table'). The experimental objects, all 
with de-word names, were mixed with 48 comparable het-word filler objects, and 
shown three times to the subject, with at least 20 trials between repetitions. Panel A 
shows the average picture naming latencies for low- and high-frequent de-words, and 
for a particular item's first, second, and third presentation. As can be seen, Jescheniak 
and Levelt obtained a word frequency effect in picture naming: on average, subjects 
produced high-frequent names 62 ms faster than low-frequent names. And it was a 
robust effect: although overall naming became faster with repetition, the difference 
between high- and low-frequent words did not diminish. 
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Figure 4.1 The main gender recency results of Jescheniak and Levelt (1994) Panel A (exp 1) 
Picture-based bare noun naming response times for low- and high-frequent nouns and three non-
consecutive picture presentations Panel В íexp 4) Picture-based gender assignment response 
times for low- and high-frequent nouns and three non-consecutive picture presentations Panel С 
(exp 5a) Picture-based bare noun naming response times (left) and gender assignment response 
times (right) for low- and high-frequent nouns and four non-consecutive picture presentations Panel 
D (exp 5b) Picture-based definite article noun naming response times (left) and gender assignment 
response times (right) for low- and high-frequent nouns and four non-consecutive picture 
presentations Reprinted with permission from Jescheniak & Levelt (1994) 
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After having established the word frequency effect with a picture naming task, 
Jescheniak and Levelt conducted an extensive series of follow-up experiments, 
designed to check every possible locus of this effect in a recent model of lexical access 
in speech production (Roelofs, 1992; see also Levelt, 1989). According to this model, 
illustrated in Figure 4.2, the speaker who has selected some lexicalized concept for 
verbal expression must first retrieve the corresponding word as a syntactic entity, the 
'lemma', and can only then retrieve the associated sound form, the 'lexeme' (cf. 
Kempen &C Huijbers, 1983). This two-phase lexical retrieval reflects the information 
needs of two major processes in speech production: grammatical and phonological 
encoding (cf. Chapter 1). At the end of their series of experiments, Jescheniak and 
Levelt concluded that the word frequency effect originated in the second phase, the 
retrieval of a word's lexeme. Speakers would be faster to produce a high-frequent 
word like 'ster', 'star', than a low-frequent word like 'slak', 'snail', because the more 
frequent use of 'ster' will have increased the resting level activation of its sound form 
representation, thereby making it easier to retrieve during phonological encoding. 
<ß^ jg) 
isa Isa βα Concept Level 
Lemma Level 
Lexeme Level 
Figure 4.2 Fragment of the lexical production network, reprinted from Jescheniak and Levelt 
(1994), with permission Cat = category, gen = gender, isa = is an instance of, fern = feminine, neut 
= neuter, mase = masculine 
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Before Jescheniak and Levelt arrived at this conclusion, they needed to 
consider an important alternative possibility: the word frequency effect could also 
originate in the first phase of lexical access, the retrieval of a word's lemma. The 
purpose of the experiments with push-button gender assignment was to explore this 
possibility. On the basis of their lexical model (Figure 4.2), Jescheniak and Levelt 
reasoned that, if the access of a word's lemma was frequency-dependent, the retrieval 
of a word's grammatical gender should be frequency-dependent as well. In their 
experiment 4, Jescheniak and Levelt therefore showed the pictures from their 
experiment 1 to a new group of subjects, and asked them not to name the pictures, 
but to decide upon the grammatical gender of every object's name by pressing the 
appropriate D E or Н Е Т button as fast as they could. Panel В of Figure 4.1 shows 
the resulting gender assignment response times as a function of word frequency and 
repetition. It turned out that subjects were initially faster to decide on the gender of 
high-frequent name such as 'ster' than on that of low-frequent name like 'slak', and 
the size of the frequency effect was comparable to that in naming. In contrast to its 
naming counterpart, however, the effect size was not robust: whereas the difference 
between high- and low-frequent gender assignment response times was 77 ms on the 
first exposure (867 and 790 ms for LF and H F words respectively; significant by 
subjects and items), it reduced to only 30 ms on the second exposure (752 and 722 
ms; significant by subjects, but not by items), and a non-significant 3 ms on the 
third. Thus, after having done so twice before, subjects were now just as fast to 
assign the gender to a high-frequent word like 'ster' than to a low-frequent word like 
'slak'. 
This was an ambiguous result. On the one hand, the initial frequency effect 
in gender assignment seemed to suggest that word frequency might be encoded at 
the level of word lemmas. On the other hand, however, if lemmas gave rise to the 
robust frequency effect in picture naming, then why did they not give rise to an 
equally robust frequency effect in gender assignment? Why did the effect disappear 
when gender was assigned to the items repeatedly? The first thing that Jescheniak 
and Levelt decided to check was that it really was item-specific repetition that made 
the frequency effect go away. By the time subjects were making their third gender 
assignment response on 'ster', for example, they had not only done it twice before 
on the same item, but also dozens of times on many other items. To make sure that 
the collapse of the word frequency effect was caused by repeated gender assignment 
decisions on the same items, rather than by, for example, general practice with the 
task, Jescheniak and Levelt ran a control variant of their experiment 4, in which they 
used the same experimental lists but replaced every item's first and second 
presentation by a filler presentation. In this way, an experimental item's third 
presentation now became it's first one, but kept the same late position in the 
experiment. Because the frequency effect reemerged here (847 and 781 ms for LF 
and H F words respectively; significant by subjects and items; not shown in Figure 
4.1), Jescheniak and Levelt concluded that the collapse of the word frequency effect 
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in their original experiment 4 was not the result of general practice with the gender 
assignment task, but somehow depended on making gender assignment decisions over 
the same items repeatedly. 
To find out more about this repetition effect, Jescheniak and Levelt decided 
to combine the gender assignment task with picture naming. In their experiment 5a, 
they first asked subjects to name each of a series of objects with the bare noun, just 
as in experiment 1, but with the same objects now presented twice. After the subjects 
had gone through the naming phase of the experiment (about 20 minutes of saying 
'ster, huis, slak, ... '), they were unexpectedly shown the same objects twice more, and 
now asked to make speeded push-button gender assignment decisions, just as in their 
experiment 4. The results of both phases, depicted in panel С of Figure 4.1, basically 
confirmed the earlier findings: a robust word frequency effect in noun naming, but 
an ephemeral word frequency effect in gender assignment. In their experiment 5b, 
a new group of subjects went through the same two-phase procedure. In the naming 
phase of Ms experiment, however, Jescheniak and Levelt asked their subjects to name 
the objects together with the appropriate definite article 'de' or 'het', as in 'de ster' 
or 'het huis'. After these subjects had named all objects in this way (about 20 
minutes of saying 'de ster, het huis, de slak, ... '), they too were unexpectedly asked 
to make speeded push-button gender assignment decisions to the same objects. As 
shown in panel D of Figure 4.1, Jescheniak and Levelt again observed a robust word 
frequency effect in the naming phase. But there was no trace of a word frequency 
effect in subsequent gender assignment, not even for the first presentation of an item 
in this task. 
What was going on here? Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 4 had shown 
that subjects were initially faster to decide on the gender of a high-frequent name 
such as 'ster' than on that of a low-frequent name like 'slak', but not if they had 
already made those decisions twice before. What their experiment 5 now suggested 
is that the word frequency effect in gender assignment also disappeared if subjects 
had named the items twice before together with their definite article, and that it was 
not so much the earlier naming of the item itself that mattered, but the earlier 
retrieval of its grammatical gender. Faced with these results, Jescheniak and Levelt 
hypothesized that the ephemeral frequency effect observed in gender assignment was 
not related to the robust frequency effect in picture naming at all, but instead 
reflected something unique about the access to grammatical gender. The time it takes 
to retrieve a noun's gender from the mental lexicon would critically depend on the 
recency with which that same noun's gender has been retrieved before. Relative to 
low-frequent words, Jescheniak and Levelt reasoned, the most recent access of high-
frequent words will on average have been more recent, which would explain why 
subjects were initially faster to assign the gender to a high-frequent word than to a 
low-frequent word (as on presentation B-l and C-3; letters refer to the panels of 
Figure 4.1). After having retrieved the gender of both in the same experiment, 
however, a high- and a low-frequent word would be equated on recency of gender 
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access, and a difference should no longer be obtained. Gender retrieval for early 
assignment decisions (on presentation B-l/2 and C3) would explain the absence of 
a frequency effect in later assignment decisions (on presentation B-3 and C-4 
respectively). And, more interesting, gender retrieval for gender-marked picture 
naming (on presentation D-l and D-2) would have a similar effect on later gender 
assignments (in this case, D-3). It is because of the latter result that Jescheniak and 
Levelt hypothesized a gender recency effect in speech production, instead of confining 
the effect to the push-button gender assignment task. 
Jescheniak and Levelt: The underlying mechanism and its function 
Although a gender recency effect in speech production was certainly not their main 
concern, Jescheniak and Levelt did of course wonder where it came from. In line 
with earlier models of the lexicon (Levelt, 1989; Roelofs, 1992), they assumed that 
the gender of Dutch monomorphemic nouns was stored explicitly, in the form of a 
unidirectional link from the noun's lemma node to the appropriate abstract gender 
node (see Figure 4.2). The lemma of the de-word 'hond' ('dog'), for example, would 
project onto a masculine gender node, and would in this way gain access to the 
singular definite article 'de' and the other morphemes that realize this gender. The 
lemmas of other masculine nouns, such as 'slak' ('snail'), would also project on this 
node. The lemmas of neuter nouns, in contrast, would all be linked to the node for 
abstract neuter gender, and would as such gain access to the definite article 'het' and 
the other morphemes of this paradigm. 
Because the gender recency effect appeared to depend on the recent retrieval 
of the same noun's gender, Jescheniak and Levelt reasoned that it could not have its 
origin in the state of these abstract gender nodes. The authors therefore proposed 
that the effect reflected something about the item-specific connection between a 
noun's lemma and a gender node. In particular, they suggested that "the connection 
strength between a lemma and its gender node increases every time the word's gender 
information is used and decays slowly thereafter" (Jescheniak ÔC Levelt, 1994, p. 
835), and that this lexical mechanism would give rise to the gender recency effect. 
But what would be the functional sense of such a mechanism? At the end of 
their paper, Jescheniak and Levelt made a very interesting suggestion: 
It may play a role in the normal production of spoken discourse A new entity is usually 
introduced with a full indefinite nominal phrase (e.g., I saw a big horse). In many languages, 
the indefinite article, the adjective, or both reflect the noun's gender. However, maintaining 
reference to the same entity is typically done by anaphoric means (e g , it crossed the road) 
In Dutch and many other languages, pronominal anaphors are gender marked. This means 
that the speaker has to reaccess the gender information of a recently accessed word to produce 
the appropriate anaphor However, it is nor necessary for the speaker to reactivate the original 
word form because there is no reuse of that word form. Hence, it suffices for the speaker to 
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access the lemma only and through it the gender information. The function of the recency 
effect would then be to facilitate anaphoric reference to recently introduced discourse entities, 
therefore contributing to the fluency of the utterance. (Jescheniak ÔC Levelt, 1994, p. 481) 
Thus, what Jescheniak and Levelt suggested was that the ephemeral word frequency 
effect in gender assignment reflected, to use a computer systems analogy, a gender-
dedicated 'disk caching mechanism'. The goal of this mechanism would be to keep 
the grammatical gender information retrieved from long term storage in a temporarily 
much more accessible state, just in case the speech production system would need to 
retrieve it again shortly afterwards. The mechanism would have nothing to do with 
the 'real', robust word frequency effect in speech production, which would have its 
origin in a completely different layer of the production lexicon: the representation 
of sound forms.1 
Henceforth, I will refer to these collective proposals as the 'abstract gender 
recency hypothesis'. It should be kept in mind, though, that Jescheniak and Levelt 
have in fact made three relatively independent suggestions, namely that (1) the 
collapsing frequency effect in gender assignment performance reflects the workings 
of a recency-sensitive gender retrieval mechanism, (2) which is realized as a property 
of lemma-to-gender connections, (3) for the purpose of "facilitating anaphoric 
reference to recently introduced discourse entities". 
What is at stake? 
Jescheniak and Levelt were of course well aware of the speculative nature of their 
abstract gender recency hypothesis, and they explicitly acknowledged the need for 
further research. But are the issues at stake really interesting enough to justify such 
research? If this hypothesis were to receive additional support, what would be the 
implications? 
To begin with, we would learn about some of the details of the grammatical 
encoding process, and thereby increase our understanding of the mechanisms that 
support speech production. In this respect, there are two implications of the abstract 
gender recency account that merit special attention. One is that, if the hypothesis of 
Jescheniak and Levelt is correct, the effect they observed is the result of a mechanism 
that helps the speaker to achieve fluency. This would be interesting, because, whereas 
there is a large body of research on speech errors and hesitations, we know very little 
about the factors that make a positive contribution to fluency (Bock, 1995). The 
other thing to note is that the gender recency hypothesis also seems to imply 
'Note that, in spite of their supposedly different origin, both effects are 'word frequency 
effects' in the sense that some dependent variable (naming, initial gender assignment) covaries with 
the word's frequency of occurrence in the language. 
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something much deeper about the nature of the architecture that supports speech 
production. Although they did not say so explicitly, Jescheniak and Levelt clearly 
suggested that the mechanism would work as it does because its job is to "facilitate 
anaphoric reference to recendy introduced discourse entities". The lemma-to-gender 
links in Figure 4.2 are recency-sensitive because it would make sense to have recency-
sensitive access to a word's gender in a discourse context, but not, for example, to a 
word's sound form. Thus, what Jescheniak and Levelt propose is a memory retrieval 
mechanism that is dedicated to meet some very particular demands of speech 
production, and that has the shape it has because of those demands. This is a non-
trivial proposal, because there is a plausible alternative: gender recency effects could 
reflect the operation of a much more general mechanism, shaped by the demands of 
memory retrieval in a variety of cognitive domains rather than by specific demands 
in the domain of gender-marked speech production.2 
Additional support for the abstract gender hypothesis of Jescheniak and Levelt 
would also have clear implications for our understanding of the representation of 
grammatical gender. In particular, it would show that the grammatical gender of 
monomorphemic nouns is stored, and it is stored in abstract form (see for example 
Figure 4.2). As extensively argued in Chapter 2, evidence for the storage of 
grammatical gender would be non-trivial. Whereas most researchers think it is 
obvious that gender would be stored in the mental lexicon explicitly, several gender 
theorists (Zubin &C Kopeke, 1981; Corbett, 1991; 1994) have recendy suggested that 
native speakers avoid such explicit memorization by computing the gender of a noun 
from its other properties. There is as yet no empirical evidence to support either side 
of the debate3 (but see Badecker, Miozzo &C Zanuttini, 1995), and evidence from a 
gender recency effect would be most welcome. 
2It is interesting to speculate on how the architecture for speech production might get to 
be so elegantly tailored to the demands of gender-marked anaphoric reference One of the ways in 
which a processing mechanism can be tailored to its task environment is by practice on the task. 
But, although it is easy to imagine that practice in making gender-marked anaphoric references 
might strengthen lemma-to-gender connections, it is much harder (although perhaps not impossible) 
to imagine that it could make these connections behave in a unique, recency-sensitive way To the 
extent that this dedicated feature of the architecture cannot be the tesult of practice, however, it 
seems it must be the result of biological evolution. The debate about whether the human species has 
evolved language-specific machinery is usually held in terms of syntactic or other algorithms (e.g. 
Bickerton, 1984; Bates, Thai & Marchman, 1991; Pinker & Bloom, 1990), but it would obviously 
be just as interesting to know about innate dedicated machinery for syntax-related memory retrieval. 
^Debate should be taken metaphorically here. As far as I know, the literature has never seen 
a direct confrontation between those who argue that gender is computed, and those who argue that 
it is stored. The most likely reason for this is that proponents of either side think their hypothesis 
is so obviously true that they have never seriously considered the alternative (cf Chapter 2). 
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Can this mechanism support a native speaker of Dutch? 
In view of the issues at stake, it would be interesting to find additional support for 
the abstract gender recency hypothesis of Jescheniak and Levelt (1994; Jescheniak, 
1994). And, as I will argue below, there is an obvious starting point for further 
research. First, however, I want to comment on two assumptions Jescheniak and 
Levelt made about the Dutch gender system in their explanation. To begin with, 
they assumed — with many others — that the Dutch language has three genders, 
masculine, feminine, and neuter (see Figure 4.2). As argued in Chapter 2, however, 
we can safely assume that most native speakers of Dutch have only de- and het-word 
agreement in their spontaneous speech (and their spontaneous writing). Given that 
this is the case, it does not make sense to postulate separate nodes for masculine and 
feminine gender. The problem can of course easily be fixed, by merging the 
masculine and feminine gender nodes into a single node for common gender. In the 
remainder, I will assume that this is how Jescheniak and Levelt would respond. 
As part of their functional explanation, however, Jescheniak and Levelt made 
another, perhaps more important assumption about the Dutch gender system. The 
gender recency effect would reflect a mechanism that is there to facilitate gender-
marked anaphoric reference, as in 'I saw a big horse', ..., 'It crossed the road'. But 
if we translate this example to Dutch, the language in which Jescheniak and Levelt 
did their experiments, we run into a problem. The first phrase would indeed require 
gender, because it is marked on the adjective: 'Ik zag een grootNEU paard'. The second 
phrase, however, would not, at least, not necessarily: the Dutch can say 'Het stak de 
weg over' ('It...'), but also 'Hij stak de weg over' ('He...'), or 'Zij stak de weg over' 
('She...'). The choice of Dutch third person personal pronouns, as well as that of the 
associated third person possessive pronouns 'zijn' and 'haar' ('his', 'her'), is largely, 
perhaps even exclusively governed by the semantics of the referent (van Haeringen, 
1954; see Chapter 2). To the extent that grammatical gender has some influence still, 
however small, one could argue that, even though often overruled by semantic 
factors, grammatical gender would nevertheless have to be checked obligatorily. A 
gender recency mechanism would then be able to facilitate this second retrieval. But 
if grammatical gender does not co-determine the form of these anaphoric pronouns 
at all (as argued by Verhoeven, 1990), they would not be part of the suggested 
mechanism's domain of operation. 
It is not easy to establish, in fact, what this domain of operation would be. 
As for Dutch, there is just one anaphoric pronoun that does clearly agree with the 
grammatical gender of a nominal antecedent: the relative pronoun, as in 'de ster die 
ik zag' and 'het paard dat ik zag' ('the star/horse that I saw'; see Chapter 2, Table 
2.1). But this particular pronoun is rather closely bound -- and usually adjacent ~ 
to its antecedent noun, to such an extent that one may well ask whether its use 
would really require a second retrieval of the noun's gender. On the other hand, it 
is not entirely clear what Jescheniak and Levelt have in mind with 'anaphoric 
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reference'. Their example suggests that they restrict it to the use of independently-
used anaphoric pronouns (pronominal NP's). But if they also take it to cover 
nominal NP's that co-refer with, and repeat the noun of a preceding nominal NP, 
the scope of a gender recency mechanism would presumably be much larger. A litde 
while after having said 'Ik zag een grootNEU paard', a native speaker of Dutch can very 
well say something like 'DatNEU paard stak zomaar de snelweg over!' ('That horse just 
simply crossed the highway!'), and might then benefit from the recent gender 
retrieval for 'paard'.4 
Although it is important to keep these functionality-related issues in mind, I think 
that the search for further empirical evidence on the gender recency effect itself must 
have priority. Below, I will report on five experiments that pursued the effect with 
a variety of research methods. In experiment 1, which uses a slighdy modified version 
of the research methodology of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5, I try to find 
support for their claim that the gender recency effect indeed involves the retrieval of 
an abstract gender representation. 
Experiment 1 
Jescheniak and Levelt suggested that recent access to a noun's abstract gender for 
speech production would facilitate later re-access to that same noun's gender (to the 
extent that the gender assignment performance on low-frequent words would 'catch 
up' with that on high-frequent words). The central piece of evidence for this abstract 
gender recency effect was delivered by their experiment 5. In order to examine the 
logic of this experiment, I have schematized its design below. Speech production 
responses are between slashes, push-button gender assignment responses are denoted 
by <noun>:DE (all experimental items were de-words), the first and second response 
on the item within each subtask are expressed by indices, and high or low word 
frequency is abbreviated by H F and LF respectively. 
5a 
5b 
HF 
LF 
HF 
LF 
/ster/. 
/slak/, 
/de ster/, 
/de slak/, 
/ster/2 
/slak/2 
/de ster/2 
/de slak/2 
stenDE, 
slak:DE, 
ster: DE, 
slakiDE, 
ster DE2 
slak DE2 
ster DE2 
slak DE2 
4Corpus analysis will have to show just how much larger the scope of the gender recency 
mechanism would become if it also covers repeated gender-marked nominal reference, ι e , noun 
anaphora. Note, incidentally, that in this case it is not so easy to see why there would be a recency 
effect in the retrieval of a noun's gender but not in the retrieval of its sound form 
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As discussed before, the crucial result of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5 was 
a word frequency effect in the response time on an item's first presentation in the 
gender assignment task if the items had been named as bare nouns before (5a), but 
not if they had been named together with their definite article (5b).5 According to 
Jescheniak and Levelt, it is the prior retrieval of abstract gender that caused the 
frequency effect to collapse here. But note that, in their experiment, they used the 
same agreement target for the push-button gender assignment task and the preceding 
noun phrase production task: the definite article (always 'de' for target responses, but 
'het' for filler responses). 
Because of this agreement target identity across the two subtasks of their 
experiment 5b, the results could be explained in at least two other ways. First, it is 
possible to imagine that the grammatical gender of a Dutch noun is not stored in the 
form of an abstract gender marker, but in the form of direct connections to all 
agreement targets of that gender (cf. Maratsos &C Chalkley, 1980; Desrochers, Paivio 
& Desrochers, 1989). Thus, the lemma of a de-word could immediately project onto 
the lemma of the singular definite article 'de', onto that of the relative pronoun 'die', 
onto that of the adjective inflection '-e', etcetera (see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2 for the 
complete set of agreement targets). And every het-word lemma would be connected 
to the small set of morphemes that make up the neuter gender paradigm (ibid.). 
Given that every de-word lemma would have its own private connection to the 
lemma of the singular definite article 'de', the recency mechanism that Jescheniak and 
Levelt postulated could just as well be localized here instead. The time it takes to 
retrieve a noun's singular definite article from the mental lexicon would then depend 
on the recency with which that same noun's definite article has been retrieved before. 
Thus, we could explain the results by hypothesizing a definite article recency effect, 
instead of an abstract gender recency effect. 
The above alternative remains very much in the spirit of the original 
Jescheniak and Levelt explanation. It can account for the data with a similar recency 
mechanism, and just locates it in a direct connection between a noun lemma and a 
definite article lemma. This would almost be as interesting as the original 
explanation. There is, however, a much more trivial alternative, trivial in the sense 
that it does not involve the production lexicon at all. It has been argued that the 
episodic memory of an earlier stimulus-response pairing can affect a later response 
to the same stimulus, and may as such compete with lexically driven responding (e.g. 
Feustel, Shiffrin & Salasoo, 1983; Salasoo, Shiffrin & Feustel, 1985). Applied to the 
present situation, it could be that the production of /de slak/, for example, results in 
5From the perspective of a gender recency effect in speech production, the results for an item's 
second gender assignment are less relevant By this time, the collapse of the word frequency effect 
could be caused by the first gender assignment response on that item, and may as such have little 
to do with recent speech production. Because I want to maximize the probability that the effects 
have something to do with the latter, I will focus on an item's first gender assignment response 
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an episodic association between the stimulus item 'slak' and the definite article 'de', 
which may subsequently facilitate the fitst push-button 'de'-response to 'slak'. In 
principle, this episodic contribution could mask any lexical contributions to the latter 
response, including the word frequency effect. In this way, the collapse of the word 
frequency effect that Jescheniak and Levelt observed in their experiment 5b can also 
be construed as an episodic trace effect.6 
Experiment 1 tested between these two alternative hypotheses on the one 
hand, and the abstract gender recency hypothesis on the other. If the effects 
Jescheniak and Levelt observed in their definite article gender assignment task depend 
on the recent access to an item's abstract gender representation, it should not matter 
whether the gender was recendy accessed for the same agreement target — the definite 
article — or for a different one. The push-button decision to assign 'de' to 'slak', for 
example, should be just as fast after recently having produced /de slak/ than after 
recently having produced /deze slak/, or /kleine slak/. If, on the other hand, the 
effects somehow depend on the repeated use of a specific agreement target, the use 
of different agreement targets should matter. 
To test their abstract gender recency proposal, I used the stimulus materials 
of Jescheniak and Levelt. This made it possible for me to design experiment 1 as a 
simple extension of their experiment 5: 
HF 
LF 
HF 
LF 
HF 
LF 
/ster/, 
/slak/, 
/de ster/, 
/de slak/, 
/kleine ster/, 
/kleine slak/. 
/ster/2 
/slak/. 
/de ster/2 
/de slak/2 
/kleine ster/2 
/kleine slak/2 
ster:DE, 
slak:DE, 
ster:DE, 
slak:DE, 
ster: DE, 
slak:DE, 
ster DE2 
slak DE2 
ster DE2 
slak DE2 
ster DE2 
slak DE2 
The subjects of experiment 1 went through the same procedure as that of 
Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5b, with a picture naming phase followed by an 
unexpected push-button gender assignment phase. Instead of naming the pictures 
uMy use of the term 'episodic' may be misleading in that I do not assume that the subject 
would need to be aware of earlier responses. In this sense, the distinction between an episodic trace 
account and the earlier definite article recency account may seem to blur Both capitalize on the 
association between an item and the definite article 'de', and both may operate without awareness 
Still, there are important differences in the causal mechanism they postulate for that association. The 
definite article recency hypothesis involves a recency-sensitive connection between the lemma of a 
noun and that of a definite article, and is as such a lexical hypothesis. The episodic trace hypothesis, 
on the other hand, does not assume a lexical mechanism, and may even involve associations between 
the риште of the item and the sound of 'de'. Furthermore, whereas the definite article recency 
mechanism would not record the particular context in which recent retrieval took place, episodic 
trace formation would be tied to the context of the experiment (cf. Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1992). 
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with the appropriate definite article, however, they named them with the appropriate 
form of the adjective 'klein', 'small', which also inflects for the gender of the noun 
('Ideine ster', but 'klein huis'; see Chapter 2). The abstract gender recency hypothesis 
predicted that the results of experiment 1 would be like those of Jescheniak's and 
Levelt's experiment 5b: no word frequency effect in the speed with which subjects 
make their first gender assignment response to an item. The definite article recency 
hypothesis and the episodic trace hypothesis, however, both predicted that 
experiment 1 would yield results like those of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 
5a: a clear word frequency effect in the first gender assignment response times. 
Although they postulate different mechanisms, all hypotheses predicted that there 
would not be a frequency effect in the second gender assignment response times. 
Method 
Apart from the instructions for the naming task, the method and analysis of this 
experiment are identical to that of experiment 5b in Jescheniak & Levelt (1994).7 In 
addition, the experiment has been conducted in the same institute (the Max Planck 
Institute for Psycholinguistics), using the same subject pool, the same laboratory 
room, and the same apparatus. 
Subjects 
Subjects were 12 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. All subjects were right-handed, and none of them had participated in 
any of the Jescheniak & Levelt (1994) experiments or any of the experiments 
reported in earlier parts of this thesis. They received Dfl. 8.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The experimental items were 48 line drawings of simple objects (e.g. a star, a snail, 
a car, a broom), sampled from a picture database at the Max Planck Institute. All 
experimental items depicted monomorphemic de-words of one or two syllables (e.g. 
'ster', 'slak', 'auto', 'bezem'). Picture name agreement had been checked in an 
informal pretest. Half of the experimental pictures were named by a low-frequent 
(LF) de-word, like 'slak' or 'bezem', and the other half were named with high-
frequent (HF) de-words, such as 'ster' or 'auto'. Every LF picture name had a word 
frequency of less than 12 on a million, and every HF picture name had a word 
frequency of more than 60 on a million, as determined by CELEX lemma frequency 
7I thank the authors for allowing me to use their experimental materials. The below 
description of item selection and list construction procedures refers to work by Jescheniak and Levelt. 
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counts on the INL corpus (Burnage, 1990, CELEX lemmas represent the complete 
inflectional paradigm of a noun, which for a noun like 'slak' would include the 
singular base form 'slak', the plural 'slakken', the singular diminutive 'slakje', and the 
plural diminutive 'slakjes' — see Chapter 2) Average lemma frequency was 6 0 on a 
million for LF words, and 150 7 on a million for HF words The two sets of items 
had been matched on average length in syllables and segments, and on the number 
of word-initial consonants (relevant for the automatic registration of speech onset 
latencies) Table 4 1 summarizes the properties of the experimental item sets, see 
Table M4 1 in the Appendix for a complete list of items 8 
Another 48 pictures, line drawings of simple objects from the same picture 
database, were used as filler items The names of the filler items were all het-words, 
and they covered a wide frequency range There was no obvious semantic asymmetry 
between the filler items and the experimental ones In addition to the 96 test items 
(48 experimental and 48 filler items), 10 more pictures, half of them with a de-word 
name and the other half with a het-word name, were used as practice items 
Each of the 96 test items was to be presented twice in the naming task, and 
twice in the gender assignment task For the naming task, two different pseudo-
random trial sequences, each with 192 test trials, were created, such that (a) the 
presentation of an experimental item was never preceded by the presentation of a 
phonologically, semantically, or associatively related item, (b) no more than 5 items 
of the same gender were presented in adjacent trials, and (c) at least 20 trials 
separated the two presentations of an individual experimental item Other than that, 
the sequences were random For the gender assignment task, two more pseudo-
random trial sequences were created, again with 192 test trials each, and under the 
same three constraints To create two trial sequences for the whole experiment, each 
of the naming trial sequences was combined with one of the gender assignment trial 
sequences A pseudo-random 30-tnal practice sequence was constructed for each task, 
"For purposes of comparability, Table 4 1 also includes three measures that have been 
computed post-hoc for these item sets, but were used for the construction of new item sets in later 
experiments The diphone frequency of a word is the average of the log-transformed frequencies of 
its separate diphones, with the frequency of a single diphone estimated on the basis of the INL text 
corpus (on a million word tokens) A higher diphone frequency indicates that the phoneme 
transitions within a word are, on average, more frequent ones, which means that the word s 
pronunciation will on the whole be a more common one The phonological neighborhood density of 
a word is the total number of words in the CELEX Dutch morphosyntactic word lexicon that are 
of the same length as the one at hand and differ from it by a single phoneme (N-metnc, Coltheart, 
Davelaar, Jonasson & Besner, 1977) A word s phonological neigborhood frequency is the sum of the 
log-transformed frequencies of those neighboring words in the INL text corpus (on a million word 
tokens) Note that these are the phonological counterparts of similar (but orthographically defined) 
measures described in Chapter 3 There is some indication that phonological neighbothood variables 
can affect spoken word production (Goldinger &£ Van Summers, 1989) 
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LF HF 
number of items 
INL frequency range 
INL frequency 
log INL frequency 
number of syllables 
number of phonemes 
dlphone frequency 
neighborhood density 
neighborhood frequency 
24 
<12 
60 
159 
1 1 
37 
92 
122 
187 
24 
>60 
150 7 
4 90 
1 1 
37 
94 
11 5 
177 
Table 4.1 Characteristics of the item sets in experiment 1, partly adapted from Jeschemak (1994) 
All but the first two charactenstics are averaged over items LF = low-frequent de-words, HF = high-
frequent de-words, INL frequency = lemma frequency in the INL corpus (on a million tokens), 
diphone frequency = average log-transformed frequencies of diphones in the INL corpus, 
neighborhood density = total number of words that differ in only one phoneme, neighborhood 
frequency = sum of the log-transformed INL frequencies of those words (on a million tokens) See 
Table M4 1 in the Appendix for a complete list of items 
and inserted in the two experimental lists before the appropriate test sequence. Each 
of the resulting experimental lists specified a complete sequence of 444 trials (30 
naming practice, 192 naming test, 30 assignment practice, 192 assignment test). 
Apparatus 
Each subject was tested individually in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated booth. The 
picture stimuli were displayed centered on an EGA-driven NEC Multisync II 
computer monitor, as light-grey line drawings on a black background. Display size 
of the pictures was approximately 8 by 8 cm, and viewing distance was roughly 60 
cm. A Hermac 386 computer with Turbo Pascal experiment software controlled the 
presentation of the picture stimuli and the collection of response time data. For the 
naming task, subjects responded into a Sennheiser microphone, and speech onset 
latencies were measured by a voice key connected to the computer. Speech errors and 
problematic voice key responses were scored manually by the experimenter, who 
по 
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monitored every speech response and associated voice key response pulse 
simultaneously over headphones Each subject's naming session was also recorded on 
tape by means of a Sony D T C 55 ES DAT-recorder, and could be remonitored if 
there were any doubts about the scoring of a particular speech response For the 
gender assignment task, subjects used a button-box, with a button labelled DE under 
their (dominant) right hand, and a button labelled Н Е Т under their left hand Push­
button response time and accuracy were recorded by the computer 
Procedure 
At the beginning of the session, subjects were told that they would participate in a 
picture naming experiment, and they were asked to study a booklet showing all 106 
randomly ordered pictures together with their names After having gone though the 
booklet, they were given more precise written instructions for the naming task 
Subjects were asked to name every object as soon as it was displayed on screen 
together with "the adjective kkinfe)", and were given a few example responses 9 Other 
than via examples and the bracketed -e inflection in klein(e) above, however, 
attention was not drawn to grammatical gender Subjects were asked to respond both 
fast and accurate, to try not to begin with /klei../ before they knew what they were 
going to say, and to try to use the names they has seen in the preview booklet 
After a short practice session, the subjects named 192 pictures together with 
the adjective 'klein(e)' Each naming trial started with a visual warning signal (*) 
presented on the screen for 200 ms Following a pause of 600 ms, the target picture 
was instantaneously displayed, and a response timer was started The picture 
remained on the screen for 2000 ms, after which the screen was cleared for another 
1500 ms. If the subject responded within these 3500 ms (as registered by a voice-key 
event), the response time and accuracy were recorded If no such response was given 
during this interval, no response time was recorded, and the reason for its absence 
was noted down (e g no response at all, response too late, response not loud 
enough) In either case, the next naming trial began right after the 3500 ms response 
interval. Thus, the total duration of a trial was 4300 ms. The naming test lasted 
about 15 minutes, and was interrupted by one short pause 
At the end of the naming session, the experimenter informed the subject that 
there would be a second part to the experiment, placed the button-box in the booth, 
and presented new written instructions The subject would see the same pictures 
again, but the task now was to "assign the correct article" to the picture's name by 
means of a button response No reference was made to grammatical gender, or to the 
relationship with 'klein(e)'. Subjects were asked to keep their index fingers on the 
'The adjective instruction is the only difference between the current experiment and 
Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5b (or 5a) 
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push-buttons for speed, and the instructions again emphasized both speed and 
accuracy. To discourage guessing, subjects were informed that they would encounter 
roughly as many de-words as het-words. 
After a short practice session, the subjects assigned a definite article to 192 
pictures. The structure of a gender assignment trial was identical to that of a naming 
trial. After a 200 ms visual warning signal (*) and a 600 ms pause, the target picture 
was displayed for 2000 ms, upon which the screen cleared for another 1500 ms. If 
the subject responded within 3500 ms from picture onset (as registered by a push-
button event), response time and accuracy were recorded. If no such response was 
given during this interval, response time was not recorded, and the response 
considered too late. In either case, the next trial began right after the 3500 ms 
response interval. Thus, the total duration of a gender assignment trial was 4300 ms. 
As with naming, the gender assignment test lasted about 15 minutes, and was 
interrupted by one short pause. 
The design of the gender assignment task made it impossible to know the 
word the subject had in mind as he or she selected a definite article in response to 
a picture. Right after the gender assignment session, subjects were therefore given a 
variant of the preview booklet that included the pictures but not their names, and 
they were asked to write down the name of every picture. This posttest was followed 
by a structured interview, which included limited debriefing.The entire session lasted 
approximately 1 hour. 
Analysis 
The analyses were identical to those of Jescheniak and Levelt. The interpretation of 
this experiment as an extension of the design of their experiment 5a and 5b required 
such exact comparability. For this reason, analyses of variance were carried out on the 
first and second naming response data, as well as on the first and second gender 
assignment response data, even though the critical predictions only involved first 
gender assignment performance. Anticipating later experiments, though, an additional 
analysis of variance was done on first gender assignment data only. Details on each 
analysis will be presented together with the results. 
As all experimental items were de-words, correct naming responses were all 
of the form /kleine <noun>/. A naming response was treated as an error if it started 
with a hesitation sound (/uhm/, /er/), if the adjective was incorrectly inflected, 
mispronounced, repaired, or omitted, if there was a silent or filled pause between 
adjective and noun, if the noun was not the one expected, if it was mispronounced, 
repaired, or omitted, if the response time exceeded 2000 ms or deviated from both 
the subject's and the item's mean response time by more than two standard 
deviations, or if the name given to the picture on the posttest was not the one 
expected. In view of the low number of errors of each type, the statistical analysis 
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collapsed across error types.10 Naming response times were discarded if the response 
had been erroneous in any of the above ways, or if the response was correct but the 
voice key had not triggered appropriately, and replaced by estimates following the 
procedure described by Winer (1971; see also Winer, Brown & Michels, 1991). A 
total of 89 naming response times (7.7% of the data) were treated in this way. 
Gender assignment responses were treated as errors if the incorrect (НЕТ) 
button had been pressed, if the response time exceeded 2000 ms or deviated from 
both the subject's and the item's mean response time by more than two standard 
deviations, if both naming responses to the same item had been incorrect, or if the 
name given to the picture on the posttest was not the one expected. The statistical 
analysis collapsed across error types. Assignment response times were discarded if the 
response had been erroneous in any of the above ways, and replaced by estimates 
following the same procedure as for the naming data. A total of 71 assignment 
response times (6.2% of the data) were treated in this way. 
Results and discussion 
Naming and gender assignment data were analyzed separately. For each task, analyses 
of variance were carried out on response time and percentage error, each as a 
function of item presentation (first or second in that task; within subjects, within 
items) and word frequency (LF or HF; within subjects, between items). Additional 
ANOVA's were carried out to study gender assignment performance on the first 
presentation of each item in that task, as a function of word frequency (LF or H F ; 
within subjects, between items). Figure 4.3 displays average reaction times and error 
rates; see Table R4.1 in the Appendix for exact numeric values. Every mean shown 
is an average over the mean response time and percentage errors of 12 subjects, each 
responding to 24 items. 
Naming 
In their experiment 5b, Jescheniak and Levelt had observed a robust word frequency 
effect in picture-based definite article noun naming response times (see Figure 4.1, 
panel D). As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the results of experiment 1 reveal an equally 
robust word frequency effect in adjective noun naming response times. Subjects were 
faster to produce /kleine <noun>/ forms if the picture name was a high-frequent 
"The removal of correct responses from the response time analysis if (1) the response times 
are outlying, or if (2) some corresponding other response is erroneous, is certainly defensible. To 
treat such responses as errors, however, is in my view a lot harder to defend. This procedure has not 
been followed for any other experiment in this thesis. To ensure comparability, however, I have kept 
to the exact procedure that Jescheniak and Levelt followed for their experiment 5a and 5b. 
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Figure 4.3 Results of experiment 1 Picture-based adjective noun naming response hmes and error 
rates (left) and gender assignment response fames and error rates (right) for low- and high-frequent 
nouns and two non-consecutive picture presentations in each task 
word than if it was a low-frequent word (LF: 626 ms; HF: 596 ms; F,(l,ll) = 
19.86, MSE = 542, ρ = .001; F2(l,46) = 4.97, MSE = 4327, ρ = .031)." They were 
also faster if the item was presented for the second time (first: 638 ms; second: 584 
ms; F,(l,ll) = 40.14, MSE = 873, ρ < .001; F2(l,46) = 103.52, MSE = 677, ρ < 
.001). But the two factors did not interact (F,(l,ll) = 0.26, MSE = 346, ρ = .623; 
F2(l,46) = 0.26, MSE = 677, ρ = .611). 
The error rates follow a similar pattern. Subjects made fewer errors if the 
picture name was a high-frequent word than if it was a low-frequent word (LF: 
10.4%; HF: 4.2%; F,(l,ll) = 31.26, MSE = 15.0, ρ < .001; F2(l,46) = 5.22, MSE 
= 179.7, ρ = .027), they made fewer errors if the item was presented for the second 
"The interpretation of this effect as a word frequency effect, rather than, for example, an 
effect of object familiarity, relies on the control experiments 2 and 3 of Jescheniak and Levelt 
(1994) 
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time (first: 9.2%; second: 5.4%; F,( l , l l ) = 10.65, MSC = 16.4, ρ = .008; F2(l,46) 
= 4.58, MS E = 76.4, ρ = .038), but again the two factors did not interact (F,(1,11) 
= 0.60, MS E = 21.7, ρ = .455; F2(l,46) = 0.34, MSE = 76.4, ρ = .562). 
It is interesting to note that the word frequency effect, which Jescheniak and 
Levelt observed to be robust across repeated bare noun naming and definite article 
noun naming, is equally robust across repeated adjective noun naming. But for 
current purposes, the presence of this frequency effect also serves as a useful 
manipulation check. Jescheniak and Levelt formulated their gender recency effect in 
terms of a collapse of the word frequency effect in gender assignment response times. 
And because I wish to extend their design, I will do so too. In that light, it is 
reassuring to find that this new group of subjects is also sensitive to the different 
average word frequency of these two item sets, as reflected in their naming response 
times.12 The crucial result, however, is to be found in the gender assignment task. 
Gender assignment 
The gender assignment response time results suggest that the collapse of the word 
frequency effect on an item's first presentation in that task, observed by Jescheniak 
and Levelt in their experiment 5b, did not critically depend on having recently 
named the same items together with their definite article. As can be seen in Figure 
4.3, there is also no frequency effect in first gender assignment after having recently 
named the items together with a gender-marked adjective. Subjects were faster to 
press the appropriate definite article push-button if the item was presented for the 
second time (first: 744 ms; second: 707 ms; F l ( l , l l ) = 21.30, MSE = 750, ρ = .001; 
F2(l,46) = 31.30, MS E = 1021, ρ < .001). But there was no trace of a word 
frequency effect, neither as a main effect (LF: 727 ms; HF: 724 ms; F,(l, l l) = 0.13, 
MS L = 792, ρ = .727; F2(l,46) = 0.03, MSE = 6872, ρ = .864), nor as an interaction 
with item presentation (F,( l , l l ) = 0.62, MSF = 579, ρ = .447; F2(l,46) = 0.71, MS E 
= 1021, ρ = .405). The additional ANOVA on just the first gender assignment 
response times confirmed the absence of a word frequency effect at this critical item 
presentation (F,( l , l l ) = 0.87, MS E = 489, ρ = .372; F2(l,46) = 0.20, MSF = 4150, 
ρ = .654). 
l2Whereas Jescheniak and Levelt obtained an overall frequency effect of 53 ms in the naming 
part of their experiment 5b, the effect is now only 30 ms, averaged across presentations. This 
attenuation may well be due to the tact that, in this experiment, every naming response always began 
with the same adjective stem 'klein', whatever the gender and word-form of the picture name 
(/kleine ster/, /klein huis/) This onset invariance makes it possible to prepare, and perhaps even 
initiate, the first part of the naming response before having retrieved the item's gender and word-
form. In Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5b, in contrast, naming responses began with 'de' or 
'het', so that the very first segment of the utterance depended on having retrieved the item's gender 
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The error results, however, open up the possibility of a speed-accuracy trade­
off. Subjects coupled their raster assignment responses with fewer errors if the item 
was presented for the second time (first: 7.6%; second: 4.7%; F,( l , l l ) = 14.0, MS E 
= 7.5, ρ = .003; F2(l,46) = 5.66, MS E = 37.0, ρ = .022), and the absence of a word 
frequency main effect in response times was matched by its absence in error rates 
(LF: 7.1%; HF: 5.2%; F,( l , l l ) = 1.19, M S t = 36.7, ρ = .298; F2(l,46) = 1.67, MSE 
= 52.4, ρ = .203). But in contrast to the corresponding response time result, the 
error rates revealed an interaction between word frequency and item presentation 
(F,(1,H) = 7.59, M S E = 13.8, ρ = .019; F2(l,46) = 5.66, MS F = 37.0, ρ = .022). 
And the additional ANOVA on just the first gender assignment error rates revealed 
a word frequency effect at this critical presentation (F,( l , l l ) = 6.06, MS E = 23.4, ρ 
= .032; F2(l,46) = 5.59, MS E = 50.7, ρ = .022). As shown in Figure 4.3, subjects 
made about twice as many errors on their first gender assignment response to a low-
frequent item than on their response to a high-frequent item (see also Table R4.1 in 
the Appendix, 'uncorrected' error rates). In principle, this could mean that the 
collapse of the word frequency effect in first gender assignment response times is not 
the result of an abstract gender recency effect, but the result of, for example, a shift 
in the response criterium for low-frequent words. 
A speed-accuracy trade-off explanation becomes somewhat less plausible, 
though, if we look at real errors. The above analysis followed Jescheniak and Levelt 
in treating gender assignment responses as errors not only if (1) the incorrect (НЕТ) 
button had been pressed, but also if (2) the response time exceeded 2000 ms or 
deviated from both the subject's and the item's mean response time by more than 
two standard deviations, if (3) both naming responses to the same item had been 
incorrect, or if (4) the name given to the picture on the posttest was not the one 
expected. The analysis of gender assignment errors of type (1) alone led to different 
results.13 Subjects now had similar overall error rates on the first and second item 
presentation (first: 3.7%; second: 2.6%; F,( l , l l ) = 3.67, MS E = 3.6, ρ = .082; 
F2(l,46) = 1.00, MS E = 26.0, ρ = .323), as well as on low- and high-frequent items 
(LF: 3.5%; HF: 2.8%; F,( l , l l ) = 0.27, MSE = 21.6, ρ = .615; F2(l,46) = 0.42, MS b 
= 27.7, ρ = .521). The important change, though, is that the troublesome interaction 
between word frequency and item presentation has disappeared (F,( l , l l ) = 3.67, 
MS h = 3.6, ρ = .082; F2(l,46) = 1.00, MS E = 26.0, ρ = .323). In line with this, the 
additional ANOVA on first gender assignment error rates also no longer reveals a 
word frequency effect at this critical presentation ( F ^ l . l l ) = 1.54, M S E = 11.8, ρ 
= .241; F2(l,46) = 1.24, MS E = 29.1, ρ = .271). Although the mean error rate at this 
presentation is still somewhat higher for low-frequent words than for high-frequent 
"In line with the way errors are defined in later experiments, the 'corrected' error rates also 
conrain responses that were given too late. The deadline for this was 3500 ms from picture onset. 
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words (4.5% and 2.8% respectively; see Table R4.1 in the Appendix, 'corrected' 
error rates), the difference is not significant. 
It appears, then, that we can attribute the absence of the word frequency 
effect in first gender assignment response times to prior naming of the same items 
together with a gender-marked adjective. As such, the results are not in line with the 
definite article recency account, nor with the episodic trace account. Both 
hypothesized that the result of Jescheniak and Levelt, a collapse of the word 
frequency effect in the speed of definite article gender assignment to items presented 
for the first time in that task, critically depended on having named those items 
together with the same definite article before. After having named those items with 
the adjective 'kleine' instead, the word frequency effect should reemerge, and the 
results should look like those after bare noun naming (Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5a; see Figure 4 .1 , panel C).M But this is not what we observed. The 
word frequency effect did not reemerge, and the response time results are virtually 
identical to those after definite article noun naming (Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5b; Figure 4 .1 , panel D). 
On the assumption that the small trend in error rates can be ignored, the 
pattern of results is consistent with the abstract gender recency hypothesis of 
Jescheniak and Levelt. According to that hypothesis, the speed with which a noun's 
abstract gender information is retrieved depends on how recently that same noun's 
gender has been accessed before. High- and low-frequent words will differ on this 
score initially, but not any longer if both have been equated on recency of access in 
a prior naming task. And because what is accessed is an abstract gender 
representation, it does not matter if recent access was for a different agreement target 
than the current one. 
Although the findings of this first experiment are consistent with the abstract gender 
recency account, the extent to which they independently support that account is 
necessarily limited. First of all, note that the experiment itself has only shown that 
(1) there is a word frequency effect in adjective noun naming, and that (2) there is 
no word frequency effect in subsequent gender assignment to the same items. The 
gender recency interpretation of the latter result relies on a comparison to the 
corresponding 'baseline' result of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5a — it is the 
presence of an initial gender assignment word frequency effect in that experiment, 
'^Interestingly, most native speakers of Dutch are unable to formulate the relationship 
between the form of the indefinite adjective ('kleine'/'klein') and that of the definite article 
('de'/'het'), even if they are explicitly told there is one. For the present experiment, this observation 
clearly rules out the possibility that, in the gender assignment task, subjects made deliberate strategic 
use of whatever they remembered of their earlier naming responses. If you simply do not know 
(consciously) that 'kleine' relates to 'de', the recollection of having said /kleine ster/ is not going to 
help you select the DE button when faced with 'ster' again 
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after bare noun naming, that allows for an interpretation of the results of experiment 
1 as revealing "a collapse of the word frequency efFect". This means, however, that 
the crucial manipulation of prior naming form was confounded with experiment. 
Although the method, the materials, the subject pool, and even the experimental 
room were identical in the two experiments, systematic differences have remained — 
the experimenter, for one, was different. To obtain reliable independent evidence for 
the abstract gender recency account, it would obviously be better to have a within-
experiment manipulation of prior naming form. 
Furthermore, note that, because this first experiment used the materials of 
Jescheniak and Levelt, all relevant findings sofar have been obtained for a particular 
set of items. And for reasons that pertain to the research goals of Jescheniak and 
Levelt, these items were de-words only. What about het-words? As already discussed 
in Chapter 3, gender task results cannot simply be generalized from one gender of 
Dutch to the other by assumption. First of all, it is not unlikely that the asymmetric 
distribution of de- and het-words in the language (see Chapter 2) is reflected in 
information processing asymmetries, perhaps particularly so with tasks that require 
explicit gender decisions. Secondly, it has been suggested that Dutch native speakers 
represent grammatical gender in a fundamentally asymmetric way (Deutsch & 
Wijnen, 1985). Although I have not been able to replicate the particular findings on 
which this suggestion was based, two experiments with a gender assignment and a 
gender verification task did reveal a substantial asymmetry in the performance on de-
and het-words.15 In addition to the processing asymmetries exhibited by adult native 
speakers of Dutch, there is some evidence to suggest that the two gender paradigms 
are acquired in an asymmetric way as well (Extra, 1978; van Beurden &C Nijen 
Twilhaar, 1990; Zonneveld, 1992). In all, I think it would be unwise to assume that 
the processing and representation of the two Dutch genders is perfectly symmetric. 
It is therefore essential to establish the abstract gender recency effect for het-words 
as well. 
'''Deutsch and Wijnen (1985) had asked subjects to assign the correct definite article to 
spoken words, and to verify the correctness of spoken article-noun pairs. Their main result was that 
gender assignment and gender verification responses were faster for de-words than for het-words, 
from which they inferred that Dutch native speakers represent gender in the form of an asymmetric 
binary feature [+/-DE]. In two very similar studies (that will not be reported in this thesis), however, 
I did not obtain such an overall difference in the speed with which subjects assigned or verified the 
gender of written de- and het-words. Instead, there was another asymmetry. Even though the de-
and het-words had been carefully matched on word frequency and other variables, word frequency 
accounted for a much larger proportion of the variance in gender assignment and verification 
response times for het-words than for de-words (the relevant correlations with frequency were -.27 
(i = 60, ρ = .019) and -.49 (i = 60, ρ < .001) for de- and het-word assignment response times 
respectively, and -.26 (i = 60, ρ = .024) and -.72 (i = 60, ρ < .001) for de- and het-word verification 
response times respectively). See Tables 3.3. and M3.1 in Chapter 3 for the ¡rem sets involved. 
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To obtain independent additional evidence for the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis, therefore, we need a self-contained gender recency design that includes 
a set of experimental het-words (as well as, preferably, a different set of experimental 
de-words). This was the idea behind experiment 2. 
Experiment 2 
The purpose of this experiment was to find independent evidence for the abstract 
gender recency hypothesis. It used the same research paradigm as before, a naming 
task followed by a push-button gender assignment task. But in contrast to experiment 
1, it was designed as a self-contained study that direcdy compared gender assignment 
performance on matched de- and het-words after having named the same words 
together with the gender-marked adjective 'klein(e)' to that after having named those 
words in isolation only. The design therefore had a condition that realized the 
preceding experiment 1 as well as a condition that realized Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5a. The de-word part of this design can be schematized as follows (with 
speech production responses between slashes, push-button gender assignment 
responses denoted by <noun>:DE, and item presentations within a task numbered 
by subscripts): 
N HF /ster/, /ster/2 ster:DE, sterDE2 
LF /slak/, /slak/2 slak:DE, slak DE2 
A+N HF /kleine ster/, /kleine sterA, sterrDE, ster DE2 
LF /kleine slak/, /kleine slak/2 slak:DE, slak DE2 
In line with the earlier work, the abstract gender recency hypothesis would 
predict a word frequency effect in first gender assignment task performance if the 
same items had been named as bare nouns ("N naming"), but not if they had been 
named together with a gender-marked adjective ("A+N naming"). An analysis of 
variance could test this critical prediction as a word frequency by prior naming 
interaction. For experiment 2, however, I have taken a different approach. In line 
with their own research goals, Jescheniak and Levelt viewed the gender recency effect 
in terms of a collapse of the word frequency effect in a gender retrieval task. But 
there is another, more direct way to look at it. According to Jescheniak and Levelt, 
the purpose of the gender recency effect was to facilitate later retrieval of a particular 
noun's gender. Experiment 2 can test this directly. Subjects who have used some 
noun in gender-marked A+N naming should be faster to retrieve that noun's gender 
for a later gender assignment response than subjects who have used that noun in 
unmarked N naming only. The critical comparison is between the speed of gender 
retrieval after the recent use of a noun and its gender and that after the recent use of 
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the noun only. It should provide a direct assessment of the facilitating effect of a 
recent gender retrieval, with each item serving as its own control."" 
In order to be able to meaningfully compare the de- and het-word results, one 
group of subjects had the DE-button under their dominant (right) hand and the 
HET-button under their left (as in experiment 1 and all studies of Jescheniak and 
Levelt), and another group had the reverse response key arrangement. Furthermore, 
and in line with the focus on first gender assignment performance, low- and high-
frequent de- and het-words were fully equated on the average number of trials 
between an item's second presentation in the naming task and its first presentation 
in the subsequent gender assignment task — the critical lag that defines recency of 
gender access. 
The predictions for this experiment were very simple. According to the 
abstract gender recency hypothesis, subjects in the A+N naming condition should 
make faster gender assignment responses on the first presentation of items in that 
task than subjects in the N naming condition, because only the former will already 
have retrieved the gender of those words twice before. And as the hypothesis was not 
limited to a particular gender, the amount of facilitation should not depend on 
gender, nor on the particular response key arrangement. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. All subjects were right-handed, and none of them had participated in 
any of the Jescheniak & Levelt (1994) experiments or any of the experiments 
reported in earlier parts of this thesis. They received Dfl. 10.- for their participation. 
Materials 
The experimental items were 96 line drawings of relatively simple objects, 24 of 
which depicted low-frequent de-words (e.g. 'step', 'scooter'), 24 high-frequent de-
words (e.g. 'trein', 'train'), 24 low-frequent het-words (e.g. 'vlot', 'raft'), and 24 high-
'
6Because the critical effect in a "facilitation" approach is based on a within-items 
comparison, the results are not as vulnerable to item-relared confounds as they would be in the 
frequency collapse approach In the latter approach, an additional object recognition control 
experiment is needed to rule out the possibility that the dirferennal performance on low- and high-
frequent words is somehow caused by the pictures rather than by their names (cf Jescheniak's and 
Levelt's experiment 2) This is not so much a drawback because of the extra work involved, but 
above all because the gender tecency results then depend on the validity of the object recognition 
assessment procedure. 
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frequent het-words (e.g. 'schip', 'ship'). Most of the pictures were sampled from a 
picture database at the Max Planck Institute, and the rest was drawn and digitized 
following the procedure of Jescheniak and Levelt, such that the result was similar in 
style and resolution to pictures already available. All picture names were 
monomorphemic words of one or two syllables, and name agreement had been 
checked in an informal pretest. Every LF picture name had a CELEX lemma 
frequency in the INL corpus of less than 12 on a million, and every HF picture 
name had a lemma frequency of more than 60 on a million. Average lemma 
frequency was 6.1 on a million for LF de-words, 5.9 on a million for LF het-words, 
227.1 on a million for HF de-words, and 214.1 on a million for HF het-words. 
The four sets of items had been matched on average length in syllables and 
segments, as well as on the distribution of word-initial segments across types (relevant 
for the automatic registration of speech onset latencies). To avoid relying on lemma 
frequency counts in the INL corpus only, the four sets were also matched on the 
average morphosyntactic word frequency of the base form, in this case the singubr 
noun, in the 600,000 words Eindhoven corpus, a computerized version of the Uit 
Den Boogaart corpus of written Dutch (Uit Den Boogaart, 1975). And they were 
matched on average diphone frequency, phonological neighborhood density, and 
phonological neigborhood frequency, using the measures described for experiment 
1. Obvious semantic asymmetries were avoided, and an attempt was made to also 
avoid interference between items in the response set (e.g. using a picture of a foot, 
and one of a leg that included a foot). Table 4.2 summarizes the properties of the 
experimental item sets; see Table M4.2 in the Appendix for a complete list of items. 
As the experimental pictures already depicted an equal number of de- and het-
words, complementary het-word filler items were not needed. In addition to the 96 
experimental items, 10 more pictures, half of them with a de-word name and the 
other half with a het-word name, were used as practice items. To attenuate the 
effects of increased response variance typically observed after a pause, another 6 
comparable pictures, also half with de-word names, half with het-word names, were 
selected to serve in two 'buffer' trials at the beginning of each test block. 
Following Jescheniak and Levelt (1994), each of the 96 experimental items 
was to be presented twice in the naming task, and twice in the gender assignment 
task.17 Two pseudo-random trial sequences were created for the entire experiment, 
such that (a) the presentation of an experimental item was never preceded by the 
presentation of a phonologically, semantically, or associatively related item; (b) no 
more than 6 items of the same gender were presented in adjacent trials; (c) no more 
than 2 items of the same (gender by frequency) item set were presented in adjacent 
17The logic of this experiment (and experiment 1) needs a single first gender assignment 
response only. The reason for including a second gender assignment trial is that, at the time this 
study was designed, an analysis of first and second assignment data was still being considered. 
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de-words het-words 
LF HF LF HF 
number of items 
INL frequency range 
INL frequency 
log INL frequency 
UDB sg. noun frequency 
number of syllables 
number of phonemes 
diphone frequency 
neighborhood density 
neighborhood frequency 
24 
<12 
61 
1 55 
23 
12 
37 
93 
12 4 
164 
24 
>60 
227 1 
5 09 
87 8 
12 
38 
96 
12 1 
19 3 
24 
<12 
59 
1 58 
25 
1 3 
38 
94 
12 3 
180 
24 
>60 
214 1 
5 08 
82 2 
12 
36 
95 
130 
184 
Table 4.2 Characteristics of the item sets in experiment 2 All but the first two characteristics are 
averaged over items LF = low-frequent, HF = high-frequent, INL frequency = lemma frequency in 
the INL corpus (on a million tokens), UDB sg noun frequency = frequency of the singular noun in 
the UDB corpus (on 600,000 tokens), diphone frequency = average log-transformed frequencies of 
diphones in the INL corpus, neighborhood density = total number of words that differ in only one 
phoneme, neighborhood frequency = sum of the log-transformed INL frequencies of those words 
(on a million tokens) See Table M4 2 in the Appendix for a complete list of items 
trials; (d) at least 20 trials separated the two presentations of an individual 
experimental item in the naming part, as well as in the gender assignment part; (e) 
the average position of an item's first, second, third and fourth presentation was 
comparable across low- and high-frequent item sets; and (f) every LF or HF ¿¿»-word 
trial in one randomization was matched by a LF or HF het-v/ord trial at the same 
list position in the other randomization, or vice versa (e.g. whenever one 
randomization had a low-frequent het-word trial, the other randomization had a low-
frequent de-word trial). Other than that, the sequences were random. Two more 
pseudo-random trial sequences were created by reversing the above two 
randomizations; both automatically obeyed constraints (b) - (f) above, and they were 
checked to conform to constraint (a). 
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Each of the resulting four randomizations contained 192 naming trials, 
followed by 192 gender assignment trials As subjects would get two pauses in each 
task, every new block of 64 trials was headed by two additional buffer trials A 
pseudo-random 30-tnal practice sequence was constructed for each task, and inserted 
in every experimental list before the appropriate test sequence Each of the four 
resulting experimental lists specified a complete sequence of 456 trials (30 naming 
practice, 2+64 + 2+64 + 2+64 naming test, 30 assignment practice, 2+64 + 2+64 + 
2+64 assignment test) As a result of the above list construction procedure, the four 
item sets were matched, across lists, on the average list position of the first, second, 
third, and fourth presentation They were therefore also matched on the mean 
number of trials (and its standard deviation) intervening between an item's second 
presentation in the naming task and its first presentation in the subsequent gender 
assignment task Across lists, the average 'recency lag' of every item set was between 
164 and 168 trials (including the gender assignment practice session) 
Apparatus 
With the exception of the button-box for the gender assignment task, which could 
have Н Е Т on the left and DE on the right but also the other way around, the 
apparatus was identical to that of experiment 1 
Procedure 
The procedure was almost identical to that of experiment 1 , a Each subject was 
randomly assigned to the N naming condition or the A+N naming condition, to the 
HET-DE or DE-HET response key condition, and to one of the four experimental 
lists At the beginning of the session, subjects were told that they would participate 
in a picture naming experiment, and they were asked to study a booklet showing all 
112 randomly ordered pictures together with their names After having gone though 
the booklet, they were given more precise written instructions for the naming task 
In the A+N naming condition, subjects were asked to name every object as soon as 
it was displayed on screen together with "the adjective kUin(ef ', and they were given 
examples of de- and het-word responses Other than via these examples and the 
bracketed -e inflection in kletn(e) above, attention was not drawn to grammatical 
gender These subjects were also asked to try not to begin with /klei / before they 
knew what they were going to say In the N naming condition, subjects were asked 
to name every object as soon as possible, and they were given the same example 
responses, now without the adjective All subjects were asked to respond both fast 
and accurate, and to try to use the names they had seen in the preview booklet 
18The differences involved allocating subjects to a bare noun naming condition too, the use 
of two pauses per task instead of one, and the posttest requirement to also give the definite article 
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After a short practice session, the subjects named 198 pictures with the 
adjective 'klein(e)' (A+N naming) or with the bare noun only (N naming). Each 
naming trial started with a visual warning signal (*) presented on the screen for 200 
ms. Following a pause of 600 ms, the target picture was instantaneously displayed, 
and a response timer was started. The picture remained on the screen for 2000 ms, 
after which the screen was cleared for another 1500 ms. If the subject responded 
within these 3500 ms (as registered by a voice-key event), the response time and 
accuracy were recorded. If no such response was given during this interval, no 
response time was recorded, and the reason for its absence was noted down (e.g. no 
response at all, response too late, response not loud enough). In either case, the next 
naming trial began right after the 3500 ms response interval. Thus, the total duration 
of a trial was 4300 ms. The naming test lasted about 15 minutes, and was 
interrupted by two short pauses. 
At the end of the naming session, the experimenter informed the subject that 
there would be a second part to the experiment, placed the appropriate button-box 
(HET-DE or DE-HET) in the booth, and presented new written instructions. The 
subject would see the same pictures again, but the task now was to "assign the 
correct article" to the picture's name by means of a button response. No reference 
was made to grammatical gender, or to the relationship with 'klein(e)'. Subjects were 
asked to keep their index fingers on the push-buttons for speed, and the instructions 
again emphasized both speed and accuracy. To discourage guessing, subjects were 
informed that they would encounter roughly as many de-words as het-words. 
After a short practice session, the subjects assigned a definite article to 198 
pictures. The structure of a gender assignment trial was identical to that of a naming 
trial. After a 200 ms visual warning signal (*) and a 600 ms pause, the target picture 
was displayed for 2000 ms, upon which the screen cleared for another 1500 ms. If 
the subject responded within 3500 ms from picture onset (as registered by a push-
button event), response time and accuracy were recorded. If no such response was 
given during this interval, response time was not recorded, and the response 
considered too late. In either case, the next trial began right after the 3500 ms 
response interval. Thus, the total duration of a gender assignment trial was 4300 ms. 
As with naming, the gender assignment test lasted about 15 minutes, and was 
interrupted by two short pauses. 
As in experiment 1, the design of the gender assignment task made it 
impossible to know the word the subject had in mind as he or she selected a definite 
article in response to a picture. Right after the gender assignment session, subjects 
were therefore given a variant of the preview booklet that included the pictures but 
not their names, and they were asked to write down the name of every picture, 
together with the appropriate definite article. This posttest was followed by a 
structured interview, which included limited debriefing. The entire session lasted 
approximately 1 hour and 10 minutes. 
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Analysis 
In accordance with the more direct "facilitation" approach to gender recency effects, 
analyses of variance were carried out on the first gender assignment response data 
only. The approach did not necessitate an analysis of the naming data, nor one of 
the second gender assignment response data. And such analyses would be relatively 
uninformative: frequency or other lexical effects in naming cannot be assessed 
without an appropriate object recognition baseline experiment, and the performance 
on an item's second presentation in the gender assignment task may be contaminated 
by within-task episodic memories. As explained below, though, the analysis of first 
presentation gender assignment response times was contingent upon the errors made 
by that particular subject on any of the other presentations of that particular item. 
Further details on this response time analysis, and its error rate counterpart, will be 
presented together with the results. 
Correct naming responses were of the form /klein(e) <noun>/ in the A+N 
naming condition, and of the form /<noun>/ in the N naming condition. A naming 
response was treated as an error if it started with a hesitation sound (/uhm/, /er/), 
if the adjective was incorrectly inflected, mispronounced, repaired, or omitted (A+N 
naming only), if there was a silent or filled pause between adjective and noun (A+N 
naming only), if the noun was not the one expected, if it was mispronounced, 
repaired, or omitted, or if the response was initiated too late, i.e. after 3500 ms from 
picture onset. 
Gender assignment responses were only treated as errors if the incorrect 
button had been pressed (DE for a het-word, НЕТ for a de-word), or if the response 
was given too late, i.e. after 3500 ms from picture onset. The statistical analysis of 
first gender assignment error rates collapsed across these two error types. First gender 
assignment response times were discarded (a) if the response had been erroneous in 
the above way, (b) if the subject at hand had made an error on any of the other 
presentations of that item during the experiment (1st naming, 2nd naming, 2nd 
gender assignment, posttest) or if the item name had erroneously been used in 
response to some other picture, or (c) if the response time deviated from the mean 
of that condition by more than 3 standard deviations. A total of 802 assignment 
response times, 17.4% of the data, were treated in this way (4.9% because of an 
error on the response itself, 11.1% because of some other error that involved the 
same item, and an additional 1.4% because of outlying response times). 
Results and discussion 
Analyses of variance were carried out on the first presentation gender assignment 
response time and percentage error, as a function of prior naming form (N or A+N; 
between subjects, within items), gender (de- or het-word; within subjects, between 
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items) word frequency (LF or HF; within subjects, between items), and response key 
allocation (HET-DE or DE-HET; between subjects, within items). Figure 4.4 
displays average reaction times and error rates, collapsed across response key 
allocations; see Table R4.2 in the Appendix for exact numeric values. Every mean 
shown is an average over the mean response time and percentage errors of 24 
subjects, each responding to 24 items. 
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Figure 4.4 Results of experiment 2 Picture-based gender assignment response times and error 
rates for the first presentation of low- and high-frequent de- and net-word items after unmarked N 
naming and after gender-marked A+N naming 
In contrast to experiment 1, the results of experiment 2 were not consistent 
with the abstract gender recency hypothesis of Jescheniak and Levelt. That hypothesis 
predicted faster gender assignment responses on the first presentation of items in that 
task if the same items had just been named together with the gender-marked 
adjective klein(e) than if they had just been named in isolation. But, as can be seen 
in Figure 4.4, this effect was not consistently obtained. 
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The analysis of variance of first gender assignment response times revealed that 
prior gender-marked naming did not have a facilitating effect overall (N: 864 ms; 
A+N 833 ms; F,(l,44) = 2.13, MS E = 21133, ρ = .151; F2(l,92) = 38.68, MS E = 
2316, ρ < .001). Instead, there was a significant interaction of prior naming form 
and gender (F,(l,44) = 8.27, MSE = 3471, ρ = .006; F2(l,92) = 21.66, MSE = 2316, 
ρ < .001). A simple effects analysis of this interaction revealed that prior naming 
form only facilitated the gender assignment responses to het-word items; having 
recently named those items together with a gender-marked adjective, rather than in 
isolation, resulted in 55 ms faster gender assignments (F,(l,44) = 5.01, MS E = 
14546, ρ = .030; F2(l,92) = 59.11, MS E = 2316, ρ < .001). The 6 ms facilitation 
observed for de-word items was not significant (F,(l,44) = 0.09, MSE = 10057, ρ = 
.763; F2(l,92) = 1.23, MS E = 2316, ρ = .271). Although, as can be seen in Figure 
4.4, there was a trend towards a larger facilitory effect for low-frequent het-words 
than for high-frequent ones, the relevant interaction of prior naming form, gender 
and frequency failed to reach significance (F,(l,44) = 6.30, MS E = 1149, ρ = .016; 
F2(l,92) = 3.46, MS E = 2316, ρ = .066). 
At first sight, the het-word results appear to support the abstract gender 
recency account. But two additional findings cast serious doubt on a gender recency 
interpretation of these results. First of all, the de-word results are clearly inconsistent 
with the hypothesis under evaluation. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, and in the 
analysis of simple effects, recent gender-marked naming did not facilitate gender 
assignment responses to de-words at all. Secondly, even the het-word result may not 
be what it looks like. The main response time analysis of variance yielded one more 
effect that involved prior naming form: a significant interaction between prior 
naming form and response key allocation (F,(l,44) = 7.06, MSE = 21133, ρ = .011; 
F2(l,92) = 111.25, MS E = 2305, ρ < .001). A simple effects analysis of this 
interaction revealed that prior gender-marked naming significantly facilitated later 
gender assignment responses if subjects had the HET-button under their dominant 
(right) hand and the DE-button under their left (N: 886 ms; A+N: 800 ms; F,(l,44) 
= 8.48, MS E = 21133, ρ = .006; F2(l,92) = 130.50, MS E = 2487, ρ < .001), but 
numerically tended towards inhibition if the opposite response key arrangement was 
used (N: 841 ms; A+N: 866 ms; F,(l,44) = 0.72, MS E = 21133, ρ = .402; F2(l,92) 
= 10.04, MS E = 2134, ρ = .002). The abstract gender recency hypothesis has no way 
to account for this effect. In fact, this kind of interaction, between the critical 
manipulation and a task variable that should be totally irrelevant to it, is a very 
suspicious one. As such, it casts a shadow over all other effects of that manipulation 
~ in this case, the significant facilitation effect for het-words. 
The response time analysis of variance also revealed a significant interaction 
between response key allocation and gender (F^l.44) = 7.80, MS E = 3471, ρ = .008; 
F2(l,92) = 16.64, MS E = 2990, ρ < .001). But this particular response key effect 
made sense. An inspection of the relevant means showed that de-word responses were 
faster if subjects had the DE-button under their right hand (792 ms) rather than 
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their left hand (806 ms), and that het-word responses were faster if subjects had the 
HET-button under their right hand (880 ms) rather than their left hand (914 ms). 
This is a straightforward dominant hand effect: assignment responses given with the 
right hand were 24 ms faster than those given with the left. It is reassuring to find, 
not because it is of interest in itself, but because it shows that the response time 
results of the experiment behave 'normally' with respect to a familiar variable. 
There were three more significant effects in gender assignment response times. 
Subjects were faster on de-word items than on het-word items (de: 799 ms; het: 897 
ms; F,(l,44) = 131-71, MS E = 3471, ρ < .001; F2(l,92) = 52.06, MS E = 18969, ρ 
< .001), and faster on high-frequent words than on low-frequent words (LF: 882 ms; 
HF: 815 ms; F,(l,44) = 149.88, MS E = 1451, ρ < .001; F2(l,92) = 22.48, MSE = 
18969, ρ < .001). Furthermore, a gender by frequency interaction revealed a much 
larger 'frequency effect' within the set of het-words than within the set of de-words 
(de-LF: 812 ms; de-HF: 787 ms; het-LF: 952 ms; het-HF: 842 ms; F,(l,44) = 73.34, 
MS E = 1149, ρ < .001; F2(l,92) = 8.17, MS E = 18969, ρ = .005). Although it is 
tempting to interpret these effects in terms of lexical variables, we cannot rule out 
the possibility of picture-related confounds. As will be seen below, the set of low-
frequent het-words turned out to contain a disproportionate number of relatively 
'difficult' pictures. 
An analysis of the error rates revealed just two significant effects. As can be 
seen in Figure 4.4, subjects made more gender assignment errors on het-word items 
than on de-word items (de: 3.5%; het: 6.4%; F,(l,44) = 14.26, MS E = 29.3, ρ < 
.001; F2(l,92) = 8.15, MS E = 102.7, ρ = .005). And they made more errors on low-
frequent than on high-frequent words (LF: 6.1%; HF: 3.8%; F,(l,44) = 16.18, MSE 
= 15.1, ρ < .001; F2(l,92) = 4.76, MS E = 102.7, ρ = .032). Again, these need not 
be entirely lexical effects. The critical effect of prior naming form was not significant 
(N: 5.3%; A+N: 4.6%; F,(l,44) = 0.73, MSE = 40.0, ρ = .397; F2(l,92) = 1.72, MSE 
= 34.0, ρ = .193). 
Taken together, there is not much evidence for an abstract gender recency effect in 
the results of experiment 2. Adding a gender-marked adjective to the prior naming 
task did significantly increase the speed with which subjects assigned the definite 
article 'het' to het-word items. But the straightforward interpretation of this result 
as a gender recency effect is blocked by the fact that no such facilitation was observed 
for de-words, and by the fact that facilitation was only observed if subjects had the 
HET-button under their dominant hand. 
It is not clear why the experiment failed to replicate the earlier de-word results 
of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5a and 5b (extended by experiment 1), in 
particular because the research methodology was virtually identical. One possibility 
is that the different results somehow relate to having used a direct facilitation 
approach, rather than an indirect frequency collapse approach. Jescheniak and Levelt 
had observed a frequency effect collapse, but had they observed facilitation? 
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Theoretically, a frequency effect can collapse because the performance on high-
frequent items slows down, whereas that on low-frequent items stays the same. An 
inspection of the means of experiments 5a and 5b of Jescheniak and Levelt, however, 
does suggest facilitation. Averaged across word frequency, the mean first gender 
assignment response time was 785 ms after bare noun naming (their experiment 5a), 
and 748 ms after definite article noun naming (their experiment 5b), a 37 ms 
difference in the right direction." And the results of experiment 1 are very similar: 
after adjective noun naming, the mean first gender assignment response time was 744 
ms, 41 ms faster than after bare noun naming.20 Although not in an exuberant way, 
the earlier experiments had indeed shown facilitation. 
One of the few other possibly relevant differences between the earlier 
experiments and this one involved the way in which a particular subject's errors on 
other item presentations 'propagated' to the critical datapoint, the subject's response 
to the first presentation of that item in the gender assignment task. In experiments 
5a and 5b of Jescheniak and Levelt, as well as in my experiment 1, a correct first 
gender assignment response time was discarded from the response time analysis if the 
two earlier naming responses given by the subject on that item had both been 
incorrect, or if, in the posttest, the subject had written down a name other than 
expected. For experiment 2, however, I followed a more stringent procedure: a 
correct first gender assignment response time was already discarded if one of the two 
earlier naming responses given by the subject on that item had been incorrect, if the 
"A closer look at the separate means of low- and high-frequent words (see Jescheniak, 1994; 
ρ 154) does reveal that the amount of facilitation for these two item sets was not the same For 
low-frequent items, Jescheniak and Levelt obtained a mean first gender assignment response time 
of 812 ms after bare noun naming, and of 753 ms after definite article noun naming — a facilitation 
of 59 ms. For high-frequent items, the corresponding mean response times were 758 ms and 743 
ms respectively — a facilitation of only 15 ms. It is this difference in the size of the facilitation effect 
that caused the mean first gender assignment response time for low-frequent items to converge onto 
the mean for high-frequent items. That is, Jescheniak and Levelt observed a collapse of the word 
frequency effect because the gender assignment performance on low-frequent words gained much 
more from prior definite article noun naming than the gender assignment performance on high-
frequent words did. A post-hoc analysis that combined the data of Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5a and 5b confirmed this. The first presentation gender assignment response times were 
submitted to an analysis of variance with prior naming form (N = experiment 5a, DefArt + N = 
experiment 5b, between subjects, within items) and word frequency (LF, HF, within subjects, 
between items) as factors The differential facilitation effect for low- and high-frequent words was 
reflected in a significant interaction between prior naming form and word frequency (F,(l,22) = 
9 59, MSE = 598, ρ = 005, F2(l,46) = 7.32, MSE = 1574, ρ = 010) The facilitation main effect, 
however, failed to reach significance by subjects (F,(l,22) = 1 66, MSE = 9812, ρ = 212, F2(l,46) 
= 20.50, MSE = 1574, ρ < 001) I thank Jorg Jescheniak for doing this analysis for me. 
20In view of the fact that this involved a comparison across experiments (and experimenters), 
I have refrained from a statistical analysis. 
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second assignment response to that item had been incorrect, if the item had 
erroneously been named in response to some other item, or if, in the posttest, the 
subject had given a name or definite article other than expected. In principle, this 
could make a difference to the results. A reanalysis of the present data with a more 
liberal error propagation procedure, however, showed that it did not. And a reanalysis 
of the data of experiment 1 with a more stringent procedure did not change those 
results either. In a way, this was reassuring, but it also showed that a slighdy different 
treatment of the data was not responsible for the divergent results on de-words. 
The most obvious difference between the Jescheniak and Levelt studies and 
experiment 1 on the one hand, and experiment 2 on the other, is the use of different 
materials. Although the item sets of experiment 2 had been selected to approximate 
Jescheniak's and Levelt's de-word set in terms of frequency, word length, and other 
variables (compare Table 4.2 to Table 4.1), the experiment used a partially different 
set of de-words, with 12 new low-frequent de-words and 10 new high-frequent ones, 
and a fresh set of experimental het-words.21 Although the critical comparison was 
done with each item as its own control, this does not rule out the possibility that 
differences in the materials used are somehow responsible for the failure to replicate 
the gender recency result with de-words. 
Two post hoc analyses explored this possibility. For the first one, I made use 
of the remaining de-word item set overlap, and separately reanalyzed the data of 26 
de-word items that had also featured in the earlier experiments. The results were 
identical: no gender recency facilitation.22 In a second post hoc analysis, I removed 
the data of what had turned out to be rather 'difficult' pictures. These were pictures 
that had attracted a relatively large proportion of erroneous A+N naming responses 
on their first presentation in this experiment, or that had relatively often been named 
with a name other than expected in a different experiment.23 As already mentioned, 
the low-frequent het-word item set contained a disproportionate number of such 
'difficult' pictures. After removing all problematic items, the remaining item sets were 
rematched on the same criteria as used for the original item sets, such that 40 de-
words and 20 comparable het-words remained, half of each set low-frequent, and half 
2
'Thc overlap in the de-word sets of this experiment and those that used Jescheniak's and 
Levelt's materials was not deliberate, but reflects the fact that there are just not that many depictable 
monomorphemic de-words in the frequency strata at hand. 
22In the data of those items, the word frequency effect didn't collapse either This again 
shows that the discrepant results do not hinge on the facilitation approach to gender recency effects 
2,The latter criterion involved written picture naming responses of 48 other subjects, 
collected with a posttest booklet much like the one used after the gender assignment tasks. The 
reason to use these responses as an additional criterion was not because they were written, but 
because (in contrast to the naming responses of experiment 2) they were given spontaneously, without 
having been preceded by a preview booklet that showed the pictures with their names. 
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high-frequent A reanalysis of the data on these 60 items did not change the results 
in any significant way, which shows that the results of experiment 2 are not carried 
by relatively difficult pictures 2 4 
It will be clear that none of the above explains the results of this experiment 
in a satisfactory way. In relation to Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5a, both 
their experiment 5b and my experiment 1 showed that gender assignment to de-word 
pictures is facilitated after recently having named the same pictures together with 
some gender-marked constituent (definite article or adjective), particularly if the 
picture names are low-frequent. In a very similar experiment, we now observe a 
comparable result for het-word pictures, but we fail to replicate the original result 
with de-word pictures. And the het-word result depends on having a particular 
response key allocation. I simply have no explanation for these results But as they 
are, they do not support the abstract gender recency hypothesis 
If the results obtained in a particular research paradigm are inconsistent, a researcher 
can proceed in two very different ways. One way is to do more research with the 
paradigm at hand, and try to find out what caused the initial results to disagree In 
the present context, one might explore the effect of strategic contamination in the 
gender assignment task, e.g by systematically varying the proportion of de- and het-
words, or by examining the effect of more creative response key arrangements. This 
approach may lead to substantial 'relief from puzzlement', but there is also a non-
tnvial risk to get lost in methodological finesses The other way is to simply abandon 
the paradigm and try another one. 
In fact, there were good reasons to abandon the two-phase naming plus 
gender assignment research paradigm As discussed in the introduction, Jescheniak 
and Levelt suggested that the function of a gender recency effect would be to 
"facilitate anaphoric reference to recently introduced discourse entities, therefore 
contributing to the fluency of the utterance" (1994, ρ 481). On this account, the 
retrieval of a noun's gender for speaking would facilitate later retrieval of that same 
noun's gender, again for speaking. But the two-phase research paradigm of 
experiment 1 and 2 did not test this directly. It examined the effect of the retrieval 
M The gender assignment response time ANOVA again did not show a main effect of prior 
naming form (F,(l,44) = 2 10, MSE = 19375, ρ = 154, F2(l,56) = 23 88, MSE = 1803, ρ < 001), 
and still revealed a suspicious interaction of prior naming form and response key allocation (F,(l,44) 
= 9 59, MSE = 19375, ρ = 003, F2(l,56) = 119 77, MS E = 1496, ρ < 001) As before, there was 
an interaction between prior naming form and gender (F,(l,44) = 7 32, MSE = 4149, ρ = 010, 
F2(l,56) = 16 57, MSE = 1803, ρ < 001), with the corresponding simple effects analysis showing 
a significant prior naming effect for het-words (F,(l,44) = 4 87, MSE = 14521, ρ = 033, F2(l,56) 
= 30 08, MSF = 1803, ρ < 001), but not for de-words (F,(l,44) = 0 04, MS E = 9002, ρ = 838, 
F2(l,56) = 0 50, MSE = 1803, ρ = 483) None of the error rate effects reached significance (all F, 
p-values > 1) 
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of a noun's gender for speaking on the later retrieval of that same noun's gender for 
push-button gender assignment. It would obviously be better to try to establish the 
gender recency effect in the context in which it is supposed to do its job. And by 
replacing the meta-linguistic gender assignment task by a more natural speech 
production task, one may also get rid of the strategic contaminants that seem to 
accompany the former. The obvious way to proceed, therefore, was to pursue the 
gender recency hypothesis in a research paradigm that involves speech production 
only. This was the main purpose of experiment 3. 
Experiment 3 
The goal of experiment 3 was to find evidence for the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis within speech production only. Earlier experiments had used a speech 
production task to realize a recent gender retrieval manipulation, but had assessed the 
effects of this retrieval by means of a subsequent push-button gender assignment task. 
This two-phase paradigm could of course be modified such that the assessment of the 
effect of a recent gender retrieval would also be done by means of a speech 
production task. One could simply replace the gender assignment instructions by 
definite article noun naming instructions (/de ster/, /het huis/, ...), and keep the 
manipulation phase and the materials exacdy as they were. The gender recency 
hypothesis would then predict that subjects who produced /kleine ster/ in the 
manipulation phase should be faster to produce /de ster/ in the assessment phase 
than subjects who only produced /ster/ before. 
To maximize the probability of detecting a gender recency effect in speech 
production, experiment 3 was designed in a different way, however. The modified 
two-phase approach just described would on average have some 20 minutes between 
an item's most recent use in the manipulation phase (e.g. as /ster/ or /kleine ster/) 
and its critical use in the assessment phase (as /de ster/). For experiment 3, I used 
the shortest possible delay instead, and assessed the benefit of a recent gender 
retrieval right after it had taken place. This was realized by interleaving manipulation 
trials with assessment trials within one and the same task: black-and-white/colour 
picture naming. 
In this task, the subject saw a series of pictures, some coloured (either red or 
green), some black-and-white ("B&W"; actually white-on-black), with the instruction 
to name a B&W picture with the bare noun, and a coloured picture with the noun 
plus a colour adjective. Unknown to the subject, the trial series contained a number 
of critical prime-target trial pairs. One subject would for instance see a car depicted 
in B&W on one trial, and a car depicted in red on the next, so that he or she would 
produce the gender-marked phrase /rode auto/ immediately after having produced 
the bare noun /auto/. Just like the adjective 'klein(e)', colour adjectives such as 'rood' 
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inflect for the gender of the noun they modify ('rode auto', 'rood huis'). To produce 
the target response /rode auto/, the above subject therefore needs to retrieve the 
gender of 'auto'. And because that gender is not needed for the preceding prime 
response /auto/, he or she will presumably retrieve it for the first time. Consider, 
now, that another subject would see a green car followed by a red car, so that he or 
she would produce the gender-marked phrase /rode auto/ immediately after having 
produced the equally gender-marked phrase Igroene auto/. In this case, the gender 
needed for the target response has already been retrieved just a few seconds before. 
According to the gender recency hypothesis, it should therefore be retrieved faster. 
Of course, this need not be reflected in the speed with which a target response 
like /rode auto/ is initiated. It is possible that subjects begin with /10...I at a point 
in time that is not systematically related to the moment at which the noun's gender 
becomes available. Work by Schriefers (1993, see also experiment 5) has shown, 
however, that the utterance onset response times of such gender-marked colour 
adjective noun phrases are indeed sensitive to the speed with which the gender of a 
noun can be retrieved. Thus, we should be able to observe the benefit of recent 
gender retrieval in the response times of a target utterance like /rode auto/. 
Using the same kind of notation as before, the design can be schematized by 
means of the following two session fragments (of different subjects): 
N /auto/ /rode auto/ 
A+N /groene auto/ /rode auto/ 
The two variants of the prime response exemplified in the above schema, /auto/ and 
/groene auto/, implement the prior N naming and prior A+N naming condition, just 
like /ster/ and /kleine ster/ did in the naming phase of experiment 2. In that 
experiment, and following Jescheniak and Levelt, these two prior naming forms were 
assumed to manipulate gender recency. On the same assumption, they will do so 
now. But because the prime and target trials are adjacent in the new design, the form 
of the prime response could have a variety of other effects on the target response, all 
of which would be confounded with a gender recency effect. 
First of all, the A+N-primed target response could be facilitated by the 
identical metrical structure of its prime response, defined in terms of the number of 
syllables and their stress pattern. Such metrical priming has been shown to operate 
in the production of isolated nouns (Meijer, 1994), and might also operate in the 
production of simple noun phrases. Second, the A+N-primed target response could 
be facilitated by the fact that its prime response has an identical syntactic structure, 
a simple adjective NP. It has been shown that the production of an utterance can 
indeed be primed by having produced a syntactically identical utterance just before 
(Bock & Loebell, 1990). Third, the A+N-primed target response could benefit 
because its prime response involves the same gender, regardless of the fact that it also 
happens to involve the same noun. The latter qualification is important, because the 
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intended confound is not item-specific in the way the gender recency effect would 
be. What I have in mind here is a 'regular' gender priming effect across different 
items, such as when the processing of one de-word primes that of another de-word, 
or when the processing of a gender-marked article primes that of a subsequent noun 
(cf. Chapter 3). Along similar lines, the A+N-primed target response could benefit 
because its prime response involves the same inflection ('-e' or the zero inflection). 
And there is an obvious fifth, non-linguistic confound: the A+N-primed target 
response could be faster because, in this case, the subject can give the same type of 
response as he or she gave on the trial before, whereas he or she would need to 
switch 'response mode' for the N-primed target response. 
Thus, if a target response such as /rode auto/ is found to be faster after having 
produced /groene auto/ than after having produced /auto/, it could be the result of 
a gender recency effect alone, but also of (an unknown composition of) the gender 
recency effect and any of the five confounds just reviewed. To control for these 
confounds, experiment 3 made use of the fact that, in contrast to the hypothesized 
gender recency effect, none of the confounding effects depends on having the same 
noun in the prime and the target response. That is, they should just as well affect a 
target response like /rode auto/ that is preceded by a prime response such as /groene 
trommel/, 'green drum', which also involves a bisyllabic de-word with prefinal stress. 
To assess the joint effect of these confounds, the 'same-noun' (SN) design 
schematized before was therefore complemented by a 'different-noun' (DN) design 
in which the experimental item was not preceded by itself, but by a control item 
with the same gender and metrical structure: 
SN /auto/ /rode auto/ 
A+SN /groene auto/ /rode auto/ 
DN /trommel/ /rode auto/ 
A+DN /groene trommel/ /rode auto/ 
To the extent that they operate in the same-noun design, the syntactic priming and 
response mode confounds should also operate in the different-noun design. And as 
long as the different prime nouns have the same metrical structure and the same 
gender as 'their' target nouns, the metrical, gender, and inflection priming confounds 
should also operate in the different-noun design to the extent that they do in the 
same-noun design. But the gender recency effect is an item-specific effect, and should 
as such only operate in the same-noun design. If the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis is correct, there should therefore be significantly more facilitation from 
prior A+N naming in the same-noun design than from prior A+N naming in the 
different-noun design. 
Apart from the use of speech production only, experiment 3 improved upon 
the preceding experiments in two other ways. To increase the power of the critical 
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comparison, prior naming form (as well as same-different noun status) was now 
manipulated within subjects. Although a subject would never respond to the same 
experimental item after more than one prime type, he or she would respond to one 
fourth of the experimental items after each of the four prime types. A within-subjects 
design also prevented accidental subject group differences from contributing to the 
critical comparisons. Furthermore, the low- and high-frequent de- and het-word item 
sets of experiment 2 were revised, mainly because a number of relatively 'difficult' 
pictures (in the sense defined before) had to be discarded. As it was not possible to 
find a sufficient number of items that could replace them, the four revised item sets 
were instead complemented by two more de- and het-word item sets of medium 
frequency. 
The main prediction of experiment 3 has already been stated: if the abstract 
gender recency hypothesis is correct, we should find a prior naming form by noun 
status interaction such that the facilitation from prior A+N naming in the same-noun 
design exceeds that from prior A+N naming in the different-noun design, and does 
so to the same extent with de- and het-words. It should be noted that the same 
results were predicted by an adjective variant of the morpheme-specific recency 
hypothesis discussed (for definite article repetition) in the introduction to experiment 
1, and perhaps also by the episodic trace hypothesis discussed there. This was 
because, in the B&W/colour picture naming task of experiment 3> the manipulation 
of recent gender retrieval and the assessment of its effect had to be done by means 
of the same agreement target: the inflected (colour) adjective. If the experiment were 
to yield a 'positive' result, i.e., if the facilitation from an A+N prime response was 
indeed found to be larger in the same-noun design than in the different-noun design, 
a follow-up experiment would need to discriminate between the abstract gender 
recency account, an adjective inflection recency account, and an episodic trace 
account. A null result, however, would refute all three hypotheses. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. All subjects had normal color vision, and none of them had participated 
in any of the Jescheniak & Levelt (1994) experiments or any of the experiments 
reported in earlier parts of this thesis. They received Dfl. 8.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The experimental items were 48 line drawings of relatively simple objects, 8 of which 
depicted low-frequent de-words (e.g. 'bijl', 'axe'), 8 medium-frequent de-words (e.g. 
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'appel', 'apple'), 8 high-frequent de-words (e.g. 'auto', 'car'), 8 low-frequent het-
words (e.g. 'anker', 'anchor'), 8 medium-frequent het-words (e.g. 'hek', 'gate'), and 
8 high-frequent het-words (e.g. 'bed', 'bed'). Pictures of low- and high-frequent 
words were selected from the materials of experiment 2, and the remaining ones were 
sampled from a picture database at the Max Planck Institute. All picture names were 
monomorphemic words of one or two syllables, for which name agreement had been 
checked in an informal pretest. As before, every LF picture name had a CELEX 
lemma frequency in the INL corpus of less than 12 on a million, and every HF 
picture name had a lemma frequency of more than 60 on a million. Medium-
frequent (MF) picture names had a lemma frequency between 12 and 60 on a 
million. Average lemma frequency was 7.5, 27.6, and 143.3 on a million for LF, MF 
and HF de-words, and 7.8, 27.4 and 135.8 on a million for LF, MF and HF het-
words respectively. 
As before, the lemma frequency characteristics of these six item sets were 
checked against the frequency of the singular noun in the Uit Den Boogaart corpus 
of written Dutch (Uit Den Boogaart, 1975). Furthermore, the sets were matched on 
average length in syllables and segments, on the distribution of word-initial segments 
across types, as well as on average diphone frequency, phonological neighborhood 
density, and phonological neigborhood frequency (using the measures described for 
experiment 1). Obvious semantic asymmetries and interfering items were avoided. 
Table 4.3 summarizes the properties of the experimental item sets; see Table M4.3 
in the Appendix for a complete list of items. 
The logic of the experiment required that every experimental item was paired 
to a control item that could serve as its prime in the different-noun design, and that 
had the same gender and metrical structure. For this reason, an additional 18 
comparable pictures of simple objects were sampled from the picture database at the 
Max Planck Institute. All control pictures had monomorphemic names of one or two 
syllables, and of at least medium lemma frequency (12 or more on a million). Name 
agreement had been checked in an informal pretest. Half of the control pictures had 
de-word names, half had het-word names, and the two sets were matched on the 
same criteria as used for the experimental item sets. 
Eight out of the nine de-word control items were paired with the eight de-
word experimental items in each frequency subset, such that the nouns of every pair 
had the same metrical structure, and such that there was no associative, semantic or 
(other) phonological relatedness between them. The control item 'trommel', for 
example, was paired with three experimental items that shared its bisyllabicity and 
prefinal stress pattern (and gender): the LF de-word 'kassa', the MF de-word 'motor', 
and the HF de-word 'auto'.25 The het-word control items were paired with het-word 
"The reason to have nine de-word control items, even though there were only eight 
experimental items in each of the de-word frequency sets, was because the latter sets did not have 
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experimental items by means of the same procedure. Table M4.3 in the Appendix 
shows the resulting item pairs (with the control item in brackets). 
de-words het-words 
LF MF HF LF MF HF 
number of items 
INL frequency range 
INL frequency 
log INL frequency 
UDB sg. noun frequency 
number of syllables 
number of phonemes 
diphone frequency 
neighborhood density 
neighborhood frequency 
8 
<12 
75 
1 91 
1 9 
14 
39 
94 
129 
16 3 
8 
12-60 
27 6 
3 25 
94 
1 3 
39 
94 
11 8 
14 7 
8 
>60 
143 3 
4 91 
46 6 
1 3 
39 
93 
11 1 
157 
8 
<12 
78 
1 85 
25 
1 4 
38 
96 
11 0 
172 
8 
12-60 
27 4 
3 23 
73 
1 3 
4 1 
96 
133 
159 
8 
>60 
135 8 
4 79 
50 8 
1 3 
38 
95 
139 
23 8 
Table 4.3 Characteristics of the item sets in experiment 3 All but the first two characteristics are 
averaged over items LF = low-frequent, MF = medium-frequent, HF = high-frequent, INL frequency 
= lemma frequency in the INL corpus (on a million tokens), UDB sg noun frequency = frequency 
of the singular noun in the UDB corpus (on 600,000 tokens), diphone frequency = average log-
transformed frequencies of diphones in the INL corpus, neighborhood density = total number of 
words that differ in only one phoneme, neighborhood frequency = sum of the log-transformed INL 
frequencies of those words (on a million tokens) See Table M4 3 in the Appendix for a complete 
list of items 
the same metrical composition, one of chem contained three Disyllabic items, against only two in the 
other two sets For the same reason, there were nine hec-word control items Note that, whereas an 
identical metrical structure was required, the two nouns of a pair never shared actual syllables or 
word-initial segments 
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In addition to the 48 experimental pictures and the 18 control pictures, 30 
more filler pictures were sampled from the picture database, half of them with a de-
word name, and half with a het-word name Filler pictures were comparable to the 
experimental and control pictures, and had monomorphemic names of one or two 
syllables, and of at least medium lemma frequency A final set of 10 more pictures, 
half of them with a de-word name and the other half with a het-word name, were 
selected for the practice session 
During the experiment, each of the 48 experimental items was to be presented 
once as a target, ι e , as the second item in a critical prime-target trial pair These 
target presentations were always in colour, and therefore always required responses 
of the A+N form, e g /rode auto/ The SN prime condition was realized by 
presenting 12 of the 48 experimental items in B&W, immediately before their 
coloured occurrence as a target (e g 'bed', 'rood bed') For the A+SN prime 
condition, 12 other experimental items were presented in the alternative colour, 
immediately before their target occurrence (e g 'groene bijl', 'rode bijl') The D N 
prime condition was realized by presenting the control items of 12 further 
experimental items in B&W, immediately before the coloured target occurrence of 
'their' experimental items (e g 'beker', 'rode appel') And for the A+DN prime 
condition, the control items of 12 remaining experimental items were presented in 
the alternative colour, immediately before the coloured target occurrence of 'their' 
experimental item (e g 'groene trommel', 'rode auto') A subject would thus respond 
to 48 prime-target trial pairs in all, 24 of which would repeat the same item, and 24 
of which would not To avoid repetition-based strategic preparation, 288 more filler 
trials were used, such that immediate item repetition occurred relatively infrequently 
(in about 16% of the trial-to-tnal transitions) To keep the total number of required 
pictures at a manageable size, filler trials involved B&W or coloured presentations 
of the 30 filler pictures, but also of the 18 control pictures and, after their critical 
presentation(s), of the 48 experimental pictures. 
Two initial pseudo-random sequences of 384 trials were created for the entire 
expenment, such that (a) for each set of eight experimental items, the coloured target 
presentations of two items — one in red, one in green — were preceded by the same 
items in B&W, those of two other items were preceded by the same items in the 
alternative colour, those of two further items were preceded by the corresponding 
control items in B&W, and those of the two remaining items were preceded by the 
corresponding control items in the alternative colour, (b) no more than 6 items of 
the same gender were presented in adjacent trials, (c) each of seven trial blocks began 
with two filler trials, (d) the use of an experimental item in a filler trial never 
preceded its critical use as a target, (e) every LF, MF, or HF de-word trial in one 
randomization was matched by a LF, MF or HF het-word trial at the same list 
position in the other randomization, or vice versa, and (f) 25% of the trials were in 
red, 2 5 % were in green, and 50% were in B&W Other than that, the sequences 
were random From each of the resulting two experimental lists, three other lists were 
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derived, such that each experimental item was rotated across the four prime 
conditions SN, A+SN, DN, and A+DN, while keeping the same colour on its 
presentation as a target. 
Starting with two different initial pseudo-random trial sequences, the entire 
procedure just described was repeated, under two additional constraints: (g) an item 
presented in red before would now be presented in green, or vice versa; and (h) the 
six item sets were matched, across lists, on the average list position of the four critical 
target presentations of an experimental item. The resulting 16 randomizations were 
such that every experimental item occurred in every prime condition, did so both in 
red and green and in two different randomizations, and was matched by an 
experimental item of the alternative gender (but the same frequency class) occurring 
under the exact same conditions. Every randomization contained 384 naming trials, 
divided into blocks of approximately 55 trials each. Together with a pseudo-random 
30-trial practice sequence, every experimental list contained 414 trials in all. 
Apparatus 
Each subject was tested individually in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated booth. The 
picture stimuli were displayed centered on an EGA-driven NEC Multisync II 
computer monitor, as white, red or green line drawings on a black background. 
Display size of the pictures was approximately 8 by 8 cm, and viewing distance was 
roughly 60 cm. A Hermac 386 computer with NESU experiment software 
(Nagengast & Baumann, 1994) controlled the presentation of the picture stimuli and 
the collection of response time data. Subjects responded into a Sennheiser 
microphone, and speech onset latencies were measured by a voice key connected to 
the computer. Speech errors and problematic voice key responses were scored 
manually by the experimenter, who monitored every speech response and associated 
voice key response pulse simultaneously over headphones. Each session was also 
recorded on tape by means of a Sony DTC 55 ES DAT-recorder, and could as such 
be remonitored if there were any doubts about the scoring of a particular speech 
response. At the end of their pause, subjects initiated the presentation of the next 
trial block by means of a button-box connected to the computer. 
Procedure 
Each subject was randomly assigned to one of the 16 experimental lists. At the 
beginning of the session, subjects were told that they would participate in a picture 
naming experiment, and they were asked to study a booklet showing all 106 
randomly ordered pictures together with their names. After having gone through the 
booklet, they were given more precise written instructions. Subjects were asked to 
name every object as soon as it was displayed on screen, together with the 
appropriate colour adjective, or, if the picture was in B&W, with just the picture 
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name. They were given examples of major response types for a de- and a het-word, 
but other than via these examples and a later reference to groen(e) and rood(e), 
attention was not drawn to grammatical gender. Subjects were also informed that the 
warning signal would be a single fixation dot for a B&W picture, and a double 
fixation dot for a coloured picture.26 They were asked to respond both fast and 
accurate, to try not to begin with Ito...I or /groe.../ before they knew what they were 
going to say, and to try to use the names they had seen in the preview booklet. 
After a short practice session, the subjects named 384 pictures with or without 
an appropriate colour adjective. Each naming trial started with a visual warning signal 
(. or ..) presented on the screen for 700 ms. Following a pause of 300 ms, the target 
picture was instantaneously displayed, in colour or B&W, and a response timer was 
started. The picture remained on the screen for 1000 ms, after which the screen was 
cleared for another 1600 ms. If the subject responded within 2000 ms from picture 
onset (as registered by a voice-key event), the response time and accuracy were 
recorded. If no such response was given during this interval, no response time was 
recorded, and the reason for its absence was noted down (e.g. no response at all, 
response too late, response not loud enough). In either case, the next naming trial 
began 1600 ms after the picture had disappeared. The total duration of a trial was 
3600 ms. The naming test lasted about 30 minutes, and was interrupted by six short 
pauses. It was followed by a structured interview, which included limited debriefing. 
The entire session lasted approximately 50 minutes. 
Analysis 
Analyses of variance were carried out on the data from target presentations of 
experimental items only. But as the analysis of target presentation response times was 
contingent upon the errors made by that particular subject on prime responses, or 
on other earlier errors that implicated the target item, prime and filler trial responses 
were also scored on correctness. 
Correct naming responses were of the form /<adjective>(e) <noun>/ for colour 
trials, and of the form /<noun>/ for B&W trials. A naming response was treated as 
an error if it started with a hesitation sound (/uhm/, /er/), if the adjective was 
incorrectly inflected, mispronounced, repaired, or omitted (colour trials only), if the 
wrong colour adjective was used (colour trials only), if there was a silent or filled 
pause between adjective and noun (colour trials only), if an adjective was used when 
it should not be (B&W trials only), if the noun was not the one expected, if it was 
26Two different fixation dots were used to minimize the probability that subjects would 
(overtly or covertly) name a B&W picture as /witte .. /. The preparation that this allowed for was 
considered harmless, since all target trials were coloured either red or green. The subject could 
therefore not predict the response-initial adjective To discourage colour guessing, the instruction 
also mentioned that there would roughly be as many pictures in red as in green 
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mispronounced, repaired, or omitted, or if the response was initiated too late, i.e. 
after 2000 ms from picture onset. In view of the low number of errors of each type, 
the statistical analysis collapsed across error types. 
Target presentation response times were discarded (a) if the response itself had 
been erroneous in the above way or the voice key had not triggered correcdy, (b) if 
the prime response had been erroneous or if the item name had erroneously been 
used in response to some other picture presented before, or (c) if the response time 
deviated from the mean of that condition by more than 3 standard deviations. A 
total of 418 response times, 18.1% of the data, were treated in this way (10.0% 
because of an error or voice key failure on the response itself, 7.3% because of a 
prime error or some other earlier error that implicated the same item, and an 
additional 0.8% because of outlying response times). As a side-effect of having a 
complete within-subjects design, several subjects did not have valid response times 
in all of the 24 cells. In order not to lose the complete dataset of these subjects, 
discarded response times had to be replaced by estimates. A missing response time 
for some item was replaced by the mean response time for the item in the condition 
at hand, adjusted for the subject's overall mean response time deviation from the 
other subjects that had responded to the item in that condition.27 
Results and discussion 
Analyses of variance were carried out on the utterance onset times and percentage 
error of adjective noun target responses, as a function of prior naming form (N or 
A+N; within subjects, within items), noun status (SN or DN; within subjects, within 
items), gender (de- or het-word; within subjects, between items), and word frequency 
(LF, MF or HF; within subjects, between items). Figure 4.5 displays average reaction 
times and error rates, collapsed across word frequency; see Table R4.3 in the 
Appendix for exact numeric values, also for separate frequency subsets. Every mean 
shown in Figure 4.5 is an average over the mean response time and percentage errors 
of 48 subjects, each responding to 6 items. 
"Given the need to replace missing response times, it seemed preferable to use the best 
possible estimate. I therefore defined several conceptually motivated estimators, e.g. the item-by-
subject mean, the condition mean, and the one described before, evaluated each of them on how 
well they estimated the m>»-missing response times of this experiment (by correlating estimated to 
actual response times), and selected the best estimator. Its estimated response times correlated .77 
with actual response times, whereas those estimated by the item-by-subject mean or the condition 
mean, for example, correlated only .52 and .54 with actual response times respectively. Relative to 
the (frequently used) condition mean estimator, the extra item and subject information used by the 
current one did not lead to reduced error terms in the analysis of variance, nor to any relevant 
change in the outcome of that analysis 
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Figure 4.5 Results of experiment 3 Picture-based adjective noun naming response times and 
error rates for low-, medium- and high-frequent de- and het-word items after unmarked N naming 
and after gender-marked A+N naming with the same noun (SN) and with a different noun (DN) 
The results did not unambiguously support the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis. This hypothesis predicted faster gender-marked target responses such as 
/rode auto/ after a gender-marked A+SN prime response such as /groene auto/ than 
after an unmarked SN prime response such as /auto/. That result was indeed 
observed. But gender-marked target responses such as /rode auto/ were also faster 
after a gender-marked A+DN prime response such as /groene trommel/ than after an 
unmarked D N prime response such as /trommel/, suggesting the presence of at least 
one of the hypothesized confounds. And the critical prediction of the gender recency 
hypothesis, that the advantage of A+N priming in the SN design should be 
significantly larger than its counterpart in the D N design (due to the added benefit 
of an item-specific recent gender retrieval), was not confirmed by the data. As can 
be seen in Figure 4.5, exactly the opposite result was obtained. 
The analysis of target presentation response times revealed a main effect of 
prior naming form (N: 801 ms; A+N: 764 ms; F^l.47) = 46.74, MS E = 8643, ρ < 
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.001; F2(l,42) = 57.69, MS E = 1167, ρ < .001), indicating that subjects were faster 
to produce an adjective noun naming response immediately after having produced 
another adjective noun response than after having produced a bare noun response, 
regardless of whether the earlier response had used the same noun or a different one. 
Furthermore, a very sizeable main effect of noun status (SN: 683 ms; DN: 882 ms; 
F,(l,47) = 577.77, MS E = 19736, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 142.84, MSF = 13305, ρ < 
.001) indicated that subjects were much faster to produce an adjective noun naming 
response after having used the same noun in the preceding response than after having 
used a different noun, regardless of the naming form of that preceding response. This 
'repetition effect' undoubtedly has a lexical component, but, as repeated use of the 
same noun was realized by repeated presentation of the same object, undoubtedly a 
picture-related component as well. 
As for the critical interaction, prior naming form did interact with noun status 
(SN: 691 ms; A+SN: 675 ms; D N : 912 ms; A+DN: 852 ms; F,(l,47) = 21.17, MSE 
= 6358, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 13.98, MS F = 1605, ρ = .001). But it did not do so 
in the way predicted by the gender recency hypothesis. A simple effects analysis 
revealed a significant 59 ms advantage of having produced a gender-marked A+N 
naming response with a different noun before, over having produced just the 
different noun itself before (F,(l,47) = 43.48, MS E = 11556, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 
40.43, M S E = 2071, ρ < .001). This effect could be due to any of the facilitating 
confounds discussed. The advantage of having produced a gender-marked A+N 
naming response with the same noun before, over having produced just the bare 
noun itself before, was also significant (F^l.47) = 10.48, MS E = 3445, ρ = .002; 
F2(l,42) = 8.59, MSE = 701, ρ = .005). Under the control logic of this experiment, 
the advantage in the same-noun design should reflect the same facilitating effect of 
the confounds as observed in the different-noun design, plus a facilitating effect ~ if 
any — of recent gender retrieval. It should therefore be as large as, or larger than the 
effect in the different-noun design. But the 16 ms facilitation actually observed is 
significantly smaller. If the experiments's control logic holds, this could be taken to 
reflect an inhibitory gender recency effect. I will return to this below. 
The effect of noun status, i.e. of noun (and picture) repetition, varied with 
word frequency (F,(2,94) = 45.79, MS E = 7324, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 4.20, MS E = 
13305, ρ = .022), but noun status did not interact with gender (F,(l,47) = 25.85, 
MSF = 6269, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 2.03, MSE = 13305, ρ = .162), nor with gender 
and word frequency considered together (F,(2,94) = 20.81, M S E = 8089, ρ < .001; 
F2(2,42) = 2.11, M S t = 13305, ρ = .134). Furthermore, the critical interaction of 
prior naming form and noun status did not vary by word frequency alone (F,(2,94) 
= 0.18, MS E = 10606, ρ = .838; F2(2,42) = 0.20, MS E = 1605, ρ = .823), nor by 
gender alone (F,(l,47) = 0.07, MS E = 11135, ρ = .793; F2(l,42) = 0.08, MS E = 
1605, ρ = .778). And although it did vary across gender and word frequency 
considered together (F,(2,94) = 3.49, MS E = 10874, ρ = .034; F2(2,94) = 3.94, MSF 
= 1605, ρ = .027), it was of the wrong type in five of the six item sets, with 
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facilitation in the different-noun design exceeding that in the same-noun design (see 
Table R4.3 in the Appendix). Facilitation effects were of equal size for high-frequent 
het-words only. 
The response times analysis yielded three more effects: a main effect of gender 
(F,(l,47) = 98.45, MS E = 6387, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 6.27, MS E = 16723, ρ = .016), 
a main effect of word frequency (F,(2,94) = 85.32, MS E = 6535, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) 
= 5.56, MS E = 16723, ρ = .007), and an interaction between the two ^ ( 2 , 9 4 ) = 
44.34, MS E = 7636, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 3.37, MS E = 16723, ρ = .044). As in the 
previous experiment, these are not necessarily lexical effects, but may also reflect 
picture-related confounds. For this reason, they will not be further discussed. 
The analysis of error rates yielded a main effect of prior naming form (N: 
11.1%; A+N: 8.3%; F,(l,47) = 5.79, MSE = 408.5, ρ = .020; F2(l,42) = 4.38, MSE 
= 90.0, ρ = .042), with more errors immediately after a bare noun response than 
after an adjective noun response. Much of this increase was caused by the fact that 
subjects had relatively often omitted the required colour adjective after an earlier bare 
noun response, but not after an earlier adjective noun response. There was a main 
effect of noun status as well (SN: 4.9%; D N : 14.4; F,(l,47) = 40.47, MSE = 637.1, 
ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 37.11, MS E = 115-8, ρ < .001), with many more errors after 
having used a different noun than after having used the same noun. There were no 
clear effects of gender (F,(l,47) = 5.19, MS E = 572.9, ρ = .027; F 2(l,42) = 3.21, 
MSE = 154.4, ρ = .081) or of word frequency (F,(2,94) = 3.45, MS E = 363.4, ρ = 
.036; F2(2,42) = 1.35, MSE = 154.4, ρ = .270), but their interaction was significant 
(F,(2,94) = 12.36, MS E = 340.4, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 4.54, MS E = 154.4, ρ = .016). 
Importantly, though, there were no interactions involving prior naming form, noun 
status, or both (all F, p-values > .1). 
Taken together, these results do not unambiguously support the gender recency 
hypothesis of Jescheniak and Levelt. Under the control design assumptions of the 
experiment, a benefit from recently having retrieved the same noun's gender ought 
to have shown up in a larger facilitation effect from prior A+N naming with the 
same noun than from prior A+N naming with a different noun. But the opposite 
result was obtained: whereas the "confounds only" facilitation effect from prior A+N 
naming with a different noun was 59 ms, the "gender recency plus confounds" 
facilitation effect from prior A+N naming with the same noun was only 16 ms. 
As already mentioned, the results could be taken to reflect an inhibitory effect 
of recent gender access. As such, they would clearly falsify the hypothesis of 
Jescheniak and Levelt: their gender recency mechanism was supposed to help, not to 
hinder. But there are a number of alternative explanations for the fact that prior 
A+N naming is less facilitating if the same item is repeated than if it is not. It is 
possible, for example, that speakers who are about to produce the utterance /rode 
auto/ experience more interference from just having produced the very similar 
utterance /groene auto/ than from just having produced the less similar utterance 
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/auto/. A related possibility is that subjects may find it more difficult to specify an 
object as a red one after just having specified the same object as a green one than 
after having described that object without any colour specification. On the 
assumption that both types of interference operate if the earlier response was to the 
same object, but not if it was to a different object, they would interfere with the 
A+N-primed responses in the same-noun design only, and could as such be 
responsible for the smaller A+N advantage observed in that design.28 
A third possibility is that the smaller A+N advantage in the same-noun design 
is the result of a general floor effect in response times. As can be seen from Figure 
4.5, average response times in the same-noun design were in the 650-700 ms range, 
whereas those in the different-noun design were around 800-950 ms. The reason is 
obvious, and has already been mentioned: in the different-noun design, the target 
responses are given to an item seen and named for the first time (apart from the 
preview), whereas in the same-noun design, they are given to an item already seen 
and named on the immediately preceding trial. In the above, we saw that the overall 
effect of immediate item repetition (or 'identity priming') was a substantial 199 ms. 
It is clear that immediate item repetition on same-noun trial pairs has placed subjects 
in a response time range where additional facilitation effects may well have been a 
lot harder to obtain. Under those circumstances, the joint contribution of the 
hypothesised confounds may have been attenuated. 
The results are certainly not in favour of the abstract gender recency hypothesis. But 
it would be premature to conclude that the experiment has uncovered an inhibitory 
gender recency effect and has as such falsified the abstract gender recency hypothesis. 
Similarity-based interference may have counteracted the benefits of a prior gender-
marked adjective noun response that involved the same item (A+SN). The benefits 
of this critical prime response may also have been attenuated by a general floor effect 
in response times. Because neither of the two effects would be expected to attenuate 
the benefits of a prior adjective noun response involving a different item (A+DN), 
their presence would complicate a comparison of benefits observed with the same and 
with different items. The next experiment, therefore, was designed to study the 
gender recency effect under conditions that reduced the likelihood of similarity-based 
interference, and that eliminated the need to compare facilitated responses on the 
same items to those on different items. 
28If either of these accounts were correct, one might expect to see relatively more 'wrong 
colour' errors after A+N naming on the same item than after A+N naming on a different item, 
relative to the appropriate N naming baseline. But this was not the case. The wrong colour was 
named on 1.4% of the A+SN-pnmed trials, on 1.6% of the SN-pnmed trials, on 3 0% of the 
A+DN-pnmed trials, and on 3 1% of the DN-primed trials 
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Experiment 4 
The purpose of experiment 4 was the same as that of its predecessor: to find evidence 
for the abstract gender recency hypothesis with a speech production task. The 
B&W/colour picture naming task of experiment 3 was maintained, but two to six 
unrelated trials were now interpolated between the prime trial that manipulated 
gender retrieval and the target trial that assessed the effect. The interpolation of 
unrelated material was expected to reduce the potential impact of similarity-based 
interference, and, as will be explained below, completely eliminated the need for a 
control design of the type used for experiment 3. The new experimental design can 
be schematized by means of the following two session fragments (of different 
subjects, and for a situation with three intervening trials, the last of which is 
illustrated explicitly): 
N /auto/ /blauw huis/ /rode auto/ 
A+N /groene auto/ /blauw huis/ /rode auto/ 
According to the gender recency hypothesis, a gender-marked naming response 
such as /rode auto/ should benefit more from having named 'auto' together with a 
gender-marked adjective before than from having named 'auto' by itself before. 
Although several unrelated responses would intervene, this should not be a problem 
if the purpose of the gender recency effect is what Jescheniak and Levelt suggested 
it to be. In real discourse, two gender-marked references to the same entity will 
almost never be adjacent. A gender recency mechanism can therefore only do its job 
if the effect of a recent gender retrieval persists across intervening linguistic material. 
And because the effect is hypothesized to be an item-specific one, there is no reason 
to assume that several intervening trials with other nouns will interfere. 
All of the confounds discussed before, however, were hypothesized to depend 
on the similarity between adjacent responses, regardless of whether these responses 
involved the same noun or not. A target response such as /rode auto/ should 
therefore primarily be affected by the immediately preceding response, which, in the 
above example, is /blauw huis/, 'blue house'. It is from the immediately preceding 
response /blauw huis/ that the target response /rode auto/ should get its metrical 
priming (inhibitory, if any), its phrase structure priming (facilitory, if any), its gender 
and inflection priming (both inhibitory, if any, as 'huis' is a het-word), and its 
response mode priming (facilitory, if any). In the present experiment, the last of the 
interpolated trials was always held constant across the two critical target presentations, 
after prior N naming and after prior A+N naming. This effectively controlled for all 
of the confounds discussed, and removed the need for a separate control design.25 
25It is possible that, upon having equated the immediately preceding response with respect 
to metrical structure or phrase structure, there will be small residual effects of the response before the 
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In experiment 3, a potential floor effect in response times had above all been 
a problem because it complicated the comparison of that experiment's critical result 
to the result of its control design. Nevertheless, a floor effect could also interfere with 
the results of this new experiment. The amount of repetition priming from recent 
use of the target item, although perhaps somewhat diminished, was expected to be 
substantial and might as such speed up the subject's target response to the extent that 
an additional gain from recent gender retrieval would be hard to obtain. If we would 
nevertheless observe it, this would be informative. But if no benefit would be 
observed, we would not know whether this truly reflected the absence of a gender 
recency effect, or whether, given the response time range they were in, the subjects 
simply couldn't get any faster. 
Partly to address this problem, the design was extended by two additional 
control conditions. In one of them, the bare noun prime response that used the same 
noun as that in the target response (SN, formerly N; e.g. /auto/ for the target 
response /rode auto/) was replaced by a bare noun prime response that used a 
different noun (DN; e.g. /trommel/). The difference between DN- and SN-primed 
target responses would directly quantify the effect of mere item repetition under the 
circumstances at hand. In the other control condition, the adjective noun prime 
response that used the same noun but a different adjective as the target response 
(DA+SN, formerly A+N; e.g. /groene auto/) was replaced by an adjective noun prime 
response that used the same noun as well as the same adjective (SA+SN; e.g. /rode 
auto/). If there would be an effect of additional adjective repetition, as quantified in 
the difference between DA+SN- and SA+SN-primed responses, it would show that, 
even though the subjects already operate at considerable speed, they can still get 
faster. 
The extended design, which in fact realized a stacking of three different 
repetition effects, can be schematized as follows: 
DN /trommel/ /blauw huis/ /rode auto/ 
SN /auto/ /blauw huis/ /rode auto/ + ITMREP 
DA+SN /groene auto/ /blauw huis/ /rode auto/ + GENREP 
SA+SN /rode auto/ /blauw huis/ /rode auto/ + ADJREP 
The effect of item repetition (ITMREP) was assessed by comparing a target response 
like /rode auto/ primed with the control item /trommel/ to the same response 
primed with /auto/ itself. The additional effect of item-specific gender repetition 
(GENREP), the gender recency effect, could be assessed by comparing a target response 
like /rode auto/ primed with the unmarked /auto/ to that primed with the gender-
immedtately preceding one. For this reason, all two to six intervening trials have been equated across 
conditions. Residual effects from the prime response's metrical or phrase structure — at least three 
trials back — are assumed to be negligible. 
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marked /groene auto/, as was done in experiment 3. And the effect of additional 
adjective repetition (ADJREP) was assessed by comparing a target response like /rode 
auto/ primed with /groene auto/ to the same response primed with /rode auto/. 
The predictions for this design were as follows. First, there should be a 
substantial facilitory item repetition effect on target response times, for de-words and 
het-words. There should also be a sizeable facilitory effect of adjective repetition on 
target response times, again for de- and het-words. The critical prediction was that, 
if the gender recency hypothesis is correct, there should be a facilitory effect of 
gender repetition as well. Furthermore, the amount of facilitation should be the same 
for de-words and het-words. In case there would be no such facilitation, the 
predicted adjective repetition effect would rule out a floor effect explanation. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. All subjects had normal color vision, and none of them had participated 
in any of the Jescheniak & Levelt (1994) experiments or any of the experiments 
reported in earlier parts of this thesis. They received Dfl. 8.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The experimental items were 48 line drawings of relatively simple objects, 8 of which 
depicted low-frequent de-words (e.g. 'bijl', 'axe'), 8 medium-frequent de-words (e.g. 
'appel', 'apple'), 8 high-frequent de-words (e.g. 'auto', 'car'), 8 low-frequent het-
words (e.g. 'anker', 'anchor'), 8 medium-frequent het-words (e.g. 'hek', 'gate'), and 
8 high-frequent het-words (e.g. 'bed', 'bed'). Only two pictures, both in the high-
frequent de-word set, were different from those used in experiment 3; all 46 
remaining pictures were the same. The revised high-frequent de-word set was 
matched to the five unrevised other sets on the same criteria as used in experiment 
3. Table 4.4 summarizes the properties of the experimental item sets; see Table M4.4 
in the Appendix for a complete list of items. 
To realize the control condition for an item repetition effect, every 
experimental item was paired to a control item that would serve in the DN prime 
trial. Because all but two of the experimental items were taken from experiment 3, 
the corresponding control items could be taken from that experiment as well. The 
experimental item 'auto', for instance, was again paired to the item 'trommel', now 
for the purpose of an item repetition control. As in experiment 3, each of the 18 
control pictures had monomorphemic names of one or two syllables, and of at least 
medium lemma frequency (12 or more on a million). Apart from having the same 
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gender and metrical structure, they were unrelated to 'their' target item. Half of the 
control pictures had de-word names, half had het-word names, and the two sets were 
matched on the same criteria as used for the experimental item sets. Table M4.4 in 
the Appendix also shows all control items used (in brackets). 
de-words het-words 
LF MF HF LF MF HF 
number of items 
INL frequency range 
INL frequency 
log INL frequency 
UDB eg. noun frequency 
number of syllables 
number of phonemes 
diphone frequency 
neighborhood density 
neighborhood frequency 
β 
<12 
75 
191 
1 9 
14 
39 
94 
12 9 
16 3 
8 
12-60 
27 6 
3 25 
9 4 
1 3 
39 
94 
11 8 
14 7 
8 
>60 
140 4 
4 88 
47 4 
1 3 
38 
93 
105 
16 0 
8 
<12 
78 
1 85 
25 
1 4 
38 
96 
11 0 
172 
8 
12-60 
27 4 
3 23 
7 3 
1 3 
4 1 
96 
133 
159 
8 
>60 
135 8 
4 79 
50 8 
13 
38 
95 
139 
23 8 
Table 4.4 Characteristics of the item sets in experiment 4 (as in expenment 3, except for the high-
frequent de-word set) All but the first two characteristics are averaged over items LF = low-
frequent, MF= medium-frequent, HF= high-frequent, INL frequency = lemma frequency in the INL 
corpus (on a million tokens), UDB sg noun frequency = frequency of the singular noun in the UDB 
corpus (on 600,000 tokens), diphone frequency = average log-transformed frequencies of diphones 
in the INL corpus, neighborhood density = total number of words that differ in only one phoneme, 
neighborhood frequency = sum of the log-transformed INL frequencies of those words (on a million 
tokens) See Table M4 4 in the Appendix for a complete list of items 
In addition to the 48 experimental pictures and the 18 control pictures, 16 
further pictures were selected from the filler picture set of experiment 3 to serve in 
'pre-target' trials, those that would immediately precede the target trials. To avoid 
the possible occurrence of gender or inflection priming, every target item was paired 
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with an pre-target item of the alternative gender. All pre-target pictures had 
monomorphemic names of one or two syllables, and of at least medium lemma 
frequency (12 or more on a million). Although the pre-target items occasionally 
shared the metrical structure of their target item, they were not associatively, 
semantically or (otherwise) phonologically related. Again, half of the items had de-
word names, half had het-word names, and the two sets were matched on the same 
criteria as used for the experimental item sets. 
An additional 18 filler pictures, half of them with a de-word name, and half 
with a het-word name, were selected from the filler materials of experiment 3. They 
too had monomorphemic names of one or two syllables, and of at least medium 
lemma frequency. Together with 8 more pictures sampled from the materials of 
experiment 3, half of them with a de-word name and the other half with a het-word 
name, the filler pictures also served as practice items. 
Pictures could be presented in B&W, red, green, yellow or blue. The latter 
two colours were added to double the size of the adjective response set relative to 
experiment 3, and to make it more difficult to discover colour- and item-related 
regularities in the sequence of trials presented to the subject. Both effects were 
expected to reduce the probability of strategic preparation. To the same effect, all 
trials were preceded by the same warning signal (a single dot). 
During the experiment, each of the 48 experimental items was to be presented 
once as a target. As in experiment 3, these target presentations were always in red or 
green, and therefore always required responses of the A+N form, e.g. /rode auto/. 
The DN prime condition was realized by presenting the control items of 12 
experimental items in B&W, three to seven trials before the coloured target 
occurrence of'their' experimental items (e.g. 'beker', ..., 'rode appel'). The SN prime 
condition was realized by presenting 12 other experimental items in B&W, three to 
seven trials before their coloured occurrence as a target (e.g. 'bed', ..., 'rood bed'). 
For the DA+SN prime condition, 12 further experimental items were presented in 
an alternative colour (either red or green), again three to seven trials before their 
target occurrence (e.g. 'groene bijl', ..., 'rode bijl'). And for the SA+SN prime 
condition, the 12 remaining experimental items were presented in the same colour, 
three to seven trials before the coloured target occurrence of 'their' experimental item 
(e.g. 'rode auto', ..., 'rode auto'). The last of the intervening trials always involved 
the presentation of a target's pre-target picture, in yellow or blue. A subject would 
thus respond to 48 prime...target trial 'cycles' in all, 36 of which would repeat the 
same item, and 12 of which would not. 
An additional 240 filler trials were used to separate a prime trial from its 
target trial (or rather, from the preceding pre-target trial), and, on a randomly 
determined number of occasions, to separate a target trial from the prime trial of the 
next cycle. To keep the total number of required pictures at a manageable size, filler 
trials involved B&W or coloured presentations of the 18 filler pictures, but also of 
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the 16 pre-target pictures, of the 18 control pictures and, after their critical 
presentation(s), of the 48 experimental pictures. 
Two initial pseudo-random sequences of 384 trials were created for the entire 
experiment, such that (a) for each set of eight experimental items, the coloured target 
presentations of two items — one in red, one in green — were preceded, at a to be 
specified distance, by their corresponding control items in B&W, those of two other 
items were preceded by the same items in B&W, those of two further experimental 
items were preceded by the same items in an alternative colour (always green or red), 
and those of the two remaining items were preceded by the same items in the same 
colour; (b) across the two randomizations, every experimental item followed its prime 
after both a short lag of 2 or 3 trials and a "long" lag of 5 or 6 trials, and was 
immediately preceded by both a yellow and a blue pre-target presentation; (c) mean 
list position of trials was comparable across the four prime conditions, the six item 
sets, and the two critical colours red and green; (d) critical trials and lag lengths were 
sufficiently even distributed over a randomization to allow for an additional analysis 
on responses after short versus long lags; (e) no more than 6 items of the same 
gender were presented in adjacent trials; (f) each of seven trial blocks began with two 
filler trials; (g) the use of an experimental item in a filler trial never preceded its 
critical use as a target; and (h) 12.5% of the trials were in red, 12.5% were in green, 
12.5 % were in yellow, 12.5% were in blue, and 50% were in B&W. Other than 
that, the sequences were random.30 
From each of the resulting lists, three other lists were derived, such that each 
experimental item was rotated across the four prime conditions DN, SN, DA+SN, 
and SA+SN, while keeping the same colour and list position on its target 
presentation, and the exact same sequence of intervening trials between prime and 
target presentation. From each of the resulting eight experimental lists, eight more 
were derived, such that every LF, MF, or HF ¿¿»-word trial was replaced by a LF, MF 
or HF bet-word trial, or vice versa, at the same list position, and such that every trial 
in red or yellow was replaced by an otherwise identical trial in green or blue, or vice 
versa. The resulting 16 lists were such that every experimental item occurred in every 
prime condition in both red and green and after a short and long lag as well as after 
a blue and a yellow pre-target trial, and was matched by an experimental item of the 
alternative gender (but the same frequency class) occurring under the same 
conditions. As a side effect of the above list construction procedure, the six item sets 
were matched, across lists, on the average list position of the four critical target 
presentations of an experimental item. Each of the resulting 16 randomizations 
wEven though there were many constraints on randomization, the result still made a random 
impression. This was due to the use of variable prime-target lags, to the occurrence of filler item 
repetitions across much longer lags, and to the use of five alternative screen presentations (in four 
colours and B&W). 
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contained 384 naming trials, divided into blocks of approximately 55 trials each. 
Together with a pseudo-random 30-trial practice sequence, every experimental list 
contained 414 trials in all. 
Apparatus 
The same apparatus was used as in experiment 3. The only change in the 
experimental setup was that the button-box, originally used to initiate the 
presentation of the next trial block after a pause, also served during a self-paced 
automated on-screen picture preview session (see below). 
Procedura 
Each subject was randomly assigned to one of the 16 experimental lists. At the 
beginning of the session, subjects were told that they were to participate in a picture 
naming experiment for which they would first be shown all pictures, together with 
their names. During the preview phase, each of 108 randomly ordered pictures was 
presented on screen for 2 seconds, after which the name appeared underneath the 
picture for at most another 4 seconds. Subjects were asked to think of the name of 
the picture as soon as it was shown, to compare the name they had thought of to the 
intended name as soon as the latter was shown below the picture, and to pay some 
extra attention to the intended name if it had surprised them. No overt response was 
required. The subject could press a button to initiate the next preview trial as soon 
as he or she felt comfortable with the picture's intended name, or wait for the 
current trial to end by itself (at 6 seconds after picture onset). All pictures were 
presented in B&W.1" 
After having finished with the preview, subjects were given more precise 
written instructions. They were asked to name every object as soon as it was 
displayed on screen, together with the appropriate colour adjective, or, if the picture 
was in B&W, with just the picture name. They were given examples of major 
response types for a de- and a het-word, but other than via these examples and a 
later reference to groen(e), geel(e), blauw(e) and rood(e), attention was not drawn to 
grammatical gender. Subjects were asked to respond both fast and accurate, to try not 
to begin with Iro...I, /groe.../, /gee.../ or /blau.../ before they knew what they were 
going to say, and to try to use the names they had seen during the preview phase. 
To discourage colour guessing, the instructions also mentioned that the four colours 
would roughly appear equally often. 
After a short practice session, the subjects named 384 pictures with or without 
an appropriate colour adjective. Each naming trial started with a visual warning signal 
(.) presented on the screen for 300 ms. Following a pause of 200 ms, the target 
"This self-paced automated on-screen preview replaced the preview booklet used before. 
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picture was instantaneously displayed, in colour or B&W, and a response timer was 
started. The picture remained on the screen for 1000 ms, after which the screen was 
cleared for another 1600 ms. If the subject responded within 2000 ms from picture 
onset (as registered by a voice-key event), the response time and accuracy were 
recorded. If no such response was given during this interval, no response time was 
recorded, and the reason for its absence was noted down (e.g. no response at all, 
response too late, response not loud enough). In either case, the next naming trial 
began 1600 ms after the picture had disappeared. The total duration of a trial was 
3100 ms. The naming test lasted about 25 minutes, and was interrupted by six short 
pauses. It was followed by a structured interview, which included limited debriefing. 
The entire session lasted approximately 50 minutes. 
Analysis 
In line with the nature of the predictions and the particular status of the comparison 
between SN-primed and DA+SN-primed responses, the three repetition effects were 
explored in separate analyses of variance (rather than in a single analysis with a four-
level prior naming form factor). The item repetition effect was analyzed by 
comparing the performance on target presentations after a bare noun prime response 
with a different noun (DN) to that after an equivalent response with the same noun 
(SN). The critical effect of gender repetition — or gender recency ~ was analyzed by 
comparing the performance on target responses after an unmarked bare noun prime 
response with the same noun (SN) to that after a gender-marked adjective noun 
response with the same noun but a different adjective (DA+SN). And the adjective 
repetition effect was analyzed by comparing the performance on target responses after 
a gender-marked adjective noun response with the same noun but a different 
adjective (DA+SN) to that after a response that also had the same adjective (SA+SN). 
Analyses of variance were carried out on the data from target presentations of 
experimental items only. But as the analysis of target presentation response times was 
contingent upon the errors made by that particular subject on prime responses, on 
pre-target responses, or on other earlier errors that implicated the target item, all 
other responses were also scored on correctness. 
Correct naming responses were of the form /<adjective>(e) <noun>/ for colour 
trials, and of the form /<noun>/ for B&W trials. A naming response was treated as 
an error if it started with a hesitation sound (/uhm/, /er/), if the adjective was 
incorrectly inflected, mispronounced, repaired, or omitted (colour trials only), if the 
wrong colour adjective was used (colour trials only), if there was a silent or filled 
pause between adjective and noun (colour trials only), if an adjective was used when 
it should not be (B&W trials only), if the noun was not the one expected, if it was 
mispronounced, repaired, or omitted, or if the response was initiated too late, i.e. 
after 2000 ms from picture onset. Because of the low number of errors of each type, 
the statistical analysis collapsed across error types. 
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Target presentation response times were discarded (a) if the response itself had 
been erroneous in the above way or the voice key had not triggered correctly, (b) if 
the corresponding prime or pre-target response had been erroneous or if the item 
name had erroneously been used in response to some other picture presented before, 
or (c) if the response time deviated from the mean of that condition by more than 
3 standard deviations. A total of 380 response times, 16.5% of the data, were treated 
in this way (4.9% because of an error or voice key failure on the response itself, 
10.6% because of a prime or pre-target error or some other earlier error that 
implicated the same item, and an additional 0.9% because of oudying response 
times). As in the previous experiment, the design was such that discarded response 
times had to be replaced by estimates (following the procedure described there). 
Results and discussion 
For the item repetition effect, analyses of variance were carried out on the utterance 
onset times and percentage errors of adjective noun target responses, as a function 
of the first and second levels of prior naming form (DN or SN, within subjects, 
within items), gender (de- or het-word; within subjects, between items), and word 
frequency (LF, MF or HF; within subjects, between items). For the critical gender 
repetition (or recency) effect, the equivalent analyses of variance were carried out for 
the second and third levels of prior naming form (SN or DA+SN, within subjects, 
within items). And for the adjective repetition effect, the equivalent analyses were 
done for the third and fourth levels of prior naming form (DA+SN or SA+SN, 
within subjects, within items). 
Results of each part of the design will be reported separately, but Figure 4.6 
displays average reaction times and error rates for all three, collapsed across word 
frequency; see Table R4.4 in the Appendix for exact numeric values, also for separate 
frequency subsets. Every mean shown in Figure 4.6 is an average over the mean 
response time and percentage errors of 48 subjects, each responding to 6 items. 
The results of this experiment did not support the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis, which had predicted faster gender-marked target responses such as /rode 
auto/ after a gender-marked DA+SN prime response such as /groene auto/, 3 to 7 
trials back, than after an unmarked SN prime response such as /auto/. As can be seen 
in the middle panel of Figure 4.6, the predicted benefit was not obtained, neither for 
de-words, nor for het-words. But, as the left and right panels of Figure 4.6 show, the 
null effect of gender recency was flanked by considerable effects of item repetition 
and, most importantly, adjective repetition. Because subjects gave much faster target 
responses, e.g. /rode auto/, after an identical SA+SN prime response, e.g. also /rode 
auto/, than after the DA+SN prime response, e.g. /groene auto/, the absence of a 
gender recency effect cannot be attributed to a general floor effect in response times. 
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Figure 4.6 Results of experiment 4 Picture-based adjective noun naming response times and 
error rates for low-, medium- and high-frequent de- and net-word items after unmarked N naming 
with a different noun (DN), after unmarked N naming with the same noun (SN), after gender-marked 
A+N naming with the same noun but a different adjective (DA+SN), and after gender-marked A+N 
naming with the same noun and the same adjective (SA+SN) ITMREP = item repetition effect, 
GENREP = gender repetition effect, ADJREP = adjective repetition effect 
Item repetition 
The analysis of target presentation response times revealed a large item repetition 
effect: subjects were much faster to produce an adjective noun response like /rode 
auto/ after having produced the same bare noun, e.g. /auto/, 3 to 7 trials back than 
after having produced a control noun, e.g. /trommel/ (DN: 855 ms; SN: 765 ms; 
F,(l,47) = 105.96, MSE = 11099, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 62.37, MSE = 3143, ρ < 
.001). This 90 ms effect need not be the result of lexical repetition only, and it is in 
fact highly plausible that seeing an object for the first or second time in this task 
makes a difference as well. The size of the item repetition effect varied with the 
target noun's gender (F,(l,47) = 12.41, MSE = 6246, ρ = .001; F2(l,42) = 4.11, MSE 
= 3143, ρ = .049), with its word frequency (F,(2,94) = 8.94, MSE = 10393, ρ < 
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.001; F2(2,42) = 4.93, MSE = 3143, ρ = .012), and, marginally, with target noun 
gender and frequency considered together (F](2,94) = 6.42, MSb = 9047, ρ = .002; 
F2(2,42) = 3.08, MSE = 3143, ρ = .056). But a simple effects analysis of the latter 
three-way interaction revealed a significant item repetition effect, in the right 
direction (of faster responses), for each of the six item sets. All interactions involving 
item repetition reflected the fact that the size of the effect was considerably larger for 
the low-frequent het-word set than for any of the other five item sets (see Table R4.4 
in the Appendix). Although a lexical source cannot be ruled out, this may well be the 
result of a disproportionate picture recognition gain, associated with five relatively 
difficult pictures in that set (the only ones, out of 48 pictures, that had mean DN-
primed naming responses over 1 sec). 
The analysis yielded two more effects that possibly also reflect the relatively 
difficult nature of low-frequent het-word pictures: a significant effect of gender 
(F,(l,47) = 48.77, MSE = 8076, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 8.82, MSE = 7441, ρ = .005), 
and one of word frequency (F,(2,94) = 77.86, MSF = 9638, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 
16.81, MSE = 7441, ρ < .001). Their interaction was not significant (F,(2,94) = 
8.56, MSE = 8717, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 1.67, MSE = 7441, ρ = .200), and these 
effects will not be discussed any further. 
The error rates analysis revealed two effects only. Most relevant, subjects made 
almost half the amount of errors if the target item was presented for the second time 
(DN: 8.0%; SN: 4.2%; F,(l,47) = 6.98, MSE = 301.1, ρ = .011; F2(l,42) = 7.43, 
MSE = 47.1, ρ = .009). And they made fewer errors if the target item involved a 
more frequent word (F,(2,94) = 5.98, MSE = 318.5, ρ = 004.; F2(2,42) = 6.10, MSE 
= 52.1, ρ = .005). 
Gender repetition 
The analysis of target presentation response times confirmed the impression made by 
Figure 4.6: no effect of gender repetition whatsoever. Subjects were as fast to produce 
a gender-marked adjective noun response like /rode auto/ after having produced a 
gender-marked adjective noun response such as /groene auto/ 3 to 7 trials back than 
after having produced an unmarked bare noun response like /auto/ (SN: 765 ms; 
DA+SN: 769 ms; F,(l,47) = 0.51, MSE = 5811, ρ = 480.; F2(l,42) = 0.28, MSE = 
1762, ρ = .600). Having recently retrieved a noun's gender did not help to produce 
an utterance that required that same noun's gender again, even though the two 
retrieval events were separated by two to six other speech responses only. 
Furthermore, gender repetition did not interact with the gender of the target noun 
( F , 0 , 4 7 ) = 0.71, MSE = 6227, ρ = .405; F2(l,42) = 0.42, MSE = 1762, ρ = .523), 
nor with its frequency (F,(2,94) = 0.39, MSE = 6124, ρ = .678; F2(2,42) = 0.23, 
MSC = 1762, ρ = .799). It also did not clearly interact with gender and frequency 
considered together (F,(2,94) = 4.53, MSE = 5266, ρ = .013; F2(2,42) = 2.25, MSF 
= 1762, ρ = .118). Numerically, the average effect of gender repetition within each 
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of these ¡tem sets ranged from an inhibitory -26 ms and -24 ms for low-frequent het-
words and high-frequent de-words respectively to a facilitory 31 ms for high-frequent 
het-words (see Table R4.4 in the Appendix). But a simple effects analysis showed 
that none of these effects was significant (five out of six with F, p-values > .10). The 
31 ms trend for high-frequent het-words did approach significance (F,(l,47) = 3.42, 
MSE = 6904, ρ = .071; F2(l,42) = 2.23, MSE = 1762, ρ = .143), but, being the only 
interesting response time trend in the right direction, it was matched by over a 
fourfold increase in error rates. It is clear that responses to none of the six item sets 
unambiguously gained from a recent gender retrieval. 
As in the item repetition analysis, there were again significant response time 
effects of gender (F,(l,47) = 15.56, MS E = 5145, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 4.82, MSE = 
2767, ρ = .034) and of word frequency (F,(2,94) = 49.28, MS E = 7670, ρ < .001; 
F2(2,42) = 22.77, MS E = 2767, ρ < .001), although not of their interaction (F,(2,94) 
= 4.01, MS E = 6418, ρ = .021; F2(2,42) = 1.55, MSE = 2767, ρ = .224). For reasons 
already mentioned, these effects will not be further discussed. 
The error rates analysis basically confirmed the results in response time. Most 
relevant, there was no effect of gender repetition, with subjects making as many 
errors on a gender-marked adjective noun response like /rode auto/ after a recent 
gender-marked adjective noun response like /groene auto/ than after a recent 
unmarked bare noun response like /auto/ (SN: 4.2%; DA+SN: 4.9%; F,(l,47) = 
0.36, MS E = 193.6, ρ = .552; F2(l,42) = 0.33, MSE = 35.3, ρ = .570). The effect of 
gender repetition did marginally vary with word frequency (F,(2,94) = 3.54, MS E = 
181.4, ρ = .033; F2(2,42) = 3.03, MSE = 35.3, ρ = .059). An inspection of the error 
rates in Table R4.4 (in the Appendix) suggests that words of higher frequency were 
more inhibited by a recent gender-marked adjective noun response than those of 
lower frequency. A simple effects analysis confirmed this impression, and also showed 
that the only significant gender repetition effect was the inhibitory effect obtained for 
high-frequent words. 
Adjective repetition 
The analysis of target presentation response times revealed a substantial effect of 
adjective repetition: subjects were much faster to produce an adjective noun response 
like /rode auto/ after having produced the same adjective noun response, i.e. /rode 
auto/, 3 to 7 trials back than after having produced a different adjective noun 
response, like /groene auto/ (DA+SN: 769 ms; SA+SN: 714 ms; F,(l,47) = 94.82, 
MS E = 4565, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 37.77, MSE = 1910, ρ < .001). As adjective 
repetition allowed subjects to speed up their responses by another 55 ms, the absence 
of a gender repetition effect can no longer be attributed to a general floor effect in 
response times. 
Adjective repetition also interacted with word frequency (F,(2,94) = 12.39, 
MS E = 5057, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 5.47, MSE = 1910, ρ = .008), although not with 
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gender (F,(l,47) = 5.29, MSE = 4220, ρ = .026; F2(l,42) = 1.95, MSE = 1910, ρ = 
.170), or with the two considered together (F,(2,94) = 1.51, MSE = 4709, ρ = .225; 
F2(2,42) = 0.62, MSE = 1910, ρ = .542). An inspection of the means in Table R4.4 
(in the Appendix) suggests that low-frequent words gained more than high-frequent 
ones. But simple effects analyses showed that facilitation from adjective repetition was 
significant for words from all three frequency strata. And the only thing that 
mattered here was that responses to all item types could be further facilitated, 
irrespective of the size of the effect. 
The analysis revealed addition effects of gender (F,(l,47) = 30.99, MSE = 
4327, ρ < .001; F2(l,42) = 10.99, MSE = 2032, ρ = .002), of word frequency 
(F,(2,94) = 35.46, MSE = 4430, ρ < .001; F2(2,42) = 12.88, MSE = 2032, ρ < .001), 
and of the two considered together (F,(2,94) = 13.49, MSb = 4508, ρ < .001; 
F2(2,42) = 4.99, MSb = 2032, ρ = .011). Again, these effects will not be further 
discussed. 
The error rates analysis yielded an effect of adjective repetition only, with 
subjects making fewer errors on an adjective noun response like /rode auto/ after 
recently having produced the same response, i.e. /rode auto/, than after recently 
having produced a different adjective noun response, like /groene auto/ (DA+SN: 
4.9%; SA+SN: 2.3%; F,(l,47) = 7.78, MSE = 125.5, ρ = .008; F2(l,42) = 6.48, MSE 
= 25.1, ρ = .015). 
Taken together, these results do not confirm the predictions of the abstract gender 
recency hypothesis. Subjects did not gain anything from a recent gender retrieval, 
neither in response times, nor in error rates. But, as is best illustrated by Figure 4.6, 
they did gain from item repetition as well as from adjective repetition, both in 
response times and error rates. 
The sizeable item repetition effect of 90 ms was as expected. Although the 
low-frequent het-words gained much more from item repetition than any of the 
other five item sets, the relevant result for current purposes was that all item sets 
behaved 'properly'. This is not unimportant, because the critical gender repetition 
effect was assessed against the baseline of responses on repeated items, and 
unexpected results of item repetition would therefore affect the interpretation of the 
critical effect. It is interesting to see, though, that the item repetition effect is only 
half the size of that in the previous experiment, where it was 199 ms. Apparently, 
the interpolation of two to six unrelated trials reduces the item repetition effect by 
more than a 100 ms. 
Be that as it may, the effect of item repetition was still substantial, even after 
two to six unrelated trials. The adjective repetition result, however, showed that 
additional gains could still be made, both in response times and error rates. Acting 
as a 'sensitivity check' in the relevant response time range, this result clearly suggests 
that the absence of a benefit from recent gender retrieval was not caused by a general 
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floor effect.32 That alternative explanation would, incidentally, also be hard to 
reconcile with the hypothesized function of a gender recency mechanism. The 
experiment studied the effect of having retrieved the gender of a particular noun, 
some 9 to 22 seconds before, on the speed and accuracy with which speakers can 
produce a gender-marked noun phrase with the same noun. These are typical 
conditions under which a gender recency mechanism would be supposed to operate. 
If noun repetition were to eliminate a beneficial effect of recent gender retrieval, the 
mechanism wouldn't do its job in a large part of its domain of operation, i.e. 
whenever re-access to a noun's gender would be for a nominal NP. It would then be 
left to facilitate gender-marked pronominal NPs only. 
In the discussion of experiment 3, I mentioned that similarity-based 
interference effects might have made an inhibitory contribution to the critical 
DA+SN-primed target responses. With a number of unrelated trials between prime 
and target, the problem was assumed to be minimized in the experiment at hand. 
But two to six unrelated trials may not have been enough, and any remaining 
interference effect could have cancelled out a 'true' gender recency effect. Still, one 
would expect that, if similarity-based interference operates across unrelated trials at 
all, the effects should be larger with only two or three interpolated trials than with 
five or six of those trials. A post-hoc analysis of the effect of prime-target lag did not 
confirm this prediction.3 3 As such, it does not support the interference account. 
Let's step back, for a moment, and consider the results obtained so far. Two 
B&W/colour picture naming studies, experiments 3 and 4, have not been able to 
secure a gender recency effect in speech production. The production of a gender-
32Adjective repetition effects have been established with DA+SN-primed responses as a 
baseline, responses that already reflected item and gender repetition effects This approach was 
consistent with the interpretation of the design as a stacking of repetition effects It could be argued, 
however, that, to control for a floor effect in SN-primed response times (the baseline for a gender 
repetition effect), the adjective repetition effect should have been established relative to SN-primed 
response times as well. A post-hoc analysis for which I redefined the adjective repetition effect in this 
way yielded virtually identical results 
"For a response time reanalysis of the gender repetition design that had prime-target lag 
(short or long, within subjects, within items) as an additional factor, the prediction would be that 
of a lag by gender repetition interaction. At long lags, one would expect to see a gender recency 
effect that would be relatively unaffected by counteracting similarity-based interference. At short lags, 
however, one would expect the latter effect to be stronger, and to overrule any benefits of gender 
recency. But this interaction was not obtained (F,(l,47) = 1.78, MSE = 10497, ρ = 189; F2(l,42) 
= 0.45, MSE = 6889, ρ = 505). As with experiment 3, a similarity-based interference explanation 
might also lead one to expect more colour errors after the very similar DA+SN prime, e.g. /groene 
auto/ priming /rode auto/, than after the less similar SN prime, e g /auto/ priming /rode auto/. But 
that was not the case: the wrong colour was named on 1.6% of the DA+SN-primed target trials, and 
on 2 .1% of the SN-primed target trials. 
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marked noun phrase such as /rode auto/ was simply not facilitated by having 
retrieved the same noun's gender before, even though, in experiment 4, conditions 
were similar to those under which one would typically expect a gender recency 
mechanism to do its job The only evidence we have for such a mechanism was 
obtained with a push-button gender assignment task (Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5, my experiment 1), a task whose relationship to speech production is 
indirect at best And even this evidence turned out to be unstable (experiment 2) 
Given the results so far, then, it is rather tempting to conclude that, whatever may 
have happened in the experiments that used a gender assignment task, there simply 
is no gender recency effect in speech production 
At this point, however, I think it would still be premature to reject the 
hypothesis under investigation The production of an utterance like /rode auto/ is the 
result of a large number of coordinated subprocesses, only some of which may 
determine the resulting utterance onset latency Until now, I have assumed that the 
gender retrieval process was amongst those that determined final response times This 
assumption had been based on earlier findings with gender-marked adjective noun 
phrase production in Dutch (Schnefers, 1993), and on the argument that a gender 
recency mechanism is only going to contribute to the fluency of speech production 
if gender retrieval is indeed one of the time course bottlenecks If the functionality 
hypothesis of Jescheniak and Levelt is correct, there simply must be conditions under 
which the gender recency mechanism reveals itself in response times Nevertheless, 
it is possible that the picture naming experiments 3 and 4 have established operating 
conditions under which the gender retrieval process was not one of the bottlenecks 
in generating a gender-marked adjective noun phrase And if the speed of gender 
retrieval does not co-determine final performance, a manipulation of that process will 
simply remain invisible 
Under what operating conditions could the gender retrieval process remain 
invisible' It all depends on the temporal arrangement of this process relative to other 
elements of the speech production process One possibility is that speakers start 
retrieving the noun's word-form at the same time as its gender, ι e as soon as the 
lemma of that noun has been selected This kind of optimization is not unusual in 
speech production (Levelt, 1993, see also Chapter 1) By itself, such simultaneous 
processing would not necessarily lead to a masked gender retrieval process But in the 
case of a simple two-word noun phrase like /rode auto/ or /de ster/, it is not unlikely 
that subsequent phonological word formation and syllabification processes must wait 
until both the form of the noun and that of the gender-marked adjective or article 
have been retrieved (cf Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994, ρ 841) The consequence ofthat 
dependency would be that final speech response times are determined by the slowest 
of two parallel processes only (1) the retrieval of a noun's word-form, or (2) the 
retrieval of the noun's gender and of the agreement target's appropriate word-form 
And this means that, under conditions where the gender-related process would be the 
faster one to begin with, an additional shortening of its duration — such as due to 
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recent access to the same noun's gender — would not show up in final speech 
production response times.M 
There may be other processing arrangements in which the gender retrieval 
process wouldn't be a bottleneck, but the specifics do not really matter here. The 
point is that the null results of experiments 3 and 4 may have been due to the fact 
that the facilitated gender retrieval process did somehow not 'express itself in speech 
onset response times. The sensitivity check used in experiment 4 had addressed the 
possibility of a general floor effect, but it had not shown that the speech onset 
response times were sensitive to the particular subprocess of interest. This issue was 
addressed in experiment 5, the final experiment of this thesis. 
Experiment 5 
The purpose of experiment 5 was to determine whether the negative findings of 
experiments 3 and 4 were due to the fact that the speech onset response times did 
for some reason not reflect variability in the gender retrieval process, or whether there 
simply was no recency-related variability in the latter process. The experimental 
procedure was a variant of the two-phase approach of Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5 (and the experiments 1 and 2 reported in this chapter). In the 
manipulation phase, one group of subjects named a series of pictures with just the 
bare noun, e.g. /step, huis, slak, .../, whereas another group named them with the 
gender-marked adjective klein(e) before the noun, e.g. /kleine step, klein huis, kleine 
slak, .../. In the assessment phase, subjects from both groups were tested on the speed 
with which they could retrieve the gender of the same pictures. The earlier two-phase 
experiments had used a push-button gender assignment task for this assessment. In 
the current experiment, however, the benefit of recent gender retrieval was assessed 
by means of another speech production task: subjects from both prior naming groups 
^Indeed, if the gender recency hypothesis is correct, and if Jescheniak and Levelt have also 
correctly localized the 'regular' word frequency effect in speech production, then it is the very 
robustness of the latter effect that indicates that gender retrieval and noun form retrieval cannot be 
in a strict serial processing arrangement. The reason is that the discrete serial arrangement would 
predict an additive effect of gender recency and word frequency across two gender-marked utterances 
with the same noun And this is exactly the opposite of what the naming results of Jescheniak's and 
Levelt's experiment 5b had shown. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the left part of panel D, there was 
a robust word frequency effect across two non-consecutive gender-marked naming responses of the 
form /de <noun>/. In a discrete serial arrangement, however, the first naming responses should have 
exhibited a word frequency effect plus an effect of slower gender rettieval for low-frequent words, 
whereas the second naming responses should have exhibited just a word frequency effect. 
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were asked to name the same pictures again, together with the appropriate definite 
article, e.g. /de slak, de step, het huis, .../. In schema: 
N HF /step/, /step/2 /de step/, /de step/2 
LF /slak/, /slak/2 /de slak/, /deslak/2 
A+N HF /kleine step/, /kleine step/2 /de step/, /de step/2 
LF /kleine slak/, /kleine slak/2 /de slak/, /de slak/2 
To stay as dose as possible to the experiment that gave rise to the gender 
recency hypothesis, Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5, the current experiment 
used the same item sets, and, for the manipulation and assessment phases, the same 
trial randomizations. It will be remembered that all experimental items of Jescheniak 
and Levelt were de-words, and that the het-words served as filler material only. 
Experiment 2 was specifically designed to address that limitation. At this stage of the 
research project, however, maximal comparability to the original de-word experiments 
was essential. 
As in experiments 1 and 2, the critical response was to an item's first 
presentation in the assessment phase. But what if, for some reason, the speed with 
which speakers produce a gender-marked definite article noun phrase like /de step/ 
doesn't depend on the speed with which the head noun's gender can be retrieved? 
A null effect of recent gender retrieval would only be interpretable if the task could 
be shown to pick up on the relevant retrieval process. This required a second 
manipulation of gender retrieval for speech production, one that was known to be 
effective in terms of speech onset response times. As a matter of fact, such a 
manipulation happened to be available. 
In a recent set of picture naming experiments, Schriefers (1993) has found 
that the production of a simple gender-marked noun phrase, as a naming response 
to some picture, can be delayed by presenting a gender-incongruent distractor word 
at approximately the same time. In one of these experiments (Schriefers, 1993; 
experiment 1), Dutch subjects were asked to name a series of coloured pictures with 
a definite article plus adjective plus noun response, e.g. /de rode stoel, het groene 
bed, .../ ('the red chair, the green bed, ... '). It was no surprise that subjects were 
slower to produce something like /de rode stoel/ if a written distractor word was 
superimposed on the picture. This is a common and not too interesting finding in 
such picture-word interference tasks (Glaser & DùngelhofF, 1984; Glaser, 1992). 
What did come as a surprise, however, was that the grammatical gender of the 
distractor words made a difference. Congruent distractor words, i.e. those that had 
the same gender as the picture name, interfered much less with gender-marked 
picture naming than incongruent distractors, whose gender was a different one. 
For the current picture example of 'stoel', a de-word, the gender-congruent 
distractor would be another de-word, such as 'voet' ('foot'), and the gender-
incongruent distractor would be a het-word, such as 'been' ('leg'). At an SOA of 0 
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ms, ι e with simultaneous picture-distractor presentation, there was an average 56 ms 
"gender distraction effect" in the production of phrases like /de rode step/, and an 
average 31 ms effect in that of phrases like /rode step/ Schriefers replicated these 
effects in a variety of languages, with both written and spoken distractor words, and 
at several picture-word SOA's (personal communication, June 7, 1995) On the basis 
of his research, he concluded that the effect reflected a competition between two 
activated gender representations During gender-marked noun phrase production, the 
selection of the head noun's lemma would activate the appropriate gender The 
incongruent distractor word, however, would automatically activate a competing 
gender representation, and would thereby delay the selection of the head noun's 
gender information for inclusion into the noun phrase 
Assuming that this interpretation is correct, gender-incongruent distractor 
words interfere with the retrieval of grammatical gender for speech production If this 
gender distraction effect could be replicated under the same conditions as those used 
to test for the gender recency effect, it would show that the gender retrieval process 
is visible in utterance onset response times And that fact would make a null result 
of recent gender retrieval very informative For this reason, experiment 5 included 
two orthogonal manipulations of the gender retrieval process recency of earlier 
gender access (realized by means of prior unmarked or gender-marked naming 
responses), and gender distraction (realized by means of written distractor words, 
cf Schriefers, 1993) For the low-frequent de-word example 'step', 'scooter', the 
complete design can be schematised as follows (with the first and second speech 
production response in each phase between slashes, and with the distractor word for 
each assessment trial displayed in small capitals below its target) 
CON 
INC 
N 
A+N 
N 
A+N 
/step/, 
/kleine step/, 
/step/, 
/kleine step/, 
/step/2 
/kleine step/2 
/step/2 
/kleine step/2 
/de step/, 
LUST 
/de step/, 
LUST 
/de step/, 
PLEIN 
/de step/, 
PLEIN 
/de step/2 
PLEIN 
/de step/2 
PLEIN 
/de step/2 
LUST 
/de step/2 
LUST 
The above schema exemplifies all relevant trials that involved the de-word 
'step', 'scooter', for each of four different subjects The first and second subjects both 
produced the critical assessment response, /de step/,, in response to the picture of 
a scooter that was displayed together with the superimposed de-word 'hjst', 'list', a 
gender-congruent distractor word (CON) In terms of gender distraction, therefore, 
the critical naming trials of these subjects were equated In terms of gender recency, 
however, they were not whereas the first subject had named the same picture with 
the bare noun (N) twice before, only the second subject had named it with a gender-
marked adjective noun form (A+N) The third and fourth subject differed on the 
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recency of gender access in the same way. But these two subjects produced the critical 
assessment response, /de step/,, in response to a scooter that was displayed together 
with the het-word 'plein', 'square', a gender-incongruent distractor word (INC). 
The predictions for this completely crossed design were as follows. The 
findings of Schriefers (1993) led me to expect a gender distraction effect. This effect 
would demonstrate that, under the circumstances in this experiment, variability in 
the gender retrieval process was indeed visible in definite article noun naming 
response times. In that case, the abstract gender recency hypothesis clearly predicted 
that subjects who recently named pictures in a gender-marked adjective noun form 
should be faster to name the same pictures in a definite article noun form than 
subjects who recently named the pictures in the unmarked bare noun form only. But 
if, in the presence of a gender distraction effect, there is no gender recency effect, 
then it would be time to seriously reconsider the abstract gender recency hypothesis. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were 48 native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the Max Planck Institute 
subject pool. None of them had participated in any of the Jescheniak & Levelt 
(1994) experiments or any of the experiments reported in earlier parts of this thesis. 
They received Dfl. 12.50 for their participation. 
Materials 
The 48 experimental and 48 filler pictures were those of Jescheniak and Levelt 
(1994; experiment 5). I have used the same pictures in experiment 1, and refer to 
that experiment for their description. The distractor words were sampled from the 
materials of the experiments reported in Chapter 3. From the 120 single-gender 
words used in those experiments, 12 de-words and 12 het-words were selected to 
serve as gender-congruent (CON) and gender-incongruent (INC) distractors for the 
experimental pictures (which all had de-word names). All 24 experimental distractor 
words were mono- or bi-syllabic, between 3 and 6 letters long, and of at least 
medium lemma frequency (over 12 on a million). Words with a meaning that might 
interfere with that of any picture in the response set were avoided. Words were also 
avoided if they had attracted more than 10% erroneous responses in a previous 
gender assignment experiment (N=24; see footnote 15), if they had yielded relatively 
slow gender assignment responses in that same experiment, or if they had yielded 
relatively slow lexical decision or naming responses in the experiments of Chapter 3. 
The two sets of distractor words were matched on average previous gender 
assignment error rate, as well as on lemma frequency, word length in syllables and 
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letters, bigram frequency, orthographic neighborhood density and neighborhood 
frequency (using the measures defined in Chapter 3). Table 4.5 summarizes the 
properties of the resulting experimental distractor word sets (see Table 4.1, 
experiment 1, for the experimental picture sets). 
CON INC 
number of distractor words 
gender assignment error rate 
INL frequency 
number of syllables 
number of letters 
bigram frequency 
neighborhood density 
neighborhood frequency 
12 
31 
50 8 
1 3 
4 7 
99 
73 
129 
12 
35 
53 6 
1 3 
46 
10 1 
73 
14 5 
Table 4.5 Characteristics of the experimental distractor sets in experiment 5 (see table 4 1 for the 
experimental picture sets) Except for the first one, all characteristics are averaged over distractors 
CON = gender-congruent (de-words), INC = gender-incongruent (net-words), gender assignment 
error rate = percentage errors in prior gender assignment experiment (over 24 subjects per word), 
INL frequency = lemma frequency in the INL corpus (on a million tokens), bigram frequency = 
average log-transformed frequencies of bigrams in the INL corpus, neighborhood density = total 
number of words that differ in only one letter, neighborhood frequency = sum of the log-transformed 
INL frequencies of those words (on a million tokens) 
Another 24 distractor words, 12 het-words and 12 de-words, were sampled 
from the same materials to serve as gender-congruent and gender-incongruent 
distractors for the filler pictures (which all had het-word names). Selection and 
matching criteria were as above, with the exception that somewhat higher gender 
assignment error rates (up to 25%) had to be allowed for. For use in practice trials, 
30 more comparable distractor words were selected. 
In both the manipulation phase and the assessment phase, experimental and 
filler pictures were presented in the order specified by the two different 
randomizations of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5. I have used the same 
randomizations in experiment 1, and refer to that experiment for their description. 
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Here I will only describe how distractor words were assigned to the 192 picture trials 
of the assessment phase, the trials that had involved gender assignment in the earlier 
experiments. 
Starting with one of the two pre-existing picture trial randomizations, the 24 
experimental distractors were allocated to assessment phase de-word picture trials 
such that (a) the critical first presentation of 12 low-frequent pictures would be with 
the 12 congruent distractors, of 12 other low-frequent pictures would be with the 12 
incongruent distractors, of 12 high-frequent pictures would be with the same 12 
congruent distractors, and of 12 other high-frequent pictures would be with the same 
12 incongruent distractor; (b) the noncritical second presentation of every picture 
would be with a comparable distractor of the alternative type, i.e. INC after CON, 
or C O N after INC; (c) the low- and high-frequent pictures having a congruent 
distractor on their critical first presentation were setwise matched to their (frequency-
equivalent) counterparts that had /'«congruent distractors, on word length and lemma 
frequency; and (d) a picture name and the congruent and incongruent distractor 
words selected for it were nevet associatively or semantically related, nor did they 
share word-initial segments or actual syllables. Filler distractors were allocated to het-
word picture trials in a comparable way. A second assessment phase list was derived 
from the above result by exchanging each picture's first and second presentation 
distractor word. Thus, if a picture's critical first presentation was with a congruent 
distractor in the first list, it was with an incongruent distractor in the — otherwise 
identical — second list. This meant that congruently and incongruently distracted 
picture presentations were equated, across lists, on their average position in the 
sublist, and on their average distance to the last of the two relevant trials in the 
preceding manipulation phase (the critical lag that defined the most recent gender 
access). 
Following the same procedure as above, two more assessment phase lists were 
derived from the other of the two pre-existing picture trial randomizations. In 
addition to having different list positions, however, the pictures were also paired with 
different distractor items. The critical first presentation of the low-frequent 
experimental picture 'step', for example, was with the congruent distractor de-word 
'lijst' ('list') and the incongruent distractor het-word 'plein' ('square') in the first two 
assessment phase lists, but with the congruent distractor de-word 'knop' ('button') 
and the incongruent distractor de-word 'graf ('grave') in the other two assessment 
phase lists. Table M4.5 in the Appendix lists every experimental picture name 
together with its two congruent and two incongruent distractor words. Extra 
distractor words were allocated to the 30 trial practice sequence for this phase. 
Each of the four modified assessment phase lists was preceded by a 192 
picture trial randomization for the manipulation phase, identical to those used in 
Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5 and my experiment 1. As in the earlier 
experiments, this implied that, at the critical first presentation of a picture in the 
assessment phase, subjects would have named that particular picture twice before (in 
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N or A+N form). In the gender distraction experiments of Schriefers (1993), 
however, subjects repeated a much smaller set of pictures much more often, such 
that, on average, a picture had already been named 12 times before.35 To 
approximate those conditions in the present experiment, under the time constraints 
imposed by a much larger picture set, the manipulation phase was preceded by an 
extra preparation phase. In this phase, subjects were to name each of the 96 pictures 
twice, at leisure, and with a bare noun. For this purpose, two different 
randomizations of 96 picture preparation trials preceded the first and second of the 
above lists in Α-B order, and the third and fourth of those lists in B-Α order. They 
were separated by a short pause, and preceded by a 10 trial practice series. 
Each of the four resulting experimental lists specified a complete sequence of 
646 naming trials for one subject: 10+96+96 preparation trials (unspeeded bare noun 
naming), 30+96+96 gender recency manipulation trials (bare noun or adjective noun 
naming), and 30+96+96 gender recency assessment trials (distracted definite article 
noun naming). The lists were such that all 48 experimental pictures occurred under 
both distractor conditions at their critical first assessment presentation, doing so at 
two different list positions with two different congruent-incongruent distractor pairs. 
As the gender recency manipulation was done by means of instructions for the 
manipulation phase, all four lists, and hence all four critical trials of a given picture, 
were presented under both prior naming form conditions. 
Apparatus 
The same apparatus was used as in experiment 4. Display size of the pictures was 
approximately 8 by 8 cm, and viewing distance was roughly 60 cm. In all phases of 
the experiment, pictures were presented as light-grey line drawings on a black 
background. In the assessment phase, light-grey distractor words were simultaneously 
presented in a 32 by 13 mm black area 'cut out' from the middle of the picture. The 
size and location of this distractor area was such that all pictures could still be easily 
recognized, and all words within the area were sufficiently readable. Visual 
interference between distractor letters and picture lines was avoided by centering the 
distractor words in the empty area reserved for them, in a lower-case font size that 
left at least 2.5 mm of empty space around each word. The largest distractor word 
had a display size of 27 by 8 mm. 
3 5In both experiment 1 and 2 of Schriefers (1993), every subject saw each of 10 pictures by 
itself as well as with 8 different distractor word types at 3 picture-word display onset asynchronies; 
every picture was therefore named 25 times in a single session. 
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Procedure 
Each subject was randomly assigned to one of the two prior naming form conditions, 
and to one of the four experimental lists. At the beginning of the session, subjects 
were told that they were to participate in a three-part picture naming experiment for 
which they would first be shown all pictures, together with their names. During the 
preview phase, all 106 pictures were shown once, by means of the same automated 
screen preview procedure as used for experiment 4. 
After having finished with the preview, subjects were given more precise 
written instructions for the first part of the experiment, the preparation phase. They 
were asked to name every object presented on the screen with the name they had 
seen during the preview phase, and to do so as accurately as possible. Fast responding 
was not required, and subjects were invited to do this task at leisure (within the 
constraints of the fixed trial duration). 
After a short practice session, the subjects named 192 pictures with the bare 
noun. Each naming trial started with a visual warning signal (.) presented on the 
screen for 300 ms. Following a pause of 200 ms, the target picture was 
instantaneously displayed for 1000 ms, after which the screen was cleared for another 
1600 ms. Response time was irrelevant, but the accuracy of the naming response was 
recorded manually by the experimenter. As the next naming trial began 1600 ms 
after the picture had disappeared, the total duration of a trial was 3100 ms. The 
preparation naming test lasted about 15 minutes, and was interrupted by three short 
pauses. 
At the end of the preparation phase, subjects were given instructions for the 
second part of the experiment, the manipulation phase. They were told they would 
see the same pictures again, now for a speeded naming task. In the A+N naming 
condition, subjects were asked to name every object as soon as it was displayed on 
screen together with "the adjective klein(e)", and they were given examples that 
illustrated a de- and het-word response, but other than via these examples and the 
bracketed -e inflection in klein(e) above, attention was not drawn to grammatical 
gender. In the N naming condition, subjects were asked to name every object as soon 
as it was displayed on screen, and they were given the same two example responses, 
now without the adjective. Subjects were asked to respond both fast and accurate, to 
try not to begin with /klei.../ before they knew what they were going to say (A+N 
naming subjects only), and to again try to use the names they has seen during the 
preview phase. 
After a short practice session, the subjects named 192 pictures with the 
adjective 'klein(e)' (A+N naming) or with the bare noun only (N naming). The 
naming trials in this phase had the same temporal structure as those in the 
preparation phase: a 300 ms warning signal, a 200 ms pause, a 1000 ms picture 
display, and a 1600 ms pause until the next trial. If the subject responded within 
2000 ms from picture onset (as registered by a voice key event), the response time 
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and accuracy were recorded. If no such response was given during this interval, no 
response time was recorded, and the reason for its absence was noted down (e.g. no 
response at all, response too late, response not loud enough). The manipulation 
naming test also lasted about 15 minutes, and was again interrupted by three short 
pauses. 
At the end of the manipulation phase, subjects were given instructions for the 
third part of the experiment, the assessment phase. They were told they would again 
see the same pictures, and that their task now was to name every object as soon as 
it was displayed on screen together with "the appropriate article de or hei', and they 
were given two examples that illustrated a de- and het-word response. Subjects were 
also informed they would see words inside the pictures, but that this was irrelevant 
to their task: all they needed to do was to name the depicted objects. They were 
asked to respond both fast and accurate, to try not to begin with /de.../ or /het.../ 
before they knew what they were going to say, and to again try to use the names 
they has seen during the preview phase. To discourage guessing of the definite article, 
the instructions also mentioned that there would roughly be as many de- as het-
words. 
After a short practice session, the subjects named 192 pictures with the 
appropriate definite article. Apart from the fact that every picture now contained a 
superimposed distractor word, the naming trials in this phase had the same temporal 
structure as those in the preparation and manipulation phase (and all trials in 
experiment 3 and 4): a 300 ms warning signal, a 200 ms pause, a 1000 ms picture-
word display, and a 1600 ms pause until the next trial. Response handling was 
identical to that of the preceding phase. The assessment naming test again lasted 
about 15 minutes, and was interrupted by three short pauses. 
The assessment phase was followed by a structured interview, which included 
limited debriefing. Amongst other things, subjects in the A+N naming group were 
asked whether they had any idea whether the 'klein/kleine' alternation was related to 
the 'de/het' alternation, and if so, in what way. The entire session lasted 
approximately 1 hour and 5 minutes. 
Analysis 
Every subject responded to six naming presentations of an experimental picture: two 
in the preparation phase, two in the manipulation phase, and two more in the 
assessment phase. In line with the approach taken for experiments 2, 3 and 4, 
analyses of variance were carried out on responses given on a picture's first 
presentation in the assessment phase only. But the analysis of first assessment 
presentation response times was again contingent upon the errors made by that 
particular subject on earlier responses that implicated the same picture item. For this 
reason, preparation and manipulation trial responses were also scored on correctness. 
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As in experiments 2, 3 and 4, gender recency effects in (distracted) definite 
article noun phrase production were analyzed in terms of a direct benefit, if any, 
from prior gender-marked A+N naming, relative to prior unmarked N naming. In 
the introduction to experiment 2, this facilitation approach was argued to provide a 
more direct test of the gender recency hypothesis, and, with every item as its own 
control, to be less vulnerable to picture-related confounds. The item sets in the 
experiment at hand, however, were the same as used in Jescheniak's and Levelt's 
experiment 5 and my extension of that study, experiment 1. This allowed for an 
additional test of the gender recency hypothesis in the way of those early 
experiments: as a reduction of the word frequency effect. Both the facilitation effect 
and the reduction of the word frequency effect were tested in the same analysis of 
variance. Details of this analysis will be provided with the results. 
In the preparation phase, correct naming responses were of the form 
/<noun>/, and a response was only treated as a (relevant) error if the noun was not 
the one expected, mispronounced, repaired, or omitted. In the manipulation phase, 
correct naming responses were of the form /kleine <noun>/ for subjects in the A+N 
naming condition, and of the form /<noun>/ for subjects in the N naming 
condition. A manipulation phase response was only treated as an error if it started 
with a hesitation sound (/uhm/, /er/), if the adjective was incorrectly inflected, 
mispronounced, repaired, or omitted (A+N naming only), if there was a silent or 
filled pause between adjective and noun (A+N naming only), if an adjective was used 
when it should not be (N naming only), if the noun was not the one expected, if it 
was mispronounced, repaired, or omitted, or if the response was initiated too late, 
i.e. after 2000 ms from picture onset. 
In the assessment phase, correct naming responses were of the form /de 
<noun>/ for all subjects. An assessment phase response was only treated as an error 
if it started with a hesitation sound (/uhm/, /er/), if the definite article was the wrong 
one, was mispronounced, repaired, or omitted, if there was a silent or filled pause 
between article and noun, if the noun was not the one expected, if it was 
mispronounced, repaired, or omitted, or if the response was initiated too late, i.e. 
after 2000 ms from picture onset. Because of the low number of errors of each type, 
the statistical analysis collapsed across error types. 
Critical first assessment response times were discarded (a) if the response itself 
had been erroneous in the above way or the voice key had not triggered correctly, 
(b) if any of the four corresponding preparation or manipulation responses had been 
erroneous or if the item name had erroneously been used in response to some other 
picture presented in any of the phases before, or (c) if the response time deviated 
from the mean of that condition by more than 3 standard deviations. A total of 487 
response times, 21 .1% of the data, were treated in this way (4.1% because of an 
error or voice key failure on the response itself, 15.7% because of a preparation or 
manipulation naming error or some other earlier error that implicated the same item, 
and an additional 1.3% because of outlying response times). 
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Results and discussion 
Analyses of variance were carried out on the utterance onset times and percentage 
errors of critical definite article noun responses, as a function of prior naming form 
(N or A+N, between subjects, within items), distractor type (CON or INC; within 
subjects, within items), and word frequency (LF or HF; within subjects, between 
items). Figure 4.7 displays average reaction times and error rates; see Table R4.5 in 
the Appendix for exact numeric values. Every mean shown is an average over the 
mean response time and percentage errors of 24 subjects, each responding to 12 
items. 
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Figure 4.7 Results of experiment 5 Picture-based definite article noun naming response times and 
error rates for the first presentation of low- and high-frequent de-word items after unmarked N 
naming and after gender-marked A+N naming, with superimposed gender-congruent (CON) and 
gender-mcongruent (INC) distractor words 
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The results of this experiment did not support the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis. Although the effect was small, subjects were generally slower in producing 
definite article noun phrases for a de-word picture if the distractor word was a het-
word (INC) than if it was also a de-word (CON). This replication of the gender 
distraction effect reported by Schriefers (1993) showed that response times on the 
naming task at hand were co-determined by the gender retrieval process. But there 
was still no benefit of recent access to the gender of the same picture names. Nor did 
the equally recent gender access for low- and high-frequent picture names in A+N 
naming lead to a subsequent reduction of the word frequency effect. 
The response time analysis of variance revealed a small but clearly significant 
gender distraction effect. Definite article noun naming of de-word pictures was 22 
ms slower if the picture was shown together with a gender-incongruent het-word 
than if it was shown with a gender-congruent de-word (CON: 762 ms; INC: 784 
ms; F,(l,46) = 17.55, MS E = 1376, ρ < .001; F2(l,46) = 10.83, MS E = 1754, ρ = 
.002). In spite of the fact that their only task was to name the pictures, subjects had 
obviously not been able to avoid processing the distractor words in a linguistic way, 
and to process gender as part of that. Importantly, distractor gender interfered with 
the retrieval of the picture name's gender for speech production in a way that was 
visible in utterance onset response times. This showed that, under the conditions of this 
experiment, the definite article noun picture naming task was indeed sensitive to the 
speed with which a noun's grammatical gender is retrieved for speech production. 
The abstract gender recency hypothesis had predicted that a noun's gender 
should be retrieved faster if that same noun's gender had been accessed some time 
before. But this was not the case overall: subjects who had recently used the picture 
names in a gender-marked adjective noun phrase were no faster in the definite article 
noun picture naming task than subjects who had recendy used those names in a bare 
noun response (N: 779 ms; A+N: 767 ms; F,(l,46) = 0.32, MS E = 21321, ρ = .576; 
F2(l,46) = 3.84, MS E = 841, ρ = .056; the 12 ms trend, and the significant by-items 
result, depended on one of 48 subjects only36). 
The earlier gender assignment results of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 
5 and my experiment 1 had shown substantial facilitation for low-frequent picture 
names, and much less facilitation for high-frequent picture names — it was this result 
that led to a collapse of the word frequency effect after recent gender retrieval. But 
as Figure 4.7 clearly shows, and as confirmed by the absence of a frequency by prior 
naming form interaction (F,(l,46) = 0.89, MS E = 855, ρ = .351; F2(l,46) = 1.29, 
MS F = 841, ρ = .261), there was no such collapse in the results of the current 
experiment. After having named the pictures in an unmarked bare noun form, the 
"Reanalysis without this one subject yielded a non-significant 3 ms difference between the 
response times after N and A+N naming (F,(l,45) = 0.03, MS t = 18708, ρ = .863; F 2(1,46) = 0.00, 
MS t = 926, ρ = .961), but a robust 20 ms gender distraction effect (F,(l,45) = 14.42, MSE = 1369, 
ρ < .001; F2(l,46) = 9.20, MSE = 1750, ρ = .004). 
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average definite article noun naming response with a high-frequent picture name was 
20 ms faster than that with a low-frequent picture name. But after having named the 
pictures in a gender-marked adjective noun form, responses to high-frequent picture 
names were still 28 ms faster. This means that equating low- and high-frequent 
picture names on the recency of gender access did not equate them on the speed 
with which their gender could be retrieved again. 
It should be noted that the overall 24 ms word frequency effect was not 
significant by items (LF: 785 ms; HF: 761 ms; F,(l,46) = 32.15, MSE = 855, ρ < 
.001; F2(l,46) = 3.36, MSE = 8596, ρ = .073). One might therefore argue that there 
wasn't anything to 'collapse'. But simple effects analysis of the word frequency effect 
at the two different levels of the prior naming form factor revealed that, although 
there was no clearly significant frequency effect in definite article noun naming after 
prior bare noun naming (LF: 789 ms; HF: 769 ms; F,(l,46) = 11.18, MSE = 855, 
ρ = .002; F2(l,46) = 1.91, MSE = 4912, ρ = .174), such an effect did clearly emerge 
after prior gender-marked adjective noun naming (LF: 781 ms; HF: 753 ms; F,(l,46) 
= 21.86, MS E = 855, ρ < .001; F2(l,46) = 4.55, MS E = 4524, ρ = .038). If anything, 
this is the opposite of what the gender recency hypothesis had predicted. 
The reader may have noted that, for the current experiment, I have actually 
phrased this prediction somewhat differendy than before, namely, as a reduction of 
the word frequency effect, rather than a total colUpse. The latter had reflected the 
assumption, made as part of the gender recency hypothesis, that word frequency 
differences in gender assignment response times would be a function of gender 
retrieval time only. But note that no such assumption has been made for word 
frequency differences in naming response times. If, for example, gender retrieval and 
noun form retrieval are in a strict serial processing arrangement, then all that the 
gender recency hypothesis predicts if low- and high-frequent words are equated on 
recency of gender access is that the part of the word frequency effect associated with the 
gender retrieval process should disappear. The part of the word frequency effect 
associated with noun form retrieval should not. In this situation, then, we would 
expect to see a reduction, but not a total collapse of the word frequency effect.37 
Up until now, the presence of a gender distraction effect has been taken to 
demonstrate that the task at hand was sensitive to the gender retrieval process under 
all conditions tested in the experiment. Stricdy speaking, however, the presence of 
a gender distraction effect has only shown that the process of gender retrieval was 
visible in definite article noun naming responses to pictures with incongruent 
distractors. This is because, in the 'masking arrangement' hypothesized before, part 
3 7It is somewhat more difficult to predict what would happen if these two processes are not 
in a strict setial atrangement. As long as the gender retrieval process co-determines final response 
times (as established by the presence of a distraction effect), however, the gender recency hypothesis 
predicts a reduction of the word frequency effect at least. 
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of the true distractor interference effect may have been used to slow down the gender 
retrieval process to the extent that it would just begin to determine final onset 
response times.38 On this account, an overall gender recency effect was not necessarily 
expected. But a gender recency effect should then at least have been observed on 
trials with incongruent distractors, i.e. in cases where the process of gender retrieval 
demonstrably determined response times. The data showed otherwise. Prior naming 
form did not interact with distractor type (РД1.46) = 0.49, M S E = 1376, ρ = .489; 
F2(l,46) = 1.86, MS E = 1080, ρ = .179), indicating there was as little facilitation 
from recent gender retrieval on incongruent distractor trials as there was on 
congruent distractor trials. An analysis of the simple effect of prior naming form 
within incongruent distractor trials confirmed that, even here, there was no 
facilitation due to recent gender access (F,(l,46) = 0.57, M S E = 10264, ρ = .454; 
F2(l,46) = 5.76, MS E = 898, ρ = .021).3 9 And the interaction between word 
frequency and prior naming form did not vary across distractor condition either 
№,(1,46) = 0.01, MS E = 1162, ρ = .922; F2(l,46) = 0.09, MS E = 1080, ρ = .761). 
As can be seen in the right panel of Figure 4.7, equating low- and high-frequent 
picture names on the recency of gender access (prior A+N naming) did not equate 
them on the speed with which their gender could be retrieved again, not even under 
conditions where the assessment task was demonstrably sensitive to the gender 
retrieval process (INC distractor). 
The response time analysis had tested one more effect: an interaction between 
word frequency and distractor type. It was not significant (F,(l,46) = 0.03, MS E = 
1162, ρ = .857; F2(l,46) = 0.02, MS b = 1754, ρ = .891). 
There were no significant effects in the corresponding error rates analysis. 
Importantly, subjects made as many errors on gender-marked definite article noun 
naming after a prior gender-marked adjective noun naming phase as they did after 
prior bare noun naming (N: 4.0%; A+N: 4.2%; F^l.46) = 0.02, MS E = 65.6, ρ = 
.883; F2(l,46) = 0.04, MS E = 39.1, ρ = .848). Prior naming form also did not 
interact with distractor type (F^l.46) = 0.04, MSE = 38.9, ρ = .848; F2(l,46) = 0.04, 
MS E = 36.2, ρ = .842), nor with picture name frequency (F,(l,46) = 0.21, M S t = 
27.8, ρ = .650; F2(l,46) = 0.15, MSE = 39.1, ρ = .702) or distractor type by picture 
name frequency considered together (F,(l,46) = 0.00, MS E = 37.0, ρ = 1.000; 
F2(l,46) = 0.00, MS E = 36.2, ρ = 1.000). Although subjects made, on average, 
38It is possible, for instance, that the true distraction effect was not 22 ms but, say, 52 ms, 
with the first 30 ms interference being 'absorbed' by an originally 30 ms longer noun form retrieval 
process. 
39As with the overall prior naming form result, the 16 ms trend within incongruent 
distractor trials depended on one subject only. Reanalysis of the simple effect for those trials without 
this one subject yielded a non-significant 5 ms difference between the response times after prior N 
and A+N naming (F,(l,45) = 0 08, MS£ = 8404, ρ = 782, F2(l,46) = 0 63, MSE= 836, ρ = .432). 
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slightly more errors when naming pictures that had gender-incongruent distractors 
than when naming pictures that had gender-congruent distractors, this effect railed 
to reach significance by subjects (CON 3 3%, I N C 4 9, F,(l,46) = 3 01, MSE = 
38 9, ρ = .089; F2(l,46) = 4 48, MS E = 26 1, ρ = 040) Nevertheless, the tendency 
made sense. An examination of the different error types showed it to be entirely 
caused by an increase in the percentage of article selection errors, e g as evident in 
a response like /het de step/ Whereas such errors had been made on only 12 out 
of the 1152 trials with gender-congruent distractor words (1 0%), they featured on 
32 out of 1152 trials with gender-incongruent distractor words (2 8%) This suggests 
that gender-incongruent distractors did not just slow down the retrieval of the correct 
gender for the picture name, but also caused the incorrect gender to be selected on 
almost three times as many occasions.40 
'"'Although the purpose of the speeded naming responses in the second phase of this 
experiment had been to realize the gender recency manipulation, they have been analyzed as well, 
to see whether the robust word frequency effect observed by Jescheniak and Levelt would replicate 
for an item s third and fourth naming, in bare noun and definite article noun phrase form The 
response time analysis of variance showed, first of all, that subjects were, on average, 23 ms faster 
to name a high-frequent word than a low-frequent word (LF 646 ms, HF 623 ms, F,(l,46) = 
55 31, MSE = 476, ρ < 001, F2(l,46) = 5 45, MSE = 6052, ρ = 024) Subjects were also slightly 
faster to name pictures presented for the second time in this task (first 639 ms second 630 ms, 
F , 0 , 4 6 ) = 4 16, MSE = 851, ρ = 047, F2(l,46) = 7 15, MSE = 687, ρ = 010) But the word 
frequency effect was as large on the first presentation of a picture in this task as it was on the second 
(LF, 651 ms, HF, 627 ms, LF2 642 ms, H F 2 619 ms, F,(l,46) = 0 16, MSE = 317, ρ = 690, 
F2(l,46) = 0 02, MSE = 687, ρ = 882) That is, there was a robust — albeit small — word frequency 
effect There was a trend for its size to depend on naming form, with a 32 ms effect in bare noun 
responses, and only a 14 ms effect in adjective noun responses (LFv, 658 ms, HF N 626 ms, LFA t N 
634 ms, HF A . N 620 ms, F,(l,46) = 8 38, MSF = 476, ρ = 006, F2(l,46) = 3 32, MSF = 948, ρ = 
075) But the absence of a frequency by presentation by naming form interaction indicated that 
both frequency effects were equally robust over presentations (F,(l,46) = 0 05, MSL = 317, ρ = 827, 
F2(l,46) = 0 31, MSE = 296, ρ = 577) As for the remaining effects, there was no significant 
difference in the speed with which subjects produced bare nouns or adjective noun phrases (N 642 
ms, A+N 627 ms, F,(l,46) = 0 41, MSE = 25748, ρ = 524, F2(l,46) = 13 11, MSE = 948, ρ = 
001), nor did this naming form effect differ across the two picture presentations (N, 646 ms, 
A+N, 632 ms, N 2 638 ms, A+N2 623 ms, F,(l,46) = 0 04, MSE = 851, ρ = 838, F£\A6) = 1 54, 
MSE = 296, ρ = 220) The error rates analysis of variance did not qualify these response time results 
in any way The only relevant finding was that subjects made more errors in the production of 
adjective noun forms than in that of bare noun forms (N 2 3%, A+N 4 4%, F,(l,46) = 6 13, MSE 
= 34 0, ρ = 017, F2(l,46) = 11 04, MSE = 18 9. ρ = 002) These results showed that, even after 
two earlier unspeeded naming responses, a word frequency was still obtained on two non-consecutive 
speeded naming responses It was found in bare noun naming responses, but also in adjective noun 
naming responses, even though the latter always began with the same adjective klein(e)' And it was 
robust across repetitions It is interesting to note, however, that the 32 ms word frequency effect in 
bare noun naming was only half the size of the equivalent effect in Jescheniak s and Levelt s 
experiment 1 (62 ms across three presentations) and experiment 5a (72 ms across two presentations) 
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The main result of this study is that the production of a gender-marked definite 
article noun phrase such as /de step/ was not facilitated by recent access to the same 
noun's gender, e.g. for /kleine step/ rather than /step/. Experiments 3 and 4 had also 
failed to find such facilitation, this time in the production of a gender-marked 
adjective noun phrase like /rode step/. But those experiments had been such that an 
important alternative explanation for their null results could not be ruled out. It 
seems that experiment 5 has addressed that problem successfully. On the assumption 
that gender distraction manipulates the process of gender retrieval for speech 
production, the resulting effect has eliminated the possibility that this process was, 
for some reason, not visible in final response times. 
To what extent was this last assumption a viable one? At this point, I mainly 
rely on the theoretical interpretation that Schriefers (1993) gave for very similar 
results, which was that the selection of the correct gender information for speech 
production was delayed by the incorrect gender information activated by the 
distractor word. In my view, there is only one moderately plausible alternative 
explanation. Consider the situation in which a Dutch subject sees a scooter and is 
planning to produce /de step/. But there is a distractor word, and instead of the 
picture name, that word is accidentally selected for speech production. At least, for 
a moment. As the subject is phonologically encoding the distractor word's definite 
article, he or she finds out about the mistake, just in time to avoid making an overt 
error. In the case of a gender-incongruent distractor word, e.g. '(het) plein', a 
different article is needed, and the subject will therefore need to restart the 
phonological encoding process. This takes time. But in the case of a gender-
congruent distractor, e.g. '(de) lijst', it is the same article that is needed, albeit for a 
different noun. If subjects can, on these occasions, dynamically adjust such that they 
continue the initial phonological encoding process and just 'swap' nouns, time may 
be saved on responses that are overtly correct. The result would be that overtly 
correct responses with incongruent distractors may be slower than overtly correct 
responses with congruent distractors, due to the different extent to which a covert 
error requires adjustment. The important difference between this interpretation of the 
distraction effect and the preferred one is that the former would involve response 
competition at a level that has nothing to do with the process of gender retrieval: the 
selection of a target noun. As such, the distraction effect would no longer be relevant 
as a gender-reUted sensitivity check. 
I do not think this alternative interpretation is a serious threat, however. In 
a way, it is somewhat extravagant to assume that subjects are continually making 
covert-but-successfully-corrected errors of the exact type just discussed, to the extent 
that it would lead to an overall distraction effect. More importantly, one would then 
also expect a particularly frequent type of errors, one that betrayed the wrongly 
selected noun. If, for example, the picture name was 'step' and the distractor words 
were 'lijst' and 'plein', there should be many overtly corrected errors of the type /de 
lij... de step/ and /het pi... de step/. In fact, only two such errors were made, on a 
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total number of 4608 distracted picture naming réponses (second picture 
presentations included). There were nine overtly corrected errors of a more reassuring 
type, e.g. /het ste... de step/ for a picture of a scooter with the distractor '(het) plein'. 
Although sufficiently informative errors were rare in general, the pattern of results 
support the preferred interpretation of the distraction effect: competition at the level 
of gender processing. 
With a reinforced gender reading of the distraction effect, it is not easy to 
account for the absence of a gender recency effect in a way that preserves the abstract 
gender recency hypothesis. Taken together, I think that the experiments provide 
sufficient grounds for a conclusion. In the last section of this chapter, I will 
reevaluate the gender recency hypothesis in the light of all available evidence, and 
discuss the implications. 
General discussion 
Five experiments explored the abstract gender recency hypothesis of Jescheniak and 
Levelt (1994). This hypothesis stated that the speed with which a noun's abstract 
gender information is retrieved for speech production critically depends on the 
recency of access to that same noun's gender, in a way that reflects a lexical retrieval 
mechanism that is dedicated "to facilitate gender-marked anaphoric reference to 
recently introduced discourse entities, therefore contributing to the fluency of the 
utterance" (Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994, p. 481). The hypothesis explained the de-
word results of their experiment 5, in which subjects first named a series of pictures 
with low- and high-frequent names, and then assigned the correct gender to the 
names of the same pictures by means of a definite article push-button decision. 
Subjects who had named those pictures with a bare noun before were slower to 
assign the gender to low-frequent picture names than to high-frequent picture names. 
But subjects who had named them with a gender-marked definite article noun phrase 
were able to assign the gender to low- and high-frequent picture names equally fast. 
Jescheniak and Levelt explained the first result by assuming that the gender of high-
frequent words had, on average, been retrieved more recently than that of low-
frequent words, and the second result by assuming that the prior gender-marked 
naming phase had equated both sets of words on recency of gender access. 
The results of experiment 1, which used the same materials, suggested that the 
above effect did not depend on the fact that the same agreement target, the definite 
article, had been used in the gender-marked naming phase and the push-button 
gender assignment phase. It turned out that, after a naming phase with gender-
marked adjectives, there was also no frequency effecr in definite article gender 
assignment response times. A joint examination of the results of experiment 1 and 
the experiment of Jescheniak and Levelt indicated that the gender assignment word 
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frequency effect disappeared because there was more facilitation from recent gender-
marked speech production in the assignment responses to low-frequent picture names 
than in the assignment responses to high-frequent picture names. But as a replication, 
experiment 1 was limited in that its results could not be interpreted independently, 
i.e. without reference to the baseline provided by the experiment of Jescheniak and 
Levelt. In addition, they were tied to the same materials, in which all experimental 
items were de-words. 
The first self-contained test of the gender recency hypothesis, experiment 2, 
did not replicate the earlier findings, even though the research paradigm was very 
similar. The only major change was in the materials: approximately half of the de-
words were new, and the study now also included a matched set of experimental 
(rather than filler) het-words. The gender assignment responses to low- and high-
frequent de-words were not facilitated by recent gender-marked speech production 
at all. The gender assignment responses to low- and high-frequent het-words did 
benefit from such earlier speech production, but that result turned out to hinge on 
a particular gender assignment response key allocation. As such, it could not be taken 
to support the hypothesis under investigation. 
The first attempt to assess the benefit of recent gender retrieval with a speech 
production task, experiment 3, did not unambiguously support the gender recency 
hypothesis either. A benefit was obtained for both de- and het-words. But the results 
of a control condition suggested that other factors had been at work, as a 
consequence of the fact that the experimental paradigm had used the immediately 
preceding trial to realize a recent gender access event. By interpolating a number of 
unrelated trials between the first and second retrieval of a noun's gender, and by 
checking for a general floor effect in response times, experiment 4 ruled out these 
other factors. Again, the results did not support the gender recency hypothesis. The 
production of a gender-marked adjective noun phrase, such as /rode auto/, or /rood 
huis/, was not facilitated by a recent gender retrieval (e.g. for the production of 
/groene auto/ or /groen huis/), even though a comparable control condition showed 
that subjects had not yet performed at ceiling. 
The last experiment in this series, experiment 5, also failed to support the 
hypothesis under investigation. The production of a gender-marked definite article 
noun phrase, such as /de step/, or /de slak/, did not benefit from a recent gender 
retrieval (e.g. for the production of /kleine step/ or /kleine slak/). But it was affected 
by the gender of a distractor word that was superimposed on the picture to be 
named (cf. Schriefers, 1993). This gender distraction effect showed that the process 
of interest — the retrieval of a noun's grammatical gender for speech production ~ 
was visible in speech production response times. The absence of a gender recency 
effect could therefore not be the result of insensitivity of the measurement task, 
definite article noun phrase production. 
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It will be clear that the experiments with the push-button gender assignment task 
have produced a confusing pattern of results. Whereas an initial experiment seemed 
to extend the findings of Jescheniak and Levelt, the results of a further, self-contained 
replication experiment did not support the gender recency hypothesis at all. These 
inconsistent results do in the end require an explanation. It is important to realize, 
though, that the abstract gender recency hypothesis was an hypothesis about the 
retrieval of gender for the production of speech, and not for the production of meta-
linguistic push-button gender assignment responses. In the three experiments that did 
explore the hypothesis in its proper domain, I have not found any evidence for a 
gender recency effect. The most parsimoneous explanation of those findings is simply 
that there is no such effect, at least not in speech production. Before we look at the 
implications of this result, let's first see to what extent the experiments of this chapter 
have genuinely ruled out the hypothesis at hand. 
Status of the gender recency hypothesis 
The three speech production experiments reported in this chapter have consistendy 
shown that the production of a gender-marked NP does not benefit from recent 
gender access to the head noun's gender. The last of these experiments also showed 
that equating low- and high-frequent de-words on the recency of earlier gender access 
did not equate those words in terms of the speed with which their gender could be 
retrieved for the production of a gender-marked NP, even though the latter was 
sensitive to the gender retrieval process under study. As already mentioned, the most 
parsimoneous explanation for these results is that there is no gender recency effect 
in speech production. It is well known, however, that the absence of an effect does 
not necessarily falsify the hypothesis that predicted it. In the following, I will 
examine two relatively obvious escape routes for the hypothesis at hand. 
One way to preserve the abstract gender recency hypothesis is by constraining 
the mechanism's domain of operation. In fact, this can be done in a number of ways. 
Perhaps recent gender access only helps in a real-life meaningful discourse, where 
repeated reference is being made to the same discourse entity. Or perhaps it only 
helps in the production of a later pronominal NP, the domain that Jescheniak and 
Levelt had exemplified with their discourse fragment 'I saw a big horse ... it crossed 
the road'. Such proposed constraints would however not be in the spirit of the 
hypothesis at all. The main reason is that the mechanism, a recency-sensitive 
connection between a noun's lemma and an abstract gender representation, has 
clearly been defined at the level of the 'functional architecture' (Pylyshyn, 1984) for 
speaking. That is, it would be part of the relatively invariant processing machinery 
that supports speech production. This is precisely the level of system organization 
that would presumably be indifferent to such things as whether or not one is having 
a meaningful discourse, or whether the retrieved gender is going to be for an 
adnominal adjective or an independent pronoun. In the spirit of the gender recency 
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hypothesis, it is much more plausible to assume that the results obtained with 
nominal NP production tasks (eg. with responses such as /rode auto/ or /de ster/) 
generalize to the domain of pronominal NP production.41 
There is another way to try to maintain the gender recency hypothesis. The 
speech production experiments have not delivered any evidence in favour of this 
hypothesis, but to what extent have they really given us evidence against that 
hypothesis? What does it take to be able to conclude that an hypothesized empirical 
phenomenon does not exist? From a logical point of view, it is the case that 
we can never prove that fairies do not exist. All we can say is that no sightings of fairies have 
ever been confirmed (Dawkins, 1986, p. 292) 
One could easily argue that it is as hard to prove that some gender recency 
mechanism does not exist as it is to prove that fairies do not exist. Logically 
speaking, it just cannot be done. In the context of psychological research, however, 
I think it is more important to consider what is reasonable. Probably everybody will 
agree that, under certain conditions, it does seem reasonable to conclude that some 
psychological fairy doesn't exist. But what are those conditions? And are they satisfied 
by the experiments reported in this chapter? 
In an attempt to challenge the positive effects bias in psychological 
methodology, Frick (1995) has recently proposed a number of criteria that, if they 
are met, should allow the psychologist to accept the null hypothesis. The results of 
the experiment(s) should of course be consistent with this hypothesis, i.e. there 
should be little observed effect and a correspondingly high p-value. But that by itself 
is not enough. A null result will only be informative if the experiment also satisfies 
what Frick has called the good effort criterion, i.e., if it was likely to find an effect if 
one existed: 
Suppose you want to know whether or not there is a pencil in your office. You can search 
your office. If you find a pencil, you will conclude that there is a pencil in your office 
However, if you don't find a pencil, your willingness to conclude that there is no pencil in 
your office depends on the thoroughness of your search. A thorough search would be good 
evidence that there is no pencil in your office; a quick and casual search would not count as 
good evidence (Frick, 1995, p. 135) 
How do we tell a good effort from a bad one in the domain of psychological 
experimentation? The following checklist seems to capture the intuitions that many 
researchers have on the power of a psychological experiment: 
""Preliminary results of a recent experiment in German appear to confirm the generality of 
the nominal results reported in this chapter the production of gender-marked pronouns was also not 
at all facilitated by recent access to the gender of the antecendent noun (Jescheniak, personal 
communication, June 7, 1995) 
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(1) There should be many subjects, (2) there should be many trials per subject (when 
feasible), (3) major sources of variance should be controlled, (4) the manipulation should be 
as large and effective as feasible, (5) the measurement should be as sensitive as possible and 
(6) floor and ceiling effects should be avoided (Frick, 1995, ρ 135) 
To what extent does the research reported in this chapter meet these criteria' As 
Frick notes, many of them require subjective judgements Nevertheless, they cannot 
be ignored For current purposes, the most practical solution is to evaluate the studies 
with the clearest null results, experiments 2, 4 and 5, against the 'original experiment' 
that gave rise to the gender recency hypothesis, Jescheniak's and Levelt s experiment 
5 All three experiments used twice the number of subjects, and as many critical item 
presentations per subject as the original experiment had As in that experiment, major 
sources of variance were presumably controlled through careful item set construction, 
and by means of the use of word frequency and gender as blocking factors In 
addition, the analysis approach had been modified such that every item served as its 
own control In experiments 2 and 5, the manipulation was identical to that of the 
original experiment, and to obtain a more effective manipulation, experiment 4 had 
reduced its distance to the measurement The sensitivity of experiment 2's gender 
assignment task should have been as large as that in the original experiment, and, as 
extensively discussed before, experiments 4 and 5 included their own sensitivity 
checks In terms of floor and ceiling effects, experiment 2 must have been on an 
equal par with the original experiment The null result of experiment 4 was 
'sandwiched' between two substantial effects And the closely related distractor effect 
in experiment 5 completely eliminated the possibility of a floor effect in response 
times, at least on incongruent distractor trials 
In short, I think that the experiments were sufficiently good efforts to allow 
us to eliminate the gender recency effect, and its underlying mechanism, from the 
tentative list of features of human speech production To return to the different parts 
of the abstract gender recency hypothesis laid out in the general introduction, what 
the data lead us to reject is (1) that the collapsing frequency effect in gender 
assignment performance of Jescheniak's and Levelt s experiment 5 reflected the 
workings of a recency-sensitive gender retrieval mechanism, (2) whose purpose would 
be to facilitate repeated gender-marked reference during speech production By 
implication, we can of course also reject (3) that this mechanism would be realized 
as a property of lemma-to-gender connections 
Implications for gender assignment research 
If the collapsing frequency effect in gender assignment performance did not reflected 
the workings of a recency-sensitive gender retrieval mechanism, then what did 
Jeschemak and Levelt observe in their experiments 4 and 5' Why did the word 
frequency effect in DE-HET push-button gender assignment response time collapse 
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after earlier such gender assignments or — more interestingly — after earlier naming 
responses with the gender-marked definite article 'de' or 'het''1 
I do not have a good explanation for the original gender assignment results 
of Jescheniak and Levelt (nor for my own gender assignment results, for that matter) 
As argued in the introduction to experiment 1, it would have been possible to 
account for the original results by assuming that episodic recollections of recent /de 
<noun>/ responses facilitated later <noun> DE gender assignment decisions to the 
extent that a lexically mediated word frequency effect in those decisions was masked 
This explanation relied on the fact that the naming and gender assignment responses 
had both involved the definite articles 'de' and het' But the results of experiment 
1 suggested that earlier naming responses with the gender-marked adjective klein(e)' 
could aho eliminate the word frequency effect in later definite article gender 
assignment response times The problem that these results raise for the episodic 
account is that it is rather difficult to assume that <noun> DE gender assignment 
decisions can be facilitated by episodic recollections of recent /kleine <noun>/ 
responses, for the simple reason that most native speakers of Dutch are unaware of 
the 'kleine'-'de' relationship 42 
Any attempt to reinterpret the original gender assignment results must also 
face the fact that these results did not replicate in experiment 2 In this very similar 
experiment, recent gender access for /kleine <noun>/ naming responses did not 
facilitate later <noun> DE gender assignment at all, nor did it result in a word 
frequency effect collapse (on those de-word items that had also been used in the 
earlier, frequency-oriented experiments) And although earlier /klein <noun>/ naming 
responses did in fact facilitate later <noun> H F T gender assignment responses, this 
result was only found for subjects with the HET-button under their dominant hand 
This last result does suggest that gender assignment may not be a simple 
matter of retrieving some noun's gender and converting it into an appropriate 
decision I did not want to explore this issue any further because it would have been 
at the expense of pursuing the gender recency effect in speech production But I do 
want to speculate about it for a moment After having monitored and interviewed 
tens of subjects, and after having gone through a number of sessions myself, I suspect 
that the results obtained with the gender assignment task are much more vulnerable 
to strategic contaminants than, say, those obtained with a definite article noun 
naming task This is because there seem to be two fundamentally different ways to 
do the task (1) internally vocalize, i e produce a gender-marked NP with the 
When I interviewed subjects at the end of experiment 5, for example, I asked those who 
had named pictures with the gender-marked adjective kleine(e) whether they thought there was a 
relationship between klein/kleine on the one hand and de/het on the other Only six out of the 
twenty four relevant subjects were able to come up with the correct mapping ( kleine de' and klein-
het ) Nine other subjects thought there was a relationship, but they were unable to state it correctly 
The nine remaining subjects thought there was no relationship at all 
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picture, such as /de auto/, and read off the appropriate agreement target response; 
or (2) take a particular gender-marked agreement target, e.g. 'de', subvocally combine 
it with the current picture name, and listen to whether the combination sounds right 
or wrong. To the extent that the first strategy is based on the natural — albeit 
subvocal — production of speech, the results that emerge from its use may tell us 
about speech production. But what if subjects use the second strategy instead? Here, 
the approach is not to subvocally produce a natural utterance, but to construct any 
utterance and submit it to a perception-like evaluation. This activity need not be 
related to speech production at all. And the perception strategy is a source of 
undesirable and as yet uncontrollable variance even if it would be related to speech 
production. The agreement target selected for evaluation with the noun can vary, 
both across and within subjects, perhaps in part as a function of the particular 
response key under the dominant hand. A single subject may on some occasions 
create and evaluate both alternatives. And he or she can switch between the two 
strategies within a session. It will be obvious that the possibility to use a perception 
strategy threatens the validity of the picture-based gender assignment task for speech 
production research. In view of the results of experiment 2, it seems that future 
research with that task should at least use response key allocation as a validity check. 
Implications for speech production 
What implications do the results reported here have for our understanding of the 
speech production process? One implication is very obvious: fluency in speech 
production is not supported by a dedicated mechanism for the retrieval of 
grammatical gender. This is a somewhat negative result, unfortunately, and the 
converse would have been a lot more interesting. But it is what the data showed. 
Beyond having this immediate implication, though, the findings reported here 
also seem to bear on the more general issue addressed by Jescheniak and Levelt 
(1994), the locus of the word frequency effect in speech production. In the 
introduction of this chapter, I described the series of inferences that led the latter to 
their gender recency account. But this was part of a larger chain of inferences, whose 
outcome had suggested a particular locus for the word frequency effect in speech 
production. In their experiment 1, Jescheniak and Levelt had obtained the effect of 
interest, a robust word frequency effect, in a picture naming task. The results of their 
experiments 2 and 3 indicated that this stable effect was most likely a lexical effect. 
It was as yet unclear, though, whether the phenomenon reflected a stable difference 
in the retrieval time of lemmas, or in that of lexemes. It was the gender recency 
interpretation of the results of their experiments 4 and 5, an unstable word frequency 
effect in lemma-determined gender assignment response times, that allowed 
Jescheniak and Levelt to infer that the robust effect had to be related to the lexeme. 
Now that this interpretation cannot be maintained, the particular chain of inferences 
in which it took part may need to be revised as well. 
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Of course, it might be possible to find an alternative interpretation for the 
result of Jescheniak's and Levelt's experiment 5, a collapsing word frequency effect 
in gender assignment response times. In fact, one might even argue that, as long as 
trivial artifactual readings of this result have been ruled out, it doesn't matter what 
really happened here, as long as the result can be taken to show that lemma retrieval 
is not frequency-sensitive in a robust way. Still, it would be reassuring to eventually 
have a solid positive interpretation of the word frequency collapse in gender 
assignment, in particular because the phenomenon could not be observed in a very 
similar replication study. 
Be that as it may, it is important to realize that the word frequency theory of 
Jescheniak and Levelt was also grounded in the results of their experiment 6, which 
showed that low-frequent homophones (e.g. 'steeds', 'urban') inherited the accessing 
speed of their high-frequent homophone twins (e.g. 'steeds', 'always'). Because 
homophones only share their lexeme, and not their lemma, this suggested a lexeme-
level origin of the robust frequency effect. What is relevant to note here is that this 
piece of evidence for the locus of the word frequency effect does not rely on gender-
related findings at all. 
This brings me to a discussion of several other results of the studies reported 
here, which also bear on the nature of speech production without being immediately 
related to the gender recency hypothesis. Both experiment 1 and experiment 5 had 
included a naming phase that realized the manipulation of recent gender access, but 
that by itself also provided new frequency-related naming data for the pictures used 
by Jescheniak and Levelt. The latter had already shown that the size of the word 
frequency effect was robust across two non-consecutive picture naming responses that 
began with a gender-marked definite article, the effect amounted to 53 ms across the 
two presentations (see Figure 4.1, panel D). Experiment 1 has extended this result 
by revealing a somewat smaller but equally robust word frequency effect across two 
non-consecutive picture naming responses that began with a gender-marked adjective, 
even though all naming responses in that experiment started with the same adjectival 
stem. Under these conditions, the effect amounted to 30 ms across the two 
presentations (see Figure 4.3, left part). The fact that the overall effect is smaller here 
may well be a result of response onset invariance. What is important for the issue at 
hand is that the effect was robust across presentations. 
The results obtained in the second phase of experiment 5, where half of the 
subjects named the same items with the same gender-marked adjective, were 
somewhat different, though. Again, there was a robust word frequency effect across 
the two presentations, even though every picture had in fact already been named 
twice more before. But note that this time, it was only 14 ms averaged across 
presentations (see footnote 40, p. 174), about half the size of the equivalent effect 
in experiment 1. The other half of the subjects in the second phase of experiment 
5 had named the pictures of Jescheniak and Levelt with bare noun responses. Here 
too, there was a robust word frequency effect across two presentations, even though 
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again eveiy picture had in fact already been named twice more before. But it was 
only 32 ms averaged across presentations (see footnote 40, p. 174), again about half 
the size of the equivalent effects reported by Jescheniak and Levelt (which amounted 
to 62 ms across three presentations in their experiment 1, and to 72 ms across two 
presentations in their experiment 5a; see Figure 4.1, panels A and C). 
Although we should be careful to compare effect sizes across different 
experiments, there does seem to be a regularity here. Within any one experiment, a 
robust word frequency effects was always obtained, regardless of whether pictures 
were named with the bare noun, with an adjective plus noun, or with a definite 
article plus noun, and regardless of whether the two (or, in one experiment, three) 
critical responses were the first and second (and third) naming responses for that 
item, or the third and fourth one. But the pattern across experiments does suggest 
some attenuation of the effect on later naming responses, both in the case of bare 
noun naming (a 72 ms frequency effect across presentations 1 and 2 in Jescheniak's 
and Levelt's experiment 5a versus a 32 ms effect across presentations 3 and 4 in my 
experiment 5), and in the case of adjective noun naming (a 30 ms frequency effect 
across presentations 1 and 2 in my experiment 1 versus a 14 ms effect across 
presentations 3 and 4 in my experiment 5). Only further research with, say, at least 
five repeated naming trials per item in the same experiment should be able to tell 
whether this is a spurious regularity or not. 
Finally, the results of experiment 5 also bear on a completely different 
phenomenon in speech production: the gender distraction effect (Schriefers, 1993). 
As will be recalled, Schriefers had observed that, if Dutch speakers were asked to 
name a picture with a simple gender-marked noun phrase, their naming response 
could be delayed by presenting a gender-incongruent distractor word at about the 
same time. This distraction effect was interpreted as the result of a competition 
between two activated gender representations, only one of which was to be projected 
onto the syntax of the utterance under construction. The Dutch experiments of 
Schriefers had shown that such interference can delay the onset of (colour) adjective 
noun phrases that do or do not begin with a definite article, such as /rode ster/, or 
/de rode ster/. With experiment 5, the phenomenon has now also been established 
for definite article noun phrases without an adjective, such as /de ster/. And it has 
been established with a much larger set of pictures, each of which was named a few 
times only. This is not a trivial extension. The experiments of Schriefers had used 
only 10 target pictures in an elaborate repeated measures design, such that a subject's 
average critical naming response had in fact been his or her 13th naming response 
to that particular picture. The extent to which such thorough repetition had 
contributed to the gender distraction effect was still unknown. Now we know that 
the effect can also occur under more moderate conditions, i.e. where a subject's 
critical naming response was only the 5th to that particular picture. 
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Implications for the representation of gender 
Returning to the main issue once more, what do the gender recency results tell us 
about the representation of grammatical gender in the mental lexicon? Because of the 
basically negative result of the research reported here, it is not immediately obvious 
what we have learned about this issue. As part of the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis, the grammatical gender of monomorphemic nouns was assumed to be 
stored rather than computed (see for example Figure 4.2). Many researchers would 
assume that anyway, but, as extensively argued in Chapter 2, a number of gender 
theorists have argued for the exact opposite. Empirical support for the abstract gender 
recency hypothesis would have resolved this difference in opinion in the favour of 
storage. Unfortunately, though, evidence against the abstract gender recency 
hypothesis does not immediately falsify the storage account. What has been falsified 
is the hypothesis that gender is stored in α particubr way, one that facilitates repeated 
access. 
Still, the absence of a direct benefit from recent gender access does have 
implications that actually go beyond the specific hypothesis of Jescheniak and Levelt. 
To understand this, it is important to partition their hypothesis into a relatively non-
unique part and a more unique part. The exact claim of Jescheniak and Levelt was 
not just that recent access to a noun's gender would directly facilitate later access to 
that same noun's gender, nor that low-frequent words were facilitated more than 
high frequent words. All this was part of the story, but it wasn't unique in that one 
could think of lots of alternative explanations for such facilitation, as well as for the 
fact that low-frequent words gained most. What must have prompted Jescheniak and 
Levelt to propose a recency effect, rather than, say, a 'repetition priming effect', or a 
'practice effect', was that recent access to a noun's gender seemed to facilitate later 
access to that same noun's gender in a way that completely eliminated the gender 
assignment response time difference between low- and high-frequent words. The 
collapse of the word frequency effect in their experiment 5b suggested that, if you 
equate low- and high-frequent words on recency of gender access, you equate them 
on the time it takes to retrieve their gender again. 
The findings reported in this chapter have shown that the abstract gender 
recency hypothesis cannot be correct. But the reason why we can go beyond a mere 
rejection of this hypothesis is that its relatively non-unique claim also turned out to 
be wrong: experiments 4 and 5 clearly showed that the retrieval of a noun's 
grammatical gender did not benefit from recent access at all. This is an interesting 
result, because, as already suggested before, there are lots of reasons why we might 
expect the retrieval of a noun's grammatical gender to benefit from earlier retrieval. 
Virtually every human activity benefits from repetition (Newell & Rosenbloom, 
1981), and lexical processing is no exception to the rule (e.g. Monsell, 1985; 
Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992; Kirsner & Speelman, 1993). The ubiquity of word 
frequency effects in lexical performance can be taken to reflect the structural, long-
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lasting effects of repeated exposure to or use of the words at hand. In addition to 
such structural effects, most models of lexical processing also assume relatively 
ephemeral effects of a single repetition at short lag (often associated with the concept 
of 'residual activation', e.g. Dell, 1986). 
Although all the experiments had included relatively low-frequent words, the 
absolute amount of pre-experimental practice that adult native speaker of Dutch will 
have had with the gender of words like 'slak' or 'anker' ('snail', 'anchor') may be 
such that one or two recent access events are not enough to result in relatively 
structural changes, at least not to an extent that would be noticeable. But why is the 
retrieval of a noun's grammatical gender not primed by short lag repetition either? 
One possibility is that the gender of a noun is stored in a format that is simply not 
responsive to one or two recent access events, not even in the case of words that have 
a relatively low frequency of use. In terms of one particular 'stored gender model', 
the lexical network model of Jescheniak and Levelt (Figure 4.2; see also Roelofs, 
1992; Levelt, 1989), all one would need to assume is that the connection between 
a noun's lemma and a generic, abstract gender representation is capable of slow, 
structural change only. On the other hand, it is also possible that the gender of a 
noun is computed in a way that is not responsive to short lag repetition. Thus, 
although the results at hand have ruled out all versions of either a storage or a 
computation account that would generate a benefit of incidental recent gender access, 
they have not decided the issue of storage versus computation.4 ' 
The purpose of the research at hand was to explore the gender recency 
account of Jescheniak and Levelt, a non-trivial hypothesis about how grammatical 
gender would be stored in and retrieved from a native speaker's mental lexicon. Now 
that this hypothesis must be abandoned, we need another way to approach the issue. 
The gender recency account focused our attention on short-term effects of incidental 
gender retrieval. But what about the more structural effects of repeated gender 
43Recent evidence from anomie patients (Henaff Gonon, Brücken & Michel, 1989; 
Badecker, Miozzo & Zanuttim, to appear), as well as from experimentally induced tip-of-the-tongue 
states in normal subjects (Vigliocco, 1995), does seem to bear on this issue The Italian anomie 
patient studied by Badecker et al , for instance, could virtually always access the grammatical gender 
of a target noun, even though he could usually not retrieve any information about the target's word-
form. The latter is of interest because the Italian language does in principle often allow for the 
computation of gender from properties of the word-form If the theoretical alternative to a storage 
account is confined to such form-based computation, then it is clear that access to grammatical 
gender in the absence of word-form information suggests that Italian speakers must have stored 
gender explicitly. Note, however, that this logic (also used in the tip-of-the-tongue research of 
Vigliocco, 1995) ignores the possibility of computing Italian gender on the basis of semantic 
regularities. Such regularities do exist and — because conceptual-semantic knowledge will always be 
available in both anomie and experimentally induced tip-of-the-tongue states ~ should be controlled 
for. If there is only weak semantic regularity, though, it remains to be seen whether it can in 
particular account for the impressive near 100% success rate of Badecker et al 's anomie patient 
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retrieval? As already mentioned, it is not difficult to generate an account that predicts 
a long-lasting structural effect of practice in retrieving the stored grammatical gender 
of a particular noun. But would models in which gender is computed (e.g. Zubin & 
Kopeke, 1981; Corbett, 1991) also be able to predict such structural item-specific 
effects? I do not think so. If the gender of a particular noun is computed repeatedly 
on the fly, one might perhaps expect a practice effect in the application of the 
relevant gender assignment rules. But there is no way to limit the effects of gender-
associated practice to the operation of the rules over a particular noun in such a 
model, at least not without losing the essence of the no-storage hypothesis. It would 
therefore be interesting to explore the structural effects of practice with a particular 
noun's grammatical gender. One approach would be to study the effects of 
experimental practice, e.g. by substantially increasing the number of recent gender 
access events in the manipulation phase of experiment 5. One might also study the 
effects of pre-experimental practice, e.g. by comparing two sets of nouns that are 
similar in terms of overall word frequency but different in terms of how often their 
gender is marked in a representative and sufficiently large sample of spoken language. 
An item-specific "gender marking practice effect" in subsequent definite article NP 
production latencies would be very hard to reconcile with the hypothesis that the 
grammatical gender of particular nouns is not stored, but computed on the fly, on 
the basis of general assignment rules. 
Regardless of particular follow-up research, I am convinced that the key to 
understanding the representation of grammatical gender lies in experiments that study 
the processing of gender 'in situ', as part of the natural comprehension and 
production of gender-marked utterances. This was the approach of the speech 
production experiments reported in this chapter. Their results have by no means 
solved the puzzle of how native speakers of a gender-marked language represent their 
knowledge of gender for speech production. But they have ruled out one non-trivial 
hypothesis. And, regardless of whether grammatical gender is stored or computed, we 
know it will have to be done in a way that precludes a benefit of having retrieved the 
gender of a noun once or twice just before. 
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2 0 0 Appendix for Chapter 3 - - Gender priming in word recognition 
unambiguous de-words 
arts [doctor] auto [car] beitel [chisel] bezem [broom] bijl [axe] dochter [daughter] gitaar [gitar] 
greppel [trench] heuvel [hill] kachel [stove] karaf [decanter] keizer [emperor] kleuter [toddler] koets 
[coach] koster[sexton] kroeg/puby kuur/cure/ matroos/sa/tory mug [mosquito] oever /ban/</ plicht 
[duty] ramp [disaster] reling /ла//у spelonk /cavey tred /pacey versie [version] vijver [pond] vlo /fleay 
voogd [guardian]wimpel [pennon] wond [wound] zalm [salmon] zeef [sieve] zwaan [swan] zwaluw 
[swallow] zweep [whip] 
unambiguous net-words 
applaus [applause] detail [detail] dozijn [dozen] embleem [emblem] euvel /ew/y feit /feci/ gazon 
//awny graf [grave] harnas [armour] hert /deert hotel [hotel]¡och [kid] konijn [rabbit] lab //aby lawaai 
[noise] metrum [metre] meubel /p/ece of furniture] motel [motel] nut /usey oeuvre [won\s] pamflet 
[pamphlet] penseel [brush] perron [platform] pistool /p/sfo/у plein [square] ntme [rhythm] saldo 
[balance] shirt /sh/rf/ strand [beach] timbre [timbre] veto /vetoy vonnis [sentence] wad [mudfíat] wak 
[icehole] wicht fcfw/d/ wijf [woman] 
ambiguous de-words 
baan //ob, pafby bank [bench, bank] cel /prison сей, ¿но/ ce/// dam /dam, fc/npj garde /rod, guard/ kas 
[greenhouse, funds] kater [hang-over, tom-cat] klomp /c/og, /umpy knop [button, bud] kruk /sfoo/, 
crutch] kwast [brush, coxcomb] lijst /7/sf, frame] maat [measure, mate] palm /pa/m free, pa/m oí 
/land/ partij /party, game] plaat [record, picture] regel /Ime, ш/еу roos /rose, bu//'s eyey schaal /dish, 
s/ie//y spnet [blade, skinny girt] stijl /sfy/e, posfy ton /barre/, a hundred thousand guilders] trap [steps, 
kick] zaak [company, affair] 
ambiguous het-words 
accent [language accent, emphasis] been //eg, boney blad /7eaf, sheer/ bord /p/afe, board/ dek 
/dee/c, со егу doel [physicalfe g football) goal, target] troni [battlefront, front of object] honk /base, 
homey kader [framework, senior staff] kreng /b/fch, corpsey lid [member, lid] lot pottery ticket, fate] 
luik [hatch, shutter] merk [brand, mark] monster [monster, sample] nummer [number, item] pond 
[pound (weight), pound sterling] scherm [display screen, curtain] slot /toc/c, castle] stuk /part, b/f/ 
toilet [lavatory, dress] vak [profession, section] vel /s/c/n, sbeef/ veld [(agncultural) field, (game) field] 
different-gender ambiguous control words 
bit /horse, information uniti blik /f/n, o/ance/ bos /Wood, bunch] bot /bone, flounder] deel /part, 
threshing floor] hof [courtyard, court] jacht [yacht, hunt] klad /dra/f, b/of/ koppel [couple, beiti pad 
/toad, pa/hy patroon [design, cartndael veer Ifeather. ferry] wurm [worm, mite] zegel ¡starno, seal] 
Table M3.1 Materials for experiments 1-3 Shown are 36 unambiguous de-words, 36 unambiguous 
het-words, 24 (same-gender) ambiguous de-words, 24 (same-gender) ambiguous het-words, and 
14 different-gender ambiguous control words All homonyms have their dominant meaning 
translated first, and different-gender homonyms have their de-word reading underlined 
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Exp 1 (lex dec) 
Exp 2 (naming) 
Exp 3 (lex dec) 
valid prime 
neutral prime 
Invalid prime 
valid prime 
neutral prime 
invalid prime 
valid prime 
neutral prime 
unambiguous 
de 
54Θ 
62 
4 3 
544 
57 
4 5 
554 
72 
Θ6 
484 
48 
0 7 
479 
47 
1 2 
4Θ8 
41 
1 3 
558 
70 
4 0 
564 
64 
4 2 
het 
553 
64 
7 5 
541 
67 
9 7 
576 
63 
8 0 
487 
40 
3 2 
482 
45 
3 3 
491 
50 
2 2 
580 
64 
6 9 
577 
64 
10 1 
ambiguous 
de 
537 
70 
2 9 
526 
60 
3 5 
549 
77 
4 0 
476 
48 
1 4 
471 
42 
0 5 
475 
37 
0 7 
539 
60 
2 1 
528 
66 
1 6 
het 
520 
55 
2 1 
514 
66 
2 7 
533 
59 
3 6 
472 
41 
0 2 
462 
38 
1 7 
470 
42 
1 0 
541 
63 
1 0 
542 
67 
2 3 
all 
540 
57 
4 2 
531 
56 
5 1 
553 
60 
6 0 
480 
42 
1.4 
474 
41 
1 7 
481 
40 
1 3 
554 
59 
3 5 
553 
58 
4 5 
Table R3.1 Results of experiments 1-3 The mean response time of lexical decision and naming 
responses (ms), its standard deviation, and the percentage errors are shown for unambiguous and 
ambiguous de- and het-words after a valid, neutral or invalid article primes, lex dec = lexical 
decision Any apparent inaccuracies in marginal means are the result of rounding 
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LF de-word HF de-word het-word fillers 
bezem broom 
bijl axe 
fluit flute 
hark rake 
harp harp 
kam comb 
kano canoe 
krab crab 
pauw peacock 
peer pear 
rups caterpillar 
schaar scissors 
slak snail 
slee sledge 
snavel beak 
spin spider 
step scooter 
tang fongs 
tol top 
uil ow/ 
vaas vase 
worst sausage 
zaag sew 
zwaan swan 
arm arm 
auto car 
bank so/a 
bloem flower 
boom free 
boot boat 
bnef letter 
broek trousers 
deur door 
fles botile 
hond dog 
kerk church 
mond moufn 
muur wa// 
neus nose 
schoen snoe 
ster star 
stoel chair 
tafel fab/e 
trap steps 
vinger fìnger 
vis fish 
voet /bof 
zak bag 
accordeon accordion 
anker anchor 
bed bed 
been feg 
blad tea/ 
boek book 
bot bone 
brood loaf 
bureau desk 
drumstel dnims 
fornuis cooker 
geweer nfle 
glas glass 
gordijn curtain 
hart neart 
hek fence 
hemd shirt 
hert deer 
hoefijzer horseshoe 
hoofd head 
horloge watch 
huis house 
kanon gun 
kompas compass 
konijn rabbit 
kruis cross 
kussen pillow 
masker mask 
net nef 
oor ear 
orgel organ 
paard borse 
pak suit 
penseel brush 
raam window 
schaap sheep 
scharnier hinge 
skelet skeleton 
slot padlock 
spook gftosf 
varken pig 
vest vesf 
vierkant square 
vlot raff 
vuur /ire 
web web 
wiel wbee/ 
zwaard sword 
Table M4.1 Materials for experiment 1, taken from Jescheniak & Levelt (1994, experiments 1-5) 
Shown are all low- and high-frequent de-word experimental picture names and all low- and high-
frequent het-word filler picture names 
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LF de-word HF de-word LFhet-word HF net-word 
accu battery 
bijl axe 
draak dragon 
fluit ñute 
gesp buckle" 
harp harp 
kam comb' 
kassa ft// 
kegel ninepin 
kikker frog 
kok cook 
nts z/pper 
schaats sfcafe 
step scooter 
tang fongs 
tol top 
troon глголе 
uil ow/* 
vaas vase 
wieg cned/e 
wiek vane' 
worst sausage 
zaag saw 
zwaan sivan 
aarde earf/i* 
auto car 
bloem flower 
boer farmer 
deur door 
fles oof//e 
hand hand' 
hond dog 
kerk church 
koning /ong 
krant paper 
mond mouth 
muur weff 
plant p/anr 
nj queue 
schoen shoe 
tafel table 
trap sfeps 
trein fra/n 
vis fish 
voet roof 
vrouw woman* 
weg road* 
zak bag 
anker anchor 
atoom atom* 
ballet ballet' 
bekken pelvis 
dok docfc* 
frame frame 
heft handle' 
hert deer 
juk yoke* 
kalf ca/f* 
kanon gun 
koor ело/г 
lam lamb' 
lint nbbon' 
luik лагсл 
palet palette 
roer mdder' 
schild shield' 
sein signal' 
shirt sfi/rf* 
snoer cord* 
vlot raff 
wak icehole 
web web* 
bed bed 
beeld statue" 
blad / зА 
boek boofc* 
brood /oaf 
bureau des/c 
doel goal' 
dorp village' 
ei egg* 
eiland is/and 
geld money' 
gezin fami/y 
glas g/ass* 
hart heart' 
hoofd head* 
huis house' 
oog eye* 
oor ear* 
paard horse 
publiek public 
raam window 
schip sfi/p* 
slot padlock' 
vuur r7re 
Table M4.2 Materials for experiment 2 Shown are all low- and high-frequent de- and het-word 
picture names (marked items were discarded in a post hoc analysis on 'unproblematic' pictures) 
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LF de-word control MF de-word conimi HF de-word control 
bijl axe 
fluit flute 
kassa till 
kegel ninepin 
kikker frog 
tol top 
vaas vase 
zwaan swan 
mond mouth 
aap monkey 
trommel drum 
beker mug 
lepel spoon 
vrouw woman 
weg read 
hand hand 
appel appfe 
beer bear 
bnl glasses 
kaars candle 
lamp /amp 
beker mug 
hand hand 
aap monkey 
weg road 
bloem flower 
motor motorbike trommel drum 
pijl arrow 
tent ten/ 
vrouw woman 
mond moufh 
auto car 
boer farmer 
fles bof/te 
hond dog 
koning А/лд 
krant paper 
trap sfeps 
voet foor 
trommel drum 
mond mouth 
zak bag 
weg road 
beker mug 
vrouw woman 
hand /land 
aap monkey 
LFhet-word control MF het-word control HFhet-word control 
anker anchor 
bekken pelvis 
frame frame 
hert deer 
kanon gun 
koor chow 
luik hatch 
vlot raft 
kussen pillow 
masker mask 
oog eye 
boek book 
publiek public 
huis house 
eiegg 
hoofd head 
hek fence 
kasteel castle 
kruis cross 
mes knife 
spook ghosf 
varken pig 
wiel whee/ 
zwaard sword 
schaap sheep 
publiek public 
oog eye 
boek book 
eiegg 
kussen pillow 
hoofd need 
huis house 
bed bed 
blad /ea' 
brood loaf 
bureau desk 
eiland /s/and 
paard horse 
raam window 
vuur fire 
oog eye 
hoofd head 
huis house 
publiek public 
kussen pillow 
eiegg 
boek book 
schaap sheep 
Table M4.3 Materials for experiment 3 Low-, medium- and high-frequent de- and het-word picture 
names are shown together with the name of their control picture (for DN or A+DN prime trials) 
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MF de-word control LF de-word 
bijl axe 
fluit flute 
kassa till 
kegel ninepin 
kikker frog 
tol top 
vaas vase 
zwaan swan 
LF het-word 
anker anchor 
bekken pelvis 
frame frame 
hert deer 
kanon дил 
koor choir 
luik nate/) 
vlot raft 
conimi 
mond mouf/j 
aap monkey 
trommel drum 
beker mug 
lepel spoon 
vrouw woman 
weg road 
hand Aland 
con fro/ 
kussen pillow 
masker mask 
oog eye 
boek book 
cadeau present 
huis house 
ei egg 
hoofd nead 
appel apple 
beer bear 
bril glasses 
kaars candle 
lamp /amp 
motor motorbike 
pijl arrow 
tent fenf 
MF het-word 
hek fence 
kasteel casf/e 
kruis cross 
mes /cn/fe 
spook gfrasf 
varken p/g 
wiel wheel 
zwaard sword 
beker mug 
hand hand 
aap monkey 
weg road 
bloem flower 
trommel drum 
vrouw woman 
mond moufn 
confro/ 
schaap sheep 
cadeau present 
oog eye 
boek irao/t 
ei egg 
kussen p///ow 
hoofd head 
huis house 
HF de-word 
auto саг 
fles bottle 
hond dog 
koning king 
trap steps 
trein fra/л 
voet foot 
zak bag 
HF het-word 
bed bed 
blad /eaf 
brood loaf 
bureau desk 
eiland island 
paard horse 
raam window 
vuur /7/e 
control 
trommel drum 
bloem flower 
weg road 
beker mug 
hand Aland 
vrouw woman 
aap monkey 
mond moufft 
confro/ 
oog eye 
hoofd /read 
huis house 
cadeau present 
kussen pillow 
ei egg 
boek boofc 
schaap sheep 
Table M4.4 Materials for experiment 4 Low-, medium- and high-frequent de- and het-word picture 
names are shown together with the name of their control picture (for DN prime trials) 
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LF do-word CON distractor INC distractor HF de-word CON distractor INC distractor 
bezem broom 
kano canoe 
hark rake 
harp harp 
kam comb 
krab crab 
peer pear 
bijl axe 
rups caferpí/Var 
fluit ñute 
slee sledge 
zaag saw 
snavel bea/c 
schaar scissors 
step scooter 
slak snai/ 
tang tongs 
tol top 
Uil ow/ 
pauw peacock 
vaas vase 
worst sausage 
zwaan swan 
spin spider 
arts doctor 
partij party 
maat measure 
kroeg pub 
partij party 
maat measure 
eel ce// 
keizer emperor 
kroeg pub 
cel ce// 
knop button 
heuvel /)/// 
ramp disaster 
wond wound 
lijst //sf 
knop bufton 
keizer emperor 
plaat p/ato 
plaat p/afe 
arts doctor 
heuvel hill 
ramp disaster 
wond wound 
lijst //si 
doel terger 
hotel bofe/ 
vel s/c/n 
scherm screen 
hotel boto/ 
vel sJnn 
vak section 
ritme rhythm 
scherm screen 
vak section 
graf grave 
nummer number 
veld /?e/d 
wijf woman 
plein square 
graf grave 
ntme rhythm 
strand beacb 
strand beacb 
doel terge/ 
nummer number 
veld r7e/d 
wijf woman 
plein square 
auto car 
arm ann 
bank sofa 
boom free 
bloem flower 
broek trousers 
boot boaf 
trap steps 
bnef letter 
kerk church 
fles boff/e 
ster sfar 
mond mouth 
deur door 
neus nose 
muur wall 
stoel cberr 
schoen shoe 
tafel fati/e 
vinger finger 
vis f/sb 
zak bag 
voet foot 
hond dog 
plaat plate 
knop button 
arts doctor 
plaat p/ato 
wond wound 
partij рапу 
partij party 
arts doctor 
cel ce// 
kroeg pub 
ramp disaster 
heuvel hrf/ 
knop bufton 
keizer emperor 
lijst /fsf 
ramp disaster 
heuvel hill 
wond wound 
kroeg pub 
maat measure 
maat measure 
lijst //sf 
keizer emperor 
cel ce// 
strand beacb 
graf grave 
doel farge/ 
strand beacb 
wijf woman 
hotel bofe/ 
hotel hotel 
doel fargef 
vak section 
scherm screen 
veld fle/d 
nummer number 
graf grave 
ritme rhythm 
plein square 
veld /ie/d 
nummer number 
wijf woman 
scherm screen 
vel s/on 
vel ston 
plein square 
ntme rhythm 
vak section 
Table M4.5 Materials for experiment 5 Low- and high-frequent de-word picture names are shown 
together with their gender-congruent and -incongruent distractor words Every picture name has two 
different congruent distractors and two different incongruent distractors, and is shown together with 
its 'counterpart' picture name if a picture (e g 'bezem') was first presented with a congruent 
distractor ('arts' or 'partij') and then with an incongruent distractor ('doel' or 'hotel') its counterpart 
picture ('kano') was first presented with an incongruent distractor ('hotel' or 'doel') and then with a 
congruent distractor ('partij' or 'arts') 
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LF HF diff 
654 
77 
12 8 
8 3 
622 
75 
5 6 
3 5 
32 
7 2 
4Θ 
naming 1 
naming 2 598 570 28 
74 
8 0 
7 3 
85 
2 8 
1 0 
5 2 
6 3 
assignment 1 748 739 
67 
10 1 
4 5 
85 
52 
2 8 
4 9 
1 7 
assignment 2 706 708 
73 
4 2 
2 4 
56 
52 
2 8 
-1 0 
-0 4 
Table R4.1 Results of experiment 1 For the naming part, the mean utterance onset time of /kleine 
<noun>/ responses (ms), its standard deviation, and the percentage errors (uncorrected and 
corrected, see text) are shown for the first and second presentation of low- and high-frequent de-
word items For the gender assignment part, the mean push-button response time (ms), its standard 
deviation, and the percentage errors (uncorrected and corrected) are shown for the first and second 
presentation (in that task) of low- and high-frequent de-word items LF = low-frequent de-words, HF 
= high-frequent de-words, diff = LF - HF difference score, positive numbers represent faster 
responses and fewer errors on high-frequent words Any apparent inaccuracies in marginal means 
are the result of rounding 
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prior N naming 
LF 
813 
72 
36 
de-words 
HF 
792 
79 
30 
all 
803 
73 
33 
LF 
989 
96 
94 
het-words 
HF 
860 
58 
54 
all 
925 
71 
74 
prior A+N naming 811 782 796 914 825 869 
difference 
Table R4.2 Results of experiment 2 The mean gender assignment response time (ms), its 
standard deviation, and the percentage errors are shown for the first presentation of low- and high-
frequent de- and het-word items after N naming and after A+N naming LF = low-frequent, HF = 
high-frequent, difference = N - A+N difference score, positive numbers represent faster responses 
and fewer errors after A+N naming Any apparent inaccuracies in marginal means are the result of 
rounding 
82 
47 
2 
-0 9 
73 
26 
10 
04 
73 
36 
6 
-0 3 
109 
66 
76 
28 
112 
4 3 
34 
1 1 
108 
55 
55 
1 9 
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de-words het-words 
LF MF HF all LF MF HF all 
prior SN naming 683 679 674 679 717 692 701 703 
89 102 80 73 99 101 100 82 
42 63 52 52 94 52 42 63 
prior A+SN naming 664 657 672 664 716 677 664 686 
difference for SN 
90 
21 
19 
21 
92 
31 
22 
32 
92 
52 
2 
00 
79 
35 
15 
1 7 
105 
104 
1 
-1 0 
93 
21 
15 
31 
88 
21 
37 
21 
80 
4 9 
17 
14 
prior DN naming 869 812 951 877 1060 876 901 946 
130 109 224 112 159 116 147 102 
115 94 188 132 27 1 156 167 198 
prior A+DN naming 837 759 853 816 1007 792 867 889 
difference for DN 
Table R4.3 Results of experiment 3 The mean utterance onset time of /<colouradj>(e) <noun>/ 
responses (ms), its standard deviation, and the percentage errors are shown for low-, medium- and 
high-frequent de- and het-word items after N naming and A+N naming with the same noun (SN) and 
with a different noun (DN) LF = low-frequent, MF = medium-frequent, HF = high-frequent, difference 
for SN/DN = N - A+N difference score in the same- and different-noun design, positive numbers 
represent faster responses and fewer errors after A+N naming Any apparent inaccuracies in 
marginal means are the result of rounding 
137 
63 
32 
52 
89 
8 3 
53 
1 1 
166 
167 
98 
21 
95 
104 
61 
2 8 
164 
188 
53 
8 3 
89 
11 5 
84 
4 1 
137 
125 
34 
4 2 
107 
14 2 
57 
5 6 
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prior ON naming 
prior SN naming 
LF 
871 
141 
11 5 
796 
147 
73 
de-words 
MF 
797 
126 
52 
724 
106 
31 
HF 
783 
120 
4 2 
730 
109 
31 
all 
817 
110 
6 9 
750 
104 
4 5 
LF 
1031 
206 
11 5 
829 
138 
8 3 
het-words 
MF 
825 
159 
104 
738 
100 
1 0 
HF 
822 
129 
52 
771 
137 
21 
all 
893 
128 
9 0 
779 
106 
38 
prior DA+SN naming 789 737 755 760 856 740 739 778 
140 
73 
118 
1 0 
114 
42 
103 
4 2 
127 
21 
115 
52 
100 
94 
99 
56 
96 
4 2 
75 
4 2 
99 
0 0 
73 
21 
98 
10 
53 
10 
89 
1 7 
67 
2 4 
100 
52 
202 
31 
109 
21 
88 
9 4 
123 
10 
51 
31 
98 
28 
114 
52 
prior SA+SN naming 689 706 684 693 765 721 721 736 
ITMREP difference 
GENREP difference 7 -13 -24 -10 -26 -2 31 1 
00 21 -10 0 3 6 3 -4 2 -7 3 -17 
ADJREP difference 100 31 71 67 90 19 18 42 
31 10 31 24 -3 1 31 83 28 
Table R4.4 Results of experiment 4 The mean utterance onset time of /<colouradj>(e) <noun>/ 
responses (ms), its standard deviation, and the percentage errors are shown for low-, medium- and 
high-frequent de- and het-word items after DN naming, SN naming, DA+SN naming and SA+SN 
naming LF = low-frequent, MF = medium-frequent, HF = high-frequent, ITMREP difference = DN -
SN difference score, positive numbers represent faster responses and fewer errors with item 
repetition, GENREP difference = SN - DA+SN difference score, positive numbers represent faster 
responses and fewer errors with additional gender repetition, ADJREP difference = DA+SN -
SA+SN difference score, positive numbers represent faster responses and fewer errors with 
additional adjective repetition Apparent inaccuracies in marginal means are the result of rounding 
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LF HF all freq dlff 
congruent distractor prior N naming 
prior A+N naming 
naming form dlff 
Incongruent distractor prior N naming 
prior A+N naming 
776 
73 
31 
771 
82 
3 5 
5 
-0 4 
Θ02 
72 
4 5 
791 
76 
5 2 
756 
90 
3 5 
745 
84 
31 
12 
0 4 
782 
82 
4 9 
762 
68 
4 9 
766 
78 
3 3 
75Θ 
80 
3 3 
θ 
0 0 
792 
74 
4 7 
777 
69 
50 
20 
-0 4 
27 
0 4 
20 
-0 4 
29 
0 3 
naming form diff 11 20 16 
-0 7 0 0 -0 3 
Table R4.5 Results of experiment 5 The mean utterance onset time of /de <noun>/ responses 
(ms), its standard deviation, and the percentage errors are shown for the first presentation of low-
and high-frequent de-word pictures after unmarked N naming and after gender-marked A+N naming, 
for pictures with gender-congruent and gender-mcongruent distractor words LF = low-frequent, HF 
= high-frequent, naming form dlff = N - A+N difference score, positive numbers represent faster 
responses and fewer errors after A+N naming, freq diff= LF - HF difference score, positive numbers 
represent faster responses and fewer errors on high-frequent words Any apparent inaccuracies in 
marginal means are the result of rounding 

Samenvatting 
De taalpsychologie van woordgeslacht: 
Onderzoek op het gebied van de verwerking en de produktie van taal 
Veel Nederlanders kennen 'woordgeslacht', of 'genus', vooral als datgene dat hun op 
school zo in de weg zat bij het leren van een vreemde taal, zoals Frans, Spaans, of 
Duits. Was het nou "un pipe" of "une pipe"? "El camión" of "la camión"? En 
waarom toch "der Löffel", maar "die Gabel", en "das Messer"? Bij het leren van een 
nieuwe taal, hetzij op school, hetzij in een latere cursus, vragen dit soort zaken op 
vaak nogal onaangename wijze de aandacht. Heel anders is het echter gesteld met het 
gebruik van de eigen moedertaal. Als je van jongs af aan al Nederlands hebt 
gesproken, dan sta je doorgaans niet stil bij het feit dat "huis" een het-woord is, en 
"hypotheek" een de-woord, en zéker niet bij de mogelijke reden hiervoor. Tijdens 
een gesprek over het kopen van een huis komt er gewoon vanzelf vaak "het huis" of 
"de hypotheek" uit, zonder moeite, en doorgaans zonder fouten. En als je 
gesprekspartner toch per ongeluk eens "het hypotheek voor de huis" zegt, dan valt 
dat meestal onmiddellijk op, zonder dat je aandacht expliciet op dit soort 
spreekfouten gericht was. 
Dat mensen zich tijdens een spontaan gesprek niet bewust met genus hoeven 
bezig te houden is in zekere zin bijzonder nuttig, want daardoor kan de volle 
aandacht uitgaan naar belangrijker zaken, zoals de inhoud van het gesprek. Een 
neveneffect van dit onopvallende karakter van genus is echter dat het in de ogen van 
de moedertaalspreker allemaal nogal eenvoudig in elkaar lijkt te zitten: bij sommige 
woorden hoort "de", en bij andere "het", dat heb je ergens ooit eens geleerd, en meer 
valt er eigenlijk niet over te zeggen. Maar zo eenvoudig blijkt het niet te zijn. 
Nederlanders zeggen bijvoorbeeld niet alleen "de hypotheek voor het huis", maar ook 
"deze of die hypotheek voor dit of dat huis", "de hypotheek die ik kon krijgen was 
niet genoeg voor het huis dat ik wilde hebben", en "een nogal dure hypotheek voor 
een nogal duur huis". Het genus van een zelfstandig naamwoord heeft dus niet alleen 
gevolgen voor de vorm van het bepaalde lidwoord, maar ook voor dat van 
aanwijzende voornaamwoorden, betrekkelijke voornaamwoorden, en bijvoeglijke 
naamwoorden. Verder ligt het bij die bijvoeglijke naamwoorden allemaal nog 
enigszins gecompliceerder, want Nederlanders zeggen bijvoorbeeld wél weer "de nogal 
dure hypotheek voor het nogal dure huis". 
Er wordt tijdens het spreken en verstaan derhalve heel wat meer met genus 
gedaan dan je zo op het eerste gezicht zou denken. En daarmee ontstaan er, in ieder 
geval voor de taaipsycholoog, ook meteen een aantal interessante vragen. Hoe komt 
het dat Nederlandstalige sprekers die, naar we mogen aannemen, eigenlijk alleen maar 
ideeën willen overbrengen, de daarvoor benodigde woorden en zinnen geheel 
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automatisch van schijnbaar overbodige genus-annotaties voorzien? Waarom zeggen 
ze niet gewoon "de hypotheek" en "de huis"? Hoe wéten deze sprekers eigenlijk dat 
"hypotheek" een de-woord is, en "huis" een het-woord? Hebben ze dat gewoon voor 
elk van minstens duizenden zelfstandig naamwoorden uit het hoofd geleerd? Hoe 
kunnen ze die kennis zo snel tijdens het spreken mobiliseren, als je bedenkt dat de 
gemiddelde spreker zo'n 2 tot 3 woorden per seconde produceert? En wat hebben de 
toehoorders (of de lezers) eigenlijk aan al die extra informatie? 
In het onderzoek waarvan in dit proefschrift verslag wordt gedaan heb ik 
geprobeerd om twee van deze vragen althans ten dele te beantwoorden. Wat betreft 
de laatstgenoemde vraag, wat nu eigenlijk het nut is van genus, heb ik onderzocht 
of mensen tijdens het lezen wellicht sneller een zelfstandig naamwoord herkennen als 
ze kort daarvoor informatie over het genus van dat woord hebben gekregen. Wat de 
vraag naar het mobiliseren van genus tijdens het spreken betreft heb ik bekeken hoe 
snel mensen tijdens het voorbereiden van hun spraakuiting het genus van een te 
gebruiken woord uit hun geheugen kunnen ophalen, en of dat misschien ook sneller 
gaat als ze het genus van dat woord kort tevoren al eens eerder hebben gebruikt. 
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt genus net als hierboven als een nogal onopvallend 
verschijnsel ten tonele gevoerd, maar wél een verschijnsel waar, als je er wat beter 
naar kijkt, een aantal voor taalpsychologen zeer interessante aspecten aan zitten. Om 
deze aspecten goed in kaart te kunnen brengen bespreek ik in grove lijn wat sprekers, 
schrijvers, toehoorders en lezers eigenlijk allemaal doen als ze met taalproduktie en 
taalverwerking bezig zijn. Vervolgens gebruik ik deze 'blauwdruk' van de 
taalgebruiker als kapstok voor de twee vragen die in mijn verdere onderzoek in dit 
proefschrift centraal staan. 
Alvorens ik aan het eigenlijke verslag van dat onderzoek toe kom geef ik in 
hoofdstuk 2 eerst een overzicht van de taalkundige aspecten van genus, en van het 
Nederlandse genus-systeem. Genus is, zoals de alternatieve term 'woordgeslacht' zelf 
al aangeeft, een eigenschap van woorden, en niet van de dingen waarnaar die 
woorden verwijzen; het Duitse woord "Mädchen", bijvoorbeeld, is grammaticaal 
gesproken onzijdig, ook al gaat het hier om een biologisch vrouwelijk persoon. We 
spreken pas van een genus-systeem als een grammaticale eigenschap van zelfstandig 
naamwoorden ("huis", "hypotheek") de vorm bepaalt van omringende woorden 
("het/dit/dat/duur", "de/deze/die/dure"). Vele, maar beslist niet alle talen hebben zo'n 
systeem. Het Chinees, bijvoorbeeld, heeft naar alle waarschijnlijkheid nooit genus 
gehad, en het Engels is het in de loop der eeuwen kwijtgeraakt. De meeste talen in 
Europa hebben twee of drie genera, maar er bestaan ook talen met tien tot twintig 
verschillende genera. 
Volgens moderne taalkundigen heeft de Nederlandse taal in de praktijk slechts 
twee genera: onzijdig (neutraal genus, her-woorden) en 'niet-onzijdig' (niet-neutraal 
of commuun genus, de-woorden). Dat zal voor sommige Nederlanders een verrassing 
zijn, aangezien woordenboeken en spellingslijsten (Groene Boekjes) er doorgaans drie 
vermelden: mannelijk, vrouwelijk, en onzijdig. Dit laatste blijkt echter onderdeel te 
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zijn van een soort "Groeneboekjeskomplot", een nationaal komplot dat al eeuwenlang 
tot doel heeft het oorspronkelijk drieledige genus-systeem van de Middeleeuwen op 
kunstmatige wijze in vooral de schrijftaal in leven te houden. In de spontane 
spreektaal, d w z de échte taal, heeft het Nederlandse genus zich echter al lang tot 
een tweeledig systeem ontwikkeld Het drieledige onderscheid in bijvoorbeeld de 
persoonlijke voornaamwoorden ("hij", "zij", "het") heeft met het échte genus-systeem 
eigenlijk niet zoveel te maken, omdat de keuze voor deze voornaamwoorden niet 
zozeer afhangt van het genus van een eerder zelfstandig naamwoord, maar veeleer van 
o a het biologisch geslacht van mensen en dieren ("Heb JIJ dat meisje nog gezien' 
Nee, ze was al weg voor ik haar had kunnen spreken") 
Statistisch onderzoek van het Nederlandse genus-systeem m b ν een 
elektronisch woordenboek laat zien dat de verzameling de-woorden ongeveer drie keer 
zo groot is als de verzameling het-woorden, een asymmetrie die belangrijk kan zijn 
voor de manier waarop taalgebruikers de elementen van het genus-systeem verwerven 
en vervolgens gebruiken Overigens wordt het gemiddelde het-woord, hoewel in 
principe in de minderheid, iets vaker gebruikt dan het gemiddelde de-woord, zodat 
het aantal de-woorden dat je uiteindelijk in een representatief stukje Nederlandse 
tekst tegen zult komen toch ongeveer maar twee keer zo groot is als het aantal het-
woorden Of dit in de toekomst zo blijft is trouwens maar zeer de vraag Zo ligt het 
genus van een woord niet voor de eeuwigheid vast "salon" was vroeger een het-
woord, en "schilderij" was een de-woord Woorden kunnen in de loop van de tijd 
dus van het ene genus naar het andere verhuizen, waarbij ze in de overgangsperiode 
vaak 'tweeslachtig' gedrag vertonen ("de/het aanrecht", "de/het deksel") 
Met name met-moedertaalsprekers zullen zich wel eens hebben afgevraagd in 
hoeverre je kunt beredeneren of een Nederlands zelfstandig naamwoord een de-woord 
of een het-woord is In eerste instantie lijkt er geen peil op te trekken, behalve 
misschien dan dat alle verkleinwoorden ("hypotheekje", "huisje") het-woorden zijn 
Maar bij nader inzien blijkt er toch meer regelmaat in te zitten Zo worden de 
meeste bloemen, muziekinstrumenten en deugden benoemd met een de-woord ("de 
roos, de piano, de liefde'), terwijl de meeste kleuren, metalen en jonge dieren met 
een het-woord worden beschreven ("het rood, het goud, het kalf') Verder zijn de 
meeste woorden die eindigen op "-ing" of "-heid de-woorden ("de regering, de 
waarheid'), en zijn vrijwel alle woorden die eindigen op "-isme" of "-aat" het-
woorden ("het socialisme, het resultaat") O p grond van dit soort regelmatigheden, 
die ook voorkomen in het genus-systeem van andere talen, is door een aantal 
taalkundigen de suggestie geopperd dat moedertaalsprekers het genus niet voor elk 
woord apart hoeven te onthouden In plaats daarvan zouden ze, als ze tijdens het 
spreken het genus van een bepaald woord nodig hebben, dit genus zeer snel en geheel 
onbewust afleiden uit de vorm en/of de betekenis van dat woord Hoewel deze 
hypothese voor de betrokken taalkundigen een vanzelfsprekendheid lijkt te zijn, 
beargumenteer ik in het slot van hoofdstuk 2 dat alleen taalpsychologisch, empirisch 
onderzoek kan laten zien of ze juist is of niet 
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In hoofdstuk 3 doe ik verslag van een onderzoek naar de rol van genus 
tijdens het herkennen van geschreven woorden. Het is al lang bekend dat het 
herkennen van woorden, hoewel doorgaans een net zo automatisch proces als ons 
onbewuste gebruik van genus, geen triviale taak is. Het herkennen van een 
geschreven woord kost tijd, en hoewel het meestal slechts gaat om een paar honderd 
milliseconden, is uit onderzoek gebleken dat de benodigde tijd niet alleen afhankelijk 
is van de leesbaarheid van het woord, maar bijvoorbeeld ook van de woordlengte, van 
hoe vaak het woord in de taal wordt gebruikt, en van de aanwezigheid van 
gerelateerde woorden. Wat dat laatste betreft wordt "muis" bijvoorbeeld sneller 
tijdens het lezen herkend als mensen kort daarvoor het gerelateerde woord "kat" 
hebben gelezen dan wanneer ze kort daarvoor het ongerelateerde woord "lat" hebben 
gezien. Evenzo wordt "huis" sneller herkend na "hypotheek" dan na "apotheek". Deze 
effecten, die ook wel 'priming effecten' worden genoemd, zijn aangetoond met 
behulp van een experimentele methode die zeer vaak in de taalpsychologie wordt 
toegepast. Hierin zit de proefpersoon achter een computerscherm waarop eerst kort 
het gerelateerde woord ("hypotheek") of het ongerelateerde woord ("apotheek") 
verschijnt, en daarna dan het te herkennen doelwoord ("huis"). De herkenningstijd 
voor dat laatste woord wordt vervolgens gemeten door bijvoorbeeld te kijken hoe snel 
de proefpersoon dit woord hardop uit kan spreken. 
De vraag die ik met het in hoofdstuk 3 beschreven onderzoek heb geprobeerd 
te beantwoorden is of een woord als "huis" wellicht ook sneller herkend wordt na 
een korte presentatie van het goede lidwoord "het" dan na een korte presentatie van 
het foute lidwoord "de". Zo ja, dan zou dat kunnen betekenen dat taalgebruikers wel 
degelijk iets hebben aan al die genus-informatie in hun taal. In zowel gesproken 
alswel geschreven Nederlands wordt een zelfstandig naamwoord immers regelmatig 
voorafgegaan door "de" of "het", en de toehoorder of lezer zou deze voorinformatie 
in principe kunnen gebruiken om dat naamwoord sneller te kunnen herkennen. In 
dit verband is het van belang om niet alleen te kijken wat er gebeurt als je mensen 
vooraf goede of foute genus-informatie geeft, maar ook naar wat er gebeurt als je ze 
helemaal geen genus-informatie geeft. In mijn onderzoek heb ik een woord als "huis" 
daarom laten voorafgaan door het bepaalde lidwoord "het" (goede informatie), het 
bepaalde lidwoord "de" (foute informatie), en het onbepaalde lidwoord "een", een 
lidwoord dat past bij zowel de- als her-woorden, en dat daarom geen informatie over 
het genus van het volgende woord verschaft. 
Zoals in veel ander taalpsychologisch onderzoek heb ik gebruik gemaakt van 
twee verschillende experimentele taken om het moment van woordherkenning exact 
te kunnen meten. Een daarvan is de woordbenoemingstaak, waarin aan proefpersonen 
werd gevraagd om het op een computerscherm gepresenteerde doelwoord zo snel 
mogelijk hardop uit te spreken. In deze benoemingstaak bleek het voor mijn 
proefpersonen niet uit te maken of ze kort voor elk woord de goede of de foute 
genus-informatie hadden gekregen: "huis" werd bijvoorbeeld even snel benoemd na 
"het" als na "de". In de andere taak, lexicale decisie, werden proefpersonen gevraagd 
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om, zodra ze een woord-achtige reeks van letters op het scherm zagen, met een druk 
op een van twee knoppen zo snel mogelijk aan te geven of het hier ging om een echt 
bestaand Nederlands woord (zoals "huis") of om een nep-woord (zoals "zuip"). Hier 
bleek de aard van de voorafgaande genus-informatie wél uit te maken: een woord als 
"huis" werd iets sneller als een bestaand woord aangemerkt na het goede lidwoord 
"het" dan na het foute lidwoord "de". 
Een verrassend resultaat was dat de reacties in beide taken het snelst waren als 
het te herkennen woord was voorafgegaan door "een", d.w.z. door een lidwoord dat 
helemaal geen genus-informatie verschaft. Op grond van onder andere dit resultaat 
heb ik moeten concluderen dat het kleine effect van goede versus foute genus-
informatie in de lexicale decisietaak een bijverschijnsel was van de manier waarop 
mensen deze laboratoriumtaak uitvoeren, en geen afspiegeling van de invloed van 
genus op het daadwerkelijke woordherkenningsproces. Al met al heb ik in het in 
hoofdstuk 3 beschreven onderzoek dus geen evidentie gevonden voor het gebruik van 
genus tijdens het herkennen van geschreven woorden. Verder onderzoek zal moeten 
aantonen of mensen onder andere omstandigheden, bijvoorbeeld tijdens de 
herkenning van gesproken i.p.v. geschreven woorden, wél baat hebben bij 
voorafgaande informatie over het genus van die woorden. 
Het zojuist besproken onderzoek ging over de mogelijke rol van genus tijdens 
het lezen, d.w.z. tijdens het begrijpen of 'verwerken' van taal. Er is echter ook nog 
vrijwel niets bekend over het gebruik van genus in het complementaire proces, 
namelijk de produktie van taal. In hoofdstuk 4 beschrijf ik mijn speurtocht naar een 
reeds eerder geobserveerd verschijnsel in de produktie van gesproken taal, het 
zogenaamde 'genus recentie effect' (waarover zo dadelijk meer). Een deel van dit 
onderzoek maakte gebruik van een genus-decisietaak, waarin proefpersonen steeds een 
plaatje te zien kregen en dan zo snel mogelijk middels een druk op de goede knop 
("de" of "het") moesten beslissen of de naam van dat plaatje een de-woord of een 
het-woord was. Bij een plaatje van een huis zou men dus de "het"-knop moeten 
indrukken, bij een plaatje van een ster de "de"-knop. Hoewel het hier om een 
drukknoppentaak gaat, en niet om een echte spreektaak, zou de snelheid waarmee 
mensen dergelijke de/het beslissingen kunnen nemen toch indicatief zijn voor de 
snelheid waarmee ze het genus van een woord tijdens het spreken uit hun geheugen 
kunnen halen. 
Wat het genus recentie effect betreft was in eerder onderzoek met deze taak 
gevonden dat, als je proefpersonen bijvoorbeeld een plaatje van een huis of een ster 
liet zien, dat ze hun genus-beslissing sneller konden maken indien ze kort tevoren de 
naam van datzelfde plaatje met het juiste lidwoord hadden uitgesproken ("het huis", 
"de ster") dan wanneer ze kort tevoren alleen de naam zelf hadden uitgesproken 
("huis", "ster"). Het leek er op dat men, door het genus van een woord tijdens het 
spreken te gebruiken, op een later moment extra snel weer het genus van datzelfde 
woord uit het geheugen kon ophalen. Het idee van de betrokken onderzoekers was 
dan ook dat dit genus recentie effect wel eens het werk zou kunnen zijn van een 
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speciaal mechanisme voor het herhaaldelijk opzoeken van het genus van een woord. 
Dit zou wellicht te maken kunnen hebben met het feit dat je tijdens een gesprek 
vaak meerdere malen hetzelfde woord gebruikt, zoals bij "Ik zag een groot paard" ... 
"Maar het mooiste was: dat paard stak zomaar de weg over!". Een speciaal 
mechanisme voor het kort na elkaar ophalen van het genus van hetzelfde woord zou, 
zo was het idee, in dit soort situaties kunnen bijdragen aan het gemak waarmee 
gesproken taal met zo'η 2 tot 3 woorden per seconde wordt geproduceerd. 
In vijf experimenten heb ik geprobeerd om verdere evidentie voor dit idee te 
vinden. Uit het eerste experiment bleek dat proefpersonen hun beslissing over het 
genus van de naam van een plaatje ook sneller konden maken als ze de naam van 
datzelfde plaatje kort tevoren met een genus-gemarkeerd bijvoeglijk naamwoord 
hadden uitgesproken ("klein huis", "kleine ster"). Het aardige van dit resultaat was 
dat het genus van een woord dus eerst gebruikt werd voor een bijvoeglijk 
naamwoord, terwijl de latere genus-beslissing (net als in het oorspronkelijke 
onderzoek) werd gemaakt in termen van het juiste lidwoord, d.w.z. "de" of "het". 
Hierdoor was het onwaarschijnlijk dat de keuze voor "het" bij bijvoorbeeld het 
plaatje van een huis versneld werd doordat de proefpersoon zich toevallig herinnerde 
dat hij of zij eerder al eens "klein huis" had gezegd; de meeste Nederlanders zijn zich 
namelijk niet bewust van het feit dat "het" en "klein" in dit verband bij elkaar horen. 
Het leek er daarom op dat hier een 'dieper', abstracter taalvermogen in het spel was. 
In de vier overige experimenten heb ik deze bevinding echter niet kunnen 
repliceren. De resultaten van een van deze experimenten, waarin dezelfde genus-
decisietaak werd gebruikt als in het eerdere onderzoek, waren zelfs zodanig dat aan 
de validiteit van de eerdere bevindingen met deze drukknoppentaak moest worden 
getwijfeld. De drie overige experimenten maakten daarom uitsluitend gebruik van 
benoemingstaken, d.w.z., echte spreektaken. In geen van deze experimenten heb ik 
enige evidentie kunnen vinden voor een genus recentie effect. Zo waren 
proefpersonen die zojuist bijvoorbeeld "klein huis" en "kleine ster" hadden gezegd 
niet sneller in het vervolgens produceren van "het huis" en "de ster" dan 
proefpersonen die eerder alleen maar "huis" en "ster" hadden gezegd. Het uit je 
geheugen halen van het genus van een woord ging tijdens het spreken dus niet sneller 
als je dit genus kort tevoren al eens eerder voor een stukje spraak had opgehaald. In 
principe betekent het niet kunnen vinden van een bepaald verschijnsel niet per 
definitie dat dit verschijnsel dan ook helemaal niet bestaat, want wellicht zou het bij 
een iets ander type experiment wél gevonden zijn. Het ontwerp van de in hoofdstuk 
4 beschreven experimenten was echter zodanig dat ik toch heb kunnen concluderen 
dat er geen speciaal mechanisme bestaat voor het tijdens het spreken herhaaldelijk uit 
het geheugen ophalen van het genus van een woord. 
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(From the summary) Onderzoek op het gebied van de verwerking en 
de produktie ... op school zo in de weg zat bij het leren van een 
vreemde taal... niet alleen gevolgen voor de vorm van het bepaalde 
Lidwoord, maar ook voor dat van ... een nationaal# komplot dat al 
eeuwenlang tot doel heeft het oorspronkelijk drieledige genus-systeem 
van de Middeleeuwen op kunstmatige wijze in vooral de schrijftaal... 
afleiden uit de vorm en/of de betekenis van dat woord. Hoewel deze 
hypothese ... alleen taalpsychologische, empirischf onderzoek kan 
laten zien of ze ... het kleine effect van goede versus foute genus-
informatie in de lexicale decisietaak een bijverschijnsel was van de 
manier waarop mensen deze laboratoriumtaak uitvoeren ... betekent 
het niet kunnen vinden van een bepaald# verschijnsel niet per definitie 
dat dit verschijnsel dan ook helemaal niet bestaat, want wellicht zou 
het bij een iets ander# type experiment... geen speciaal# mechanisme 
bestaat voor het tijdens het spreken herhaaldelijk uit het geheugen 
ophalen van het genus van een woord. 
